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Foreword
H.H. the Dalai Lama

The fasting practice known as nyungne, which involves eating
only one meal on the first day and fasting completely on the second, is
often done in conjunction with taking the eight Mahayana precepts. Following the tradition established by the fully ordained nun Bhikshuni Lakshmi, who we Tibetans remember as Gelongma Palmo, people pay special
attention to the practice of Avalokiteshvara, the Bodhisattva of Compassion, and recite the six-syllable mantra, Om mani padme hung. This is an
excellent practice that, because it is simple to do, anyone can perform, yet
at the same time can be a source of great merit and spiritual benefit.
It gives me great pleasure, therefore, to know that in this book Wangchen
Rinpoche has given clear and comprehensive instruction on how to undertake the nyungne practice. Not only that, but by including stories of the
great past masters who have undertaken the practice, accounts of the benefits it has brought, as well as auxiliary practices and recitations, he offers
a wealth of background information that will serve as a rich source of
knowledge and inspiration. Nyungne is an authentic and effective Buddhist practice employing the actions of our body, speech, and mind that
has been enthusiastically followed in India, Tibet, and the surrounding
regions for many centuries past, and which those who are interested can
easily undertake wherever they are today.
With prayers that all who try to put what they read here into practice
shall be blessed with success.

December 19, 2007

Introduction
Definition of Nyungne Practice
The fasting practice of Nyungne is a well known, very popular,
and profound purification practice that is widely performed in Tibet. One
set of Nyungne consists of two days of practice. The first day is the preliminary day, and the second day is the actual fasting day. One takes what is
called the Tekchen Sojong vow, the mahayana vow of Restoring and Purifying Ordination, with a total of eight precepts, and on the preliminary
day one eats only one meal with drinks for the entire day. The meal is completely and purely vegetarian, which means it is free from any meat substance as well as onions, garlic, eggs, etc. The next day is a complete fast
with no meals or drinks, and one must also be silent.
This important and well cherished fasting practice can be done by anyone. The only requirement is that if you are not a Buddhist, you must take
the vow of refuge as well as the bodhisattva vow, and you must receive the
empowerment for Thousand-Armed Chenrezig. As long as one is willing
to receive these teachings, one is welcome to participate in the practice.

Source of the Practice
The source of this practice is a revered historical Buddhist figure known
as Gelongma Palmo. She was actually an Afghani princess during a time
when Afghanistan was a great Buddhist nation. Padmasambhava, who is
considered second only to Lord Buddha, is also known to have come from
that area. In Buddhist history books this place is known as Oddiyana, in
what is now northwest India. Gelongma Palmo was a very learned, fully
ordained Buddhist nun who overcame the dreaded disease of leprosy
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through her practice of Nyungne by means of a vision of Chenrezig.
From her the lineage of this extraordinary Nyungne practice tradition
began.

Level of Practice
(Where Nyungne Belongs)
Buddhadharma is generally classified into three vehicles (Skt. yanas). The
three vehicles are shravakayana (hearers), pratyekabuddhayana (solitary
realizers), and mahayana (Great Vehicle.) The path of mahayana is further divided into two paths, sutrayana and tantrayana. In tantrayana
there are many levels, but generally we speak of four different tantras:
kriya tantra or action tantra; charya tantra or performance tantra; yoga
tantra; and anuttara yoga tantra, which is known as the highest yoga tantra. Within all these levels of tantric teachings, the practice of Nyungne
belongs to the action and performance classes of tantra, kriya tantra and
charya tantra.
Actually there is some debate with regards to the level of practice to
which Nyungne belongs. Because Nyungne includes self-visualization,
some historic masters consider it to be in the highest yoga tantra tradition
practiced as action tantra. But enlightened masters, such as the Eighth Tai
Situpa and Jamgon Kongtrul the Great, believe Nyungne is action tantra
practiced as performance tantra. The main issue here is that there is no selfdeity visualization according to action tantra doctrine, whereas in performance tantra there is. If the Nyungne practice of self-visualization were
associated with highest yoga tantra, then strict physical practices would
not be important. But in the historical tradition of Nyungne, physical discipline is an essential part of the practice, therefore the understanding and
belief that this practice belongs to action and performance tantra makes
perfect sense.
Action tantra here means that as practitioners we try to develop insight
mainly through physical actions such as fasting, washing ourselves, and
many other things that need to be done if the doctrine is to be followed
strictly and precisely. Since Tibetan buddhadharma focuses primarily on
highest yoga tantra, Tibetans pay less attention to action tantra and therefore some of the details of the physical practices are missing, such as bathing and changing one’s clothes every day, etc. I have seen some of these
traditional action tantra practices performed by Indians in India, but most
Tibetans have no knowledge of them.

i nt ro du c t i o n
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General Benefits of the Practice
Those who wish to make their human life meaningful must do one Nyungne
practice at the very least. One practice is just two days, but those two days
go a long way as far as your unending future is concerned. Because of the
enormous benefits of the practice, we organize two Eight Nyungne sessions every year, one in the United States and one in Taiwan. We have been
doing this for many years. In addition to this, we also have Nyungne practice one weekend every month. I am very happy that many of my students
make every effort to participate in both sets of Nyungne every year, and
I’m so glad the number of students who do Nyungne is growing.
A student once expressed a wonderful attitude, which I thought everyone should adopt. Since he was a new student, I asked him what made him
come to do Nyungne. He told me that upon hearing about all the beneficial results of practice, he decided to participate in a complete set of Eight
Nyungne. He said he realized that sixteen days out of a lifetime was nothing considering the benefits. He correctly recognized the benefits of the
practice, and saw that the sacrifice of sixteen days of prayer and fasting
was really a minor undertaking. I think that’s the kind of attitude everyone
should have, and it’s an intelligent decision and wise attitude as well.
During practice some people may feel a little bit of hunger and thirst.
But a little bit of hunger and thirst is absolutely worth going through when
it’s for the purpose of truly overcoming one’s own future pain and suffering and that of all other sentient beings in the world. Consider how some
people are willing to climb mountains and rocks for momentary exhilaration, and others are willing to go through all kinds of pain and suffering
just for the purpose of survival. These are just minute and short-lived benefits, but still people are willing to go through such difficulties. My point
is that the enormous benefits of the practice absolutely outweigh the hardships that you go through during the practice.
In the Sutra of Great Liberation, one of the most profound purification
prayers, Lord Buddha mentions that if someone were to recite this sutra,
such enormous purification could take place that even if they had the
karma to be born in the hell realm, they might only experience a little
headache instead. The benefits of Nyungne practice are very much like
that, meaning that if you suffer at all, it goes a long way toward your own
karmic purification.
One great Nyungne practitioner writing about Nyungne mentions that
being able to complete eight sets of Nyungne should bring us more joy
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and happiness than receiving all the wealth in the entire world. I think he
is quite correct, because the benefit of doing Eight Nyungne brings happiness in your future forever. As happy as you might be to receive all the
wealth in the whole world, it would still be for a short period of time. The
benefit of true practice has no limitation.
Generally speaking, every practice has a certain set number of practices that must be completed in order to have genuinely accomplished the
practice. With the four foundation practices, for example, one hundred
thousand prostrations are performed as well as one hundred thousand
repetitions of the other three practices; when you have completed those
you can say, “I have done the Four Foundations.” For our Nyungne practice, to complete eight sets is to really do the Nyungne practice. Certain
qualifications come with that. For example, if you wanted to lead others in
the practice, you would be able to do so.
Following an introduction to Thousand-Armed Chenrezig and a commentary on the benefits of Nyungne practice, topics in Sections One through
Three are arranged in the same order as our Nyungne practice text. Section Four includes specific information useful to the Nyungne practitioner,
from preparation to samaya commitments. Section Five contains a thorough discussion of vegetarian diet and fasting, the suffering of sentient
beings, and questions and answers about Nyungne practice. Section Six
contains the complete Nyungne text in Tibetan, phonetic rendering, and
English.
Throughout the commentary I often make a point by saying, “It has
been said.” When I use this phrase, I am indicating that the source is Lord
Buddha, from sutras or tantras, or great enlightened masters of the past.

Section One

Eleven-Faced,
Thousand-Armed Chenrezig

1

Chenrezig (Tib.) is referred to as Avalokiteshvara in Sanskrit and as
Quan Yin in Chinese. This deity is one of the most important deities in
the mahayana and vajrayana Buddhist traditions because of what it represents. It is the embodiment of all the buddhas’ loving-kindness and compassion combined together. For anyone who wishes to be connected with
the enlightened power of love and compassion, it is essential to rely on
this supreme manifestation of the buddhas. For those who wish to be on
the true enlightened path, pure love and compassion are essential parts of
spiritual growth.
There are, in fact, several different manifestations of Chenrezig, including
Four-Armed White Chenrezig, Four-Armed Red Chenrezig, Two-Armed
White Chenrezig, Two-Armed Red Chenrezig, Standing Chenrezig, Sitting Chenrezig, and many others. There is one associated with our practice called Triple Manifestation of the Six-Syllable Mantra. Among all the
manifestations, Eleven-Faced, Thousand-Armed Chenrezig is the primary
manifestation.
The Tibetan word, Chenrezig, literally means gazing with the eyes of
compassion. Just as Chenrezig is the manifestation of all the buddhas’
loving-kindness and compassion, similarly all the buddhas have infinite
enlightened qualities and they manifest in the forms of wisdom, compassion, purification, etc. For example, Manjushri Bodhisattva is a manifestation of wisdom, Vajrasattva is a manifestation of all the buddhas’ power
of purification, and there are many others with specific enlightened qualities. While absolute Chenrezig is the embodiment of all the buddhas’ loving-kindness and compassion, Chenrezig is also the inherent potential of
the love and compassion of all sentient beings. In other words, all sentient
beings are inherently Chenrezig in nature.

8
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The History of Thousand-Armed Chenrezig
As a bodhisattva being, Chenrezig had the incredible enlightened aspiration to liberate all sentient beings. His powerful aspiration led him to the
bodhisattva vow to not attain enlightenment if any single sentient being
still remained in samsara. The understanding here is that a true bodhisattva is a completely pure being who cares only for the welfare of others.
Therefore, as a bodhisattva being, Chenrezig worked tirelessly for the good
of all. His commitment was, “No matter what happens, if I ever break my
vow to save all fellow sentient beings, may my body fall into a thousand
pieces.”
Then, the story goes, Chenrezig worked tirelessly for eons and eons.
Having worked for so many eons, he thought, “Now the number of sentient beings must be dramatically reduced.” Using his wisdom eye’s ability to see sentient beings in samsara, at the very time that the collective
karma in the world was not very good, he saw that the world of samsara
was experiencing a particular decline; neurosis and conflicting emotions
were at their peak. There was tremendous confusion, illusion, and suffering in the world. The number of sentient beings in samsara appeared not
to have declined. Chenrezig was very disappointed and began to feel it
was an impossible task to save all sentient beings. As soon as he gave rise
to that thought and doubted his own commitment to liberate all sentient
beings, he broke his vow and his body fell into a thousand pieces. Chenrezig’s guru, Amitabha Buddha, immediately knew what had happened,
and he came right up to Chenrezig and said, “It’s unfortunate that you
gave up your vow like that. Now I must ask you to make an even greater
commitment to liberate all sentient beings.” Chenrezig accepted this command and Amitabha Buddha blessed his body which had fallen into one
thousand pieces, and his body transformed into eleven faces and one thousand eyes and arms.
Through the manifestation of eleven faces and one thousand arms,
Chenrezig works for the benefit of all. One thousand eyes are the representation of the one thousand buddhas that are to appear in this particular fortunate eon. This is to take place right here during the lifespan of
our planet Earth. Lord Buddha Shakyamuni was the fourth Buddha. Maitreya Bodhisattva will be the fifth Buddha. According to prophecies, the
sixth Buddha, the Buddha of the Lion’s Roar, will be Karmapa, supreme
head of the Kagyu lineage. It is believed that Jamgon Kongtrul the Great
will be the manifestation of the one-thousandth Buddha, the last Buddha.

e l e v e n -face d, t ho u sa nd - a r m e d c he nre z i g
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My supreme enlightened guru, Lord of Refuge Kalu Rinpoche, is the direct
incarnation of Jamgon Kongtrul the Great.
The Sutra of Great Fortune is a biography of the one thousand buddhas.
In it Lord Buddha states that the last buddha will have the collective activity of all one thousand buddhas combined together. In addition, he will
live the combined life span of all the buddhas. This sutra is actually in our
Tibetan Kangyur, which is the direct speech of the Buddha and is composed of 103 volumes. The volumes are in alphabetical order, and the Sutra
of Great Fortune is in the first volume, called by the first letter of the Tibetan
alphabet, Volume Ka.
The 103 volumes of the Tibetan Kangyur are definitely not all of the
teachings of the Buddha. It is the amount of teachings the great Tibetan
translators were able to translate. The Chinese, for example, have many
more sutras than we do in Tibet. And of course, there are even more of
Buddha’s teachings in India. Lord Buddha taught eighty-four thousand
volumes of teachings. The great fourth-century Indian Buddhist master
Vasubandhu said, “If you have a big elephant, and the elephant carries as
much ink as it can carry, it will take all that ink to write just one volume
of the Buddha’s teachings.” One can only imagine how vast the perfectly
enlightened Buddha’s teaching really is.
One thousand arms are the symbolic representation of how Chenrezig
performs his enlightened activity as a universal monarch in a thousand different ways. A universal monarch is someone who rules the entire world.
The eleven faces represent his completely treading the path of the eleven
bhumis. The eleventh bhumi is the buddha level, so this means completing the path to the level of the enlightenment of the Buddha.

Benefits
of the Practice

2

According to the Great Benefits of Nyungne text,
Oh, sons and daughters of noble family, if you practice Nyungne
just one time, you will purify negativities of forty thousand kalpas
(eons) and will be born as either supreme among men or have a
godlike birth. The spiritual achievement of those who complete
eight continuous Nyungne practices will equal the stage of a
stream-enterer,1 and they will be able to be born in the pure land
of Amitabha Buddha. If one completes twenty-five Nyungne
practices, this equals the spiritual achievement of the stage of a
once-returner and the purification of eighty thousand kalpas.
If one were to do fifty Nyungne practices, this is the equivalent
of achieving the path of no more returning and the purification
of eight hundred thousand kalpas of negativities. If one were to
complete 108 Nyungne practices, it is equivalent to achieving
arhathood; one hundred million kalpas of negativities are purified,
and one will definitely be born in the pure land of Great Bliss in the
presence of Buddha Amitayus (Long Life Buddha).

Obscurations of Body, Speech, and Mind
Unenlightened beings are unable to experience real, pure body, speech, and
mind because of many levels of obscuration, all the way from obstruction

1 In general, on the path of buddhadharma, individual practitioners develop certain spiritual qualities of insight. They are then referred to as stream-enterer, once-returner, nonreturner, and arhat.
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to omniscience to latent conditioning, afflictive emotions, and the most
gross of all, karmic obscurations. This means that due to these obstacles
we, as ordinary beings, cannot experience pure manifestations of the Buddha, either physically or mentally. At this point we are experiencing our
form as a human body, but an impure human body. We are stuck with this
form body because of the karmic obstacles and so forth. This experience
is considered a relatively fortunate one, considering other possible form
body experiences such as hell beings, hungry ghost beings, and animal
beings. These are all form body experiences as well that are absolutely due
to karmic obstacles and defilements. Sometimes the term “veil” is used
to describe these obstacles. The understanding here is that the levels of
obscurations are like layers, or veils, covering our pure nature of mind,
which is buddha nature, with one obscuration after another. When the layers of obscuration are purified, we are able to experience our true nature,
which is manifesting our own pure buddha nature completely.

How Purification Works
During our Nyungne practice, true purification is possible primarily
because of the power of Chenrezig’s compassion and blessing, as well as
our faith, devotion, and correct motivation to do the practice. When such
causes and conditions come together, a result inevitably occurs, and this
result is understood as the interdependently-arising nature of all phenomena. For the most part, enlightened and unenlightened phenomena all
arise due to this interdependently-arising nature. As a spiritual practitioner, the basic qualities one must bring to the practice are faith, devotion,
and a trust in the power of the practice and Chenrezig. These qualities stem
from our own pure nature of mind, a purity that is identical to Chenrezig’s
heart, that is, unceasing love and compassion. When these two things are
combined together, our devotion and faith and Chenrezig’s love and compassion, one could say miracles happen; a true purification takes place.
It has been said that when one is sitting before the mandala of Chenrezig, one should believe that although Chenrezig is not physically visible to us, in fact he is really there in front of us. Just as we would be very
careful of our thoughts and behavior if we were in the presence of a powerful and clairvoyant enlightened guru, in the same way we must generate vigilance so that we don’t act shamefully in front of this great being. If
we develop such vigilance and noble habit, then our negativities will automatically decrease.
In the history of the Nyungne tradition, many practitioners have been
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able to overcome incurable disease through the practice of Nyungne. We
could say miracles like this literally do take place, although in the Buddhist understanding, overcoming great obstacles and disease would be
considered blessings. A miracle is something else. It is the enlightened
power that is demonstrated by enlightened masters. A true miracle in the
Buddhist sense would be like the miracle of Milarepa entering into a little horn while his student, Rechungpa, sees him in his usual size yet he is
inside the horn. Or like the miracle of Milarepa sitting on a lake and people seeing that he hasn’t become any larger nor has the lake shrunk in
size, yet he is completely covering it. These are real, enlightened miracles.
And then there are also common siddhis (accomplishments) that can be
achieved by ordinary, accomplished practitioners. I stress ordinary practitioners, because in order to receive these siddhis one does not necessarily
have to be an enlightened, accomplished being.

Purification of Body, Speech, and Mind
During Nyungne practice, physical fasting purifies the negative karma of
killing, stealing, and sexual misconduct, and overcomes obscurations of
the body. Therefore, you will never be born in the preta (hungry ghost)
realm and, when born as a human, you will not suffer from illness nor be
harmed by evil spirits. Also, you will be born with a beautiful body and a
striking presence. Ultimately one will attain the supreme body of the buddhas with major marks and minor marks of perfection.
Abstaining from speech and remaining in silence purifies the negative
karma of lying, slandering, harsh words, and idle talk, and purifies obscurations of speech. You will not be born in the animal realm, and when born
as a human, you will automatically have proper and gifted speech, and
your words will carry weight. Ultimately one will attain the melodious,
enlightened speech of the buddhas.
One-pointed concentration on practices during Nyungne purifies the
negative karma of greed (as in covetousness), evil thoughts, and wrong
view, and purifies obscurations of the mind. You will not be born in the
hell realm and will have spiritual realization and satori (spiritual experience). As a human, you will always be bright and have integrity and a
great understanding of dharma. Ultimately one will attain the five wisdoms of the buddhas.
Remember that negative deeds or karma of the mind are related to hellish experience, and that tells us that the actions of our mind are the most
important, and the intentional wrong deeds of our mind are the worst of
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all possible deeds. I say this is because the scriptures mention that wrong
deeds of body, such as stealing or even killing, in the absence of intention
and hatred in the mind, are only a cause for the experience of the hungry
ghost realm. We know for a fact that the worst of all realms is hell, and hell
is connected with wrong deeds of the mind. The act of killing alone cannot be the cause of birth in the hell realm, but the act of killing with malicious intention has to be.
Here is an example of killing without intention. Imagine that you are
driving and you become involved in an accident in which you are the
cause of another’s death. Because you did not intentionally mean it, and
you did not enjoy it, and you regretted that it happened, even though
someone died, your karma, in the absence of intention, cannot be that bad.
You have some karma, definitely, but not a major karma causing you to
fall into the hell realm.

Story of the Woman Who Killed Many People
At one time the great Nyungne master Bodhisattva Dawa Gyeltsen was
in the southern part of Tibet, where an old, infirm woman came for blessing. Bodhisattva gave her blessings and made dedication prayers on her
behalf, and he told her that her illness was due to past life karma and that
she should practice patience and develop bodhichitta. He gave her many
instructions. She was very moved and devotion arose within her. With
tears in her eyes, she told Bodhisattva, “I’m sure I have done lots of wrong
deeds in the past, but even in this life I have committed terrible acts.”
Bodhisattva replied, “Well, wrong deeds can be overcome if you confess
them sincerely.” The old woman then told him her story.
“In a place called Kyi Dong, I was the wife of a rich businessman and
had one son. When my son was seven years old, my husband went on a
business trip to Nepal. He was gone for about three years. During that
time I had an affair with another man and bore a daughter with him. I
killed the daughter so that my husband wouldn’t find out. I also wasted
a lot of our fortune. My son told me, ‘When father comes back, we’ll see
what will happen to you.’ I was very angry and I grabbed a stone and hit
him, saying, ‘What did I do?’ Then he bled to death. I was making up all
kinds of stories about what had happened, but we had an old monk living
in the house who said prayers for us. He knew everything, so I poisoned
him. One day my husband came back with lots of wealth, and our maid
told him everything. I was listening to them, and I heard my husband say,
‘Tonight I will pretend that I don’t know anything, but tomorrow I will
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punish her by gouging out her eyes.’ I was so afraid that I put a lot of poison in the chang (Tibetan barley beer), and I gave it to my husband along
with eight of his people, two of our neighbors, and two maids. The next
morning, they were all in a coma and within two days they all died. So I
ran far away to the south, and my parents and other family members suffered a lot because of what I had done. In addition to all this, in my life I
have done many other despicable deeds.”
Hearing this story, with tears in his eyes Bodhisattva thought, “What a
poor woman, with so much negative karma. Nyungne is the solution for
her since Lord Chenrezig has vowed to protect any sentient being who
does one set of the practice from falling into the three lower realms.” Then
he gave her teaching and empowerment and instructed her to do eight sets
of Nyungne practice.
After having received the blessing, the old woman felt better immediately, and during the month of Saka Dawa she participated in an Eight
Nyungne practice. One day she was very thirsty and she drank a little bit
of chang, and then another day she was very hungry and she ate two of
the four torma offerings. So she did six perfect sets of Nyungne and two
broken sets. Soon after that she died.
Many years passed and one day someone remembered the story of this
old woman and asked Bodhisattva what happened to her. Bodhisattva,
being completely clairvoyant, smiled and told everyone that even though
this Nyungne practice of Thousand-Armed Chenrezig is extremely beneficial, very few people are able to do it. The woman was born in a wealthy,
Brahman family in east India. Although she managed to obtain a human
birth, because she violated one Nyungne by drinking, it caused her to have
some mental problems. And because she ate the food, she had an ugly
physical appearance. But she was very devoted to Chenrezig practice, and
he could see her going to Amitabha Buddha’s pure land after this life.
Bodhisattva further said, “Those who do Eight Nyungne properly will
absolutely be able to go to the pure land of Amitabha Buddha, and they
will eventually attain complete enlightenment; doing the practice once
will protect them forever from falling into the lower realms. Therefore,
this is the teaching and practice of all the buddhas and bodhisattvas, and
everyone should try to practice it.”
Since this is a truly powerful purification practice, I strongly recommend
that people do at least eight consecutive practices if they are suffering from
incurable disease or any forms of obstacles and defilements. If someone is
suffering from a serious, ripening karmic illness, such as cancer, in order
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to counter and prevent further ripening of the karma they should do at
least 108 Nyungne practices. If someone were to do 108 Nyungne practices, I believe with complete confidence that they would be able to overcome whatever karmic disease they might have, but those 108 Nyungne
practices must be done consecutively.
I can describe some of the benefits that a few of my students have experienced. One woman had a heart problem that prior to doing the practice
required surgical treatment. After the practice, the problem was no longer
there. Another woman had a small breast tumor that disappeared after
she did eight Nyungne practices. Another student was a cancer patient. I
encouraged her to do eight sets of Nyungne, but she was only able to participate in two. After finishing the two practices, she told me that before
the practices she had felt terrible, mentally and physically; and after the
practices, she felt much better, as if a huge burden had been lifted. Another
woman commented that she never knew what happiness was until she
practiced Nyungne.
These are a few examples of the immediate, relative benefits of Nyungne
practice. Additional great stories of overcoming karmic illness can be
found in the biographies of Gelongma Palmo and the lineage holders of
the practice in the next chapter.
It has been said that this practice is so great that even offering a meal to
a Nyungne practitioner is like offering a meal to an eighth-bhumi bodhisattva, which is obviously a deed of considerable merit. It is also believed
that if you offer a meal to a Nyungne practitioner on the day the practice
ends, the merit is equal to offering a meal to five hundred solitary realizers
(pratyekabuddhas). The merit of offering a meal to someone who merely
took the eight precepts equals making such an offering to an arhat, so the
merit of the offering in itself is extraordinary. One of the lineage holders of
Nyungne told his disciples to use his possessions just to support Nyungne
practitioners when he died; nothing else would be needed.
In conclusion, just by supporting Nyungne practitioners one will receive
tremendous benefit. Through such deeds one will not fall into the lower
realms, one will be able to develop bodhichitta, in all future lives one will
have abundant wealth and, eventually, one will be able to completely perfect the practice of generosity.

Importance of
Lineage and Guru

3

The lineage of this precious practice comes from Gelongma Palmo, an
Afghani princess who became a completely enlightened being through the
practice of Nyungne. She transmitted the teaching to her disciple, and so
this precious lineage began.
For a lineage to be considered an enlightened lineage tradition, it must be
founded by a completely enlightened being. This is essential. The importance of an authentic spiritual lineage derives from the fact that in the
secret mantrayana tradition, one can only become enlightened through the
blessings of a true guru who comes from a true enlightened lineage. Furthermore, without such a precious spiritual lineage, enlightenment cannot be reached. This is from the point of view of the ultimate promise of
the secret tantric path, enlightenment in one lifetime. Of course, if one performs many correct, spiritually related virtuous deeds, one can become
enlightened in future lives, but if one wishes to be a completely enlightened being in this form body, the only possibility is through a guru who
comes from an enlightened lineage. There is no other possibility. For this
reason, in all of our prayer texts you will always find that the first prayers
are to the guru and to the precious spiritual lineage holders.
I personally think one of the truly precious treasures that comes from the
Tibetan Buddhist tradition is the up-to-date teaching that is being passed
on by enlightened beings who hold the lineage. They are enlightened and
the teaching is alive, as much alive now as it was in the very beginning. At
the present time, this is unique to the Tibetan Buddhist spiritual heritage.
In other words, the blessings and the lineage are up-to-date, alive today. I
don’t know about the future, but right now it’s as wonderful as it was over
a thousand years ago. I hope and pray that the lineage will remain a pure
and enlightened lineage for many centuries to come.
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Gelongma Palmo’s Biography
The founder of the Nyungne lineage, Bhikshuni Lakshmi (Tib. Gelongma
Palmo), is believed to have been the daughter of the King of Oddiyana,
an area of what is now modern-day Afghanistan. Oddiyana was a great
Buddhist country where vajrayana Buddhism flourished a long time ago.
Padmasambhava, who is considered second only to Lord Buddha, came
from that part of the world. A sign of buddhadharma being a part of that
country’s historic culture was evident until recently when, as we all know,
the Taliban destroyed the tallest Buddhist statue in the world at Bamiyan.2
Gelongma Palmo probably lived during the tenth or eleventh century.
Due to her exceptional spiritual karma and past life spiritual habit, early
in her life she understood the shortcomings of a samsaric, household
lifestyle. She saw no possibility of true happiness in such a life, and she
decided to give up the life of a princess to become a nun. She was very
learned, in fact knowledgeable in all the five sciences,3 as well as very strict
in her discipline.
However, from some past-life karmic residue, she suffered from the
debilitating condition of leprosy. In those days it was considered the incurable disease, and since it was contagious, society cast out such people. So,
Gelongma Palmo was forced to live in isolation. Lepers were known to
accidentally lose their limbs due to lack of sensation. This happened to her,
and she lost her hands. Without the use of her hands, she had to eat like
an animal. She suffered physically and mentally very much. Since prayer
is the only solution, she certainly must have prayed intensely and with a
great deal of sincerity during this time. Her prayers were answered one
night in the form of a dream in which King Indrabodhi blessed her and
prophesied that, if she genuinely practiced and prayed to Lord Chenrezig
(Avalokiteshvara), she would achieve supreme siddhi (accomplishment)
in this life. The next morning, she felt some mental peace right away and
she started to recite the mantra OM MANI PEME HUNG during the daytime
and the long dharani during the night.
Although this is the most widely accepted version of the story, there
is another version in which Gelongma Palmo went to see a mahasiddha

2 Muslim extremists destroyed the Buddha statue from the belief that idol worship is stupid and wrong. According to this doctrine, someone who does this will go to hell because
it is so wrong to make and worship such a statue.
3 The five major sciences are: art, medicine, linguistics, valid cognition, and the inner science of Buddhist philosophy.
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of Avalokiteshvara known as Glorious Lion (Skt. Shri Sing Ha, Tib. Pal
Gyi Senge) where he lived in a jungle called Khasarpani. From him she
received teachings and the practice of Chenrezig.
In any event, Gelongma Palmo practiced diligently for about sixteen
months, but she became a little bit discouraged because she didn’t see
much result. Early one morning, feeling depressed and with her mind in
turmoil, she thought, “I really need a deity practice which is easy to accomplish. I’m not going to be successful doing this one, and I don’t think I will
be able to find another practice. There’s no hope and I might as well be
dead.” Right after thinking these thoughts, she fell asleep and then woke
to see a light shining in water, which totally captured her attention. In
the light she saw a young boy riding a lion. He told her she should go to
the east, to a place called Pundravardhana. “There you will find Thousand-Armed Chenrezig, who is the essence of all the buddhas of the three
times,” he said. “This is the deity practice which is easy to accomplish.
You should go there and practice and pray. If you do, you will achieve
Lord Tara’s state of realization in five years.” Speaking thus, he put a small
blessing pill on her tongue. She asked this boy, “Who are you?” He replied,
“I am Manjushri.” Then she said, “Well then, I wish to make a request
that you give me the ultimate siddhi.” “That siddhi is what I have already
given to you,” Manjushri answered, and he disappeared.
From that morning on Gelongma Palmo was able to develop great
bodhichitta and, with an enormous devotion to Chenrezig, she started
off toward the east. After seven days of travel, as she was taking a rest
under a tree, she fell asleep. She began to hear the fearful sounds of wild
beasts. Terrified, she prayed to Chenrezig with intense devotion, and all
her fear went away. In that same place, she met seven red-colored dakinis with wreaths of flowers on their heads. They told her, “When you
achieve supreme siddhi, we would like to be your retinue and protectors.”
Gelongma Palmo asked them, “What family of dakinis are you and where
did you come from?” They answered, “We are Lotus Family dakinis. Just
now we came from Oddiyana, and tomorrow we would like you to go to
Pundravardhana and become the chief dakini.” She responded by saying,
“Well, in that case I would like to have a siddhi to get there quickly.” They
lay down a piece of beautiful, silklike cloth and asked her to sit on it. The
next thing she knew, it was evening and she was in Pundravardhana in
the presence of the self-arisen statue of Thousand-Armed Chenrezig.4 She
4 Several years ago when I was in Lhasa, I saw the statue in the Potala Palace, where it
now resides. The konyer (Tibetan for caretaker of the temple) explained to me that this
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vowed to remain in that spot until she achieved siddhi, and to practice
Nyungne continuously.
Within a year, she was able to overcome her illness, and she achieved
many different kinds of samadhis. Her hands were also restored. While
she practiced, many demons tried to create obstacles to her practice; she
was able to subdue them through her practice of creation and completion,
and her increased bodhichitta. As a result of her practice, eight naga kings
vowed to protect Nyungne practitioners.5
When Gelongma Palmo was twenty-seven, on the first day of the fourth
lunar month (Saga Dawa), she had a vision of Tara, and she attained the
level of a first-bhumi bodhisattva. Tara prophesied that Gelongma Palmo
would perform activities of the buddhas of the three times. On the eighth
day of that same month, she had a vision of all the deities of kriya tantra,
and she attained the eighth bhumi. Again there was a prophecy, this time
that she would liberate all sentient beings to buddhahood through Chenrezig practice.
On the fifteenth day of the same month, Gelongma Palmo had a vision
of Thousand-Armed Chenrezig, and she saw entire mandalas of the Four
Tantric Deities inside Thousand-Armed Chenrezig’s body. Further, she
saw innumerable buddha realms in each pore. She said to Chenrezig, “I
have been praying to you for twelve years, waiting for you to appear.”
Chenrezig replied, “I was with you all along, from the time you started
praying to me. It was due to your own obscurations that you were unable
to see me.” Then he gave her many teachings and blessings. She achieved
the level of a tenth-bhumi bodhisattva, and she became inseparable from
Lord Chenrezig. It is said that her body even became a golden color.
Gelongma Palmo began to engage in the conduct of a siddha, untraditional behavior that to the uninformed may appear to be unscrupulous
activity. In order to dispel any doubt, during a Buddhist celebration of
Khasarpani, in the middle of the crowd she danced and cut off her own
head with her small ritual knife and placed it on top of her ritual staff.
statue came from Pundravardhana, and that it was the true, self-arisen statue of ElevenFaced Avalokiteshvara. He said that, among all the precious spiritual items and statues,
this was the single most valuable thing that existed in the Potala Palace. It is a small sandalwood statue. If you did not understand its importance, you would not be able to tell
that it is the most valuable thing in the palace, because there are so many other elaborately
ornate, beautiful statues and other spiritual items there. In the sutras, Lord Buddha mentions the importance of having a sandalwood statue as part of your shrine when you do
the Nyungne practice.
5 These are the naga protector kings that we make torma offerings to during our practice.
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She levitated into the sky, then came back to earth and replaced her head.
Everyone there was greatly inspired, and she gave teachings on the practice of Chenrezig. All the men and women present went on to achieve siddhi and were able to go to the dakini realm.

Gelongma Palmo’s Disciples
Gelongma Palmo’s lineage-holder disciple was Dawa Shonnu, Youthful
Moon (Skt. Pandita Chandra Ku Mara). He was born in West India to a
Brahman family. At the age of thirteen he became a monk. He studied the
Tripitaka and became very learned in all five traditional Buddhist sciences.
He was especially well versed in the logic of valid cognition and linguistics. His fame spread far and wide in India. At the age of twenty-one he
was fully ordained, and at about that time he began to suffer from a condition similar to schizophrenia. In Tibetan, we call it a heart-wind problem; one’s heart becomes very constricted and one is paranoid and easily
bothered.
Dawa Shonnu tried everything to overcome this problem and was
unsuccessful until he met Gelongma Palmo. Gelongma Palmo blessed him
and he was cured. Further, she told him, “The cause of your illness is that
in your past life you offended a great teacher, but you confessed to him.
That’s the reason that in this life you suffered from this illness, but in the
end you were able to come to see me.” She gave him teaching and instruction on Thousand-Armed Chenrezig practice, and through it he became a
completely accomplished Mahamudra master.
The next lineage holder was Yeshe Zangpo (Skt. Pandita Jnana Bhadra),
meaning Excellent Wisdom. He came from a royal family, but he became
a monk and studied very well and was knowledgeable in all the five sciences. Like Dawa Shonnu, the lineage-holder master, he also suffered
from a past-life karmic illness. In his case, it was a burning abcess on the
lower part of his body. He tried medical remedies for relief and nothing worked. Thinking it was a condition caused by spirits, he went to a
mahasiddha and received a practice to subdue the spirits. After that, his
condition became three times worse. The abcess covered his entire body.
He was in such extreme pain, he had to sit in cold water just to cool off.
The heat was so intense that even the water became hot, and it had to be
continuously changed. He went to see many great masters but no one
could help him.
Finally Dawa Shonnu was asked to help. Right at the moment Dawa
Shonnu was about to go to help Yeshe Zangpo, he had a vision of Tara.
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Tara told him, “You really cannot help this monk. This is a condition of
past-life karma caused by breaking samaya with a guru. Ask Gelongma
Palmo to help him.” So he prayed to Gelongma Palmo and invited her to
come; then guru and disciple both went to see the poor monk where he
was sitting in the lake. Yeshe Zangpo prayed to Gelongma Palmo from the
lake, and she blessed him. Immediately he was cured. Gelongma Palmo
gave him the Chenrezig practice and advised him to receive more instructions from her disciple, Dawa Shonnu. Yeshe Zangpo practiced Nyungne
for three months and became a completely accomplished being.
The next disciple in the lineage was Pandita Penyawa, who is believed
to have been Nepali. He too was born into a royal family and was very
learned. His parents were continually telling him to get married and have
royal offspring. He asked them, “Will that make me immortal and benefit other beings?” They answered, “No, it won’t do that, but you will be
able to carry on the royal tradition.” “In that case,” he answered, “I want
to engage in activities which benefit many sentient beings, and I think that
is superior to all family traditions.”
Pandita Penyawa then engaged in Manjushri practice until he had a
vision of Manjushri. He beseeched Manjushri, saying, “I would like to
receive supreme siddhi to accomplish enlightenment in this lifetime.”
And Manjushri instructed him to go to India to meet Yeshe Zangpo and
to receive the complete teachings and instructions for Thousand-Armed
Chenrezig practice. “If you do that, you will achieve supreme siddhi in
this lifetime,” he said.
So Pandita Penyawa ran away from his parents and, taking some of his
gold jewelry, went to India. There he met his gurus, Dawa Shonnu and
Yeshe Zangpo. Both masters were very pleased with him and they took
him as their disciple. He was given the teaching and practice of ThousandArmed Chenrezig, which he practiced for five years, sustaining himself
by begging. At the end of that time, he had a vision of Thousand-Armed
Chenrezig and, just as prophesied, he became a completely accomplished
being. He was able to benefit many beings in India. Then he returned to
Nepal where he benefited many more beings. When he died, his body disappeared into a rainbow body.6

6 At death, the body of someone who has attained ultimate insight and realization is said
to transform into the wisdom body, a body of rainbow light. Literally, the physical form
body shrinks and eventually disappears. For such beings, sometimes only fingernails and
hair are left behind.
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Pandita Penyawa’s disciple was the first Tibetan master in this lineage.
His name was Bodhisattva Dawa Gyeltsen, meaning Victory-Banner
Moon.7 He was revered by all as being the Chenrezig, the Lord of Love
and Compassion himself. Many learned and accomplished teachers had
visions and prophecies about going to see Chenrezig, Bodhisattva Dawa
Gyeltsen. There are four such stories that are very well known.
The first story happened while Bodhisattva was visiting Nepal. One evening a yogi saw many dakinis coming to make offerings at the very holy
temple where he lived. The yogi asked them, “Where are you all coming
from?” And they replied, “We’re from Pundravardhana, a place in eastern
India where Thousand-Armed Chenrezig resides. The Manifestation of Six
Syllables also resides there. Its incarnation is Bodhisattva Dawa Gyeltsen,
and we have come here to make offerings to him.” This yogi had never
heard the great Bodhisattva’s name before, but because of this story, he
searched for Bodhisattva until he found him and invited him to his temple. There the yogi received teachings and empowerments from Bodhisattva Dawa Gyeltsen.
The second story occurred in Tibet in a place called Mang Yul Kyi Drong.
Another great teacher and devotee of Chenrezig was praying to him and
circumambulating day and night for seven days. As he was doing this, he
became very tired and fell asleep for a few moments. Just then he had a
dream in which Chenrezig appeared. Chenrezig said to him, “If you are
that devoted to me, then you should be devoted to Bodhisattva Dawa
Gyeltsen. He and I are inseparable.” When the teacher woke up, he remembered having met Dawa Gyeltsen in the past but not being devoted to him.
Realizing this, he was filled with regret and developed a great deal of faith
in Bodhisattva. The teacher became Bodhisattva Dawa Gyeltsen’s disciple
and offered service to him. He received teachings and empowerments, and
from then on he was known to pray only to Dawa Gyeltsen.
The third story occurred in Tibet in a place called Ding Ri. A great practitioner called Hung Drag Pa, meaning Famous as the Syllable Hung, did
Chenrezig practice for twenty-five years. One night a white man appeared
in his dream and told him that Chenrezig’s incarnation was Dawa Gyeltsen,
and that he should be devoted to him. So he searched for Dawa Gyeltsen
and received empowerments and instructions from him and became his
student.
The fourth story happened in Tibet with a teacher named Ma Ja Jang
7 The story of the woman who killed many people in Chapter 2 comes from the time of
this teacher.
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Chup Yeshe, meaning Peacock Bodhi Wisdom. This teacher was quite
an accomplished being, and he was able to communicate directly with
his protector deity. The night before he was planning to go to see Bodhisattva Dawa Gyeltsen, he had a dream in which his protector told him
that if he wanted to go to see Chenrezig, he should proceed immediately,
and that he would clear all the obstacles on his journey. Replying to his
protector, the teacher said, “How can I go to see Lord Chenrezig? I am
going to see Bodhisattva Dawa Gyeltsen.” The protector answered, “He
is Chenrezig.”
For all these reasons, Bodhisattva Dawa Gyeltsen is considered a true
emanation of Chenrezig. He was also known to have had incredible spiritual activity, such as building a hundred temples and saving hundreds of
people sentenced to death or sentenced to having their eyes gouged out.
He provided food and lodging for about 1200 monks and made roads in
dangerous areas safer for people.
One day Bodhisattva Dawa Gyeltsen was giving bodhisattva vows
and teachings to a group of disciples. Right at that moment a mundane
spirit being named Tsi Mara appeared to everyone and said to Bodhisattva, “Show some signs of your spiritual attainment.” In response to
that, Bodhisattva Dawa Gyeltsen revealed an eye in the middle of his palm
openly staring at everyone, just as Chenrezig has eyes on all the palms of
his thousand hands. Everybody saw this. Some people also saw his body
in the form of Eleven-Faced Chenrezig, some saw him as Four-Armed
Chenrezig, and some saw him as Two-Armed Chenrezig. When the spirit
Tsi Mara saw this, he was very inspired and promised to protect the teachings of Nyungne.
Bodhisattva Dawa Gyeltsen’s disciple was Mahasiddha Nyi Phukpa,
meaning Sunny Cave Being. He was from Lhamo Oh Tro (Light Rays
Dakini), in western Tibet. This place was believed to have been wellblessed spiritually, and he was born into a family of noble heritage. He was
so adorable when he was born that he captured everybody’s heart, and
his childhood nickname became Yi Trog (Heart Capturer). By the time he
was nine, he already knew how to read and write very proficiently, and he
took ordination from a great abbot named Lion of Dharma (Skt. Dharma
Sing Ha). Then he studied the scriptures very well and by the time he was
twenty-six, he was well known for being noble, disciplined, and learned.
One evening Nyi Phukpa dreamed of a blue-colored woman who was
supposed to be Tara’s emanation. She told him, “Son of a noble family, you
should not stay here but go to a place called Mang Yul Chu Gang. There
you will find Chenrezig’s emanation. Go to see him and you will receive
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supreme siddhi, and you will be able to benefit many sentient beings.”
As prophesied, Nyi Phukpa went to see Bodhisattva Dawa Gyeltsen and
offered him a piece of gold and three bolts of cotton. He made a request
to receive a teaching and practice that would quickly liberate him and
others from the pain and suffering of samsara. For a moment Bodhisattva
did not say anything, and then with a smile he said, “You are going to be
the great Lord Protector of many sentient beings.” Bodhisattva was very
happy to take him as his disciple and gave him the complete teaching of
the Thousand-Armed Chenrezig practice. Bodhisattva told Nyi Phukpa
that he should not stay in that impure area but rather should go to the west
side of the mountain to the cave called Door of Horse Mountain. There he
should practice and he would receive a prophecy.
So, with no more than a limited supply of tsampa for food, Nyi Phukpa
went to the cave and he practiced without seeing anyone for seven years.
He had signs of spiritual accomplishment over all the five elements. For
example, he could make sun rays appear at will in the palm of his hand.
Initially, a local deity tried to harm him by performing all kinds of mischief
to create obstacles for him, but with his unconditional love and compassion, and the power of the Chenrezig practice, he was able to overcome all
the obstacles. One day he saw five white men with white headbands riding five white horses followed by five white dogs. They came to him and
said, “You are a great practitioner. The other day we tried to create mischief, but now we ask for your forgiveness, and we five brothers would
like to receive some teaching. We would also like to be your protectors
and offer service to you.” So he gave many teachings related to the law of
karma, which they were all very happy to receive, and they took a solemn
oath to be his protector.
From that time on they came every day to receive teachings. Then Nyi
Phukpa thought that since he’d been practicing for many years and his
body felt weak and he was out of supplies, it was about time for him to go
somewhere where someone would offer him provisions. The local deity
came and requested that he remain, saying, “I will supply you with provisions.” Soon the local spirit brought the body of a dead deer and left it
for him, and assured him that he would bring more supplies. The master
was upset and said, “You know, if you hurt sentient beings like this, I will
not stay in this place.” Then another time the local god caused a nomadic
woman to become sick and call on the master to help her, so that he would
be served. The master again scolded him, saying, “Don’t do that.” Another
time he brought hail on the local farmers so they would offer grain to the
master for his help. Again Nyi Phukpa was upset and scolded him.
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Finally he thought, “If I stay here, it just brings a lot of harm to sentient
beings,” and he wanted to leave. The local deity cried and requested again
and again that he stay. But the master would not agree. In the end the local
god told him where to go. On the north side, about one day’s walking distance, was a beautiful cave called Nyi Phuk that would be a nice place to
be. The master miraculously flew there, and he accomplished a great deal
of spiritual activity in that area. With his own miraculous power and the
help of others, he built a temple and statues, and the place became his spiritual seat. So he was called Nyi Phukpa (Sunny Cave Being).
This great being endured many experiences during his Nyungne practice. One night he had severe pain in his eyes, almost like his eyes would
pop out, and a white man told him that five hundred lifetimes before he
had been a fisherman in the south of India, and at that time he had killed
a giant fish by crushing its eyes. “This is the final karmic residue of that.”
Another day he had a swollen jaw and a great deal of pain. Again he was
told that some nine hundred lifetimes before he had broken the jaw of a
buffalo with a stone. “This is the final karmic residue of that.”
In any event, this great being had incredible spiritual activity and did
Nyungne practice almost all the time. Even when he was sick or not feeling
well, he would do Nyungne at least three times a month. He was known to
have received the prophecy that he would be born in Amitabha Buddha’s
pure land and after that, Amitabha Buddha would prophesy his complete
enlightenment. At the age of seventy-seven, on a half moon day, while he
was doing Nyungne, on the afternoon of the silent day, with extraordinary
signs, Mahasiddha Nyi Phukpa passed away.
Mahasiddha Nyi Phukpa’s principal disciple was Supa Dorje Gyalpo,
which means Vajra King from Suyul. He was known to have been born
with a beautiful face and the extraordinary scent called “morality odor.”
They offered him the name Tsultrim Konchog, meaning Morality Sublime
and Rare. At the age of seven his karmic spiritual connection was awakened and he met Mahasiddha Nyi Phukpa. The mahasiddha was very
delighted to see him and told everyone that this young boy would hold
the lineage of the victors and their sons (buddhas and bodhisattvas).
Supa Dorje Gyalpo received monastic ordination from the great maha–
siddha, and he gradually became extremely learned in the three vehicles.
He was particularly well versed in the vinaya, and he was known to be
highly disciplined. At the age of twenty he became fully ordained. He went
to see Mahasiddha Nyi Phukpa and asked him for teaching in order to do
practice. Nyi Phukpa was delighted to hear the request and told him, “I
shall give you one practice of dharma that is all-sufficient. You do not need
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to do many different things.” Saying that, he gave him the empowerment
and instructions for Nyungne. In response, Supa Dorje Gyalpo promised
to continue doing Nyungne practice for the rest of his life. Mahasiddha
was so delighted to hear his commitment that he gave him the only crystal Chenrezig statue that he had and prophesied that he would become an
accomplished being.
After receiving the teachings, Supa Dorje Gyalpo did one Nyungne after
another in the same location for five years. At the beginning of his sixth
year of Nyungne practice, at the age of thirty-six, on the half moon day
in the third month of the lunar calendar, he had a vision of Chenrezig.
Chenrezig blessed him, and his body, speech, and mind became indistinguishable from those of Chenrezig. At that time he achieved tremendous
supercognition and attained miraculous abilities. From that time on he
was able to benefit sentient beings tremendously.
For the duration of his life, Supa Dorje Gyalpo sustained himself by begging and practiced mainly Nyungne. He was known to have visited all
kinds of buddha fields in his dreams. One night he dreamt that he was in
the presence of Amitabha Buddha, Medicine Buddha, and an assembly of
various buddhas and bodhisattvas. He could hear the bodhisattvas talking together about him. They were saying, “We should adopt him as our
son.” One of the beautiful bodhisattvas, who had five-colored light rays
coming from his body, said, “I have seventeen lifetimes of connections
with him, and I want to make him my son.” As Supa Dorje Gyalpo heard
this, all the colored light rays came toward him and as they dissolved into
him, he woke up. He later asked a thangka painter to make a painting of
his vision.8
Supa Dorje Gyalpo had many miraculous activities which benefited
beings. Throughout his life, he tasted neither liquor nor meat, and he continually practiced Nyungne until the end of his life. After he passed away,
many images of Chenrezig were found on his bones, and many small, pearlshaped relics were found among his remains. These relics were enshrined
in a stupa. Up to the time of the writing of this text, the relics were known
to produce additional relics that would be emitted from the stupa when
supplicated or venerated.
Supa Dorje Gyalpo’s principal disciple was known as Shangton Drajig,
which means Enemy-Terrified Teacher from Shang. He was born in the
region of Trophur. An earthquake and thunderstorm occurred at the time
of his birth, which frightened an enemy of the family so much that he gave
8 I don’t know for sure whether this thangka painting survives, but it did exist.
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up his evil ways and no longer threatened them. For this reason, they gave
the newborn the nickname Drajig.
By the time Shangton Drajig reached seven years of age, he knew how to
read and write very well. He received monk vows from Supa Dorje Gyalpo
and went to the great Sakya Monastery, where he studied extensively and
became very learned. By the time he was twenty-nine, his scholarly fame
had reached the entire region of Central Tibet. He was particularly wellversed in the vinaya, which he had memorized in its entirety and taught
to others. He became an abbot to no less than five hundred monks, and he
followed a lifestyle of extremely precise monastic discipline in the great
Kadampa tradition. During this time his main practices were Medicine
Buddha and Tara. A prophecy from Tara led him to go to meet Supa Dorje
Gyalpo, and from him he received the instructions and empowerment of
Thousand-Armed Chenrezig.
For three years and four months, Shangton Drajig continually did
Nyungne practice. Then, in the beginning of the night on a full moon day,
he had a vision of the Twenty-one Taras. In the middle of the same night
he had a vision of Medicine Buddha with a retinue of seven buddhas. In
the third part of the night, which is early morning, he had a vision of Chenrezig himself surrounded by many other kriya and charya tantra deities,
and he received empowerment and blessing directly from these deities,
particularly from Chenrezig.
Chenrezig instructed Shangton Drajig, “My dear son, do not rely on
the food offerings of people who ask you for prayers for the living or the
dead. Rely upon solitude, live in retreat, and, if possible, rely upon yogic
sustenance or rasayana (a special practice of taking nutrients from space).
If you cannot do that, then at least rely on begging for your food and benefit beings as much as possible.” Shangton Drajig went to his guru and told
him about his experience and said that he wanted to go into retreat. His
guru instructed him to remain as a teacher for three years and gave him the
crystal Chenrezig that he had received from his own guru.
After three years, Shangton Drajig gave away all of his fine robes, religious articles, and other belongings. Then he quietly disappeared into a
hidden valley where for three months he continued to do one Nyungne
after another, until he developed a terrible fever that lasted for seven days.
The fever got so high that he thought he was going to die. Early one morning when he was half asleep, he had another vision of Chenrezig. Chenrezig said to him, “Many lifetimes ago you were a fisherman in India, and
you cooked many live fish in boiling water and ate them. Because of that
you spent many hundreds of millions of years in the Hell of Boiling Water,
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and while you were there I was able to hit you with a ray of light, causing you to be reborn as a human being. After sixteen lifetimes you were
able to make a connection with me. Now you have actually met me faceto-face, and this fever is the experience of the last remnants of that karma.”
Saying that, Chenrezig placed his hand on him. The fever broke, and he
recovered.
For three years, Shangton Drajig continued to persevere in his practice
of Nyungne. During one period, because of the intensity of his austerity and the deprivation he endured, he developed an imbalance of winds
that left him almost unconscious for seven days. After that he became desperately hungry and ate whatever he could find. Sometimes he ate wood
ashes boiled in water, at other times nettles, and at times garbage left by
shepherds. During one period he went for seven months without so much
as a drop of water. In that way Shangton Drajig engaged in tremendous
austerity, and he continued to meditate on the generation and completion
aspects of the Chenrezig practice. At the end of three years, he became a
mahasiddha and was known to often fly to the mountaintop to observe
the sunrise and sunset, and he was able to reverse the currents of rivers. In
short, he came to possess all sorts of miraculous abilities.
When Shangton Drajig passed away, there were many extraordinary
signs. After the cremation, large quantities of little white relics were found,
and his tongue and heart were not burned by the fire. These were all placed
in two reliquaries.
Shangton Drajig’s major disciple was called Jangpa Khenchen Tsidulwa, meaning Great Abbot Tsidulwa from the North. From an early age
he exhibited special qualities. When he was eight he dreamed that the
entire mountain in their area was covered with upala flowers, and he saw
Tara sitting on top of each and every one of those flowers. At the age of
nine, while he was playing with many children, a tiny louse9 dropped from
his body. He felt very bad for that louse and looked for it so he could put
it back on his body. The other children also helped in the search, but when
they couldn’t find it, they said, “Let’s go home.” But Jangpa Khenchen Tsidulwa refused to leave, and he remained there for the whole night. The
next morning he found the dead louse. Crying, he picked it up and placed
it on his forehead. “This is my parent,” he said.

9 Lice are tiny insects with six legs and are actually harmless. They are quite common in
Tibet, probably because people there don’t take showers and don’t wash their clothing very
often. We all had lice when I was in the monastery, because we didn’t have the luxury of
modern conveniences.
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He would cry a lot when he was studying and reading sutra texts that
described all the many shortcomings of samsara. When he heard others
talking about dharma, he would say, “I want to practice the dharma,” and
he would make a wish to be able to do so. When he saw others experiencing pain and suffering, he would genuinely wish that he could take on
their suffering and let them practice the dharma. On many occasions he
dreamed of becoming a monk.
One night a white man came into Jangpa Khenchen Tsidulwa’s dreams
and told him, “Don’t feel bad, you’ll get to be a monk, and you will become
a great leader and liberator of many, many sentient beings.” Another time
he dreamt about the Potala Pure Land and saw everything very clearly.
Jangpa Khenchen Tsidulwa regularly felt tremendous compassion for
those who were suffering, and he increasingly developed his renunciation of the world. At the age of twenty-one he became a monk and began
to study primarily the teachings of Maitreya. He soon became famous
for achieving nobility of conduct and learning, and he was referred to as
Tukje Jangchup (Unceasing Compassionate Bodhi). He is said to have been
so pure in his discipline that the perfume of morality emanated from his
body.
One night in the valley where he was staying, Jangpa Khenchen Tsidulwa dreamt that a blue-colored woman was striking a gendi.10 He saw
the entire population coming together in response. Then he woke up. He
thought the dream was auspicious and a sign that if he were to establish
a monastery, it would be beneficial. So he established a great monastery
called Pal Den Dok Tho, and because of his great spiritual fortune, his
monastic institution housed more than one thousand monks and he was
able to serve the buddhadharma and benefit many sentient beings.
Jangpa Khenchen Tsidulwa’s main practice was tonglen (taking and
sending), and his personal deities were Medicine Buddha and Tara. One
night in a dream, he received a prophecy from Tara that he should go to
receive the Thousand-Armed Chenrezig empowerment and instruction
from Lama Shangton Drajig. There he made the commitment to his guru
to do one thousand sets of Nyungne.
When he had finished three hundred Nyungne practices, on the full

10 Sanskrit for an ancient wooden gong that monks have used from the time of the Buddha to call a gathering. The Tibetan monastic tradition uses this specific wooden gong during the rainy season retreat in summer, because it is a vinaya tradition to do so. This is the
only time it is used. There exist also the Sutra of the Gendi (Wooden Gong) and the Sutra on
the Occasions for Use of the Gong.
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moon day of the fourth month (Saga Dawa), he had a vision of Thousand-Armed Chenrezig who gave him his blessing. At that moment he
attained realization. On another occasion he had a vision of Tara, who dispelled all his obstacles to bodhichitta practice, and on another he dreamt
of being in Victorious Palace where he received four empowerments and
many auspicious omens from the Dakinis of the Five Families. He was
consequently able to liberate and deliver many sentient beings to a state
of freedom.
At the age of eighty-four, Jangpa Khenchen Tsidulwa died with many
auspicious signs, and it is said that immediately after he passed away he
was reborn in Sukhavati in the presence of the bodhisattva Maitreya. Thereafter he was known to have gone to the pure land of Amitabha Buddha.
The next lineage holder was Chogyal Dewachenpa (Dharmaraja of
Sukhavati). He was born in a place called Dok Me, and his personal name
was Shakya Jangchup. At the age of seven, he became a monk and was
diligent in study. By the time he was fifteen, he had become very learned
in the perfection of wisdom sutras and the vinaya, and he had become a
teacher.
His personal deities were Medicine Buddha and Tara. One day in a vision
of three emanations of Tara from the sandalwood forest, she advised him
to go to see Jangpa Khenchen Tsidulwa. From him he received the empowerment and instructions for Nyungne practice, and he performed the number of mantras required to complete the practice twenty-one times. After
doing so, he returned to his birthplace, where he built a monastery. He
remained there and taught a continuous series of courses on the prajnaparamita and the vinaya twenty times. Then he made a commitment to his
guru to perform one thousand Nyungne practices.
Like his guru, after he had done Nyungne practice three hundred times,
on the half moon day he had a vision. He experienced a white light bringing him to the Potala Pure Land of Chenrezig, and he saw it exactly as it
is described in the sutras. He saw the entire pure land made out of precious jewels, with trees and flowers and beautiful lakes, and all kinds of
beautiful things. In a precious palace right in the center, he saw Chenrezig
sitting on top of a lotus and moon disk, surrounded by the buddhas and
bodhisattvas of the ten directions. From Chenrezig he received prophecies and empowerment in the form of light. As a result Jangpa Khenchen
Tsidulwa was able to generate many different samadhis. From that time
on, he possessed spontaneous supercognition and miraculous powers that
enabled him to benefit innumerable sentient beings.
At the end of his life, Jangpa Khenchen Tsidulwa died with many
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auspicious signs and was known to have gone to the Potala Pure Land of
Chenrezig.
The next lineage holder was Khenchen Chuzangwa, which means the
Great Abbot of Chuzangwa. He was born in a place called Mu Kyi Tong
Kar. His ordination name was Jangchup Bar (Blazing Enlightenment). He
too became very learned and through his dharma knowledge was able to
serve the buddhadharma extensively. He always enjoyed living in retreat
houses in the mountains. At the age of twenty, he became a fully ordained
monk and dedicated himself one-pointedly to practice.
One night Khenchen Chuzangwa dreamt of a white man who told him
that they were connected, and that he should go to see Chogyal Dewachenpa. According to prophecy, he went to see the master and from
him received the entire teaching on Chenrezig practice and the Nyungne
sadhana. In accordance with his guru’s command, he immediately began
to perform sets of Nyungne one after another. And like his guru and his
guru’s guru, after three hundred successive sets of Nyungne practice he
attained realization. On the evening of the full moon day, which coincided
with the main day of his Nyungne practice, he had a vision of ThousandArmed Chenrezig surrounded by the gurus of the Kadampa tradition.
At that moment he lamented to Chenrezig, “I’ve been meditating and
praying to you for so long. Why have I never seen you until now?” Chenrezig responded, “I have never been separate from you for even an instant,
but when I first instructed you to go to meet your guru, you had a doubt
about whether I was genuine or a deception of mara, and that small doubt
has prevented you from seeing me until now.”
Saying that, Chenrezig gave Khenchen Chuzangwa his blessing along
with the instruction to benefit beings on a vast scale. From that time
onward Khenchen Chuzangwa experienced himself as inseparable from
Chenrezig and was never without his constant guidance. Relying solely
upon begging as a means of sustenance, he was able to sustain a monastic
sangha of three hundred monks. In this way he greatly benefited the teachings and sentient beings.
Many miraculous events occurred during Chuzangwa’s life. When he
performed Medicine Buddha practice, he had a vision of the Eight Medicine Buddhas and was given divine ambrosia by the yaksha chieftains,
who are the attendants of Medicine Buddha. When he performed the ceremony of the Sixteen Arhats, he had a vision in which the Sixteen Arhats
actually appeared.
Once when he was teaching, Chuzangwa made the prediction, “Three
hundred years from now, at this place which I have founded, three signs
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will occur and when they do, it will be an indication that this dharma
of Nyungne will be easy to practice and therefore should be especially
emphasized. This teaching is the broom with which we sweep away our
bad karma.”
Before he passed away he told his disciples, “I’m going soon. There’s
no need to take the remains of my provisions and use them for any other
purpose than Nyungne practice.11 Just use them to support as many people as possible. If you can, use them to feed those who practice.” By this
he referred to the meal on the first day of Nyungne practice. “If the offerings are not enough to provide the meal, then use them for the soup or
gruel that is served on the morning after the second day. If it is not enough
for that, use them for salt and milk. If you can’t do that, then use them to
buy wood to feed the fires with which the gruel is cooked. In short, I have
heard directly from Chenrezig himself that this will be far more beneficial and meritorious than anything else you could do. This is quite different from any ordinary statement, because it comes from Arya Chenrezig,
who never lies.”
Having given them these and many other instructions, Khenchen Chuzangwa passed away. If his body had been left alone for a week, it would
have started to dissolve into the rainbow body; after three days it had
shrunk to the size of a seven-year-old child. This was witnessed by one
of his disciples who thought, “Before it disappears altogether, we’d better
cremate it so we can have relics to pray to.” They cremated what was left
of the body, and it became a mass of shariram or relics.
Khenchen Chuzangwa’s principal disciple was the Lord of Dharma
Sherab Bumpo, who was born in the central Tibetan region called Dok To
Zarong. Many remarkable events occurred at the time of his birth, and his
childhood name was Zangpo Pal. At the age of eleven he became a monk,
and his ordination name was Sherab Bumpo. He showed a natural, profound devotion to the buddhadharma, and in the same year he studied
and taught Maitreya’s teachings on prajnaparamita entitled Abhisamayalamkara and Sutralamkara . Everyone was amazed at the sharpness of his
intellect at such a young age. He completed all his studies by the age of
twenty, and from that time on he practiced the pure vinaya tradition, and
he was known to be endowed with the twelve qualities12 of the vinayas.
11 It is a tradition for devoted disciples to make sure all their guru’s belongings are used for
spiritual purposes, such as sponsoring special ceremonial prayers, building stupas, etc.
12 Much learning, great wisdom, renunciation of possessions, great compassion, the spirit
of awakening, endurance of hardship, lack of fatigue, great practical advice, liberation from
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Because of his profound karmic connection, he met the great Jonang
Kunpong from whom he received teachings on many other sutras and tantras, and particularly the complete teaching on the Kalachakra Tantra and
the teaching on Chenrezig. He practiced the six unions very diligently,13
the completion stage practices of the Kalachakra Tantra, and he perfected
all ten signs of accomplishment of the six unions.
He was also known to have attained five types of supercognition and
many other miraculous powers. Just as his guru, the great Jonang Kunpong, commanded, he established a monastery in a place called Mu Shu
Gu Tsal. There he was very prosperous, spiritually and otherwise, and he
benefited many humans and nonhumans.
Sherab Bumpo had a vision of Red Manjushri and also a vision of Tara in
which she instructed him to go to Chuzangwa, the previous lineage holder,
from whom he received the Thousand-Armed Chenrezig empowerment
of the Gelongma Palmo tradition and many other Chenrezig and Nyungne
teachings. He began to do Nyungne practice, and after three months he
had a vision of Thousand-Armed Chenrezig surrounded by manifestations of Tara. From that time on he became inseparable from Chenrezig.
His major disciple, Thogme Zangpo, and others were known to see him in
the form of Forty-Armed Chenrezig, Four-Armed Chenrezig, and so on.
Sherab Bumpo was extremely intelligent, and his ability to serve the
dharma and benefit beings in the capacity of a teacher and practitioner
was beyond measure. As with his predecessors, many miracles occurred
when he passed away, and from the cremation of his body there were
many, many relics.
The next great lineage holder was Bodhisattva Thogme Zangpo Pal (Skt.
Shri Asanga Bhadra), who is referred to as the embodiment of the unceasing loving-kindness and compassion of the buddhas of the three times. He
is best known for being the composer of a very famous text, The Thirtyseven Practices of a Bodhisattva, which is revered by all practitioners in the
bodhisattva tradition. Most people know him by the name of Ngulchu
Thogme. The word ngulchu means “mercury,” and the place where he
spent the latter part of his life was called Ngulchu Cho Dzong, meaning
Dharma Fortress of Mercury. Thogme is from Bodhisattva Thogme.
Bodhisattva was born in a place called Drak Kya Chu Sho, which is
the mundane path, possessing knowledge, erudition, and comprehension of the signs of
warmth.
13 Jordruk (Tib.) literally means “six unions.” Some translators use the terms “six limbs of
union,” others say “six-branched yoga” or the “yoga of six limbs.”
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near the glorious Sakya Monastery. His birth coincided with the auspicious signs of the earth gently shaking and a rain of flowers. Initially he
was named Kunchok Sangpo. As a result of a spiritual habit of practicing bodhichitta for many, many lifetimes, from the time he was first able
to speak others were far more important to him than himself. He was particularly kind and compassionate toward those in the most pitiful circumstances. His behavior was very honorable and respectful in the presence of
the Three Jewels and other honorable beings. And even during childhood
play, his games always related to dharma teaching and practice.
Bodhisattva was a shepherd boy, like most Tibetan boys, and one day, at
the age of fourteen, he went to the monastery and became a monk. He was
given the ordination name of Zangpo Pal, and again on that day there was
a shower of flowers. From that time on he studied and became extraordinarily learned in the teachings of the sutras, the middle way school, the
prajnaparamita, the vinaya, the abhidharma, and so forth. While still quite
young, his fame spread far and wide. He settled in a place called Bhodung
and established his seat there.
Ngulchu Thogme studied with a great number of teachers, many of
them famous. These included the Omniscient Dolpopa, the supreme lineage holder of the Jonang tradition; Buton Rinpoche, one of the greatest
masters of the Kalachakra tradition; Sakya Palden Lama, a lineage holder
of the glorious Sakya tradition; Sangye Won, a lineage holder of the
Shangpa Kagyu tradition; terton Rinchen Lingpa, a great hidden-teaching
revealer; and the great Pang Lotsawa, translator of dharma from Sanskrit
into Tibetan; and other great masters such as Khenchen Cho Je Pal, Cho Je
Sonam Pal, and many others. In total he studied with some fifty different
teachers and studied practically every teaching available that was translated from Sanskrit into Tibetan.
Ngulchu Thogme’s main practice was mind training practice, and he
was able to generate the full attainment of both relative and absolute
bodhichitta as they are described in the mind training teachings. His realization was such that he could actually take onto himself the illnesses of
others. This meant that whenever he saw someone with problems such as
wounds on their skin, a particularly virulent infestation of lice, or other
types of chronic pain, mental problems, and so on, simply through the
power of compassion they would get better and he would temporarily
exhibit the symptoms of whatever had been afflicting them. He was able
to make a connection with anyone he saw, such that they benefited immediately in this life and were placed on the path to ultimate liberation.
When Ngulchu Thogme took the precious bodhisattva vow from his
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guru, there were again many extraordinary signs, such as an earthquake
and rainbow light appearing in the sky. From the Lord of Dharma Sherab
Bumpo, he received the Six Unions of the Kalachakra Tantra, among many
other teachings. Like his master, by meditating upon these six unions he
perfected the ten signs and the eight qualities, and thus displayed the signs
of accomplishment. However, his teacher told him that in fact his karmic
yidam throughout many lifetimes was Thousand-Armed Chenrezig, and
he gave him the empowerments, transmissions, and instructions of Nagarjuna, Chanda Gomen, Gelongma Palmo, and several other lineages of the
deity.
At the age of forty-three, Ngulchu Thogme asked one of his teachers,
the great Pang Lotsawa, to take over his position. He then went to the cave
called Ngulchu Cho Dzong, Dharma Fortress of Mercury. From that time
on he did not interact with anyone except his one attendant. For the next
twenty years, his main practices of Nyungne and mind training were combined with one hundred prostrations and an incredible number of sutra
and tantra prayers every day. The things that he did each day would have
been inconceivable for an ordinary being to imagine.
Within six months he had a vision of Thousand-Armed Chenrezig surrounded by the five members of his mandala and many other forms of the
deity. Ngulchu Thogme received Chenrezig’s blessing and from then on
he became inseparable from Chenrezig, and he generated a realization of
emptiness and compassion that was indistinguishable from Chenrezig’s.
A great contemporary master called Trewo Tokden, who was one of the
primary disciples of the Third Karmapa, Rangjung Dorje, was well known
for saying about Ngulchu Thogme, “When we refer to the Great Compassionate One (meaning Chenrezig), we are not really talking about the
white figure that we paint on the walls of our monasteries. We are talking
about someone who loves all beings as if each were his only child—someone who has mastered both emptiness and compassion like Bodhisattva
Thogme.”
He was someone who never looked into others’ faults and shortcomings; rather he took them onto himself. No matter who it was, he spoke
only about their virtues. He was never affected by the eight worldly
dharmas.14
Because of the power of his loving-kindness and compassion, humans
and nonhumans that came close to Ngulchu Thogme immediately calmed
14 The eight worldly dharmas are: gain and loss, praise and criticism, happiness and
unhappiness, fame and disgrace.
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down. This happened not only with domestic animals but also with wild
animals and even predators; the watchdogs that attacked beggars became
docile in his company, and the beggars who hated and feared them lost
their fear. People who were involved in a dispute, or predators and their
prey like cats and birds and sheep and wolves, would get along in his
presence.
He continually perfected the six paramitas by giving away everything
he owned, including the rug that he sat on and the clothing that he wore.
In short, as the scriptural saying goes, “The genuine signs of bodhisattva
beings are compassion, kind speech, dependability, generosity, profound
wisdom, and the ability to explain the dharma in a definitive and authoritative way.” Ngulchu Thogme exhibited every one of these qualities.
Whenever Ngulchu Thogme gave the bodhisattva vow, there were
miraculous signs such as showers of flowers. On one occasion he made
the following remark to his disciples: “During the days of Atisha and his
spiritual son, Dromtonpa, the bodhisattva vow was bestowed somewhat
restrictively and, as a result, since that time there have been very few who
could bestow it and very few who have had the opportunity to generate
bodhichitta. Now I shall lift that restriction, and henceforth those of you
who are able to transmit the vow should do so.”
His room and his clothing always bore the fragrant scent of moral discipline, and Ngulchu Thogme’s disciples frequently saw him in the form of
Chenrezig. He had complete control over dream yoga, mastery of the illusory body, and great supercognition. He gave monk vows and bodhisattva
vows so often, he gave so many teachings, he wrote so many manuscripts,
he spent so much of his life in isolated retreat, and so many of his disciples
became siddhas, you would think that he had spent his entire life accomplishing any one of these things.
During his lifetime, all of the most renowned teachers of all the lineages
throughout Tibet studied with Ngulchu Thogme. People from the Himalayan region, who spoke many different languages, came to learn from
him. All those who came in contact with him, who saw him, heard him,
thought of him, or touched him were ripened and brought to the state of
liberation.
In the Year of the Bird, on the evening of the twentieth day of the ninth
month, and in the midst of many miracles, Ngulchu Thogme dissolved
into the heart of Chenrezig.
We will conclude the biographies of the masters of the Nyungne lineage with the life story of Ngulchu Thogme, who is probably the most
famous holder of the lineage aside from Bhikshuni Lakshmi herself. This
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incredible, great bodhisattva had many disciples. He was the source of
most of the popular Nyungne lineages which exist in Tibet today. We consider him the last member of the lineage not because it ended with him,
but because he propagated it so widely that it is now part of all the lineages
of Tibetan Buddhism.
One of his great lineage holders, Jo Den Konchok Zangpo, was the
source of the Nyungne practice in the Karma Kagyu tradition. The author
of the practice in another great tradition, the Jonang tradition, is Je Rigpa
Dzinpa, and the original source of this tradition is the great bodhisattva
Drakar Sonam Rinchen. His lineage eventually came down to Jamgon
Kunga Drolchog and to Taranatha and so on. In this tradition all the biographies of the great masters are beyond description, and the blessings of
the traditions are alive and unimpaired down to this day.
Those of you who want to know all the lineage holders can read the
biographies of the individual masters. Many are difficult to find, therefore I have omitted biographies of the lineage holders after Bodhisattva
Thogme.

Khenchen Tashi Ozer
Khenchen Tashi Ozer is the author of our Nyungne text. Although I have
never personally seen a biography of this great being, I will write something about him based on oral teachings and stories I heard from my precious enlightened guru, Dorje Chang Kalu Rinpoche.
Khenchen Tashi Ozer was a very great being. He lived in the nineteenth
century, and he was still alive during the first decade of the twentieth century. He was very learned and a great master and a principal disciple of
the completely enlightened nineteenth-century master Jamgon Kongtrul
the Great. One can tell his greatness from Kongtrul the Great’s writings.
Every time he mentions Khenchen Tashi Ozer, he refers to him as the one
who holds and preserves the three baskets.
Khenchen Tashi Ozer and Dorje Chang Kalu Rinpoche’s father were
spiritual siblings. They were both disciples of Jamgon Kongtrul the Great,
and they had a very pure spiritual relationship. When Dorje Chang Kalu
Rinpoche was born, Khenchen Tashi Ozer was in Kalu Rinpoche’s father’s
home. He performed the traditional ceremony at birth, which involves
hair cutting and water blessing similar to baptism.
The great Lama Norbu was the guru of my own enlightened guru,
Dorje Chang Kalu Rinpoche. Khenchen Tashi Ozer was the principal guru
of this completely enlightened teacher. Although the great Lama Norbu
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was known to have received teachings and empowerments directly from
Jamgon Kongtrul the Great, he considered Khenchen Tashi Ozer to be his
root guru.
Khenchen Tashi Ozer was an eminent lineage holder of the monk vow
in the glorious Kagyu tradition. He was very much loved and respected
by spiritual masters of his time. Furthermore, he was considered one of
the greatest monks in the history of Tibet. Receiving vows from him was
regarded as the same as receiving vows in a direct line from the Buddha;
that means he had actually received the vow from Lord Buddha in the
form of a vision.
Many different and illustrious lineages exist in our tradition, from the
lineage of Mahamudra to the Bodhisattva lineage and the Monk lineage, as
well as the Mahayana Eight-Precept lineage and the Nyungne lineage. For
example, Jamgon Kongtrul the Great received his lineage of the mahayana
eight-precept vow from a great Shangpa master, one of his root gurus,
Karma Shenphen Ozer. This master was a true mahasiddha. He was even
known to miraculously fly on occasion.
In addition to being a distinguished lineage holder of the monk vow, I
think Khenchen Tashi Ozer should be in the lineage of Nyungne as well. In
our Nyungne text, the “Lineage Prayer” is not up to date, and several lineage holders following the writing of the text are missing. I think we must
add the names of those lineage masters. In my opinion, Khenchen Tashi
Ozer, the great Lama Norbu, and Dorje Chang Kalu Rinpoche should be
included; that will bring the lineage up to date.

An Inspirational Story
I will tell you another story, which actually has nothing to do with Nyungne;
a story about Khenchen Tashi Ozer that I think is very inspiring. He was
known for living the life of a wandering yogi, traveling from place to place
with no particular aim. This is called the natural, uncontrived act of a yogi.
He had a companion, and on their journey they sometimes had difficulties
because they ran out of provisions. When they met people, Khenchen was
always modest and humble; when people asked who they were, he would
always say, “Oh, we’re just old folks from somewhere.”
On one occasion when they were having difficulties, they came across
some people and as usual he told them that he was nobody. His companion became very upset and said, “Why are you not telling the truth? That’s
a lie. If you would tell the truth, people would help us and make some
offerings.” Supposedly his companion fought with him like that, and then
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that evening his companion had swollen balls and he had some pain, and
that was that.
The next day they met some people, and again the people asked who
they were, and Khenchen said, “Well, my name is Khenchen Tashi Ozer,
and he’s my companion, and his name is so-and-so, and we came from soand-so, and last night we stayed in such and such place, and during the
night he had a ball problem, and his balls were swollen and he had lots
of pain. Today we’re here, and from here we’re going to such and such
place.” So he told the whole story. His companion became very angry and
said, “Why do you have to tell all those stories?” And he replied, “You told
me to tell the truth, so I told the truth.”
I felt like sharing this story with you because to me it is quite wonderful
and illustrates the natural behavior of a great master, and I heard it from
my enlightened guru.

Section Two

Praises to the Buddha,
The Twelve Deeds,

4

“The Twelve Deeds of the Buddha” is the first prayer we recite during Nyungne practice. The twelve deeds are the twelve major activities of
Lord Buddha:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Descending from Tushita Heaven
Entering into his mother’s womb
Birth in the garden of Lumbini
Training in the sciences
Achievement in sports competition
Enjoying the palace and marriage
Renouncing the life of a prince
Practicing austerity for six years, then renouncing that
Obtaining victory over the maras
Enlightenment under the bodhi tree
Turning the wheel of dharma
And passing into parinirvana

Without a doubt, the coming of Lord Buddha was an extraordinary event.
Such extraordinariness, of course, only occurs once in a while. An understanding of how such an event takes place is beyond ordinary comprehension. Only a completely enlightened being can understand the magnitude
of such an event. Different Buddhist traditions have different understandings of this extraordinary activity of the Buddha. From the point of view
of the mahayana tradition, Lord Buddha came to the world as a tenthbhumi bodhisattva. He simply had to make the final transition to perfection, which is the eleventh bhumi, complete buddhahood.
Although, biographically speaking, Buddha seemed to experience all
the events of normal samsaric life, actually all those activities were for
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specific enlightened reasons. “The Twelve Deeds of the Buddha” is an
explanation of these activities from the mahayana perspective.
Prior to coming to the earth, our Lord Buddha is said to have been
preaching to the gods in the heavenly realm of Tushita, a realm where
fortunate beings are able to receive precious dharma teachings and practice. Our only Lord, Shakyamuni Buddha’s, spiritual aspiration and accumulation of countless lifetimes of spiritual merit all came to complete
fruition for him to become the perfect Buddha. As the time approached,
buddhas of the ten directions inspired him to take the final step in order
to benefit all sentient beings. It was heard in the form of music in the
sky, which was the sound of the original prophecy made by Buddha Mar
Me Dze (Skt. Tathagata Dipamkara) that he would become Shakyamuni
Buddha.
In the Perfection of Wisdom Sutra in Eight Thousand Lines, the prophecy is
recalled by Lord Buddha as follows:
So it is, O Gods! So do I, when I met a tathagata, Dipamkara, in
the bazaar of Dipavati, the royal city, possess the fullness of this
perfection of wisdom, so Dipamkara, a tathagata, predicted one
day I am to be fully enlightened, and said to me, “You, young
Brahmin, in this future period, after incalculable aeons, become
a tathagata, Shakyamuni by name, endowed with knowledge
and virtue, Well-Gone, a world-knower, unsurpassed, tamer
of beings to be tamed, teacher of gods and people, a Buddha, a
Blessed Lord!”15
Lord Buddha was reigning in Tushita Heaven as spiritual leader and
crowned prince, so he gave the spiritual responsibility and crown to Maitreya Bodhisattva and prophesied that he would be the next Buddha. He
then decided to descend to earth from the heavenly realm. His descent took
place with five specific observations regarding the location, the caste, the
father, the mother, and the time. All five aspects were correct and appropriate, so he came down to the world and entered into the mother’s womb.
While his mother was observing the sojong vow and dreaming of a white
baby elephant with six tusks, the Buddha entered her womb.
The entire pregnancy was an extremely pleasant experience for his

15 Translated into English by Richard Babcock (Copper), http://www.fodian.net/
world/0228.html.
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mother, and her mind was filled with tremendous joy. It is believed that
Buddha’s own experience in the womb was none other than that of dwelling in a precious palace. He spent ten months in the womb as a symbolic
representation of completing the tenth-bhumi level of a bodhisattva. When
the time came, his mother traveled from the palace toward her parent’s
home, the traditional place to give birth. On the way, she stopped in a forest in Lumbini and spontaneously placed her hand on the branch of a tree.
The time was right and Buddha miraculously came out from under her
right arm without causing her the slightest discomfort.
As soon as Buddha was born, gods and heavenly beings offered him
special baths. As a symbol of a great bodhisattva leaning always toward
the four immeasurables,16 he took seven steps in each of the four directions. With each step a natural lotus flower spontaneously arose. In addition, the time of Buddha’s birth coincided with the rising of a special star
named Gyal (Skt. Tisya, Lat. Cancri). Then Lord Buddha was known to
have pointed his finger up toward the sky and say, “I am the supreme
being in the world.” At that exact moment, all kinds of flowers blossomed
in the forest of Lumbini, the earth gently shook, and the sky lit up in a
golden color.
It is recorded in the Tibetan history book The Blue Annals17 that the
Emperor of China and his wise men were looking toward the west at that
time, and they saw an unusual, golden color in the sky. Amazed by the
sky’s appearance, the Emperor consulted a wise man who was a great
astrologer. The astrologer did a chart that indicated a perfect being had
been born in the west, and the sky’s golden color was the aura of that perfect being. According to The Blue Annals, this occurred in the Year of the
Male Wood Tiger.
It is also known that Buddha’s father consulted an ascetic wise man
who told him, “This child is a remarkable child. If the child renounces
the kingdom, he will become a buddha, and if he remains in the royal
kingdom, he will rule the world.” Buddha’s father, not knowing the complete implication of what it means to be Buddha, hoped his wonderful

16 The four immeasurables are: May all beings have happiness and the cause of happiness,
may all beings not have suffering and the cause of suffering, may all beings never be without supreme bliss which is free from all suffering, and may all beings live in the great equanimity which is free from all attachment and aversion.
17 The Blue Annals is a famous history book written by a great master, Geu Lo Shun Nu
Pal.
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son would become the ruler of the world. Seven days following the birth,
Buddha’s birth mother passed away, and he was nursed by thirty-two surrogate mothers.
Buddha studied a wide range of subjects such as the arts, letters, and sciences with many teachers. He was known to have surpassed all of them.
At the proper time, his father consulted his advisors regarding a suitable
partner for his son. They unanimously recommended that he marry one
of the Shakya clan. However, Buddha stated that he was going to marry
a very special woman, one who was free from the five defects and possessed the eight qualities. The father was concerned that he might not be
able to find such a woman. Nevertheless, he sent a search party to look for
a woman who fulfilled these requirements, and they finally found one. She
was the daughter of a skilled archer. Buddha’s father asked for her hand
and, amazingly, the daughter’s father refused saying, “My daughter shall
marry someone with talent in archery, and since your son is a royal prince
who has no such skill, the marriage will not work.”
The king was very disappointed at this refusal to comply with his
request. Buddha saw that his father was sad and came forward to ask him
the cause. The father then told him what had happened. Buddha assured
him there was no problem; he would compete with everybody in all areas
of sports. Hearing him speak with such confidence, his father was very
proud and he organized a huge competition to take place. During the competition, Buddha competed in every sport and was hugely victorious in
them all. Archery was the final event. All the skilled archers placed their
targets at a certain distance. The daughter’s father placed his target farther than anyone, and everyone hit their target. Then it was Buddha’s turn,
and he placed his target even farther away, right in front of a line of nine
sandalwood trees. When he shot his arrow it hit the target, penetrating
through all nine sandalwood trees, and then disappeared into the ground.
Spring water came out of that spot in the ground and became a small pond.
There was no question as to who was the victor.
Buddha then married the archer’s daughter as a skillful means to silence
those heretics who might accuse him of being a eunuch. His wife later gave
birth to Buddha’s son. In this manner he dwelled in the royal palace and
enjoyed marriage and his life as a prince.
Celestial sound in the form of music reminded him to completely abandon ordinary life, and he understood it to be the result of his former resolve
to seek enlightenment. As a consequence, Buddha went outside the palace
and saw the suffering of birth, old age, illness, and death. Finally he saw
a perfectly peaceful monk meditating, and he said, “That’s what I want to
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be.” He made a solemn commitment to renounce his present life and to
seek a solution to all suffering.
His father was afraid Buddha would leave the kingdom, so he ordered
guards to guard him day and night. On the last day, Buddha went to his
father and honorably asked his permission to leave the kingdom. His
father would not give his permission. This being the case, it became obvious that he had no choice. That evening, Buddha blessed the guards and
they all fell asleep. Accompanied by one of his attendants, he flew from the
palace upon a horse with the help of four guardian kings. In the presence
of Nam Da Stupa, he shaved his own hair and ordained himself by abandoning all ordinary clothing and putting on the robes of a monk.
Initially he followed two great ascetics and practiced austerity for six
years. At the end of the sixth year, although he had achieved the highest meditative stabilization possible in samsara, he realized that he still
remained in samsara. He knew that he had to go beyond. At that precise
moment, buddhas and bodhisattvas encouraged him to move on from the
inferior path to the path of complete enlightenment, so he rose out of his
six years of practicing austerity, demonstrating to his ascetic teachers that
they too were still bound by samsara.
When Buddha renounced his practice of austerity, his five followers
were all disappointed in him for having given up, and they decided to go
to Varanasi. Buddha went toward Bodhgaya as he had been encouraged to
do. On the way, two girls named Nanda and Nandabala offered him milk
and honey that they had prepared from the milk of one thousand cows.
After partaking of this drink, the Buddha turned a golden color.
In Bodhgaya, Indra incarnated as the grass merchant Svastika. Buddha
took some grass from him and prepared a mat for himself. He sat on the
mat at the foot of the bodhi tree and promised to sit there steadfastly until
reaching complete enlightenment. At dusk, he entered into a meditative
absorption called “destruction of the forces of maras.”
As his power of meditation reached everywhere, the king of the maras
came in the form of a messenger and told him, “The town of Kapilavastu
has been captured by Devadatta and the palace has been ransacked and all
the Shakyas were murdered. What are you doing here?”
Buddha answered, “I’m here in order to attain perfect enlightenment.”
And then Mara replied, “In order to attain perfect enlightenment, you
must have enormous accumulation of merit. You, a prince who just enjoys
the royal life, how can you attain such an accumulation?”
Buddha said, “You know, you have merely done some ritual prayers
and practices, and because of that you’ve been born as a powerful mara in
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the god realm. I have accumulated two types of merit for countless numbers of eons; why wouldn’t I become a perfect, enlightened being?”
Mara responded by saying, “If that is so, then there has to be a witness
to such accomplishment. Where is your witness?”
And the Buddha touched his extraordinary hand to the ground: “The
earth is my witness.” As soon as he said that, the Goddess of the Earth,
gold in color, rose halfway out of the ground. Holding a handful of miniscule particles, she told Mara, “I could count each and every one of the particles in my hand, but I could not count how many times this great being
has sacrificed his head and limbs for the benefit of others. It is certainly
the time for him to become a completely enlightened being.” So saying,
she disappeared.
Mara was very upset, and he went back and brought a whole army to
attack Buddha. Since Buddha was a completely realized being, none of
the attacks could affect him; and since not even the slightest trace of hate
existed in him, with his enormous power of compassion all the weapons
were transformed and came to him in the form of flowers, and all the horrific sounds came in the form of music. Again Mara tried to seduce Lord
Buddha by appearing in the form of seven beautiful women. Since Buddha
had overcome all desire, Mara was not able to cause even the tiniest speck
of desire to arise in him. On the contrary, those beautiful female apparitions all transformed into seven hags and made confessions before him.
Buddha forgave them all.
At midnight it was time for him to enter into meditation, and at dawn
Buddha became a perfect, enlightened being. At that moment, the earth
gently shook again and a lunar eclipse occurred. It was the full moon day
of Vaisakha, the fourth month of the lunar calendar.
Immediately after his enlightenment, Buddha began to preach but
nobody understood; the time was not right, therefore nobody could hear
his teaching. He decided to go into silence for seven weeks. After seven
weeks, Brahma and Indra made a special request that Buddha teach.
Brahma offered Buddha a thousand-spoked golden wheel, and Indra
offered a special white conch shell that spiraled clockwise. Buddha then
saw that it was time to turn the wheel of dharma. At that exact moment,
the sound of Buddha’s preaching could be heard throughout the entire
universe.
Buddha walked toward Varanasi knowing that because of aspiration
prayers and virtuous karma coming together, his five followers were to
become his first disciples. These five had originally been sent to accompany and look after him, three of them being from his father’s side and
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two of them from his mother’s side. They were disappointed when Buddha gave up his austerities, and they thought he had failed. Now they
told themselves that since he had lost his courage, they were not going to
show him any respect. As Buddha was approaching them, because of his
enormous power they couldn’t help but go to receive him. Once they had
received him, they couldn’t help but bow to him and ask for teaching.
Together with the five disciples, some eighty thousand gods came to listen to the Buddha teach. Then Lord Buddha gave the first sermon, which
was on the Four Noble Truths. Upon hearing the teaching three times,
all five disciples became arhats. This was the first turning of the wheel of
dharma.
The second turning of the wheel of dharma, on the doctrine of emptiness, took place on Vulture Peak Mountain in Rajgir. Among the disciples
were some five thousand arhats, five hundred fully ordained nuns, and
many, many lay practitioners, in addition to celestial beings such as gods,
nagas, and gandharvas. These were common disciples. The extraordinary
disciples were the many, many great bodhisattvas.
The third turning of the wheel was primarily on the tantric doctrines,
but there were numerous sutra teachings included in these sermons as
well. They took place in southern India and several other realms such as
the god realms, the naga realms, and so on. In the audience were great
bodhisattvas, monks, nuns, gods, nagas, and many, many other fortunate
beings.
Buddha was thirty-five when he attained enlightenment, and altogether he taught for forty-five years. At the age of eighty, knowing that his
time here on earth was coming to an end, he said to Ananda, “If there are
those who wish to truly practice, I would live for eons and eons.” Buddha
repeated that three times. But because of the influence of maras, Ananda
was unable to hear and so he never thought to make requests for Buddha
to live a long life. Buddha could see that there was nothing more he could
do. Then an emanation of Mara appeared and requested him to leave. Buddha promised to leave in three months.
During this period of time, those beings who were to be tamed by Buddha were tamed, and those who were to be benefited, he benefited. Then
he went to Kushinagar. There he told his fellow disciples to look at this perfect form of a tathagata, it is as rare as the udumbara flower;18 and he told
them that all composite phenomena are subject to decay. There, in order to
inspire those beings who are lazy, he demonstrated that even the perfect
18 The udumbara flower is said to bloom only when Buddha is in the world.
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body of the Buddha also passes into nirvana. He lay down in the posture
of a sleeping lion. At that very moment the entire trichiliocosmic system
shook. For seven days, offerings were made by gods and men. Afterwards
Buddha’s body was prepared for cremation by his fellow disciples, and it
spontaneously burned and innumerable round relics appeared. Those relics were divided into eight portions and distributed to eight regions to be
put into stupas.19
Those who lived at the time of the Buddha were so fortunate. Usually,
just by hearing the Buddha’s teachings they were liberated. He cannot be
compared to any historical human. The extraordinariness of Buddha is
only really understood by enlightened beings. From the point of view of
the vajrayana, tantric tradition, Buddha was already a completely enlightened being when he came to the world. The tantric definition is difficult to
understand for an ordinary being. Nevertheless this understanding is considered the ultimate understanding.
Lord Buddha is without a doubt the greatest being ever to walk on the
face of the earth. No beings even come close to his level of perfection. My
point in saying this is to properly convey the magnitude of the event of
the Buddha coming to the world, so that those who have faith will perhaps appreciate this fact a little more and become less complacent with life,
practice diligently, and make their human life meaningful.

19 It is still possible to see these relics today.

Thirty-five Buddhas
Confession Prayer

5

This confession prayer is very well known in the Tibetan Buddhist tradition. Among English-speaking Buddhist followers, it is commonly referred to as the “Thirty-five Buddhas Confession Prayer.” The
Thirty-five Buddhas (Fig. 1) are special confession buddhas who, while
bodhisattvas, made special vows to assist others to overcome their negativities. Its actual title is the Sutra of Three Heaps. This sutra can be divided
into three different sections; these three sections are referred to as three
heaps. The first heap is homage by prostration to the Thirty-five Buddhas.
The second heap is confession. The third is the heap of dedication. The four
powers and the “Seven-Branch Prayer” are also included in the sutra.

The Three Heaps
First Heap: Homage by Prostration
The heap of homage by prostration is done by imagining each and every
one of the Thirty-five Buddhas and then physically or mentally bowing to
them. Although the prayer starts with the words “I and all sentient beings
perpetually take refuge in the Guru,” and then “take refuge in Buddha,
Dharma, and Sangha,” taking refuge in the guru is not part of the original sutra. It was added by Tibetan masters because of their tantric Buddhist influence. The guru is key to very directly reaching all the buddhas,
therefore this spiritual understanding is cherished by tantric masters very
much.
While sincerely prostrating physically or mentally, you imagine and
recite the names of each of the Thirty-five Buddhas. The main focus of
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your prayer is the Thirty-five Buddhas, but you must also visualize these
buddhas surrounded by the buddhas of the ten directions.

Second Heap: Confession
The second heap of the confession prayer begins right after the homage to
the Thirty-five Buddhas. When you begin to recite these words of confession, you must think and speak the prayers while openly admitting that
these wrong deeds are your faults in your own samsaric history. These
lines of prayer perfectly help us to express all our shortcomings. By saying these lines and identifying with them, you will have made a complete
confession. Without these perfect prayers, even if we knew that lots of
things must have been wrong in our past and we wanted to do something
about it, we wouldn’t know how to do it. The prayer clearly defines all
the wrong deeds, in which we were directly involved, and those that we
influenced others to do, as well as those that we rejoiced in from time without beginning, in all our previous lives. You will want to completely confess all the major deeds, from the five deeds that ripen immediately to the
ten unvirtuous deeds, and all other deeds which may be obstacles to your
spiritual progress, so that you can overcome them once and for all. By the
way, according to bodhisattva doctrine, those who took bodhisattva vows
are supposed to recite the “Thirty-five Buddhas Confession Prayer” three
times each day.
All of our wrongdoings are basically caused by the three poisons. In the
sutra, Shariputra asks Lord Buddha whether or not bodhisattvas20 could
be damaged by the three poisons. In response, Lord Buddha tells him that
bodhisattvas could have two major violations and one minor violation.
Hatred and stupidity are considered major, and desire is considered a minor
violation. Although desire is considered minor, it is harder to overcome,
whereas hatred is considered major but is easier to overcome. Stupidity
on the other hand is both major and difficult to overcome. There is further
teaching by Lord Buddha. If a major violation through desire occurs, then
one must confess in the presence of ten bodhisattvas. Mediocre violations
should be confessed in the presence of five bodhisattvas. A minor violation should be confessed in the presence of one or two bodhisattvas. With
respect to violations by hatred or stupidity, the object of confession has to
be doubled, meaning four bodhisattvas. Lord Buddha continued, a major
20 Bodhisattvas who are discussed here are basically those who took bodhisattva vows, not
necessarily enlightened bodhisattva beings.
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violation of a combination of all three poisons together, such as the five
sins that ripen immediately and so on, can be overcome by confession to
the Thirty-five Buddhas and buddhas of the ten directions.
Furthermore, anything and everything can be overcome by sincerely
reciting the confession prayer and imagining that the Thirty-five Buddhas
and all the buddhas of the ten directions are really there, and by being
completely present yourself with total faith, devotion, remorse, humility,
and complete conviction in wanting to overcome everything for the benefit of all sentient beings.

Third Heap: Dedication
The third heap is the heap of dedication. Right after the promise to never
commit the wrongdoings again is a request for all the glorious, victorious buddhas to be gracious to you. That is the beginning of the dedication prayer. The first part of the dedication prayer is dedicating whatever
conditional merit you have accumulated in this life and all lives from
time without beginning, such as the virtuous deeds of generosity, morality, patience, rejoicing at the virtuous deeds of others, etc. Next we dedicate the deeds associated with bodhisattva virtue: aspiration bodhichitta,
which is motivation to liberate all sentient beings, and application bodhichitta, such as engaging in the practice of the six perfections and all the
other bodhisattva practices of the Great Vehicle. The practice of unsurpassable wisdom is also dedicated, which is the result of meditation.
Although dedication sounds like a simple spiritual idea, actually it is a
very profound subject. As much as you have an enlightened intention to
help all sentient beings and to attain perfect enlightenment, you would
still not be able to do a perfect dedication on your own. Therefore it is very
important to emulate all the enlightened buddhas of the past, present, and
future and dedicate as they do. This Thirty-five Buddhas prayer has a perfect dedication prayer in it, and our responsibility is to recite the prayer
with heartfelt sincerity.21
The last part of the prayer is in verse form; it was added by Tibetan masters and was not part of the original sutra. These lines of prayer are to reiterate your confession, and in addition to that there is a short seven-branch
prayer.

21 For a more complete discussion of dedication, see “The Seventh Branch Prayer, Dedication of Merit” in Chapter 7.
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The Four Powers
Power of Reliance
For true purification to take place, the most important aspect is to make
confession with the four purifying powers, all of which are included in this
confession prayer. The first power is referred to as the power of reliance.
In order to overcome any wrongdoings you must have help, but this must
be an ultimate help. Such help comes only from completely enlightened
beings. The buddhas are the sources of purification, and you must completely believe in them and take refuge in them and develop bodhichitta.
If you do that, then you have a correct power of reliance.

Power of Remorse
The second is the power of remorse. This power is essential for overcoming negativities, because without remorse there is no sincerity or serious
intent to overcome the wrongdoings. Some who lack a proper understanding of the entire situation of samsara may feel they haven’t done anything
wrong. Others would like to reject the idea of being a sinner. Actually the
Buddhist understanding is that there’s nothing wrong with you fundamentally; as a matter of fact you have a perfect nature. Through confusion and illusion some mistakes have been made, and as a result they are
causing you lots of unpleasant pain and suffering. You regret all those karmic mistakes very much, and you truly wish to overcome them. Jamgon
Kongtrul the Great writes that just like the person who swallows poison
and deeply regrets his mistake and desperately tries to get rid of it, similarly we should feel great remorse for our wrongdoings. That’s what the
power of remorse is all about.

Power of Remedy
The third is the power of remedy. Many different remedies for overcoming our negativities exit in tantric Buddhism. The general remedy is
Vajrasattva practice and recitation of the One-Hundred-Syllable Mantra.
Another method is Niguma’s purification with the letter AH , which is an
extraordinary and powerful practice. In this case, the “Thirty-five Buddhas Confession Prayer” is a remedy, and Nyungne practice as a whole is
a very powerful purification practice.
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Power of Commitment
The fourth is the power of the commitment to never engage in wrongdoing again. This power of commitment is necessary because without such
commitment you will engage in negativities again. The main reason for
not being able to overcome negativities is lack of seriousness and sincerity;
the commitment must be a really powerful one from the bottom of your
heart, otherwise all the other powers will be lacking as well. It has been
said that you must make a vow that you will not commit wrongdoings
again even at the cost of your own life. If you make such a commitment,
then you can absolutely overcome any wrongdoing.
If you apply these four powers correctly, and you say the “Thirty-five
Buddhas Confession Prayer” properly and do Nyungne practice sincerely,
you can absolutely overcome all the karma and become completely free
and liberated beings like the buddhas of the past, present, and future.

The Vows of
Nyungne

6

The Eight-Precepts Vow
The general eight-precepts vow is for lay people, and Buddhists of
all traditions customarily take the vow every month on new moon and
full moon days. Some lay practitioners take the vow on half moon days as
well. The basic vows are taken for a twenty-four-hour period and, according to scripture, this period should be from sunrise to sunrise. There is also
mention in a sutra of the precepts being taken for life; taking it for periods
of months or years is therefore automatically understood. Taking all eight
precepts is the highest vow possible for lay people. The novice monk and
nun vows, all the way to the fully ordained monk and nun vows, are actually further elaborations of these eight vows.22
While the eight precepts are the same, there is a slight difference between taking the general eight precepts and the mahayana eight precepts,
which is referred to as the Restoring and Purifying Ordination. The mahayana eight-precepts vow is taken by spiritual practitioners on the path of
the Great Vehicle (mahayana). Taken in the context of the mahayana tradition, you are not only making a commitment to abide by the vow, but you
are also making a completely enlightened commitment, meaning a bodhisattva commitment. This vow is aspiration bodhichitta, meaning generating the enlightened aspiration to benefit all sentient beings, and you must
receive it from an authentic teacher within the lineage of the vow. Once you
have received it from an authentic teacher, you can take the vow by yourself from then on. Although the commitment of preserving the eight precepts is only for a period of twenty-four hours, the aspiration bodhichitta
22 See “The Eight Vows of the Restoring and Purifying Ordination” later in this chapter.
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associated with it will remain until your enlightenment; that is, if you do
not violate the aspiration bodhichitta.
There are two ways of violating aspiration bodhichitta: first, by adopting
an attitude that is contrary to bodhisattva principles, and second, by abandoning sentient beings. Adopting an attitude that is contrary to bodhisattva principles means that, for whatever reason, you somehow come to
the conclusion that you cannot take on the responsibility of helping all sentient beings. “I would rather work for my own salvation,” is your thinking. This is adopting an attitude according to the Lower Vehicle. If you do
this, you violate the vow. Abandoning sentient beings means abandoning
any single sentient being. For whatever reason, you exclude and abandon
a particular person by saying, “I will never ever help this person, even if
there comes a day that he or she needs my help.” That is all it takes to violate the wonderful bodhisattva vow, because nobody abandons all sentient beings; it is always that one single being that everybody so easily
singles out.

The Sojong Vow
In the context of Nyungne, the vow obviously involves much more than
either the general eight-precepts vow or the mahayana vow; Nyungne
practice includes twenty-four-hour fasting and silence as well. The vow
at the Nyungne level, called the Sojong Vow, is supremely extraordinary
because the benefits are compounded. You have the benefit of taking the
eight-precepts vow in general, which is already a very, very special vow; it
is the vow to abstain from harming other sentient beings. And then, when
you take these eight precepts in the context of the mahayana Restoring and
Purifying Ordination, it becomes a truly great vow; in addition to abstaining from harming others, one’s commitment is to benefit others. When you
take this vow in the context of Nyungne, it becomes supremely extraordinary, because you are showing true spiritual commitment by engaging in
the superior tantric practices of creation and completion and recitation of
the supreme mantra, and by being willing to fast and so on, for a supreme
purpose. That is why the eight-precepts vow, in the context of Nyungne
practice, is an extraordinarily superior vow. Finally, an important point to
remember is that all the great benefits of the vow derive not just from taking the vow, but more importantly, from keeping the vow.
Now we will go through the actual vow taken at the beginning of our
Nyungne practice, the Sojong Vow. Before taking the vow, you must visualize Chenrezig in the sky right in front of you, and think that he is the
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embodiment of the Three Jewels and Three Roots, surrounded by all the
buddhas and bodhisattvas. In their presence, you must prostrate three
times with the thought of making the seven-branch prayer offering. Prostration is performed by folding your hands in front of your heart while
thinking you have a precious jewel between them, and then raising your
hands to touch the crown of your head, your throat, and your heart area.
You bow down by touching your knees, hands, and forehead to the floor.
This is called “five points touching the ground.”23
After the prostrations, you should kneel with your right knee down and
your left knee up and fold your hands. Kneeling with hands folded is a
symbolic posture to demonstrate your utmost respect and sincerity. Then
you recite the actual prayer, following your teacher:

,KR$?-2&-/-28$?-0:A-?%?-o?-.%-L%-(2-?J3?-.0:ch’ok chu na

sh’uk pei

the ten directions

sang gye dang

residing in

jang ch’ub sem pa

buddhas and

bodhisattvas

,3?-&.-2.$-=-.$R%?-?-$?R=,
t’am che
all

dag la
to me

gong su sol

be gracious

All the buddhas and bodhisattvas residing in the
ten directions, please be gracious to me.
Your teacher as well as Chenrezig and all these buddhas and bodhisattvas are your witnesses, and when you kneel down and make a commitment to abide by the eight precepts in their presence, it becomes something
extremely precious. All the enlightened beings will be delighted because,
as far as virtuous deeds are concerned, you are doing something exactly
correct. It has been said that the buddhas and bodhisattvas will take a
great deal of joy in your doing something truly right, just as parents are
extremely happy if their child, who does so many things wrong all the
time, finally does something right!

23 See “Benefits of the Prostrations” in Chapter 10 for further discussion of prostration.
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,)A-v<-}R/-IA-.J-28A/-$>J$?-0-.P-2&R3-0ji tar

ngon gyi de sh’in shek pa dra chom pa
just as previous tathagatas arhats

;%-.$-0<-mR$?-0:A-?%?-o?yang dag par

dzok pe

perfectly pure complete

sang gye
buddha

Just as the previous tathagatas, arhats, perfectly pure
and accomplished buddhas,
Tathagatas is a Sanskrit word for “ones thus gone.” The meaning of
“thus” is “thusness,” which has to do with the essence of phenomena
being of the nature of emptiness, the dharmata. “Gone” has to do with
having arrived at the place of completely pure wisdom. Arhats are conquerors and foe destroyers. Here the idea of conqueror is from an ultimate
sense, and does not refer to the insight of an arhat level of being; “conqueror” because afflictive emotions are the source of all negativities. The
foe is ignorant ego-clinging, and this is overcome by the wisdom understanding the nonexistence of ego. This understanding is vajralike wisdom,
which destroys all the foes and therefore is an ultimate conqueror. “Perfectly pure” refers to perfect accumulation of merit and wisdom. Perfect
accumulation of merit and wisdom is complete accomplishment; therefore, buddhas are completely accomplished beings who possess all the
qualities mentioned above.

g-&%->J?-v-2-,
ta chang she

ta bu

the heavenly steed who are like

who are like the Heavenly Steed
The example of heavenly steed is taken from a mythical spiritual
story. Long ago there was a captain named Senge (Lion). Captain Senge,
with five hundred of his fellow men, went out on the mighty ocean and
they became lost. They found themselves on an island full of flesh-eating demons. While there, all these men inbred with the demons and had
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many offspring. One day Captain Senge wandered off and came upon an
area entirely encircled by black iron walls, and he saw a man who was
an emanation of a god from the thirty-three gods realm. This emanation
told the captain, “The beings here are flesh-eating demons, and they will
put all of you inside this iron circle, and then you will be eaten.” The captain asked him, “Is there any way out of this?” And the god’s emanation
said, “Yes, there is. In the middle month of spring, on the full moon day,
a horse named Wise Heavenly Steed will come from the thirty-three gods
realm, and with his wings he will fly like a bird to this island to eat the
grass and drink the water and to roll around in the precious gem-sand
beach. Then he will speak and make an announcement, saying “Oh, those
who wish to go to the mainland, you should ride on my back and hold
on to the hair on my body, mane, and tail, and if you do not look back,
through my miraculous power you will be free.” Having heard this story,
the captain told it to his fellow men, and they all gathered around the
lake where Heavenly Steed was supposed to arrive. He arrived as foretold and most of the men managed to ride this horse, and through the
horse’s miraculous power they made it to freedom. While this was happening, all the demons ran after them, crying, and those who looked back
because of their attachment to them didn’t make it out of there and were
eaten.
Just as the wise heavenly steed liberates beings, Buddha the Conqueror liberates beings from samsaric pain, suffering, fear, and all kinds
of turmoil.

\%-0R-(J/-0R
lang po

ch’en po

the elephant

great

and the Great Elephant,
The great elephant is an example of a conqueror. There is a story that a
supreme elephant known as Sala Rab Ten supposedly exists in the thirtythree gods realm. This elephant has a gargantuan body, many miles long,
and thirty-three heads. With this elephant, the gods are able to defeat the
demi-gods. When they go to battle, the story goes, Vishnu, the king of
the god realm, rides on the main head, and all the other leaders of the
god realm ride on top of the other thirty-two heads. Many, many ordinary
gods ride on its body like soldiers. The elephant’s trunk is in the form of
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a weapon, and when they are at war with the demi-gods, the gods are
always victorious and successfully defeat the demi-gods because of this
powerful elephant, as well as because of their superior karma.
Similarly, victorious buddhas are successful in defeating all the foes.
These foes are the four demons: the demon of afflictive emotions, the
demon of skandhas, the demon of Deva Putra (the son of god), and the
demon of death. Afflictive emotions are demons because they keep one
constantly occupied within the realm of ego, attachment, and aversion.
Skandhas are also demons, because as long as we experience skandhas
we are stuck in samsara with a samsaric form body, feelings, and so on.
This is an obstacle that prevents us from experiencing anything else. The
demon of Deva Putra (son of god) is the temptation of attachment and
desire which prevents us from freeing ourselves from the world. Death is
a demon because as long as we exist in samsara, we are continually tormented by death, and death is unavoidable because in samsara, through
karma, sentient beings take birth in one form or another and therefore
experience death.
According to the hinayana tradition, even Shakyamuni Buddha had
not relinquished the demon of death, which was believed to be the final
demon, until he entered into mahaparinirvana in Kushinagar. This is not
the understanding of mahayana or tantric traditions as to what Buddha is
and how he overcame all the demons.

,L-2-L?->A%,
ja wa

je shing

action done

,LJ.-0-L?-0,
je pa

je pa

doer deed

accomplished in the past what had to be done,
This describes what buddhas in the past did, how they trained in moral
and ethical principles, how they practiced meditative absorptions, and
how they trained completely in wisdom awareness. Through this training, they accomplished the two bodies. The two bodies here refer to the
dharmakaya attained for one’s own purpose, and the rupakaya attained
for the benefit of others. Rupakaya includes the sambhogakaya and nirmanakaya, which are both form bodies. The distinction between these
form bodies is only the difference between subtle versus gross form, but
they are both form bodies. Therefore, “two bodies” refers to 1) benefiting
self and 2) benefiting others, and includes all the manifestations of various form bodies.
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,#<- 2R<-2,
k’ur

bor wa

load (burden) lay down

just as they laid down the burden,
“Burden” here refers to the skandhas, afflictive emotions, and so on. All
these have been eliminated.

,<%-$A-.R/-eJ?-?-,R2-0,
rang gi don
one’s own

je su

t’ob pa

subsequently attained

welfare

subsequently attained their own welfare,
This means in the trainee stage of the path, a bodhisattva being takes
complete responsibility to help others. Subsequently, at the stage of no
more training, one achieves a dharmakaya buddha body, the perfect qualities of which benefit others spontaneously.

,YA.-0-!/-+-.R<-2-;R%?-?-9.-0,
si pa
existence

kun tu
all

jor wa

bonds

yong su

completely

ze pa

relinquished

and completely relinquished all bonds to the possibilities of existence;
Existence in samsara is due to a continuous chain of many causes and
conditions. The root causes are desire, hatred, pride, ignorance, doubt,
wrong view, holding on to supreme view, jealousy, and miserliness.
(“Supreme view” means taking a theistic view as superior to all views.)
All these have been overcome.

,;%-.$-0:A-2!:,
yang dag pei
really pure speech

ka
(command)

their speech is completely pure,
Completely pure speech is perfect speech, speech that liberates all
beings to omniscient buddhahood. It is the verbal speech, blessing speech,
and authorized speech.
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,=J$?-0<-i3-0<-PR=-2:A-,$?,
lek par

nam par drol we

t’ug

excellent completely liberated mind

their minds are completely liberated,
Perfect liberation is the quality of Buddha’s mind, the perfect relinquishment of all that needs to be relinquished; mind that is free from any stains
of affliction or obstruction to omniscience.

,=J$?-0<-i3-0<-PR=-2:A->J?-<2-&/-.J-i3?-GA?,
lek par
excellent

nam par drol wei

she rab chen

completely liberated possessing transcending

de nam kyi
they

knowledge

possessing the completely liberated transcendental knowledge;
In the presence of complete relinquishment, there is a completely
perfected wisdom understanding of the emptiness nature of self and
phenomena.

,?J3?-&/-,3?-&.-GA-.R/-IA- KA<-.%-,
sem chen t’am che kyi don gyi ch’ir dang
beings all reason purpose and

just as, for the sake of all beings,
“Just as” refers to buddhas of the past who have completely relinquished
what needs to be relinquished and completely attained what needs to be
attained acting for the sake of all beings.

,1/-0<-L-2:A-KA<-.%-,
p’en par

ja wei

benefit

ch’ir dang

work purpose and

to benefit them,
This has to do with how buddhas temporarily benefit sentient beings by
liberating them from the pain and suffering of samsara, and how they ultimately liberate them from samsara.
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,PR=-2<-L-2:A-KA<-.%-,
drol war

ja wei

liberate

ch’ir dang

work purpose and

to liberate them,

,/.-3J.-0<-L-2:A-KA<-.%-,
ne me
sickness

par
none

ja wei
work

ch’ir dang
purpose and

to spare them from illness,
This means to liberate and spare beings from all kinds of illnesses.

,3-$J-3J.-0<-L-2:A-KA<-.%-,
mu ge

me par

famine

none

ja wei

ch’ir dang

work purpose and

to spare them from famine,
This is one of the specific wishes to eliminate a specific suffering, which
in this case is famine due to impoverishment.

,L%-(2-GA-KR$?-GA-(R?-i3?-;R%?-?-mR$?-0<jang ch’ub kyi

ch’ok kyi

bodhi (awakening) direction

ch’o nam

yong su dzok par

dharma all

completely perfect

L-2:A-KA<-.%-,
ja wei

ch’ir dang

work

purpose and

to perfect the aspects of the dharma directed towards awakening,
This refers to all the qualities of the bodhisattva, from the beginning
stages of the path all the way to buddhahood, which need to be developed
and perfected. They are, namely, the thirty-seven factors harmonious with
enlightenment.
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,]-/-3J.-0-;%-.$-0<-mR$?-0:A-L%-(2la na me pa yang dag par dzok pei jang ch’up
unsurpassable complete perfect bodhi (enlightenment)

gR$?-0<-L-2:A-KA<,
tok par
realize

ja wei ch’ir
work purpose

and to realize the unsurpassable, perfect, and complete enlightenment;
Perfect and complete enlightenment is the ultimate wish, that which is
an unsurpassable state of being. In order to attain such a state, one wishes
to follow the path as a beginner in the trainee stage, and one wishes to take
the vow of Restoring and Purifying Ordination, which is the mahayana
eight-precepts vow.

,$?R-.R%-%J?-0<-]%?-0-.J-28A/-+,
so jong

nge par lang pa

de sh’in tu

sojong vow definitely undertook in the same way

,2.$-3A%---:.A- 8J?-2IA-2?-G%-,
da ming …

di

my name

this

sh’e gyi we
referred to as

,.?-:.A-/?-29%-!J,
du di ne

kyang

zung te

shall

,)A-YA.-?%-*A-3ji si

sang nyi ma

time from now on until tomorrow sun

3-><-IA-2<-.-$?R-.R%-%J?-0<-]%-2<-2IA:R,
ma shar gyi

bar du

so jong

nge par

not risen between sojong vow definitely

lang war gyi-o
undertake

in the same way, I …(name), from this moment until sunrise tomorrow,
shall definitely undertake the Sojong vow,
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The Sojong vow is the Restoring and Purifying Ordination; restoring as
in restoration of the root virtuous deeds of the Great Vehicle, and purification of whatever mistakes, shortcomings, faults, and transgressions one
might have committed.

The Eight Vows of the Restoring and Purifying Ordination:

,.J%-/?-YR$-$&R.-3A-L-8A%-,
deng ne sog choe mi ja sh’ing

1. From now on I will not kill,

,$8/-IA-/R<-;%-]%-3A-L,
sh’en gyi nor yang lang mi ja

2. I will not take the belongings of others,

,:OA$-0:A-(R?-G%-3A-,.-&A%-,
tr’ig pei ch’o kyang mi che ching

3. I will avoid all sexual activities,

,m/-IA-5B$-G%-3A-5:R,
dzun gyi ts’ig kyang mi ma-o

4. I will not lie,

,*R/-/A-3%-0R-*J<-2gJ/-0:A,
kyon ni mang po nyer ten pei

,(%-/A-;R%?-?-%%-2<-L,
ch’ang ni yong su pang war ja

5. I will completely abandon intoxicants, which quickly lead to
numerous shortcomings,
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,OA-!/-(J-3,R-3A-L-8A%,
tr’i ten ch’e t’o mi ja sh’ing

6. I will not use high and luxurious seats,

,.J-28A/-.?-3-;A/-0:A-9?,
de sh’in du ma yin pei ze

7. I will not eat at wrong times,

,SA-.%-UJ%-2-.%-/A-o/,

,$<-.%-\-?R$?-%%-2<-L,

dri dang tr’eng wa dang ni gyen

gar dang lu sok pang war ja

8. I will use neither perfume nor ornaments, and I will neither sing nor dance.
To define each of the vows precisely, scripture mentions that any complete act of wrongdoing has four elements to it. So when one says, “From
now on I will not kill,” killing here means that, first and foremost, one
understands that the other sentient being is a living being. Second, the
intention to kill comes from afflictive emotions, the three poisons of desire,
hatred, or stupidity. Third, the action is killing through the use of weapons or poison or even mantra power. Finally, one feels satisfaction in having accomplished what one set out to accomplish. And, when one makes
a commitment not to kill, the commitment includes humans and all other
forms of sentient beings, everything from big animals to tiny insects.
When one says, “I shall not take the belongings of others,” first and foremost this means not stealing the possessions of others, meaning property
that belongs to another individual. Then, as with killing, the intention to
steal is inspired by any of the three poisons. And the action is carrying out
that intention by actually taking the property, either by force or guile or
other means of deceit. Finally, there is satisfaction in possessing the property. When one makes a commitment not to take others’ belongings, the
commitment includes all property, regardless of the value or size, from
millions of dollars to nickels and dimes.
When one says, “I will avoid all sexual activities,” although scripture
assumes sexual activity is mainly on a heterosexual basis, today’s world is
so complicated and people’s neurotic emotions are expressed in so many
different ways, first and foremost this vow includes all objects of sexual
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activity. And then it includes the intention to have sexual activity that is
inspired by one’s lust or whatever. The action is carrying out that intention in whatever form it takes, and finally achieving some kind of satisfaction. When one makes a commitment to avoid sexual activity, it includes
all forms of sexual activity.
The vow “I will not lie” first and foremost means knowingly deceiving
others and intentionally causing harm, whether the subject matter is something one has seen, or heard, or understood. The intention is inspired by
whatever ulterior motive one has. The act of lying includes lying oneself
as well as influencing others to lie on one’s behalf, and withholding information. The final result is that others accept and believe the untruths. So
when one makes a commitment to avoid lying, it includes everything from
grand spiritual misrepresentation to jokingly told fibs.
When one says, “I will completely abandon intoxicants,” intoxicants
include all substances, whether liquid-based, pill, smoke, gas, or whatever. So when one makes a commitment to completely abandon intoxication, it means not drinking even a drop of alcohol, or taking even a tiny
speck of any other intoxicating substance.
When one says, “I will not use high and luxurious seats,” high seats
basically refer to thrones made out of precious stones and metals, and luxurious seats refer to cushions covered with all kinds of fur and animal skin.
But when one makes a commitment not to use high seats, scripture mentions that a high throne also means one’s bed, which should not be higher
than a half-arm’s length, measuring from the elbow to the fingertips. During Nyungne the tradition is that everyone sleeps on the floor.
The vow “I will not eat at wrong times” in the context of Nyungne
means not eating at any time other than the one prescribed vegetarian
meal on day one.
When one says, “I will use neither perfume nor ornaments, and I will
neither sing nor dance,” this basically means one will avoid any forms
of self-adornment and entertainment during the two days devoted to
Nyungne practice.

,)A-v<-.P-2&R3-g$-+-/A,
ji tar

dra chom

tag tu

ni

just as foe destroyers always do

Just as the foe destroyers constantly abstain from
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,YR$-$&R.-=-?R$?-3A-LJ.-v<,
sog choe la sok mi je tar
killing and so on will not same way

taking lives and from doing these other actions,

,.J-v<-YR$-$&R.-=-?R$?-%%-,
de tar sog choe la sok pang
in the same way killing and so on abandon

in the same way, having abandoned all these actions,

,]-3J.-L%-(2-M<-,R2->R$
la me jang ch’ub nyur t’ob shok
unsurpassable enlightenment quickly obtain may

may I quickly obtain unsurpassable enlightenment.

,#$-2}=-3%-.N$?-:)A$-gJ/-:.A,
dug ngal mang druk
suffering many shaken

jig ten
di
world this

,YA.-0:A-35S-=?-1R=-2<->R$,
si pei ts’o le drol war shok
existence ocean from freed may

May we be freed from the ocean of existence,
the world of destruction, shaken by so many sufferings.
The commitment to attain enlightenment with an altruistic motivation
and, thereafter, the wish to free all beings from the suffering of samsara is
a crucial point. We must understand this point very clearly, and we must
make a commitment precisely according to this understanding.
The list of eight precepts is basically clear as far as killing and stealing
and so on are concerned. With respect to intoxication, drinking alcohol is
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obvious, and I believe smoking of any kind is included in it as well. As
for high and luxurious seats, this vow is directed primarily at the kings
and ministers who were disciples of Lord Buddha in ancient times. In traditional societies, kings and ministers sat on very high thrones made out
of precious metals and stones, with animal furs and skins as well. People
with power used to sit on those seats and dictate to others. When one takes
vows, the basic idea is to practice humility and modesty, and to put one’s
ego aside. We are not supposed to put ourselves above other people and
engage in abusive power.
This explanation is not to be confused with the spiritual teacher sitting
on the throne and teaching the precious dharma. Scripture mentions that
spiritual teachers sitting on thrones and teaching is not only okay, but it is
an extremely virtuous activity; in fact, a true teacher teaching in this manner is giving all the devotees the opportunity to respect and honor the precious dharma teaching, and this is the buddhas’ and bodhisattvas’ way to
benefit others.
Not eating at wrong times24 means first of all, eating one vegetarian meal
at noontime on the first day, which in our practice we schedule between
12:00 noon and 1:00 p.m. The meal is supposed to be eaten in one sitting as
well. Drinks are permitted during the first day up until the time you go to
sleep in the evening. The following day is a fasting day, so absolutely no
drink and no food is taken at all.
Abstaining from perfume and ornaments, and singing and dancing,
may sound like two different types of vows, but they are actually one vow,
precept number eight. Sometimes there are questions regarding the use of
moisturizers and lotions on your face. I think as long as it is free from perfume, a nonscented cream should be fine. Singing and dancing is clear, but
it also includes such activities as listening to music and watching TV and
movies.25 I think reading material used for entertainment purposes only
is wrong as well. In the old days one would not have seen these activities
mentioned in the scripture, because the materials did not exist; but in the
context of modern life, if we sincerely observe the vow, it is obvious that
these are entertainment and therefore should be avoided.
The eight-precepts vow falls into three different categories of discipline:
24 For a complete discussion of eating and drinking during Nyungne, see “Pure Physical
Action” in Chapter 13.
25 For further discussion of rules during Nyungne, see “Additional Rules” in Chapter 13.
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1. The first four root vows are part of moral and ethical discipline.
2. The fifth vow regarding intoxication is part of conscientious
discipline.
3. The last three vows are part of yogic discipline.
Among these three categories of discipline, I think moral and ethical discipline are obvious. The discipline of conscientiousness refers to the idea
of preserving sanity and mindfulness, whereas yogic discipline has to do
with austerity. This idea comes from one’s willingness to undergo extreme
hardship if that is what it takes to become enlightened.

The Powerful Beneﬁts of the Sojong Vow:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

If one abandons killing, above all, in future lives one will experience
longevity, freedom from sickness, and have a striking presence.
By abandoning stealing, one will experience abundant wealth and
prosperity.
By abandoning sexual activity, one will experience a beautiful and
properly developed body in future lives, and one will not experience
sexual confusion.
By abandoning lying, one will have articulate speech, words that
carry weight, and one will not be deceived by others.
By abandoning intoxication, one will be a conscientious and sane person, and very bright.
By abandoning high and luxurious seats, one will be respected and
praised by others, and have material comforts.
By abandoning eating food at the wrong time, one will have pleasant
body odor 26 and a beautiful complexion.
By abandoning perfume and ornaments, and singing and dancing,
one will have a stable and peaceful nature, and speech that delights
in prayer recitation and chanting the dharma.

26 There are stories of perfect monks who abide by all the disciplines perfectly. They were
known to have “discipline odor,” which is a pleasing scent that can be detected at long distances. For example, Lord Gampopa, who was arguably the greatest monk of Tibet, had
such discipline odor. It has been said that people could smell his beautiful scent all over the
entire mountain where he lived. In the context of Nyungne practice, it is understandable
that keeping these vows will be the cause of beautiful body odor and all the other qualities in future lives.
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These are the specific benefits of each and every vow. The general benefits of the vows are that one will obtain a precious human birth and abandon the eight unfavorable conditions,27 shut the door to the lower realms,
continually be able to engage in the spiritual path, and ultimately attain
buddhahood.

27 The eight leisures refer to freedom from the eight unfavorable conditions which prevent proper Buddhist practice and therefore the possession of a precious human birth: 1. the
state of a hell-being; 2. the state of a hungry ghost; 3. the state of an animal; 4. the state of
a long-living god; 5. living in a barbarous country where habits are contrary to dharma; 6.
holding wrong views and doubts; 7. being born in a country where Buddhism is unknown;
and 8. having nonreceptive senses. For additional information, see the chapter on precious
human birth in Gampopa’s Jewel Ornament of Liberation.

Seven-Branch
Offering Prayer

7

In general, the idea of an offering prayer is a very important part of
spiritual practice. As long as we are deluded beings unable to experience
complete purity, which is the perfection of wisdom mind, we need to accumulate merit. From the point of view of how reality works, we know for a
certainty that all phenomenal experience is due to certain causes and conditions. The distinctions among these experiences are: pain and pleasure,
positive and negative, enlightened and unenlightened. It is also clear that
the vast majority of sentient beings are lacking good and pure karma and
therefore their need to accumulate merit is obvious. Since we are imperfect beings, we have lots of work to do in order to become like the perfect buddhas. In other words, we need to accumulate and gather spiritual
merit so that we can transform our ordinary experience into pure enlightened experience.
Virtue is of two kinds, merit and wisdom; one is gathered through
numerous deeds associated with action, the other is gained through meditation. The former is the cause of rupakaya, the form body, and the latter
is the cause for dharmakaya, the body of emptiness.
The “Seven-Branch Prayer” is one of the most skillful ways to accumulate merit. There are various means of accumulating merit, but if you practice this prayer, all methods are included in it. For this reason one finds it
included in many practices. In fact, the “Seven-Branch Prayer” is used to
accumulate merit by Buddhists of all traditions: hinayana, mahayana, and
vajrayana.
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The First Branch Prayer: Prostration
The first offering in the “Seven-Branch Prayer” is prostration,28 the remedy
for pride or ego. All Lord Buddha’s teachings are remedies for our shortcomings, which are the cause of all our unfortunate experiences. Therefore
it is important to apply the appropriate remedy for each specific negative shortcoming. Pride and ego are wrong states of mind which are connected to prejudice. Such states of mind create further bad karma, which
leads to unfortunate experiences in this life and the next. In modern society, pride and ego are regarded as qualities or strengths in the name of
individual rights and freedom. Pride and ego are misconceived as confidence and self-esteem, but these are all just fancy names for characteristics that actually do us a lot of harm. Therefore, spiritually speaking, such
states of mind are incorrect mind-sets, and with them there is no chance
of developing pure qualities. We’re speaking about true spiritual qualities, and such qualities can only be developed in the absence of the afflictive mind-set of ego.
Ultimately our own pure mind is buddha nature, and the objects of prostration are also the buddhas and bodhisattvas of the ten directions; but
because we have not been able to manifest the wisdom mind of the buddhas as our own mind, there is definitely a need to perform prostrations.
A wonderful story about a very great, undisputed mahasiddha, Drukpa
Kunleg, illustrates this point. He was actually known as a mad mahasiddha, because he had a unique way of teaching and giving messages to people through all kinds of crazy means. One of the things he did was go to the
Jokhang Temple in Lhasa where the famous Buddha statue resides. Standing in front of this statue, he first looked at it rather strangely and then
spontaneously said a prayer and bowed to the statue. His prayer was:
You were very diligent in your spiritual undertaking,
Therefore you became a perfect Buddha.
I was lazy, therefore I wander around in samsara.
I now bow down to you.
The actual prostration has three parts, related to body, speech, and mind.
With our body we physically prostrate, with our speech we say prostration
28 Further explanation of prostration is found in Chapter 10. One of the main activities during the “Po Prayer” is praise to Lord Chenrezig through prostration. These explanations
may be redundant, but I think it is an important topic that warrants repeating.
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prayers, and with our mind we develop complete confidence and devotion and visualize a multitude of our own bodies simultaneously prostrating. While prostrating, we must also include all sentient beings and
visualize them performing prostrations with us. It is very important to do
the prostration one-pointedly through body, speech, and mind, without
becoming distracted.
The proper way to prostrate is to stand with hands folded together in
the heart area. Your hands should be gently touching, neither completely
flat nor open, resembling the bud of a lotus. You then raise your hands to
touch the top of your head, your throat, and your heart, and bow down to
touch the five points of your body to the ground. The five points are your
two hands, two knees, and your forehead. When you touch your hands
to the top of your head, you purify obscurations of your body, and at the
same time establish a connection that enables you to receive the blessings of the buddhas’ body. When you touch your hands to your throat,
you purify obscurations of your speech and establish a connection that
enables you to receive the blessings of the buddhas’ speech. When you
touch your hands to your heart, you purify obscurations of your mind and
establish a connection that enables you to receive the blessings of the buddhas’ mind. When you touch your five points to the ground, you purify
the obscurations of the five poisons and make a connection that enables
you to receive the blessings of all the buddhas’ body, speech, mind, quality, and activity.

The Beneﬁts of Prostration
During the time of Lord Buddha, while a monk was sincerely doing prostrations to a stupa which had Buddha’s hair and nails inside it, Ananda
asked Lord Buddha about the benefits of doing prostration. Among many
benefits, the Buddha said that whatever amount of minute particles of the
earth your body covers when you perform a single, sincere prostration,
from the surface to the bottom of the earth, one can become a universal
monarch that many times and beyond. One of the major marks of perfection of the sublime nirmanakaya buddha body is the unique protrusion on
the top of his head, and it is understood that this also comes about from
demonstrating respect and honor through prostration. Of course another
benefit is that when one displays respect and honor, one receives respect
and honor and so on.
Prostration has its place even at the ultimate level. Ultimately speaking,
prostration and bowing are to one’s own true nature of mind as the root
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guru, buddha nature; one is respecting and honoring and bowing to that
buddha nature.

The Second Branch Prayer: Offering
Offering is the second branch prayer, and it is the remedy for miserliness.
Since the law of nature is that giving is receiving, offering definitely has its
place in the mundane world, our world in samsara, as well as the supermundane world, meaning the enlightened world beyond samsara.
General tantric offerings include external offerings, inner offerings,
secret offerings, and ultimate offerings. During Nyungne practice we
engage in external offerings of substantial substances and imaginary, visualized substances.
While making offerings, it is important not to hold anything back or to
feign generosity through pretense or show. Whatever offering one makes
must be a sincere, pure offering, and this forms the basis for one’s imaginary offering. We visualize all of space entirely filled with all kinds of
wonderful substances that please gods and men such as beautiful flowers,
incense, lamps, perfumed water, food, and music. In terms of the mandala
offering, we include Mt. Meru, the four continents, the seven possessions
of a universal monarch, the eight auspicious signs, the eight auspicious
substances, and so on.
In addition to these, we imagine making immense offerings like those
of Bodhisattva Samantabhadra’s offering clouds. This bodhisattva is the
greatest example to follow, because his clouds of offerings were unsurpassable. Samantabhadra Bodhisattva visualized light coming from his
heart and filling all of space. He further imagined additional Samantabhadra Bodhisattvas on the tip of every one of those lights. And then
again he imagined light coming from their hearts doing the same thing. He
repeated this process multiple times and in this way filled the entire universe with Samantabhadra Bodhisattvas making offerings to all the buddhas. Doing this, one accumulates inexhaustible merit.
It has been said that one can imagine all the many things that exist in the
universe that don’t belong to anyone and offer all of it to the buddhas. This
is a perfectly appropriate offering as well as a skillful means to accumulate merit. Doing this is the same as making the actual offering; therefore
those without much wealth need not feel they lack the means to accumulate merit. As long as one is willing to do the proper visualization and to
sincerely recite offering prayers, there is no limit to what one can offer.
Whenever one receives something new, whether it’s clothing, food, or
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whatever, it is the Buddhist practice to always first offer it to one’s own
guru and the Three Jewels by saying, “I offer this to my guru and to the
Three Jewels.” In this way, one has the opportunity to constantly accumulate merit. When I was a child, every time we saw a beautiful landscape,
mountains, water, flowers, or vast city lights, my completely enlightened
guru used to tell me, “You can make these things an offering.”
Here I wish to stress another point. I have heard people make comments
such as, “Why make offerings to spiritual teachers who might not suffer
from poverty and to monasteries and temples that are prospering quite
well? It is better to give to the poor and needy,” or, “It is better to build
schools than to build temples.” Such people don’t have a complete understanding of how offering really works. Of course, giving to the poor is a
generous act, and building a school is a charitable act as well. Both activities, if done sincerely, undoubtedly have lots of merit. But I have personally known people who I could see had questionable motivation; people
who were quite comfortable looking down on some poor guy while giving
him something, whose egos felt good in doing so. On the other hand, humbly making offerings to the Three Jewels and Three Roots is something one
does with humility and with gratitude for having the opportunity.
Another very important point needs to be understood. There’s a big difference in the amount of merit we can accumulate by offering to the Three
Jewels and Three Roots versus giving to the poor. The reason is that one
object is completely pure and sublime and the other is merely ordinary.
Any offerings to true spiritual causes and conditions are offerings to truly
unsurpassable, enlightened causes, while giving donations for ordinary
schools and so on are very limited causes. I do not mean to minimize the
benefit of ordinary charities; however the issue remains that if we were to
support the education of one thousand kids, as wonderful as that might
be, it’s still only for the duration of the lifetimes of those one thousand
kids. This is the meaning of a limited cause. Planting some kind of spiritual seed in even one person is another way of giving, and that gift can
become a supreme cause, which means providing benefit to that person’s
limitless future. This is the meaning of an enlightened cause. Supporting
Nyungne practitioners, retreat centers, building stupas, etc. are all examples of enlightened causes.
Having said that, as good Buddhists, when someone asks for something
we are not supposed let them go away empty-handed. I think in today’s
world, building schools and hospitals should also be part of Buddhists’
activity.
We human beings can usually give gifts to one another quite easily
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because we anticipate being rewarded by generosity in return, which is
very tangible and immediate, whereas making offerings to spiritual causes
and conditions is often intangible and the reward is not immediate. We
may only be able to expect it to happen in our future lives. Actually, if one
accumulates enough merit, the results will happen even in this life. There
are many examples of this. One such example is the story of the couple
who lived during the time of one of the previous buddhas.
There was an impoverished old couple who only had one piece of clothing between them. Whenever one of them went out they would put it on.
All their lives they were extremely poor and one day a great arhat, who
knew their condition, came to see them. He could see that they needed
to accumulate merit, and the perfect way to do that would be to make an
offering to Buddha. He encouraged them to make such an offering. They
had nothing to offer except their one piece of clothing. The arhat told them
to make that their offering. They had faith and they agreed to make the
offering. Asking the arhat to please wait outside, they took the clothing
and handed it out to him. The Buddha was preaching to a large gathering
of people that included kings and queens, and the arhat carried the cloth
to this place. As I recall the story, the piece of cloth was smelly and dirty,
and some were appalled that such a thing would be offered to the Buddha. But Buddha said, “Oh no, no. This is an offering from old folks and I
must accept it in order for them to accumulate merit.” When the kings and
queens heard the complete story, they all wanted to help and overnight the
old folks became wealthy, received beautiful clothing, and so on. This is a
perfect example of how things really work.
Ultimately, the ideal offering is offering free from attachment or clinging
to the six sense fields. Lord Milarepa said, “When one no longer clings to
ego clinging, there is no separate practice of offering or generosity.” In other
words, the ultimate offering is the offering of perfect understanding.

The Third Branch Prayer: Confession
Confession is the remedy for ignorance because all negativities, defilements, and sins are basically created due to ignorance. Lack of understanding causes people to engage in wrong action, which then leads to
unfortunate results that further bring more confusion, pain, and suffering.
It is ignorance that causes us to not know how to overcome all these wrong
actions and results, and it is negativities and sins that prevent us from
receiving blessings and siddhis. Therefore, confession is a very important
spiritual practice.
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When we recite confession prayers, we confess all the wrongdoings that
we have engaged in from time without beginning, things that we remember and things that we don’t remember. In the presence of Lord Chenrezig, buddhas, and bodhisattvas, we confess all the wrongdoings of our
body, speech, and mind: negative deeds such as the ten unvirtuous deeds,
the five deeds that ripen immediately, violations of the vows that are associated with individual liberation, violations associated with bodhisattva
vows, and violations of tantric vows, injuring the Three Jewels, abandoning the dharma, disrespecting the sangha, disrespecting the teachers, disrespecting the parents, and so on. All these transgressions, which might
obstruct our freedom from samsara and our achievement of buddhahood,
we sincerely regret and, with hands folded in prayer, we confess from
the bottom of our hearts. During this time you should imagine that rays
of light are coming to you from Lord Chenrezig and the buddhas and
bodhisattvas, and that all your negativities are being purified.
Many people like to think that they have done nothing wrong, that they
are good human beings and have nothing to confess. But the only time you
don’t need confession is when you are a completely perfect, pure being.
As long as you are in the world, it means you are an imperfect being with
karma and limitations. Otherwise you wouldn’t be here. Our real situation
is that we’ve been living and experiencing things in samsara from time
without beginning. Therefore we have engaged in all sorts of wrong deeds
in the past, and this is the main issue. If you are a decent human being,
you may not have engaged in extreme negative deeds during this lifetime.
However, in terms of your spiritual growth, the major obstacle that prevents spiritual achievement is impure karma from your past life.
I would like to clarify one thing and that is, even though we may not
have done any major wrong in this life, the truth is we engage in misdeeds
all the time, all the way from the food that we eat29 to our speech which is
very imperfect and our minds that are filled with negativities. So we cannot be too proud and naively think that we are completely innocent of all
wrongdoing.
Ultimately, confession is understanding the emptiness nature of phenomena. In that realm one transcends everything including confession,
negative deeds, and ignorance. This understanding of emptiness has to
be true realization. Conceptual understanding would not be sufficient to
truly purify everything.

29 See “Pure Physical Action” in Chapter 13.
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The Fourth Branch Prayer: Rejoicing
Rejoicing is the fourth branch prayer and is the remedy for jealousy.
According to Lord Buddha, if we rejoice in others’ good deeds instead of
being jealous, we receive the same benefit as they do.
The proper way to rejoice is to rejoice in conditional virtuous deeds as
well as nonconditional virtuous deeds. “Conditional” means virtuous
deeds that are limited and occur within the bounds of samsara; the good
deeds done by sentient beings, such as the ten virtuous deeds which lead
to higher birth and to positive experiences in this life as well as future
lives. Nonconditional virtuous deeds are limitless, the supreme deeds of
the buddhas and bodhisattvas. In other words, one rejoices in any virtuous deeds, all the way from the ordinary deeds of sentient beings to
the extraordinary virtuous deeds of shravakas, pratyekabuddhas, and the
vast, profound activities of bodhisattvas. When doing so, one should not
limit one’s thoughts to this world alone. One should include all the virtuous deeds of sentient beings and buddhas and bodhisattvas who exist in
the totality of vast and infinite space.
Rejoicing is a truly great virtue because it is hard to do. We know this
for a fact from the common reactions of people to the good fortune of
others, such as their material success, good looks, fame and fortune, or any
good qualities they might have. Instead of being happy for them, the first
thought that comes to most people’s mind is, “Why do they get to have
that?” It is pure jealousy. Obviously, spiritually speaking, this is an incorrect emotion, and the main reason is because it damages us.
The following story taken from a sutra is a great example of how rejoicing works. A devoted patron, King Kosala (Skt. Prasenajit, Tib. Sal Gyal),
was offering meals to Lord Buddha and all his followers. Outside of his
palace, an old beggar woman took great delight and joy in the king’s virtuous deeds—delight in his good fortune from his past life and delight in
his continuous accumulation of merit in this life by making offerings to
the buddhas. Being omniscient, Buddha knew of her pure rejoicing and he
asked his disciple, the king, “When doing the dedication of merit, should
I dedicate in your name or in the name of another person whose virtue
is greater than yours?” The king politely responded, “Please dedicate in
the name of the other person whose virtue is greater than mine.” So Buddha dedicated the merit that day in the name of the poor beggar woman.
It went on like that for three days, and the king was not very happy. His
ministers discussed the issue and one of them came up with a solution.
He spoke to the people who gave the leftover food to the beggars and told
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them, when giving out the food, just beat up the old woman. And that day
the beggar woman became very angry, and she didn’t think at all about
rejoicing. Again, Buddha knew, and on that day Buddha dedicated the
merit in the king’s name.
You may ask how a simple rejoicing can result in virtue equal to that of
a deed, when another person is actually performing the deed and yours
is just a thought. Here’s how it works. Mental phenomena are primary
among all phenomena. Therefore virtuous deeds associated with thoughts
are the most powerful, and deeds associated with body and speech are less
so. Thus having a pure heart is the most important thing, and the ability to
rejoice is a demonstration of pure heart.
As I recall the story of the beggar woman, at that time Buddha was making prophecies about the future buddhahood of his fellow bodhisattvas
and devoted kings and patrons, and that king expected to hear his name
too. It was a long time before Buddha spoke his name, and this had something to do with his treatment of the old beggar woman.
Ultimately, to rejoice is to understand that there is a constant, unceasing
flow of compassion by all the buddhas and bodhisattvas, and that unceasing flow of compassion is the source of all virtuous deeds in the world and
the world beyond.

The Fifth Branch Prayer:
Request to Turn the Dharma Wheel
Requesting that the dharma wheel be turned is the remedy for abandoning the dharma. Abandoning the dharma is a specific-cause wrongdoing
which leads to a specific unfortunate result. Because of ignorance, people
can easily abandon dharma, and that is the primary cause of not finding a
true teacher and true teaching.
In today’s world there are many examples of people looking for a true
spiritual teaching and path, and although they may desperately want to
find a pure teaching and pure path, many are unable to find them. Some
find a wrong teaching and a wrong path, and others who may find buddhadharma might still not be able to find the right teacher and the right
teaching. Because of that, they may become upset and turn away from the
dharma altogether, creating the same kind of karma again that was the
cause for their being lost in the first place. Then one never knows for how
many lifetimes they may get caught in a vicious cycle like this. If done
properly, requesting the dharma teaching will help one to overcome this
unfortunate situation once and for all.
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A true teacher and true teaching are absolute necessities. Without them,
we have no way of learning anything. Every little bit of knowledge that
anybody has comes from a teacher, and in the case of dharma teaching, all
dharma knowledge also comes from the teacher. Therefore it is absolutely
necessary to request that the buddhas and bodhisattvas teach the three
vehicles so that we can overcome pain and suffering, and confusion and
illusion, and experience the wisdom mind of the buddhas.
One of the important reasons for requesting the turning of the dharma
wheel is to ask those great bodhisattvas who are on the tenth-bhumi level
to quickly become perfect buddhas; to sit under the bodhi tree, like the historic Buddha Shakyamuni, and subdue the maras, and to turn the dharma
wheel for the benefit of all sentient beings.
Another important reason is that buddhas and bodhisattvas are committed to helping fellow beings. However, when they actually take rebirth
in the world in order to help others, through circumstantial reasons such
as sentient beings engaging in excessive wrongdoings and disappointing
them, many of these great beings might just peacefully sit there instead of
actively engaging in teaching and propagating the dharma. The reason for
this is the collective karma of these particular sentient beings. So, by earnestly requesting them to teach, one is trying to create depending-arising
circumstances. That is, new, positive karma so that the teachings can benefit even such wrongdoers.
The proper way to supplicate is to visualize a multitude of ourselves
throughout the universe who are humbly requesting in the presence of all
the great buddhas and bodhisattvas that the wheel of dharma be turned.
Ultimately, to request the dharma wheel to be turned is to understand
that all-pervading wisdom is the fundamental inherent quality that exists
primordially, and because of it all the precious wisdom teachings become
accessible.

The Sixth Branch Prayer: Beseeching
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas Not to Pass
into Nirvana
Beseeching buddhas not to pass into nirvana is the remedy for wrong view.
From the point of view of true dharma, those who hang on to the world
with eternalistic or nihilistic views have wrong views. While there are
many erroneous spiritual and philosophical views, they are all included
in eternalism and nihilism.
One of the main reasons that sentient beings have wrong views is their
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inability, in the past, to develop faith in and devotion to enlightened causes.
When we beseech the buddhas and bodhisattvas to remain with us in samsara, everyone is afforded the opportunity to eventually develop the right
view. Beseeching sublime ones to dispel wrong views is for our own benefit as well as the benefit of others. Even though we are already on the path,
we still have residual wrong-view karma. When true enlightened teachers
remain with us, slowly, slowly their blessings will transform us and our
view will mature. Eventually, it will become perfect.
It is understood that throughout the universe many buddhas and
bodhisattvas have come to the world to benefit others and are about to
pass into nirvana. We are asking them to remain in the world until samsara is emptied.
In the tantric tradition of Tibet, we have an elaborate long-life ceremony
to request a great vajra master not to pass into nirvana. If the ceremony is
an extensive one, long-life pujas will be performed for at least seven days.
At the end of the seventh day, elaborate mandala offerings combined with
seven-branch prayers, bathing water prayers, homage prayers, specially
composed long-life prayers for the guru, and many other offerings are
made. In addition to all these offerings and prayers, a special ceremony is
performed that involves five virgin girls, symbols of the pure dakinis of
the five directions: the Buddha Dakini, Vajra Dakini, Ratna Dakini, Padma
Dakini, and the Karma Dakini. Symbolically these girls are dressed in five
different colors, and they come to escort the great vajra master back to
the dakini realm. Then, to convince them to go without the master, five
different kinds of torma offerings are presented to them; they accept the
gifts and leave without disappointment. In the monastery, usually young
monks are chosen to dress as dakinis and perform the dances and rituals,
and they recite invitation prayers that they have memorized to the vajra
master.
There is enormous benefit in beseeching the sublime ones to remain, relative as well as ultimate benefit. Relatively, dependent-arising causes and
conditions are established so that our own obstacles to longevity will be
dispelled and we can enjoy long life and freedom from sickness; and good
karma is created, enabling us to receive dharma teachings and to spend
a long time together with great masters. The ultimate benefit is having
the opportunity to intermingle our minds with the wisdom minds of the
buddhas.
Ultimate beseeching is to request all the buddhas to remain in the
supreme unchanging dharmakaya, the realm from which all nirmanakaya
buddhas and bodhisattvas appearing in the world originate.
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The Seventh Branch Prayer: Dedication of Merit
Dedication of merit is the remedy for doubts and skepticism in the sense
that the obscuration of disbelief is purified when one dedicates without
hesitation. In other words, mind’s habit of obfuscating is eliminated.
Dedication is one of the very important spiritual practices. Without
proper dedication, the result of any virtuous deed will come to an end once
the fruit is enjoyed. On the other hand, if you do a proper dedication, you
will be able to enjoy its result life after life, and the deed will be inexhaustible until you attain enlightenment. Without dedication there is a danger
of the virtuous deed being destroyed by a subsequent powerful, aggressive deed; and if you brag about your good deed, without dedication there
is a danger of the virtue being robbed altogether. In the case of virtuous
deeds accumulated through offerings, the virtue will be diminished if, out
of greed, you later regret these offerings. However, when one dedicates
the merit for one’s deeds, the power of anger, boasting, and greed cannot
destroy it. It has been said in the scripture that nondedicated virtue will
never increase, whereas dedicated virtue will double every single day. In
this way we have the opportunity to make our little virtue into truly great
virtue.
Knowing what constitutes a proper dedication is important. A correct
dedication must be free from the three concepts of subject, object, and
action (the meritorious deed). Conceptually-bound dedication is considered venomous dedication because it is not really a true dedication, therefore its effect can only be within the samsaric realm; it cannot become a
truly enlightened cause. This is the hard part, because no ordinary being
can do it. But there is a trick and that is to request all the buddhas and
bodhisattvas to witness your wish to make a pure dedication prayer, free
from the three concepts. Then you pray, “Just as buddhas of the past, present, and future have dedicated merit, similarly I wish to follow in their footsteps and dedicate the merit for the benefit of all beings.” Another way to
dedicate correctly is to pray to follow in the footsteps of Manjushri Bodhisattva and Samantabhadra Bodhisattva, and then to recite the “Resolve to
Practice Excellence.” According to Lord Atisha, ordinary practitioners can
also make comparable dedication prayers by understanding that subject,
object, and action are all illusion.
There is another important point to understand. When you wish to dedicate the merit to a specific being, whether alive or dead, there is no way
that other being will be able to benefit from it unless you do a proper
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dedication prayer. And when dedicating, you can specify a particular
being, but you must also include all sentient beings to make it a completely correct dedication.
Ultimate dedication is to dedicate the virtue that all sentient beings
achieve the unsurpassable realm of dharmata, so that everyone has the
opportunity to achieve trikayahood, the three bodies of the buddha.

Accumulation of Merit and Wisdom
In order to attain perfect enlightenment one has to accumulate perfect
merit and wisdom. No buddha exists that did not accumulate perfect virtue, and therefore the accumulation of virtue through recitation of the
“Seven-Branch Prayer” is a very important part of spiritual practice. In
the tradition of the Great Vehicle, the path to perfect buddhahood is called
the five paths. The first of the five paths is the path of accumulation. One
enters into this path as a first step and the main focus of one’s practice is
to accumulate merit. That is why it is called the path of accumulation. Our
spiritual progress depends solely on accumulating merit, and if we do this,
we will be on the lesser path of accumulation, the beginner’s stage. Then
if you do well, you will enter into the mediocre path of accumulation, and
eventually the superior path of accumulation. As spiritual practitioners
we will never stop accumulating merit, no matter how advanced we are
on our spiritual path; but if we are beyond the path of accumulation, it
will not be our main focus, whereas if we are on the path of accumulation,
accumulating merit is our main practice.
As practitioners, some may be more advanced than others, but in all
likelihood most of us are in the beginning stages of the path of accumulation. Therefore accumulation of virtue through the recitation of sevenbranch offering prayers, and all other means, is very important to keep in
mind.
Lord Milarepa’s famous words to Lord Gampopa illustrate exactly how
things really work:
Without merit there will be no siddhis,
Just as there will be no oil from pressing a grain of sand;
But if you press a sesame seed, you will have oil.
Then there are other well-known Tibetan sayings, which are also right
to the point:
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If you churn water, no matter how long you do it you get no butter,
Whereas if you churn milk, butter will appear.
It is better to accumulate merit, even a tiny bit,
Than to work very hard to gather a lot.
Another great quote, undoubtedly from one of the mahasiddhas, is
found in many books:
Our absolute innate wisdom mind can only appear
Through having accumulated merit and purified obscurations,
And through the blessings of a truly realized guru.
To rely on any other means is foolish.
The great Lord of the Drikung Kagyu tradition, Kyobpa Jig Ten Sum Gyi
Gompo, said the following:
Unless by offering aspiration prayers
You rub the wish-granting gem of the two accumulations of merit,
The results you wish for will never appear.
Therefore, do the concluding dedication wholeheartedly.

Visualization

8

Visualization of the yidam deity has two phases, the creation phase
and the completion phase. The creation phase is self-generation of the
deity, which is a part of the skillful means of tantric teaching, a profound
method in which we instantaneously transform ourselves into a completely pure, divine, perfect being. We use this profound and powerful
technique to transform all impure phenomena into pure phenomena, and
deluded, ordinary form into a divine wisdom form. This technique absolutely works as far as transforming imperfection into perfection is concerned; doing so, we are able to overcome ordinary experiences through
the power of transforming them into pure experiences.
Thousand-Armed Chenrezig, Avalokiteshvara, is a sambhogakaya buddha manifestation, a pure, subtle manifestation that is the union of prana
and mind and not simply a fantasy form. Chenrezig represents the pure
power of enlightened energy. Such form inherently exists in the pure nature
of mind and can manifest to everyone, because pure buddha nature is the
nature of all sentient beings.
The completion phase is equally important. This phase refers to the dissolution of the created deity form into emptiness. Since the deity arises
from emptiness, it then must dissolve back into emptiness. Generation and
completion must be united in our practice to overcome both the extreme,
eternalistic belief in an inherently existing reality (theistic view) and our
grasping after it, and the nihilistic, extreme belief that nothing whatsoever
exists (atheistic view).
The arisal of the deity form body is possible because of the emptiness
nature of phenomena. The fact is, whether pure or impure, all phenomena
are possible because of their underlying nature being emptiness. In order
to transform impure phenomena, one must rely on the skillful means of
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transforming it into pure phenomena, and this inherently pure phenomena is possible because of its emptiness nature. To further perfect the practice we must go back into emptiness by dissolving the deity into emptiness,
because one cannot hang on to either pure or impure form. The true nature
of all phenomena is neither existent nor nonexistent; it is simply beyond
all conceptual fabrications and elaborations. So here one can understand
how profound the technique of creation and completion deity practice is.
It is perfect practice.

Field of Accumulation of Merit Phase
During Nyungne practice the field of accumulation of merit phase follows
the lineage and refuge prayers, during which one instantaneously visualizes oneself as Chenrezig. The visualization can be a two-armed, fourarmed, or thousand-armed Chenrezig. The purpose of this visualization is
simply to purify oneself enough in order to approach Chenrezig. This portion is not the actual self-visualization of the deity.
Further, you visualize the letter HRIH ( ZA:) in your heart; from it light
radiates, inviting the deity from the pure land. Guru Chenrezig comes,
accompanied by buddhas, bodhisattvas, dakas, dakinis, and protectors.
You imagine Chenrezig in front of you on top of a thousand-petaled lotus
and moon cushion surrounded by all the buddhas and bodhisattvas. You
then make the “Seven-Branch Offering Prayer,” the offering of prostrations, substances, confession, rejoicing, entreaty, supplication, and dedication. The “Four Immeasurables Prayer” follows. Finally, the field of
accumulation of merit returns to its natural origin.

The Three Aspects of Deity Yoga: Clarity,
Purity, and Stability
Chenrezig’s form body represents complete perfection; therefore, in order
to do deity visualization and practice correctly, we must practice with what
are called three aspects of deity yoga: clarity, purity, and stability. First is
the clarity of the deity. This means we must engage in practice with as clear
a visualization of the deity as possible. One must be able to visualize every
aspect of the form body, and each aspect in precise detail. This is called clarity of appearance, being able to see ourselves in this completely pure manifestation. In addition, one must remember the perfection of the deity form
body, meaning one must have recollection of each and every aspect of the
manifestation and what it purely represents. This is called being mindful
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of purity. Finally, one must have proper stability, or vajra pride, meaning
that one must be able to think that one is indeed the deity itself. Vajra pride
does not mean pride from the point of view of thinking with conceit that
one is greater than others. That is ordinary pride. Rather vajra pride recognizes that one indeed embodies all the perfect qualities of the perfect deity
naturally and inherently. This is called stability of vajra pride.

The Three Sattvas
There are three levels of deity: the samayasattva, the jnanasattva, and the
samadhisattva. The samayasattva deity stage is the stage of one’s own
creation deity, samaya meaning “commitment.” One perceives one’s own
body as a naturally divine body, and one is committed to that. Further, it
means that one does not waver from this commitment by unclear visualization or any ordinary ego problems and ego clinging, which requires
tremendous courage and strength. Sattva means “brave.” So one is committed and brave; brave because one does not waver from the mind that
clearly identifies the deity, and because one is not afraid of being influenced by ego clinging and so forth.
Jnanasattva is a wisdom deity that one invokes from the pure realm.
Jnana, pristine pure wisdom, is inherently Chenrezig’s and all the buddhas’ nature, as well as one’s own pure nature of mind, that manifests as a
wisdom deity in order to benefit beings. It is also sattva, the brave, because
it is not afraid of any extreme views, such as the views of eternalists, nihilists, and dualists, and all other views that are incorrect. It is completely
free from fear.
Samadhisattva, the absorption sattva, is the letter HRIH ( ZA:) in the heart
center of the wisdom deity, the thumb-sized Chenrezig in one’s own heart.
Absorption is in the sense that we one-pointedly focus our mind on the
letter HRIH in the heart center; and it is sattva, the brave, because it is not
afraid of mind being agitated and dull and all other defects of the practice
of meditation.
We have made a chart to illustrate the relationship of the three sattvas
in terms of deity yoga, and how through these three sattvas purification
takes place (see next page).

Complete Steps of the Creation Phase (Self-Generation)
We begin with the recitation of the mantra: OM SVABHAWA SHUDk
DHA SARVA DHARMA SVABHAWA SHUDDHO HAM (<-?-S7->:: ?j-K :
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sanskrit

tibetan

Five aggregates

skandhas

pung po

Eighteen constituents

dhatus

kham

Twelve sources1

ayatanas

kye che

Agents of puriﬁcation

Commitment deity

samayasattva

dam tsik sempa

Puriﬁed result

Form-body deity,
which is the union
of emptiness
and appearance

Second object
of purification

Fundamental
ignorance

avidya

ma rigpa

Agent of puriﬁcation

Wisdom deity

jnanasattva

yeshe sempa

Puriﬁed result

Dharmakaya body,
which is endowed
with two purities,
inherent purity
(inherent buddha)
and subsequent purity

dharmakaya

cho kyi ku

Third object of
purification

Conﬂicting emotional
thoughts

kleshas

nyon mong pa

Agent of puriﬁcation

Absorption deity

dhyanasattva

tingdzin sempa

Puriﬁed result

All thoughts
manifesting as
none other than
great wisdom

First objects of
purification

nang tong nyi me
kyi ku

tok tsok yeshe
kyi rolpa

1 Source of interaction: sense + sense ﬁeld, for example.

J-S-7->:R)@-@),) and imagine all phenomena, including our bodies, as completely dissolved with no residue. If this is difficult, because your body and
other things around you are still there, concentrate on withdrawing your
sense consciousness from them so that your attention is entirely focused
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on their imagined emptiness. Then focus one-pointedly on the elements
you visualize as appearing from that emptiness. From emptiness, we visualize a green letter PAM (0)) that turns into a multicolored, eight-petaled
lotus. Next we visualize a white letter AH (A) above the lotus that turns
into a moon cushion. A white syllable HRIH ( ZA:) appears on the moon
cushion, and this HRIH is your mind. (The text describes the generation
as beginning immediately with the white letter HRIH. This visualization is
perfectly adequate, but the additional steps provide the visualization with
greater stability.)
The letter HRIH (ZA:) emanates light rays that purify the negativities and
obscurations of all sentient beings in all realms of samsara, causing them
to become Chenrezig. Then all the Chenrezigs dissolve into light and,
together with the light which you have emanated, come back to you and
dissolve into the letter HRIH.
The white letter HRIH transforms into a blazing golden HRIH ( ZA:) on
a golden lotus, which remains on top of the original multicolored lotus
and moon cushion. Light rays emanate from the golden letter HRIH and
golden lotus in the form of hooks and lassos, inviting all the buddhas and
bodhisattvas from the ten directions who appear in the form of Chenrezig.
They dissolve into the golden letter HRIH, causing the HRIH to turn into
an image of you as Thousand-Armed Chenrezig.
Since the seed syllable HRIH ( ZA:) is your mind, the image derived from
the HRIH is your mental body with the characteristics of Thousand-Armed
Chenrezig. Its nature is like the moon’s reflection on water, or that of a
rainbow, not solid like a material object.

Deity Meditation with Five Purifications
and Perfections, Blessing Being the Sixth
A purification and perfection takes place in each step of the main visualization process. The main point of this profound skillful means is to transform every aspect of the impure phenomena of our existence into pure
phenomena. For example, our existence as impure ordinary human form
bodies came about from the seeds of the father and mother, and eventually a complete body resulted. In an elaborate form of visualization, there
is a method to purify and perfect all these stages.
The first purification and perfection is through meditation on emptiness, which clears away the extremes of eternalism. One instantaneously
imagines all appearing phenomena as emptiness.
The second purification and perfection is through benefiting others by
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clearing away the extremes of nihilism. One meditates with compassion
on those who have no understanding of emptiness.
The third purification and perfection is from one’s seat, the sun and the
moon and the lotus. The letter PAM (0)) becomes the lotus, the letter AH (A)
becomes a moon, and the letter MA (3) becomes a sun.30
The fourth purification and perfection is from the seed syllable. The
white syllable HRIH (ZA:) on top of the lotus and moon disk radiates and
transforms into another symbol. In our practice it transforms into a golden
lotus and golden letter HRIH.
The fifth purification and perfection is from the deity body. One transforms oneself from the symbols of the golden lotus and letter HRIH into
the body of Chenrezig, complete with all the attributes.
The sixth is not referred to as purification and perfection, but the blessing of one’s body, speech, and mind. By visualizing the white letter OM
(<) on your forehead, the red letter AH (A) in your throat, and the blue letter HUNG (>) in your heart, one imagines becoming inseparable from the
body, speech, and mind of all the buddhas.31

Essential Elements of Thousand-Armed Chenrezig
A white, youthful body stands on a moon cushion and multicolored lotus;
clear like a diamond, it both radiates light and allows light to pass through
it. Eleven faces, in the colors white, green, red, and black, are arranged as
follows (mirror image view):32

30 In our practice we only have the lotus and moon disk on which Lord Chenrezig stands.
I mention sun disks here because I am basing these teachings on the Mani Kabum and they
are included there.
31 This sixth step in our visualization happens right after the invited Wisdom Deities
merge with us. See “Self-Generation Continued” later in this chapter.
32 There are recognizable patterns to help with the memorization of the arrangement of
these faces, such as the order of the colors, and so forth. The principal or root face in the center of the lowest head is white. Imagine turning this head counterclockwise one face. This
results in the look of the second head above it, whose center face is green. Give the second
head an equal turn, and the result is the look of the third head above it, whose center face
is red. In visualizing yourself as Thousand-Armed Chenrezig, think that you are both able
to feel what you are and also to look at yourself from the inside out. For instance, you can
feel that your second right hand is holding a rosary. Since you have a body of light, you can
also look right through it and see your faces as if looking into a mirror.
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Red
Black
Green—Red—White
White—Green—Red
Red—White—Green
Eleven faces are a symbolic representation of the complete accomplishment and realization of the tenth-bhumi bodhisattva’s qualities, the
eleventh bhumi being the bhumi of complete buddhahood, complete perfection, and complete manifestation of all the qualities combined together.
Complete relinquishment of all obscurations and defilements combined
with complete manifestation of all qualities equals perfect buddhahood,
and that’s what the eleven faces represent.
A further representation of the details of the colors of these faces and the
other aspects of Chenrezig’s body is as follows. The three white faces are
a representation of all the buddhas’ form bodies, and Chenrezig benefits
all sentient beings through the essence of this form, and the blessings of
this form, and the activities of this form. Similarly, the three red faces are a
representation of all the buddhas’ speech, and Chenrezig benefits all sentient beings through the essence of this speech, and the blessings of this
speech, and the activities of this speech. The three green faces are the representation of all the buddhas’ mind, and Chenrezig benefits all sentient
beings through the essence of this mind, and the blessings of this mind,
and the activities of this mind. The wrathful, black face on top represents
how Chenrezig benefits sentient beings that are very difficult to subdue or
to tame. Wrathfulness is compassion turned into anger, because it is compassion in its most powerful state. Therefore the meaning is that Chenrezig
finds a way to benefit even the most difficult sentient beings. On top of
the wrathful face is a red, Amitabha Buddha face. In terms of the mandala
principle, this symbolizes that Chenrezig belongs to the Amitabha Buddha
Family, the buddha of the western direction, or the Lotus Family.
One could understand the colors of the faces in terms of the four enlightened activities as well. White is for pacification, green is for enrichment,
red is for magnetizing, and black is for subjugation.
White also represents purification, shamatha or calm-abiding meditation, and the overcoming of conflicting emotions. Green also represents
wisdom, that is, improvement or increase of qualities, especially knowledge and wisdom (in other texts sometimes represented as yellow). Red
also represents attraction and empowerment. Black also represents the
wrathful mode of the deity; in this case it is the face of Mahakala, an
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emanation of Chenrezig. All except the wrathful face wear the usual sambhogakaya ornaments (see below).
Chenrezig has one thousand arms, of which 992 are in the gesture of
supreme giving, and one thousand arms represent the one thousand
chakravartins (universal monarchs). They also represent Chenrezig’s wish
to protect all beings in a thousand different ways. The thousand eyes in
these hands represent the thousand buddhas of this virtuous eon.33 Finally,
the one thousand eyes and arms represent the activity of all one thousand
buddhas combined together.
Chenrezig holds implements in the eight principal arms as follows (mirror image view):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First two hands, palms joined with the wish-fulfilling jewel
Second right arm, crystal mala (rosary)
Second left arm, golden lotus with stem
Third right arm, mudra of supreme giving (no implement)
Third left arm, empowerment vase
Fourth right arm, wheel of knowledge
Fourth left arm, bow and arrow

You may see a thangka in which the third pair of hands appears to be
the fourth and vice versa, but the gesture of supreme giving is the third
right hand, and the empowerment vase is in the third left hand. The right
hand holding the wheel and the left hand holding the bow and arrow may
appear to be up in the air like a third pair, but they are actually the fourth
pair.
Chenrezig wears thirteen different types of ornaments:
The eight jeweled adornments:
1. A jewel crown
2. Jewel earrings
3. A short necklace
4. Two long necklaces, one longer than the other
5. A bracelet on each wrist
6. A golden belt at the waist with loops of jewelry
7. Armlets on each arm
8. An anklet on each foot

33 One thousand buddhas are predicted to appear on planet Earth, and therefore the lifetime of planet Earth is referred to as the virtuous eon.
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The five silks:
1. A silk ribbon hanging from the back of the head
2. An upper garment
3. A long scarf
4. A silk skirt
5. A lower garment
Chenrezig radiates white or crystal clear light and appears translucent
and insubstantial. In his heart center is a white syllable HRIH ( ZA:) on a
moon cushion.

Additional Aspects of the Visualization
and Their Meanings
The two palms joined right in the heart area are a symbol of direct perception into the dharmata, the true nature of phenomena. The wish-fulfilling jewel symbolizes bodhichitta. Just as a wish-fulfilling jewel fulfills
everybody’s wishes, similarly bodhichitta, which is the completely pure
enlightened mind of Chenrezig, fulfills the wishes of everyone who prays
for it.
In general, the golden lotus flower is a symbol of wisdom; it is completely pure and clear, even though it grows in muddy water. Furthermore, there is the understanding that even though Chenrezig manifests
in samsara, he remains completely pure and unstained by it. The golden
color symbolizes the lotus’ rich quality, just as gold is universally considered precious and valuable. The crystal rosary is intended to lead beings
from samsara in the same way that one bead leads to another.
The gesture of supreme giving represents how Chenrezig gives ultimate siddhis to everyone, and in particular the nectar flowing from his fingers is directed toward the beings in the hungry ghost realm to whom it
provides relief from their suffering. The hungry ghost realm is the primary
focus of attention because, from the point of view of the mandala principle, Chenrezig is the manifestation of the Lotus Family, and the Lotus
Family buddhas have special power to benefit beings in the hungry ghost
realm. However, visualizing the nectar benefiting beings in all realms is
also fine.
The empowerment vase with its nectar is a symbol of purification. Just
as water washes away dirt, similarly nectar from the empowerment vase
purifies all negativities, karma, obscurations, and defilements.
The wheel of knowledge implies that Chenrezig is turning the wheel
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of dharma throughout the universe, beyond time and space. It also represents how he provides common, mundane siddhis. The bow and arrow
signify that Chenrezig is perfectly skilled at balancing and harmonizing
skillful means and wisdom.
Chenrezig stands on the moon cushion with two feet to indicate that he
abides in neither samsara nor nirvana. Chenrezig’s ornaments and robes
symbolize the abundance of his enlightened qualities. The lotus Chenrezig
stands on represents renunciation, and the moon cushion above the lotus
represents bodhichitta. The five colored silks symbolize the five wisdoms
with which Chenrezig is endowed.
A tenasera (Skt.) deerskin covers his left shoulder. The symbolic understanding of this special deer is that it has natural-born compassion. Its
skin covers Chenrezig’s left shoulder over his heart area, which represents
Chenrezig’s unceasing love and compassion for all sentient beings.34

Self-Generation Continued
The letter HRIH ( ZA:) in your heart center radiates light, inviting the essence
of the real wisdom Chenrezig to appear from the Potala Realm, the pure
land of Chenrezig. He obliges and appears before you, standing on top of
a one-hundred-thousand-petaled lotus flower, surrounded by all the buddhas and bodhisattvas.
Using the appropriate mudras, you make offerings with mantra prayers
and visualize the eight offering goddesses emanating from your heart center and carrying the offerings to Chenrezig. You then recite the “Four-Line
Homage Prayer” with hands folded.
Following the Homage Prayer, Chenrezig merges with you through the
recitation of the mantra DZA HUM BAM HO (6:>-2&-@R:) and the use of the
appropriate mudra. As a result, the syllables OM AH HUNG (<-=>), white,
red, and blue respectively, appear at your three places (forehead, throat,
and heart). At that moment you become identical with all the buddhas’
body, speech, and mind.
The letter HRIH ( ZA:) again radiates light, inviting the Five Dhyani Buddhas (Fig. 4: Five Dhyani Buddhas), who appear before you in the order
of Akshobhya, Ratnasambhava, Amitabha, Vairochana, and Amoghasiddhi. You request that they empower you, and the Five Female Buddhas
(Fig. 5) emerge from their heart centers carrying vases of nectar. They pour
34 If you wish to know more about the compassionate deer, see “Praise to Chenrezig’s
Body” in Chapter 10.
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this empowering nectar into your body and it enters through your crown,
causing it to fill your body and overflow on the top of your head. From
this, the Five Dhyani Buddhas are formed and become a crowning formation in the center and four directions as follows:
•

•

•

•

•

Amitabha, red in color with the mudra of meditation, is located above
your crown. This image merges with the peaceful, uppermost face.
Akshobhya, blue in color with the earth-touching mudra, is located in
front of your crown, above your forehead, to the east. (East is always
the direction we look toward in meditation.)
Ratnasambhava, yellow in color with the mudra of giving, is located
to the south, above your right ear.
Vairochana, white in color with the mudra of turning the dharma
wheel, is located to the west, behind your crown.
Amoghasiddhi, green in color with the mudra of giving refuge, is
located to the north, above your left ear.

In this way, we are crowned by the Five Dhyani Buddhas, and the Five
Female Buddhas melt into us. Occasionally reexamining this crown of
buddhas during the visualization enhances the feeling of vajra pride, pride
of being the deity.
As you come to the recitation of the mantra, visualize a thumb-sized
Thousand-Armed Chenrezig in your heart center. Chenrezig is an exact
replica of you and is the very essence of the deities of supreme knowledge (jnanasattva). The syllable HRIH ( ZA:) appears in Chenrezig’s heart
center and is the entity of the state of absorption of the deity (dhyanasattva). Some texts mention that the thumb-sized Chenrezig should be visualized as Chenrezig Kasarpani. This Chenrezig is two-armed and is sitting
in bodhisattva posture. Either visualization is fine.
During recitation of the short mantra that begins TAYATA (+H,) 108
times, and the mantra OM MANI PEME HUNG (<-3-EA-0EJ->,) recited as many
times as possible, we imagine the letter HRIH ( ZA:) in the heart of the thumbsized Chenrezig radiating white or clear light that purifies all beings in the
six realms. They become Chenrezig and dissolve into light, which is reabsorbed into the heart center. This is meant to be a continuous process.
Alternatively, imagine the Six-Syllable Mantra continuously circulating
around the letter HRIH with light radiating from the syllables. Another
possibility is to visualize the mantra OM MANI PEME HUNG (<-3-EA-0EJ->,)
in your heart center and concentrate on it spinning, which is the main visualization during Four-Armed Chenrezig meditation.
Furthermore, to practice with body, speech, and mind, visualize one’s
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own body as Chenrezig’s body, one’s speech as the Six-Syllable Mantra, while meditating with one’s mind on emptiness nature. Visualizing
one’s body as Chenrezig’s body is to completely abandon one’s own ordinary perception of body and to meditate on the supreme deity body. This
supreme deity body is appearing yet in essence, empty; emptiness, yet
clearly appearing. Speech recitation of the Six-Syllable Mantra should be
as a vajra melody, and it should be uninterruptedly recited without attachment to ordinary speech. Mind meditating on emptiness nature is to meditate on the state of being free from conceptual elaboration and fabrication,
uninterrupted by ordinary thoughts, and to not follow whatever thoughts
do arise; rather to see them as the self-arising, luminous nature of mind,
and to dwell in this state without any clinging.

The Frontal Visualization for the
Purpose of Worship
We begin by reciting the mantra of emptiness, OM SVABHAWA SHUDk
DHA SARVA DHARMA SVABHA WA SHUDDHO HUM (<-?-S7->:: ?j-K :
J-S-7->:R)@-@),). It dissolves all phenomena except oneself, Chenrezig, into
emptiness.
In your own heart center is the thumb-sized Chenrezig and the letter
HRIH ( ZA:). From this letter HRIH, the seed syllable DRUM (W&)35 appears
in the space in front of you. dRUM (W&) transforms into a precious mandala palace, a four-sided structure that is insubstantial and translucent as
if made of light, with four gates and a throne made of gems in its center.
This is the mandala to which you invite the deity for the purpose of worship and prayer. The shrine represents this mandala, which is understood
to be present in its entirety.
In the center of the mandala palace, visualize a green letter PAM (0))) that
transforms into a multicolored, eight-petaled lotus. On top of the lotus,
you visualize a white letter AH (A) that transforms into moon cushions
in the center and four directions of the lotus. In the middle of the central
moon cushion, a white syllable HRIH (>) appears, which you visualize
transforming into Thousand-Armed Chenrezig, identical to oneself.
On the moon cushion of the front petal, to the east, the blue-colored seed
syllable HUNG (>) appears. It transforms into Buddha Akshobhya, who is

&

35 drum (W ) is the seed syllable of the precious mandala palace.
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blue in color in the form of a nirmanakaya buddha,36 with the earth-touching mudra.
On the moon cushion of the petal to Chenrezig’s right, the south, a yellow-colored seed syllable TRAM (Q&) appears. It transforms into Buddha
Ratnasambhava, who is yellow in color in the nirmanakaya form with the
mudra of supreme giving.
On the moon cushion of the petal to the back of Chenrezig, the west,
the white-colored seed syllable OM (A&) appears. It transforms into Buddha Vairochana, who is white in color in the nirmanakaya form, with the
mudra of turning the wheel of dharma.
On the moon cushion to Chenrezig’s left, the north, the green seed syllable AH (A) appears. It transforms into Buddha Amoghasiddhi, who is
green in color in the nirmanakaya form, with the mudra of giving refuge.
In addition to visualizing Chenrezig in front of you, and the Four Dhyani
Buddhas on lotus petals in each of the four cardinal directions surrounding Chenrezig, you must also visualize four vases placed on the four petals between the buddhas.
A white letter OM (<), red letter AH (A), and blue letter HUNG (>) appear
on the forehead, throat, and heart areas of all the buddhas and the central
Chenrezig, whereupon they become the embodiment of all the buddhas’
body, speech, and mind. Light radiates from these three letters to the buddhafields, invoking the Wisdom Deities to appear in the sky right in front
of you. (Although it is not mentioned in our Nyungne text, during this
segment one should continually make homage and offerings to Chenrezig
and the buddhas with mantras and mudras, if possible.)
Then the Wisdom Deities merge into the frontal visualization of Chenrezig and the buddhas with the mantra DZA HUNG BAM HO (6:>-2&-@R:).
Again, light radiates from the letter HRIH ( ZA:) in the heart center of the frontal visualization of Thousand-Armed Chenrezig and invites the empowerment buddhas, the Five Dhyani Buddhas, to appear. From their hearts, the
Five Female Buddhas emerge and pour nectar on the crowns of Chenrezig
and the buddhas. As a sign of this empowerment, Chenrezig is crowned by
Amitabha Buddha, who merges with Chenrezig’s peaceful upper face and
each of the four buddhas surrounding the central Chenrezig is crowned by
a miniature replica of himself.
Next comes the recitation of the long mantra 108 times, followed by
the Six-Syllable Mantra recited as much as possible. During the recitation,
one visualizes nectar flowing from Chenrezig’s third right hand and from
36 The nirmanakaya buddha form is identical to the Shakyamuni Buddha form.
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one’s own hand. The nectar flows into a huge victory vase that we visualize is placed in front of Chenrezig, and then it flows out into the universe
in all directions, satisfying the thirst and suffering of the hungry ghosts.
Although it is not mentioned in our Nyungne text, one can also visualize
a thumb-sized Chenrezig on a lotus and moon cushion in the heart center
of the frontal Chenrezig.
Light radiates from the letter HRIH (ZA:) located in the heart center and
invokes a multitude of Chenrezigs. They purify the negativities of sentient
beings in the three realms and deliver all beings to the level of Chenrezig.
Light returns and dissolves back into the letter HRIH. This visualization is
repeated during the recitation.
At the end of the recitation, the thumb-sized Chenrezig, which is the
representation of the essence of the deities of supreme knowledge (jnanasattva), leaves your heart center and merges with the frontal visualization of Thousand-Armed Chenrezig. (Wisdom or jnanasattva Chenrezig
returns to you at the end of the “Po Prayer,” when he is absorbed by you
together with Gelongma Palmo.)
Next, in ordinary form you engage in the “Seven-Branch Offering
Prayer.” The first offering is the offering of prostrations, which are physically performed with the prayer. After that you sit down. The second offering is the five substances with their appropriate mudras (during the final
session we add recitation of Shantideva’s “Offering Cloud”), and we offer
the mandala of the universe. The third offering is the confession prayer,
fourth is the prayer of rejoicing, and fifth is the prayer to turn the wheel
of dharma. The sixth offering is the prayer not to pass into nirvana, and
finally the seventh is the dedication of merit.
The famous homage prayer to Chenrezig (the “Po Prayer”) follows
with actual prostrations. Prior to engaging in prostration, one visualizes
Gelongma Palmo on top of one’s head and imagines that she graciously
introduces you to Chenrezig. One bows sincerely while saying the “Po
Prayer” seven times, then one returns to one’s seat and with folded hands
makes the “Special Request Prayer.” Right after it, one imagines that
Gelongma Palmo, who was sitting on top of our head, becomes Chenrezig
and dissolves into oneself. As soon as this happens, we imagine ourselves
once again in the form of Chenrezig, just like before.

Section Three

Mantras of Nyungne

9

In general, a distinction is made between dharani (Skt.; Tib. zung)
and hridhaya (Skt.; Tib. nyingpo). Both of these are mantras, however dharani relates to the body and speech of a particular deity whereas hridhaya
relates to the mind. In this case dharani is the long mantra, and hridhaya
is the short mantra, <-3-EA-0EJ->, OM MANI PEME HUNG.
The long mantra is the main mantra recited during Nyungne practice. It
has two parts, the long version and the short version, which is the second
half of the long dharani.

Benefits of the Recitation of the Dharani
In the sutra Thousand-Armed Chenrezig’s Penetrating Mantra Power, it mentions that if a connection is made to Lord Chenrezig, one will never be
abandoned:
Tathagata, any sentient being who recites and holds on to this
awareness mantra of the Lord of Great Compassion, if they
ever fall into the three lower realms, I, Chenrezig, vow to never
attain enlightenment. If they are not born into the pure land of
the Buddha, I vow to never attain enlightenment. If they do not
develop great samadhi and tremendous spiritual confidence,
I vow to never attain enlightenment. If their wishes in their
immediate life do not come true, it shall not be called the mantra
of the Great Compassionate One, unless they engage in wrong,
unvirtuous activity, or recite the mantra without one-pointed
concentration.
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If there is a doubt in the power of the mantra, then the benefits will
not come about. For those who commit the transgression of using offerings dedicated to the sangha, their deeds would only be completely purified through confession in the presence of a thousand buddhas; but if they
recite the mantra of the Great Compassionate One, they will be able to
completely overcome their misdeeds. The karma of misusing the offerings
and possessions of the Three Jewels can be overcome by sincere confession in the presence of the buddhas of the ten directions. During the recitation of the mantra of the Great Compassionate One, the buddhas of the ten
directions will automatically be present and, because of their power and
blessing, one will be able to overcome all negativities. Furthermore, the ten
unvirtuous deeds, the five sins which ripen immediately, and disparaging
honorable beings, breaking vows, destroying stupas and temples, stealing
possessions that belong to the sangha, etc., all such major transgressions
will be overcome by reciting this mantra, unless you doubt the power of
the mantra. If you doubt this power, there is no need to mention the major
transgressions; even the minor ones will not be overcome. In the long run,
however, it will still be an enlightened cause.
Furthermore, Chenrezig vows to liberate sentient beings from the prison
of samsara, and he wishes to gaze on all beings with his eleven faces and
touch them all with his thousand hands:
Noble sons and daughters who practice Nyungne on auspicious
days, full moon or half moon days, and bow down and recite the
mantra 108 times, and hold me in their thoughts, even if they
have the karma of the five sins which ripen immediately, I will
bring such beings into the pure land of Great Bliss. If such beings
ever fall to the lower realms, I shall never attain enlightenment.
Anything and everything in the universe may change, but not the power
of the ultimate truth of the bodhisattva’s vow; this is unchangeable.
Here is a passage from the sutra which basically summarizes all the benefits in this life and beyond:
Those who always rise early in the morning and recite this mantra
108 times will receive ten benefits in this very lifetime:
1.
2.
3.
4.

They will be free from physical illness.
They will be protected by gods and buddhas.
They will have abundant wealth and food.
Their enemies will be subdued.
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They will be respected and honored by their spouse.
They will be free from harm by poisons, ghosts, and demons.
The sweet smell of their body will please everyone.
They will be free from the ill thoughts and ill speech of others.
They will be free from contagious disease.
They will not suffer from untimely death.

In addition they will attain the following:
1. At the time of death they will see the Buddha and see a light in
the sky and be worshipped by the gods.
2. They will not be born in the lower realms.
3. They will be born in the pure land of Great Bliss (Skt. Sukhavati).
4. They will inherit the attributes of al the buddhas and
bodhisattvas.
This great mantra of Thousand-Armed Chenrezig is known to have been
taught by eleven billion buddhas. If you have faith and recite this mantra
you will undoubtedly receive all that you need and wish for, and be free
from all obstacles. Whoever thinks about Chenrezig and recites this long
dharani will receive immediate and ultimate benefits.

Benefits of the Six-Syllable Mantra

<-3-EA-0EJ->,

OM MANI PEME HUNG
This precious mantra, supreme among all mantras, has a vast array of
meanings. The mantra, OM MANI PEME HUNG, arises from the power of
the compassion and activity of Lord Chenrezig, who is the embodiment of
the combined wisdom of all the buddhas.
The letter OM (<) is all the buddhas’ body. Here one can understand that
OM (<) is the essence of all the buddhas of the past, present, and future, so
whenever you say this supreme among all sounds, you are praying to all
the buddhas as well as to the potential buddha within. This supreme syllable gives us the opportunity to become buddha. This possibility arises
because of the next syllables, MANI (3-EA) and PEME (0EJ), the jewel and the
lotus.
The jewel represents bodhichitta, the enlightened heart, and only this
enlightened heart can fulfill everybody’s wishes. Just as a wish-fulfilling jewel fulfills the outer needs of all sentient beings, similarly bodhichitta, the compassion of Lord Chenrezig, fulfills the inner needs of all
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sentient beings. The lotus represents wisdom. Just as the beautiful and
pure lotus grows out of muddy water, similarly wisdom born from mind
is unaffected by the mind’s ordinary thoughts; understanding of the true
nature of phenomena is completely pure and clear and transcends mundane existence.
Last is the letter HUNG (>), which has the qualities of immutability and
unity. Immutability is the quality of the vajra, and this vajra quality of
mind demonstrates the union of compassion and emptiness, which is
Lord Chenrezig’s emptiness nature of mind. This means that the immutable quality of Chenrezig’s mind never wavers and constantly benefits
sentient beings. The completely perfected body of the Buddha exists in
this final letter, the symbol of immutability and the unity of wisdom and
compassion. From it the perfect form buddha body arises, which is represented by OM (<).
Practically speaking, when we recite the mantra OM MANI PEME HUNG
we are showing our faith and devotion to Chenrezig and the buddhas, taking refuge in them, seeking protection for all sentient beings, engendering bodhichitta, purifying negativities, shutting the door to the six realms,
and so forth.
Padmasambhava said,
The mantra OM MANI PEME HUNG is the embodiment of all the
buddhas’ heart, the root of the eighty-four thousand teachings
of the Buddha, the essence of the Five Buddhas, and the essence
of the secret holders. Each word is a pith instruction, the source
of the qualities of all the tathagatas, the root of all goodness and
siddhis, the great path to higher realms and complete freedom. To
recite this supreme among all mantras, the six syllables, the heart
of all the teaching, just once can put you onto a spiritual path of
no-turning-back, and you can become a great liberator of other
sentient beings. Even a small insect, if it were to hear the sounds
of the mantra just before dying, would be liberated from that
body and be born in the pure land of Amitabha. Just to think of
it is like the sun shining on a snow mountain so brightly that bad
karmic obscurations and defilements are eliminated, and one can
be born in the pure land of Amitabha Buddha. Just touching the
mantra OM MANI PEME HUNG is receiving empowerment from
many buddhas and bodhisattvas. Meditating on it once equals the
practices of listening, contemplating, and meditating combined
together. In this way the entire experience of phenomena can be
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transformed into dharmakaya experience, and great treasure
gates of activity can be opened to benefit sentient beings.
The following speech of the Buddha is taken from the Mani Kabum:37
Sons and daughters of noble family, I can measure on a pound
scale how much the entire Mt. Meru weighs, but I cannot measure
the merit of reciting the mantra OM MANI PEME HUNG just one
time. I can tell you it is possible to eliminate a solid vajralike rock
by rubbing it with a silk cloth once every hundred years, but
I cannot measure the amount of merit gathered by reciting the
mantra OM MANI PEME HUNG just one time. One can eliminate
this mighty ocean drop by drop, but one cannot eliminate the
merit of reciting the mantra OM MANI PEME HUNG just one time.
I can count each snowflake, every blade of grass, and every leaf
in the entire world, but I cannot count the merit of reciting the
mantra OM MANI PEME HUNG just one time. By removing one
sesame seed every day it is possible to exhaust the sesame seeds
filling a gigantic house more than a hundred miles high,38 but it is
not possible to exhaust the merit of reciting the mantra OM MANI
PEME HUNG just one time. I can count every drop of rain that
falls nonstop everywhere in the entire world for twelve years,
but I cannot count the merit of reciting the mantra OM MANI
PEME HUNG just one time. Thus it is, children of noble family;
though it is not necessary to speak of many things, I can count the
merit accumulated by praying and making offerings to a million
tathagatas like myself, but I cannot count the merit of reciting the
mantra OM MANI PEME HUNG just one time. This is the mantra
that shuts the door to the six realms and that helps beings tread
the path of the six perfections, and this is the one that helps purify
obscurations of karma and afflictive emotions and purifies one’s
own future buddhafield of three kayas.
Listen, children of noble family, blessed by all the victors, the

37 The Mani Kabum is one of the first dharma books ever written in the Tibetan language. It
is a two-volume work by the first Tibetan dharma king, Songtsen Gompo, who is believed
to be an emanation of Chenrezig.
38 Although I translated this as “a hundred miles,” a standardized American measurement, the actual measurement is according to Buddhist scriptural designation; therefore
this is an approximation.
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essential heart of everything, source of benefit and joy, root of
all the siddhis, ladder to the higher realms, this shuts the door
to the lower realms; vessel that crosses cyclic existence, beacon
that illumines the darkness, courageous subduer of the five
poisons, fire that burns sins and obscurations, hammer that
pounds suffering, remedy for conquering the untamed land,39
dharma fortune of the land of snow, sutras, tantras and shastras,
listening, contemplating and meditating, this is the essence all
in one; precious, victorious one that does all. So recite the six
syllables.
Here I wish to clarify one thing. One may ask, how could it be that the
merit of reciting the mantra one time is far greater than offering and praying to a million tathagatas and all these other comparisons? The reason is
the distinction between ordinary and supreme merit. The examples given
here are of ordinary merit, whereas the merit of reciting the mantra OM
MANI PEME HUNG is so vast because it is always supreme merit. It can
never be ordinary merit. To make a spiritual deed a supreme deed, usually one has to engage in such a deed with pure motivation and one must
conclude with a proper dedication prayer. In the case of reciting OM MANI
PEME HUNG, it is naturally perfect all by itself. Therefore, reciting this
mantra whenever you can is limitlessly beneficial.
According to the Sutra Designed as a Jewel,
This mantra is the essence of Lord Chenrezig, and he who
embraces this Six-Syllable Mantra is a karmically fortunate being.
When reciting this mantra, he will attract as many buddhas as the
grains of sand in the Ganges River multiplied ninety-two times.
He will further attract as many bodhisattvas as there are countless subatomic particles. Thus one will be able to enter the door
of the six perfections and will also attract gods of the thirty-second realm. The four god kings will protect him, all the naga kings
and millions of other nagas will also protect him, and many other
spirit beings will offer protection as well.
One pore of Lord Chenrezig’s body contains one million
39 Prior to the arrival of the dharma, the land of Tibet was considered wild and untamed.
Tibetan kings, who were believed to be incarnations of Chenrezig, spread the dharma and
particularly made the recitation of the mantra OM MANI PEME HUNG very popular.
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buddhas, and you will be blessed to receive the wish-fulfilling
jewel of enlightenment within seven lifetimes. All the beings that
live in and on your body will also be liberated. The body of those
who wear this mantra will become a vajra body; their body will be
like a stupa with relics in it and will represent Buddha’s wisdom.
He who recites this mantra will gain tremendous confidence,
will gain wisdom, and will develop enormous compassion; with
each passing day he will be able to perfect the six perfections
and become a Vidyadhara, a victorious ruler, and quickly attain
perfect buddhahood. He who touches others will enable them
to become bodhisattvas, as well as cause this to be their last
samsaric birth. Even animals and others who see this person, or
are in this person’s thoughts, will end their suffering lives and
become bodhisattvas, and that will be their last samsaric birth
as well.
In addition to all the great comparisons of the benefits of the recitation
of the mantra OM MANI PEME HUNG, Lord Buddha also mentions in the
sutra that to write this mantra is to write the entire eighty-four thousand
teachings of the Buddha. Another comparison is if you were to build as
many statues out of gold from the god realm as the number of subatomic
particles in the universe, they would equal in value one syllable of the
mantra OM MANI PEME HUNG. This really is the heart of the doctrine,
whereas others are like “window dressing.”
Here is an excerpt from the writing of the Fifteenth Gyalwa Karmapa40
on the mantra OM MANI PEME HUNG:
The first syllable, OM (<), is white in color; it is the display of Lord
Chenrezig’s five wisdoms and the essence of all his qualities. It is
in the nature of the perfection of meditation. It purifies the karma
of pride, the general result of pride, and in particular it purifies
the suffering of change and falling of the god realms. It is also the
inseparable union of the activity and body of the buddha of the
god realm (Tib. Gya jin, Skt. Muni Zakra). The self-arisen form of
the wisdom of equanimity, it liberates beings from the six realms
to the Glorious Pure Land of the southern direction (Tib. Lho pal
40 The Fifteenth Karmapa wrote this commentary on a Four-Armed Chenrezig practice at
the request of two of his female disciples.
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tang den pa’i shing, Skt. Ratnaloka) and it enables everyone to
achieve the buddhahood of Ratnasambhava.
The second syllable, MA (3), is green in color and is the grace
of Lord Chenrezig touching all sentient beings. It is the display of
Chenrezig’s limitless benevolence, the essence of all his activity,
and is in the nature of the perfection of patience. It purifies the
karma of jealousy, the general result of jealousy, and in particular
purifies the suffering of the fighting and quarreling of the demigod realm. It is also the inseparable union of the activity and
body of the buddha of the demi-god realm (Tib. Thag zang ri
tib, Skt. Vemachitra). The self-arisen form of all-accomplishing
wisdom, it liberates beings from the six realms to the Supreme
Perfected Realm of the northern direction (Tib. Chang le rab
dzok pa’i shing, Skt. Karmaprasiddhi), and it enables everyone
to achieve the buddhahood of Amoghasiddhi.
The third syllable, NI ( EA), is yellow in color and is the grace
of Lord Chenrezig effortlessly reaching out. It is the display of
the combined body, speech, mind, and activity of vajra wisdom,
the syllable of reversing samsara naturally into the realm of
nirvana. It is in the nature of the perfection of morality. It purifies
the ignorance of clinging to duality, and the general result of
ignorance; and in particular it purifies the suffering of birth, old
age, illness, and death of the human realm. It is the inseparable
union of the activity and body of the buddha of the human
realm, Shakyamuni Buddha. The self-arisen form of self-arising
wisdom, it liberates beings from the six realms to the pure land
of the Absolute Realm of Dharmadhatu (Tib. Og min cho kyi
ying, Skt. Akanishtha Dharmadhatu) and it enables everyone to
achieve the buddhahood of the sixth buddha, Vajradhara.
The fourth syllable, PE (0.), is blue in color and is the grace
of Lord Chenrezig’s limitless equanimity. It is the display of the
syllable of form, and is in the nature of the perfection of wisdom.
It purifies the karma of stupidity and its general result, and in
particular it purifies the suffering of the tormented bewilderment of the animal realm. It is the inseparable union of the activity and body of the buddha of the animal realm (Tib. Sang gye
rab ten, Skt. Shravasinha). The self-arising wisdom of dharmata,
it liberates beings from the six realms to the central pure land
of Densely Displayed (Tib. Tug po kodpa, Skt. Ghanavyuha). It
enables everyone to achieve the buddhahood of Vairochana.
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The fifth syllable, ME (3J), is red in color and is the grace of
reaching all with limitless joy. It is the display of the syllable of
speech, and is in the nature of the perfection of generosity. It
purifies the karma of desire and greed and their general results,
and in particular it purifies the suffering of the hunger and thirst of
the hungry ghost realm. It is the inseparable union of the activity
and body of the buddha of the hungry ghost realm (Tib. Kha
la me bar, Skt. Mukha Agni Valate). Self-arising discriminating
wisdom, it liberates beings from the six realms to the pure land
of Great Bliss (Tib. Dewachen, Skt. Sukhavati), the western
buddhafield. It enables everyone to achieve the buddhahood of
Amitabha.
The sixth syllable, HUNG ( >), is black in color, and it is the grace
of Lord Chenrezig gazing with limitless compassion on all beings
as if they were all his children. It is the display of the syllable of
mind and is in the nature of the perfection of mirrorlike wisdom.
It purifies the karma of hatred and its general result, and in
particular it purifies the suffering of the hot and cold of the hell
realms. It is the inseparable union of the activity and body of the
buddha of the hell realms (Tib. Cho kyi gyal po, Skt. Dharmaraja).
Self-arising mirrorlike wisdom, it liberates beings from the six
realms to the pure land of Obvious Joy (Tib. Ngon par ga wa, Skt.
Abhirati), the eastern buddhafield. It enables everyone to achieve
the buddhahood of Akshobhya.
When one recites the mantra OM MANI PEME HUNG, one must say it
with one-pointed focus and attention on Lord Chenrezig. Each recitation
is like saying, “Guru Chenrezig, think of me.”
Another way of understanding this is that the letter OM (<) is the condensation of the five wisdoms and the five kayas; MANI (3-EA) is precious
jewel and PEME (0EJ) means lotus, the jewel and the lotus, which is Chenrezig’s name; and the letter HUNG ( >) is Lord Chenrezig’s activity to protect beings from the suffering of the six realms. In other words, when we
recite the mantra we are saying, “Embodiment of the Five Kayas and Five
Wisdoms, Jewel and Lotus, please protect all of us from the suffering of
the six realms.”
This is definitely a mantra that has been highly praised in the sutras and
tantras. For mantra recitation, you cannot find a more profound one than
this; therefore it is ultimately important for the serious practitioner to put
a great deal of effort into reciting this mantra.
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How the Six-Syllable Mantra Relates
to the External, Internal, and Secret Aspects
The following information about the Six-Syllable Mantra is taken from the
Mani Kabum:
According to the sutra tradition, the correlation of the six syllables to
the six perfections is the first of three external aspects:
OM
MA
NI
PE
ME
HUNG

to the perfection of generosity,
to the perfection of morality,
to the perfection of patience,
to the perfection of perseverance,
to the perfection of meditation,
to the perfection of wisdom.

The second aspect is:
OM
MA
NI
PE
ME
HUNG

helps keep the hinayana vows,
helps keep the bodhisattva vows,
helps keep the eight-precepts vows,
helps keep the genyan vow,
helps keep the vow of celibacy, and
helps keep tantric vows.

The third aspect is:
OM
MA
NI
PE
ME

limitless benefit to others, purifies obscurations of body;
limitless loving-kindness, purifies obscurations of speech;
limitless compassion, purifies obscurations of mind;
limitless joy, purifies obscurations of afflictive emotions;
limitless equanimity, purifies obscurations of habitual
tendencies;
HUNG limitless dharmata, purifies obscurations of knowledge.
The internal aspects correlate with the secret mantrayana and also
have three parts. The first six are:
OM connected to the buddha of the god realm, helps to
purify the suffering of falling and changing;
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MA connected to the buddha of the demi-god realm, purifies
the suffering of fighting and quarreling;
NI connected to the buddha of the human realm, purifies
the suffering of change: birth, old age, illness, and death;
PE connected to the buddha of the animal realm, purifies
the suffering of dullness and stupidity;
ME connected to the buddha of the hungry ghost realm,
purifies the suffering of hunger and thirst;
HUNG connected to the buddha of the hell realms, purifies the
suffering of heat and cold.
The second six are connected to the six fathers, mothers, and dakinis
that pacify the six afflictive emotions:
OM All inclusive family, Father Lord Chenrezig, Mother Six
Syllables, All-Dakini; pacifies all conflicting emotions.
MA Father Buddha Vairochana, Mother Buddha Lochana,
Buddha Dakini; pacifies the conflicting emotions of
ignorance.
NI Father Buddha Vajrasattva, Mother Buddha Samantabhadri, Vajra Dakini; pacifies the conflicting emotions of
aggression.
PE Father Buddha Ratnasambhava, Mother Buddha Mamaki,
Ratna Dakini; pacifies the conflicting emotions of pride.
ME Father Buddha Amitabha, Mother Buddha Pandaravasini,
Padma Dakini; pacifies the conflicting emotions of desire.
HUNG Father Buddha Amoghasiddhi, Mother Buddha Samayatara, Karma Dakini; pacifies the conflicting emotions of
jealousy.
The third six are correlations of the six kayas and six wisdoms:
OM
MA
NI
PE
ME
HUNG

Dharmakaya, wisdom of dharmadhatu;
Sambhogakaya, mirrorlike wisdom;
Nirmanakaya, wisdom of equanimity;
Svabhavikakaya, discriminating wisdom;
Abhisambodhikaya, wisdom of activity;
Immutable Vajrakaya, wisdom born of itself.

The secret aspects correlate with the six dharmatas. The first six ultimate points of dharmata are:
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OM
MA
NI
PE
ME
HUNG

Uncontrived ground,
Unobstructed path,
Transformation of affliction into wisdom,
The inseparability of wisdom and skillful means,
Self-arising wisdom burning all thoughts,
Magnetizing rigpa (awareness), self-arising
from dharmata.

The second six ultimate meanings of the dharmatas are:
OM Self-arising wisdom is the meaning of dharmata;
MA The essence is the meaning of dharmata;
NI The natural reverse of samsara is the meaning of
dharmata;
PE The union of dharmadhatu and wisdom is the meaning
of dharmata;
ME Burning all thoughts and habits into emptiness is the
meaning of dharmata;
HUNG Immutable heart is the meaning of dharmata.
The third six correlate with view, meditation, and action:
OM View by way of the six senses, naturally without
fabrication;
MA Meditation, uncontrived mind without clinging;
NI Action, naturally reversing from incorrectness;
PE Result or fruit, self-arising dharmakaya free from
extremes;
ME Flawless samaya, self-purifying imprints;
HUNG Self-arising dharmata, rigpa (awareness), and wisdom: in
it everything is contained.

Recitation of the Mantra Is of Six Different Kinds
The first kind of recitation of the mantra OM MANI PEME HUNG is referred
to as sutra tradition recitation. The Six-Syllable Mantra should be recited
like a talented person blowing a conch shell, continuously making a big or
small sound. Imagining that whoever hears the sounds of the mantra has
their obscurations purified is recitation in the sutra tradition.
The second, inner tantric recitation, is divided into two sections,
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jnanasattva and samayasattva. Imagining that light radiates from the
samayasattva’s heart and touches the jnanasattva’s heart, one thinks all
kinds of offerings are being made to please the body, speech, and mind of
the jnanasattva. Light comes from the jnanasattva and touches the samayasattva’s heart, by which one thinks one is receiving all the siddhis. In
this way light continuously circles back and forth, and one recites the mantra like the sound of a flute, with high and low pitch.
Third is the secret dakinis’ blessing-sign recitation. While reciting the
mantra, multicolored light radiates from the letter HRIH (ZA:) in one’s heart
and goes to the dakini realm. From there dakinis are magnetized and
one imagines that they come right in front of you. In this way your body,
speech, and mind, and those of others, are blessed by the dakinis. Recite
the mantra like the sounds of a damaru, stronger and stronger.
The fourth, homage and prayer to guru and deity, is like children-calling-for-their-mother recitation. While reciting, light radiates from the letter HRIH in the heart center and it touches gurus, deities, and dakinis.
Then, just as a mother will compassionately answer the call of a child, they
will appear in the sky right in front of you. Imagining them blessing you
and dispelling your obstacles, one recites the mantra like the sounds of a
tambura, with changing melody.
Each syllable is itself a prayer and offering:
OM
MA
NI
PE
ME
HUNG

is the prayer and offering to the body of the buddhas;
is the prayer and offering to the speech of the buddhas;
is the prayer and offering to the mind of the buddhas;
is the prayer and offering to the qualities of the buddhas;
is the prayer and offering to the activities of the buddhas;
gathers the blessings of the body, speech, mind, qualities,
and activities of the buddhas.

The fifth is purification practice recitation. Here one visualizes one’s
tongue as a six-petaled lotus, in the center of which is the letter HRIH. On
each of the petals is a syllable of the Six-Syllable Mantra. One recites the
mantra like a well-versed text reader, with clear and precise sounds that
capture the attention. One should recite with devotion from one’s body,
speech, and mind:
OM purifies obscurations of the body;
MA purifies obscurations of speech;
NI purifies obscurations of mind;
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PE purifies obscurations of afflictive emotions;
ME purifies obscurations of habitual tendencies;
HUNG purifies obscurations of obstructions to omniscience.
The sixth, vajra recitation, is with meditative equipoise and samadhi.
While reciting the mantra one rests one’s body, speech, and mind and
recites the mantra mentally, in complete silence. Speech is uninterrupted
with ordinary words, and mind rests without any discursive thoughts,
clear yet undistracted.
OM
MA
NI
PE
ME
HUNG

mind and dharmata, free from conceptual fabrications;
mind and dharmata, self-arising;
mind and dharmata, self-clarity;
mind and dharmata, clarity and purity;
mind and dharmata, emptiness and clarity;
mind and dharmata, inherent purity.

Such recitation could generate the experience of the union of bliss, clarity,
and emptiness.
In general, the meaning of the Six-Syllable Mantra can be condensed
into OM AH HUNG as follows:
oM ( < ) is the condensation of the five wisdoms. The letter AH (A) in
itself represents the wisdom of dharmadhatu. The sphere ( ) ) is mirrorlike wisdom. The moon sliver ( ) is the wisdom of equanimity. The vowel
˘
naro ( R ) is discriminating wisdom. The long stroke (١) is all-accomplishing wisdom.41
Between the letters OM and HUNG, the four syllables MA (3), ni ( EA), PE
A
(0.), ME (3J) are condensed into AH (A). The letter AH ( ) is the essence
of the unborn nature of reality, free from conceptual fabrications and
elaborations.
>
hUNG ( ) is the vajralike immutable syllable. Lord Chenrezig’s dharmadhatulike emptiness nature of mind is like the vajra, and it is inseparable
from compassion and emptiness. It is immutable in benefiting other sentient beings.
The three letters OM AH HUNG are naturally associated with our breath:
inhaling is naturally OM ( < ), holding the breath is naturally AH (A), and
exhaling the breath is naturally HUNG ( > ). In tantra one can find statements
41 This stroke is seen more clearly in the Sanskrit om ( ). The long stroke is the wavy
line on the right. In the Tibetan version the line was drawn straight down from the top
( * ), to which a vertical line was also added ( < ).
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such as, “If one dwells in nonconceptual mind, one is naturally dwelling in
the deity and mantra.” The reason we are saying this is because it describes
the natural state of being, and when one is in such a natural state of being,
one is automatically reciting the Six-Syllable Mantra.
OM is the foundation for body,
AH is the foundation for speech,
HUNG is the natural reverse of samsara, the meaning of
dharmata.
A sentient being’s body, speech, and mind are naturally the three
syllables; the enlightened body, speech, and mind are also the three
syllables.
OM is the essence of all the buddhas’ body, and it purifies a
sentient being’s body and enables sambhogakaya buddha body.
AH is the essence of all the buddhas’ speech, and it purifies
a sentient being’s speech and enables nirmanakaya buddha body.
HUNG is the essence of all the buddhas’ mind and it purifies a
sentient being’s mind and enables dharmakaya buddha
body.

The Power of Mantra
Since mantras are just made up of words, people in modern society may
have difficulty understanding that reciting mantras brings genuine beneficial effects. They don’t see the potential effect of words on our minds,
whereas in traditional Buddhist societies like Tibet everybody believes
the recitation of mantras is beneficial, and they recite mantras such as OM
MANI PEME HUNG continuously. I remember my enlightened guru teaching on the power of mantra and how words really work. He would say
things like, some sounds are just sounds and once you utter them, there is
no particular meaning and they may just disappear into space. Nevertheless, words can be very powerful, and everyday life experience illustrates
this. For instance, if someone praises you with all kinds of flattering words,
you feel good and great and so on, even though they are just words. On
the contrary, if someone speaks about you in a derogatory manner, you
feel upset, angry, sad, all the unpleasant emotions. My guru used to quote
a famous Tibetan saying:
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Words do not have sharp points like arrows or spears,
But they shatter the heart into many pieces.
This illustrates that there definitely is a power behind words and the
question is, how do we tap into real, spiritually powerful, and beneficial
words? That’s where the benefits of mantra come in. My precious Lord
Guru used to explain it in very simple terms. He said that when we recite
the mantra OM MANI PEME HUNG, through Chenrezig we are praying to
the body, speech, and mind of all the buddhas and invoking the power of
loving-kindness and compassion.
He also spoke about how it is that we human beings are able to utter
such words as mantras and all kinds of other sophisticated speech. It
mainly has to do with some seventy-two thousand channels that exist in
the body, and how they are in the form of letters: the Sanskrit vowels and
consonants. Energy flowing through these channels gives us the ability to
produce many varied sounds. Perhaps this is the reason thousands of languages exist in the world. Apparently animal forms lack certain channels
and therefore their means of communication are limited. In addition to the
five elements, intricate expression also requires the element of primordial
awareness, which is a total of six elements. These six elements make our
human body a vajra body. This body is the basis for expressing and understanding in a very complex manner.
My guru also said no ordinary person can make mantra, nor can they
completely comprehend the depth of the meaning of mantra from the point
of view of exactly how it works and so on. He said that one has to be at
least on the level of an eighth-bhumi bodhisattva or higher to completely
comprehend the effects of the mantra and to create a mantra. Although
eighth-bhumi bodhisattvas and higher have the ability to create mantras,
the mantras are always naturally present, and when and if there is a need,
such beings can make them available.

Benefits of Practice
According to the Mani Kabum, the signs of the benefits of practice are:
With respect to the body, negativities of the body are purified,
blessings of the body are received, and visions of Chenrezig’s
body appear. With respect to speech, speech is purified, blessings
of one’s speech make it powerful, and prophecy through speech is
received; and the sounds of the Six-Syllable Mantra are heard and
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perceived. With respect to mind, one’s mind is purified, blessings
of the mind enable one to experience joy and realization, and a
true state of mind of great bliss, clarity, and nonthought arises.
In conclusion, the true signs of spiritual improvement and benefit from
the practice are an increased faith and devotion to the Three Jewels and
Three Roots, loving-kindness and compassion towards fellow sentient
beings, and sacred outlook toward one’s spiritual siblings. These are the
real measures of spiritual growth.

Songtsen Gompo’s Verses on the Mantra
om mani peme hung42
OM: If one recites this self-arisen primordial wisdom,
In the realm of the great wisdom awareness
There is natural purification of the stain of confusion;
The perfection of wisdom awareness is completed.
MA: If one recites this great compassion,
Through undistracted meditative absorption
There is natural purification of the stain of distraction;
The perfection of meditative concentration is completed.
NI: If one recites this source of everything,
All conflicting emotions are pacified and
There is natural purification of the stain of confusion;
The perfection of ethical discipline is completed.
PE: If one recites this stainless purity,
Through great effort one benefits others.
There is natural purification of the stain of laziness;
The perfection of perseverance is completed.
ME: If one recites this ripener of things,
Inexhaustible wealth abundantly arises.
There is natural purification of the stain of stinginess;
The perfection of generosity is completed.
42 Songtsen Gompo is a Tibetan king who is believed to be an emanation of Chenrezig.
These verses are taken from Mani Kabum.
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HUNG: If one recites this amasser of things,
Suffering will enter into the realm of joy.
There is natural purification of the stain of aggression;
The perfection of patience is completed.
This explains how the six syllables are the essence of the six perfections.
OM: Recitation of self-luminous primordial wisdom:
This realm of great wisdom awareness gloriously
Pacifies the change and falling of the god realm.
Taking rebirth in the realm of gods is blocked.
MA: Recitation of this unobstructed equilibrium:
Unceasing great compassion of meditative concentration
Pacifies the pain of quarreling and delivers joy.
Taking rebirth in the realm of demi-gods is blocked.
NI: Recitation of this union of everything:
Conflicting emotions are pacified and dharmata arises,
Suffering is pacified, one achieves the five kayas.
Taking rebirth in the realm of humans is blocked.
PE: Recitation of this stainless pure clarity:
Abandoning laziness, with faith and perseverance,
Confusion is overcome and pure awareness arises.
Taking rebirth in the realm of animals is blocked.
ME: Recitation of this great primordial wisdom:
In the absence of stinginess, great abundance;
Hunger and thirst are pacified, all wishes come true.
Taking rebirth in the realm of hungry ghosts is blocked.
HUNG: Recitation of this great magnetizing power:
Patience can greatly eliminate aggression,
Pacify heat and cold, and deliver joy.
Taking rebirth in the realm of hell is blocked.
This explains how the six syllables eliminate all the suffering of the six realms and
shut the door to the six migrations.
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OM: Reciting that which is the ultimate arising kaya,
Suffering from clinging is pacified, with
No attachment to the six sense-field objects.
This is the essence of dharmakaya.
MA: Reciting that which is freedom from dualistic fixation
And which cares with loving-kindness and compassion,
There will be no clinging to self and others.
This is the essence of sambhogakaya.
NI: Reciting that which is the essence of everything,
The power of kindness will capture all beings.
Thus is all-pervading compassion.
This is the essence of nirmanakaya.
PE: Reciting that which is the pure and stainless,
All wrong habitual tendencies are purified.
Such is the power of transformation manifestation.
This is the essence of svabhavikakaya.
ME: Reciting that which abandons attachment and clinging,
Abiding equilibriumly, free from the two extremes,
Not affected by desire and attachment.
This is the essence of pure manifestation.
HUNG: Reciting that which arises from within,
Firm in its fundamental, immutable quality,
It abides without time, beginning, or end.
This is the essence of vajrakaya.
Thus the six kayas are achieved through this precious Six-Syllable Mantra.
OM: To recite this self-luminous primordial wisdom,
There is no clinging to good or bad form.
The sense field of eye is nonattached to phenomena;
Form is liberated and dissolves in the realm of emptiness.
MA: To recite this unobstructed flow of thoughts,
There is no clinging to pleasant and unpleasant sound.
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The sense field of ear is nonattached to phenomena;
Sound is liberated and dissolves in the realm of emptiness.
NI: To recite this self-arising primordial wisdom,
There is no clinging to good or bad smell.
The sense field of nose is nonattached to phenomena;
Smell is liberated and dissolves in the realm of emptiness.
PE: To recite this supreme self-luminosity,
There is no clinging to pleasant and unpleasant taste.
The sense field of tongue is nonattached to phenomena;
Taste is liberated and dissolves in the realm of emptiness.
ME: To recite this uncontrived dharmata,
There is no clinging to good or bad tactile sense.
The sense field of body is nonattached to phenomena;
Touch is liberated and dissolves in the realm of emptiness.
HUNG: To recite this immutable nature of phenomena,
There is no clinging to pleasant and unpleasant thought.
The sense field of mind is nonattached to phenomena;
The mind is liberated and dissolves in the realm of emptiness.
Thus, this precious Six-Syllable Mantra transforms the six senses into pure virtue
and the six sense-field objects into phenomena of emptiness.
OM: To recite this subduer of stupidity,
Ignorance is cleared away in the field of awareness.
The nature of dharma is unchangeably self-reliant,
Pristine wisdom of dharmata manifest.
MA: To recite this destroyer of aggression,
Self-awareness is clear in the bodhi mind—
The realm of clarity and purity,
Mirrorlike pristine wisdom manifest.
NI: To recite this destroyer of pride,
The experience of suchness appears
Distinctively in the realm of self-clarity—
Pristine wisdom of equanimity manifest.
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PE: To recite this destroyer of desire,
The sphere of suchness neither increases nor decreases.
Awareness of the three times is noncomposite—
Pristine wisdom of discrimination manifest.
ME: To recite this destroyer of jealousy,
The field of knowledge is primordially pure.
The sphere of the unchangeable is immutable—
Pristine wisdom of accomplishment manifest.
HUNG: To recite this destroyer of the five poisons,
From the three secret syllables one sees
Self-awareness of mind is luminosity—
Pristine wisdom of coemergence manifest.
By transforming the six afflictions, this supreme Six-Syllable Mantra is the source
manifestation of the six wisdoms.
OM: To recite these five primordial wisdoms:
Five poisons eradicated and five wisdoms attained.
Unobstructed, anything and everything arises.
Great emptiness is the sphere of phenomena.
MA: To recite this uncontrived natural existence:
Nonconceptual, nondivided equality
With unceasing compassion pervading all.
The display of unobstructedness is self-arising.
NI: To recite this natural transformation of wisdom:
Realization clears away ignorance into wisdom
And liberates from the realm of samsara.
Clearly the bodhi realm is the realm of great joy.
PE: To recite this undivided wisdom: union free
From the extremes of eternalism and nihilism;
In the views of the boundless and dependentless,
The undivided unity exists uniformly.
ME: To recite this blazing fire of wisdom:
Conceptual thought-signs are burned in themselves.
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Nonabandoned, the five poisons disappear into space;
Equilibrium is in the realm of bodhi mind.
HUNG: To recite this suchness of the mind:
Concealed suchness is exposed by realization;
Everything comes together in the bodhi mind and
Becomes clear in the realm of the unchangeable.
This precious Six-Syllable Mantra is the one which reveals the ultimate nature of
suchness.
Thus the Six-Syllable Mantra, OM MANI PEME HUNG, is the source of
all the good qualities of samsara and nirvana. This mantra is the supreme
vajra sound, therefore one should recite it with faith and devotion while
contemplating its profound meaning. It has been further stated that any
other form of virtue carries the danger of being destroyed by the power of
aggression or other emotions, whereas recitation of this precious mantra
cannot be destroyed by any external, internal, or secret force; therefore the
benefit of this precious mantra is unsurpassable.

Additional Dharanis and Mantras
Following the recitation that accompanies the self-visualization, Jamgon
Kongtrul the Great mentions that, in addition to the long dharani and the
Six-Syllable Mantra, if possible one should recite the Essence Mantra and
the dharanis of the Blue Neck One,43 the Wish-fulfilling Chakra, the Ten
Bhumis, and the Endless Gate. Although it is not absolutely necessary, one
should recite the long dharani of the Blue Neck One, composed by Nagarjuna, three times in order to receive blessings and benefits.
The long dharani of the Wish-fulfilling Chakra should be recited twentyone times. The Essence Mantra should be recited 108 times. As for the TenBhumi Dharani, in total there are ten mantras which correlate with each of
the ten bhumis. Although there are ten mantras in total, the recommended
mantra to recite is the tenth-bhumi mantra, and it should be recited 108
times. It is also mentioned in the tantra that reciting each one of these mantras one hundred thousand times will enable one to achieve the first- to the

43 We have included in this book all the mantras mentioned in the text except the Long Dharani of the Blue Neck One, which is too long. However the shorter version is included.
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tenth-bhumi bodhisattva levels, respectively. The Endless Gate Dharani
should be recited once.
According to tradition, each time one finishes the recitation of mantras
one recites the Sanskrit vowels and consonants, the Essence of DependentArising Mantra, and the One-Hundred-Syllable Mantra three times.

3PA/-}R/-&/-IA-$9%?-,%-,
Blue Neck One—Short Dharani

<-c-=F%-$I-@-?e,
om saphu ling kak ta ha sak ka

;A.-28A/-:#R<-=R:A-$9%?,
Wish-fulfilling Chakra Dharani

/-3R-<_-Q-;-;,

/-3-A#-A-7-=R-!A-+J-I-<-;,

na mo rat na tra ya ya

na ma ar ya ah wa lo ki te shva ra ya

SR-GA-?-<-;,

3-@-?-<-;-3-@-!-<-EA-!-;-+H,,

bo dhi sa to ya

ma ha sa to ya ma ha ka ru ni ka ya ta ya ta

<-4N-2?A-4B_-3-EA-3-@-0EJ-<-<-+AM-~-=-A-!<-X->-1B-J-@,
om tsa kra war ti tsin ta ma ni ma ha pe me ru ru tik tha dzo
la ah kar ka ya hung phet so ha
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o-$<-{.-., .->-S-3A-K-<-EA, 2R.-{.-., ?-2&-0:A-$9%?,
Ten-Bhumi Dharani

<,

;A-$J-$&A$-0:R,

<-S:

;A-$J-$*A?-0:R

om

One-syllable dharani

om bhu

Two-syllable dharani

<-0EJ,

;A-$J-$?3-0:R,

om peme

Three-syllable dharani

<-0E-ZA:

?-28A-0:R,

<-0E-S-6K,

?-s-0:R,

om pema hrih

Four-syllable dharani

om pema bhu dze

Five-syllable
dharani

<-0E-=R-!A-+J,

$9%?-}$?-;A-$J-S$-0,

om pema lo ki te

Six-syllable dharani

<-0E-~-=->-QF!,

$?%-}$?-;A-$J-2./-0,

om pema dzo la hung drhi ka

Seven-syllable dharani

<-A-3R-,-3-EA-0EJ,

$?%-}$?-;A-$J-2o.-0,

om ah mo gha ma ni pema

Eight-syllable dharani

<-0ER-=R-4-/A-@-<->,

$?%-}$?-;A-$J-.$-0,

om pemo lo tsa ni hu ru hung

Nine-syllable dharani

<-0EROA-F-i2A-3-=J->-1B,

$?%-}$?-;A-$J-2&-0,

om pemo khani ka bi ma le hung phet

Ten-syllable dharani
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:1$?-0-|R-3,:-;?-0-12-0-8J?-L-2:A-$9%?,
Endless Gate Dharani

+H-,,

<-A-EJ-3-@-<-EJ,A-#J,

ta ya ta

om ah ne ma ha ra ne ah khe

3-#J,

3-#J,

?-3/-+-3-#J,

?W-3J-?,

mu khe

mu khe

sa man ta mu khe

soo me sa

?W-#-<-3J,

?W-+A-;-$-3J,

soo rya ra me

soo ti yu ga me

/A-<-$-+A-T-SJ-@A-=J-@A-=J,

!-=-0J,

!J-=-0,

?A-?-=J,

ni ru ga ti tra bhe hi le hi le

ka la pe

ke la pa

si sa le

?-<-2-+A,

@A-=J-@A-=J,

@A-=J-@A-=J,

@A-=A-@A-=A-=A,

3-@-@A-=J-=J,

sa ra wa ti

hi le hi le

hi le hi le

hi li hi li li

ma ha hi le le

4E-DJ-4-0-/J,
tsan de tsa pa ne

4-<-4-<-EA,

A-4-=J,

tsa ra tsa ra ni ah tsa le

3-4-=J,

A-/)-+J,

A-/A-+-3-#J,

ma tsa le

ah nam te

ah ni ta mu khe

A-/)-+-$-+J-A-<-EJ,
ah nam ta ga te ah ra ne

/A<-3-=-.J,

/A<-2-=-/J,

nir ma la de nir ba la ne

/A<-2-K/-+J
nir ba dhan te

Kk-K-<J,

dhar ma dha re

/A<-@-<J,
nir ha re

$A-3J-=Jgi me le

XA-3-0A->R-K-/A,

shri ma pi sho da ni

T-NF-+A-KA-0-/J,

tra kri ti dhi pa ne

S-2-2J-S-2-/J,
bha ba be bha ba ne
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A-?)-$J-A-?)-$J,

2A-@-<J,

ah sam ge ah sam ge

bi ha re

2A-.-3J-?-3J,

2A-3-=J,

bi da me sa me

bi ma le

2A-3-=-T-SJ,

?)-!<-F-EA,

bi ma la tra bhe

sam kar ka ni

KA-<J-KA-KAA-<J-@-KA-KA-<J,

dhi re dhi dhi re ha dhi dhi re

;J-FJ-;-FR-0-+A,

4-=J-A-4-=J,

ye ke ya ko pa ti

tsa le ah tsa le

3-4-=J,
ma tsa le

?-3-4-=J,
sa ma tsa le

B-KA-B-K-?/-KA-bA-<,
tra dhi tru dha san dhi sa ti ra

A-?-$-A-?A-$J,

2A-@-<J, A-?-)$,

ah sa ga ah si ge bi ha re

/A<-@-<J,

ah sam ga

/A<-@-<, 2A-3-=J,

nir ha re

nir ha ra bi ma le

/A<-@-B->Rnir ha tra sho

+-/A-D-KA-?R-3J,

bA-<J-bA-3J,

ta ni da dhi so me

sa ti re sa ti me

b-3-2-+A,

3-@-T-SJ,

sa ta ma wa ti

ma ha tra bhe

?-3/-+-T-SJ,
sa man ta tra bhe

2A-0-=-T-SJ,

2A-0-=-<(A-?)-S-2J,

?-3/-+-3-#J,

?j-Q-;-2-$-+J,

bi pu la tra bhe bi pu la re mi sam bha be sa man ta mu khe sar wa tra
ya bu ga te

5K-H-;/-+-5K-H-T-+A-S-/A,

K-<-EJ,

EA-DJ-/, Kk-/A-K-/-$R-Q,

tse daya yan ta tse daya tra ti bha ni dha ra ne ni de na dhar ma ni
dha na go tra

?-3/-+-S-SN,

?j-+-,-$-+-ZA-.-;-A-KANA-+J-J-@,

sa man ta bha dre

sar wa ta tha ga ta hri da ya ah dhik tri te so ha
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~A%-0R-/A,
Essence Mantra

<-0E-4B_-3-EA-3-@-2#-S-<->,
om pe ma tsin ta ma ni ma ha ben dzra bha ra hung

Sanskrit Vowels

A-A;

AA-AA; A-A; <F-<F;

=F-=F;

AJ-AN; AR-AW: A)-A;

ah ah

ii

li li

e ei

uu

ri ri

o ao

am ah

Sanskrit Consonants

!-#-$-,-%;

4-5-6-$-*;

ka k’a ga gha nga

tsa ts’a dza dzha ny

D-,-D-[-E;

+-,-.-K-/;

ta t’a da dha na ta t’a da dha na

0-1-2-S-3;

;-<-=-7;

>-F-?-@-e;

pa p’a ba bha ma

ya ra la wa

sha ka sa ha kya

Essence of Dependent-Arising Mantra

;J-Kk-@J-+-T-S-7-@J-+_J;

F_-,-$-+R-q-7-.Q;

ye dhar ma he tu pra bha wa he tun te

kan ta tha ga to haya wa datra

+J-FO-;R-/A-<R-K-AJ-7)-2-.A-3@-X-3-E-;J-J-@;

te khyan tsa yo ni ro dha e wam ba dhi ma ha shra ma na ye so ha

One-Hundred-Syllable Mantra

<-2#-?-<-?-3-;,

3-/-0-=-;,

om ben zra sa to sa ma ya

ma nu pa la ya

2#-?-<-<J-/R-0-+AN-SA-[R-3J-S-7,

ben zra sa to te no pa ti ta
dri do me ba wa
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?-+R-XR-3J-S-7,

?-0R-XR-3J-S-7,

A-/-<RR-3J-S-7,

su to koy yo me ba wa

u po koy yo me ba wa

ah nu ra to me ba wa

?j-?A:A-gJ-T-;o,

sar wa sid di me pra ya tsa

?j-!k-?-4-3J-4B-X)-XA-;:

!-<->-@-@-@-@-@R:

sar wa kar ma su tsa me tsi tang shi ri ya

ku ru hung ha ha ha ha ho

S-$-7/,
ba ga wen

?j-+-,-$-+,

2#-3-3J-3O,

2#B-S-7-3-@-?-3-;-?-<-=

sar wa ta ta ga ta

en zra ma me mun tsa

ben zri ba wa ma ha sa ma
ya sa to ah

Essence of Amoghapasha Mantra

<->:QN-=R-G-2A-6-;-A-3R-,-0->-A-T-+A-@-+-ZA:@->-1B-J-@,
om hrih tre lo kya bi dza ya ah mo kha pha sha ah tra ti ha ta hrih ha
hung phet so ha

Traditionally this mantra, Essence of Amoghapasha, is recited each morning immediately after we take the mahayana vow of Restoring and Purifying Ordination. First we recite the Mantra for Purifying Morals, which
follows in our text, seven times. Then we recite the Essence of Amoghapasha Mantra the same number of times.

Explanation of the
Po Homage Prayer

10

This prayer is an homage prayer offered by Gelongma Palmo to Arya
Avalokiteshvara (Chenrezig) at the time she had a vision of Chenrezig.
The original Tibetan text of the “Po Prayer” is a translation from Sanskrit
into Tibetan, and it begins with the title in Sanskrit and Tibetan. The title is
omitted in our text and the prayer begins:

,<-:)A$-gJ/-3$R/-0R-=-K$-:5=-=R,
om

jig ten gon po la ch’ag ts’al lo
OM world protector to I bow

om, I bow to the Protector of the world.
Om is the supreme syllable that refers to the enlightened form. In this case,
it represents the essence of Chenrezig’s form. It also generates all kinds of
auspiciousness, good fortune, glory, supreme benefits, etc.
In the Buddhist view, the deeper understanding of the nature of the
world is its transitoriness, where things constantly change and where
protection is definitely needed. Bowing is to the Protector of the world,
because he is the real protector.
This first line of the prayer is the original Tibetan translator’s homage,
not that of Gelongma Palmo. He included it when he began translating,
and he was bowing with respect from his body, speech, and mind for the
purpose of accomplishing a correct (authentic) translation.
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,:)A$-gJ/-]-3-YA.-0-$?3-IA?-2!R.-0-0R,

jig ten lam sie pa sum gyi toe pa po
world lama three worlds praise and celebrate

Everyone in the three worlds praises and celebrates the Lama.
Again, the Tibetan word JIG TEN refers to the transitory world, in this case
a world that eventually disintegrates. The universe, or world, comes into
existence, it exists, and it eventually disintegrates. That is why we call it a
transitory world.
These are actually two separate words. JIG describes the transitory state
of the world, and TEN describes beings who depend on the world for
their existence. Another way of understanding is, one will disintegrate by
death and dying (JIG), and one comes into existence by birth (TEN). So, the
Lama-protector protects sentient beings whose existence is based on transitory circumstances.
SIE PA SUM refers to the three world spheres, the totality of the realm
of samsara, which is the world above, beneath, and between.44 TOE PA
means praise or homage and PO refers to the object of the praise, in this
case Chenrezig, who is praised and celebrated by everyone in the three
world spheres.

,z-;A-$4S-2R-2..-.%-5%?-0?-2!R.-0-0R,

lha yi tso wo due dang ts’ang pe toe pa po
god realm primary mara & Brahma praise and celebrate

Even the gods and Brahma celebrate and praise Lord Chenrezig.
This primary god of the desire realm, Devil King of the Sixth Heaven of the
World of Desire, (Skt. Mara),45 is actually a very sophisticated demon god
whose mind is filled with neurotic emotions, and who would like to see
everybody stay in samsara with him. Through his clairvoyance, he knows
when anyone gives rise to genuine bodhichitta and a renunciation of samsara and is therefore seeking enlightenment. He can read their mind, and
he gets jealous that they are trying to get out of this world that he likes to
control. It has been said that he shoots them with five arrows, which are
called arrows with flowers. He shoots with the five poisons, and this is

44 This is a Buddhist concept. The world above refers to the god realms, beneath refers to
the realms beneath us, and between refers to our human realm.
45 He is also named Freely Enjoying Things Conjured by Others, the king who makes free
use of the fruits of others’ efforts for his own pleasure. Served by innumerable minions, he
obstructs Buddhist practice and delights in sapping the life force of others.
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actually temptation. The flowers seem very beautiful to weak, ordinary
minds, but if you fall for them, you are trapped in samsara again, where
you might remain for a long period of time.
Gelongma Palmo is saying that even this sophisticated demon cannot
help but praise Chenrezig. And Brahma, who is the primary god of the
form realm, praises Chenrezig as well.

,,2-0:A-o=-3(R$-2!R.-0?-P2-0<-36.-0-0R,
t’ub pei gyal ch’og toe pe drub par dze pa po
the capable one victorious, praise accomplishment who makes it
supreme

One who wishes to attain buddhahood praises the Lord who delivers such
accomplishment.
T’UB PEI refers to the Capable One, which is part of Shakyamuni Buddha’s name. It derives from his ability to overcome, subdue, or get rid of
all negativities. Therefore he is “the Capable One.” In general arhats, shravakas, and pratyekabuddhas are also capable of overcoming forces of negativities, but buddhas are victorious and supreme (GYAL CH’OG) among
all beings.
The Capable One who wished to attain the perfect, supreme, victorious
state praised (TOE PEI) Lord Chenrezig, and through his praise accomplished (DRUB PAR) his wishes.
The last word, DZE PA PO, refers to the one who delivered it, the accomplishment of buddhahood.

,:)A$-gJ/-$?3-IA-3$R/-0R-3(R$-=-K$-:5=-=R,
jig ten sum gyi gon po ch’og la ch’ag ts’al lo
three worlds of
protector supreme bow down

I bow to the supreme protector of the three worlds.
Chenrezig, the Lord of the three world spheres, is the object of the bow,
Gelongma Palmo is the subject, and the manner of bowing is with a great
deal of respect from her body, speech, and mind. The time of the bow is
Saka Dawa, the full moon day, when she actually had the vision of Chenrezig. The place of the bow is the monastery where she was practicing.
And the purpose of the bow is for Gelongma Palmo to follow in the footsteps of all the extraordinary beings, and for her prayer to be completely
successful.
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This is a traditional, scriptural, analytical explanation of the bow, and if
you analyze the homage prayer, you will find all of these detailed noble
points. But I presume that when Gelongma Palmo had the vision of Chenrezig, she was in a completely pure state of mind, and she wasn’t necessarily thinking of all these points. Without a doubt the entire prayer came
spontaneously and naturally from her pure mind. Otherwise, it would not
have been possible to have such a vision.

Praise to Chenrezig’s Body

,2.J-$>J$?-.0$-3J.-{-!J-{-29%-:6B/-0-0R,
de shek

pag me

one thus gone

infinite

ku

te

form,
body

ku zang
of

dzin pa po

noble body

holder, one
who knows

Holder of a noble form body, filled with infinite tathagatas,
Gelongma Palmo praises Chenrezig’s body, speech, and mind, and the
praise begins with the body, follows with the mind, and ends with the
speech. Gelongma Palmo saw every pore of Chenrezig’s body filled with
tathagatas (ones thus gone) and buddha realms, infinite numbers of pure
realms and buddhas. As Chenrezig’s body, which appeared in the form of
one thousand arms and eyes, is a truly noble form, she referred to him as
the holder of a noble form body.

,2.J-$>J$?-$%-2-3,:-;?-.2-o/-:6B/-0-0R,
de shek nang wa t’a ye u gyen dzin pa po
one thus gone boundless light crowned holder, one who holds

You are crowned by Buddha Amitabha.
Buddha Amitabha (Tathagata Amitabha) refers to the topmost head, with
a face that is peaceful and red in color.

,K$-$;?-3(R$-.A/-;A-?$?-2NJ?-{R3-?J=-2-0R,
ch’ag ye ch’og chin yi dok tre kom
sel wa po
right hand supreme giving hungry ghosts hunger one who dispels it
or spirits
and thirst

Your supremely bountiful right hand dispels the suffering of the hungry ghosts;
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Chenrezig’s right hand, which is in the mudra of supreme giving, is the
third right hand. From the fingers of this hand, nectar flows and dispels
the suffering of hunger and thirst that the hungry ghosts experience, and
they are satisfied.

,K$-$;R/-$?J<-IA-0E?-i3-0<-2o/-0-0R,

ch’ag yon
ser gyi
pe me
left hand golden lotus

nam par gyen pa po
adorned by it

Your left hand holds a golden lotus.
The left hand holding the golden lotus is Chenrezig’s second left hand.
The lotus symbolizes Chenrezig’s freedom from any samsaric stain, and its
golden color symbolizes the abundant quality of complete insight; therefore he is adorned by this precious golden lotus.

,SA-8A3-<=-0:A-UJ%-2-.3<-?J<-:H$-0-0R,
dri sh’im

ral pei

sweet scents

hair

tr’eng wa
necklaces

mar ser

k’yug pa po

yellow and red

sparkling

Your sweetly scented red and yellow hair sparkles like necklaces.
This refers to the hair of the wrathful face, which sparkles with orange
color and drapes neatly over the hair of the other faces, yet does not intermingle with it. The common explanation of TR’ENG WA is “necklace” or
“mala,” but here the understanding is actually more “in orderly rows.”

,8=-<?-o?-0-^-2-v-2<-36K?-0-0R,
sh’al re

gye pa

face expanse

da wa ta bur
like a moon

dze pa po

beautiful

The expanse of your face is as lovely as a full moon.
The entire circle of Chenrezig’s face is praised by comparing it to the beauty
of an autumn full moon.

,,/-IA-0E-3(R$-+-29%-8A%-;%?-0-0R,
chen gyi

pe ma
eyes lotus

ch’og tu
supreme

zang sh’ing
sublime

yang pa po

wide

Like the sublimely supreme lotus, your eyes are beautifully wide.
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This refers to the eyes on all the peaceful faces, which are compared to a
sublime lotus flower, beautifully extended. “Wide” further refers to Chenrezig’s vast vision of the three times: past, present, and future.

,#-2-.%-v<-i3-.!<-SA-%.-w/-0-0R,
k’a wa
snow

dung

shell

tar

nam kar

dri nge

like white appearance

den pa po

sweet smell

possessor of

Your sweet-smelling form is like a snow-white conch shell.
Chenrezig’s form body is compared to the whiteness of snow and a conch
shell, and praised because white is the color of purity. Furthermore, his
body emits a sweet scent.

,SA-3J.-:R.-($?-3-+A$-5S3-2-:6B/-0-0R,
dri me

oe ch’ag

stainless

mu tig

radiates pearl

ts’om bu

cluster

dzin pa po

holder, one who holds

You hold a mala of stainless, glowing pearls,
Chenrezig holds a stainless cluster of glowing pearls, which is a symbol of
his unblemished nature. This is actually a mala (rosary).

,36K?-0:A-:R.-9J<-*-<J%?-.3<-0R?-2o/-0-0R,
dze pei
beautiful

oe zer

kya reng

light radiation

mar po

dawn

red

gyen pa po
ornamented by

And radiate stunning beams of light, red as dawn.
Chenrezig’s body is adorned by beautiful red light rays that radiate from
his white body, a sight so beautiful to behold it takes one’s breath away,
like seeing the first red rays of the morning sun.

,0E:A-35S-v<-K$-/A-3%<-2<-L?-0-0R,
pe mei ts’o
lotus lake

tar
like

ch’ag
hand

ni ngar war

properly arranged

je pa po
beautiful one

Your body is like a lake; from it hands, like lotuses, are perfectly arranged.
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Just as in a lotus-filled lake, many beautiful lotus flowers appear perfectly
arranged.

,!R/-!:A-3A/-IA-3.R$-.%-w/-8A%-$8R/-0-0R,
ton kei

trin gyi

autumn

dog

clouds

dang

colored

den sh’ing
and

sh’on pa po

having youthful

They are youthful and like autumn clouds, white and bright and clear.
The color of Chenrezig’s youthful-looking hands is compared to autumn
clouds, which are white, free from dust and stains, smoothly shining, and
fresh.

,<A/-(J/-3%-0R?-.0%-0-$*A?-/A-2o/-0-0R,
rin ch’en

mang po

precious jewels

pung pa

many

nyi ni

shoulder

gyen pa po

two ornamented

Both shoulders are adorned with many precious jewels.
Chenrezig’s two shoulders are ornamented with lapis lazuli and many
other precious jewels.

,=R-3:A-3(R$-v<-K$-3,A=-$8R/-8A%-:)3-0-0R,
lo mei

ch’og ta

leaves

supremelike

ch’ag t’il

sh’on sh’ing

palm of the hand

jam pa po

youthful

soft one

Your youthful palms are soft like the most supreme leaves.
The palms of Chenrezig’s hands are so beautiful and youthful looking;
they are compared to supreme leaves, which are leaves from a wish-fulfilling tree.

,<A-?$?-0$?-0?-/-3-$;R/-0-2!2-0-0R,
ri dok
deer

pak pe
skin

nu ma

breast

left

yon pa

kab pa po

one who’s covered

Your left breast is covered with a tenasera skin.
Chenrezig wears a deerskin on his left shoulder, which is a special symbol of natural compassion. There is an extraordinary story which relates
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to a deer with natural compassion, known as a tenasera in Sanskrit. This
deer is supposed to be very special and extremely rare. Its fur is a golden
color, and it is a naturally born bodhisattva deer, a deer with tremendous
love and compassion for all. The story goes that even when this deer eats
grass, it will not eat from areas with nicely grown grass, because it thinks
others might like to eat it. Instead it goes elsewhere and eats grass that’s
not as good and things like that. Actually, such deer do exist, such unusual,
natural phenomena do occur in the ordinary world. Chenrezig wears this
deerskin demonstrating that such extraordinary love and compassion also
exist.

,~/-(-$.-2?-|J$-&A%-o/-i3?-:(%-2-0R,
nyen ch’a du bu
earring

geg ching

gyen nam

graceful ornaments

ch’ang wa po

one holds

Precious earrings and other ornaments gracefully adorn you.
Chenrezig’s ears are ornamented with earrings of precious metal with
varieties of beautiful jewels on them, and he appears perfectly graceful. It
further implies that he is also adorned with various precious jewel necklaces, and so on.

,SA-3-3J.-0:A-0E:A-3(R$-=-$/?-0-0R,
dri ma

me pei

blemish

no

pe mei

ch’og la

lotus supreme

ne pa po

to dwell

You dwell upon a supreme and unblemished lotus.
The supreme lotus flower is unblemished by samsaric stains, and so beautifully thrives and expands like all the enlightened qualities; therefore, Chenrezig dwells on top of the supreme lotus demonstrating his perfection.

,vJ-2:A-%R?-/A-0E:A-:.2?-v<-:)3-0-0R,
te wei

ngo

ni

navel surface of

pe mei

dab tar

lotus lotus petal-like

jam pa po
soft one

Your navel’s surface is as soft as a lotus petal.
The understanding here is that all birth takes place from the navel. And the
birth of all the buddhas’ qualities takes place from bodhichitta. The surface
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of Lord Chenrezig’s navel is soft and lotus-petal-like, which symbolizes the
bodhichitta from which the qualities of the bodhisattva phenomena arise.

,$?J<-IA-{-<$?-3(R$-=-/R<-2?-3?-0-0R,
ser

gyi

ka rak

golden of

ch’og la

belt

nor bu

supreme

tre pa po

jewel encrust

Your belt is of the finest jewel-encrusted gold.
This is praise to the extraordinary belt that Chenrezig is wearing, which
is made out of precious gold with a wish-fulfilling jewel on it. This belt is
referred to as “supreme among all belts.”

,!-9<-.NA?-0:A-<?-29%->3-,2?-:6B/-0-0R,
ta zur

tri pei

hips

wrap cloth

re

zang

noble

sham t’ab

lower robe

dzin pa po

one who holds

Your lower robe wraps your hips in the noblest cloth.
Chenrezig wears his lower robe, which is made of noble cloth, wrapped
around his hips. This noble cloth covers both the right and the left hip, and
has the symbolic meaning of expressing the qualities of shame and embarrassment. In the Buddhist moral and ethical context, shame as a state of
moral value comes from true integrity within, a principle that would prevent one from engaging in any wrongdoing because of one’s own true
moral character. Embarrassment is moral value coming from the same
principle as shame, but it relates to others. It would prevent one from
engaging in wrongdoing out of consideration for others.

Praise to the Qualities of Chenrezig’s Mind
Praise to the Quality of Chenrezig’s Supreme Knowledge

,,2-0:A-3HJ/-3(R$-35S-(J/-1-<R=-KA/-0-0R,
t’ub pei
capable

k’yen

to know

ch’og

supreme

t’so ch’en
great ocean

p’a rol
other shore

ch’in pa po
one who is gone

Gone to the other shore of the great ocean, you have supreme
knowledge and capability.
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Supreme among all knowledge is the knowledge of the buddhas. It is vast
and profound. It is the wisdom of knowing the nature of phenomena as
it is, as well as the wisdom that sees the extent of knowables. This is the
quality of Chenrezig’s wisdom mind, deep and profound like the mighty
ocean, and the perfection of having gone to the other shore.

,3(R$-2fJ?-2?R.-/3?-3%-0R?-*J-2<-2?$?-0-0R,
ch’og
supreme

nye

soe nam

receive

virtue

mang po
many

nye war

appropriate

sak pa po

one who gathered

You, who properly gathered so much virtue, received the supreme state of being.
This is praise for how and why Chenrezig has all this enlightened wisdom.
Here the cause for perfect enlightened wisdom is mainly two perfect accumulations, the accumulation of merit and the accumulation of wisdom, for
three countless eons.

Praise to the Quality of Chenrezig’s Compassion

,g$-+-2.J-2:A-:L%-$/?-c-/.-?J=-2-0R,
tag tu

de wei

permanent

joy

jung ne
source, place

ga ne

sel wa po

old age
one who dispels
and illness

Dispeller of the misery of old age and illness, you are the permanent source of joy.
For as long as samsara exists, Lord Chenrezig is the permanent source of
joy and happiness for others. This further means that while sentient beings
are in samsara, Chenrezig dispels the specific pain and suffering of birth,
old age, illness, and death; therefore, he is the source of all happiness.

,$?3-3,<-36.-&A%-3#:-,R.-,R.-0-!R/-0-0R,
sum t’ar

dze ching

liberation doing or acting
from three

k’a choe

choe pa

space dweller

performance

ton pa po
one who shows

You act to liberate beings from the three lower realms, and show and perform
equally for space dwellers.
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The action of liberating beings “from the three” refers specifically to beings
of the three lower realms, those who are creating karma to be born in the
three lower realms as well as those who are already there. “Show and perform equally for space dwellers” refers to an understanding of the totality
of beings and their individual capacities, which is as expansive as space.
Chenrezig’s performance of showing the enlightened path through a multitude of emanations equals the magnitude of the entire space-dwelling
realm.

,=?-&/-3(R$-!J-2..-.0%-:O$?-=?-o=-2-0R,
lu chen
beings

ch’og te

supreme among

due pung

tr’uk le

hosts of maras

gyal wa po

from battle

victorious one

Supreme among beings, you are victorious in battle over hosts of demons.
“Supreme among beings” refers to Chenrezig’s ability to manifest in a
multitude of sublime nirmanakaya forms for the benefit of others, and to
subdue all beings skillfully; he is victorious over the hosts of maras who
generate all kinds of conflict.

,$?J<-IA-b%-$.2-1-;A?-82?-;A.-:R%-2-0R,
ser gyi

kang dub

golden

anklets

dra yi

sh’ab

yie ong wa po

sound

feet agreeable one

Your feet tinkle with the pleasing sound of golden anklets;

,5%?-0:A-$/?-0-28A-;A?-.2J/-0<-36.-0-0R,
ts’ang pei
Brahma

ne pa
place

sh’i yi
four

wen par

silencing

dze pa po

one who makes

And you create the four silences, which are the cause of Brahmahood.
The meanings of the previous line and this one are connected. The previous line mentions that the sounds of his golden anklets please all beings.
This line mentions the specific nature of the sounds that please. The sounds
are the sounds of the four immeasurables, which are the cause to be born
into Brahmahood. The sounds of the four immeasurables wish beings to
have happiness and the cause of happiness, and to not have suffering and
the cause of suffering; to have joy, which is free from suffering, and to
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live in equanimity, which is free from attachment and aversion. In this
way, they silence the pain and suffering of attachment and aversion of all
beings. Without bodhichitta, the four immeasurables are the cause to be
born in the Brahma realm. With bodhichitta, they become the cause for
enlightenment.

,%%-0:A-:PR?-:S-\%-(J/-SJ$?-v<-$>J$?-0-0R,
ngang pei
swan

dro dra

lang ch’en

manner of walking

elephant

drek tar
proud

shek pa po

one who walks

You walk with the grace of a swan and the dignity of an elephant.
Chenrezig walks with a great deal of dignity and grace, like the king of
swans and like a great elephant. It is understood here that swans and elephants are known to look back as they walk. With his unconditional love
and compassion, Lord Chenrezig walks in the same manner. He looks back
and forth because he does not want to leave any sentient beings behind.

Praise to Chenrezig’s Speech

,5S$?-!/-*J-2<-2?$?->A%-2!/-0-$*J<-2-0R,
ts’ok kun

nye war

accumulation appropriate

sak shing

ten pa

nyer wa po

gathering buddhadharma provider
or doctrine

Provider of the doctrine, who has completely and properly accumulated,
During the initial stages he developed bodhichitta, and during the stages
of the path he accumulated the two virtues, merit and wisdom. During
the resultant stages of buddhahood, he completely gathered and accumulated. These three stages of enlightenment were not for his own welfare,
but for the purpose of liberating all beings from the suffering of samsara.
In this sense, Chenrezig is the provider of the precious doctrine.

,:R-3:A-35S-.%-(-;A-35S-=?-1R=-2-0R,
o mei
milk

ts’o

ocean

dang
and

ch’u yi

water

ocean

ts’o
from

le

drol wa po

one who liberates

You liberate from the ocean of milk and the ocean of water.
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The ocean of milk refers to the peaceful state, the general nirvana, and the
ocean of water refers to samsara. In this metaphor, just as milk is white in
color and sweet in taste, the arhats who achieve this state are free from the
stain of conflicting emotions (white color), and they also have the wisdom
understanding of egolessness of self (sweet taste). At this stage they are not
completely liberated from the veils of obstruction to omniscience, therefore they have not obtained the two benefits, perfect benefit for oneself and
perfect benefit for others. Although it is liberation from the ocean (samsara), Chenrezig shows them the doctrine of the Great Vehicle in order for
them to go beyond the extremes of nirvana.
The second metaphor is liberation from the ocean of water. Just as there
are all kinds of bizarre life forms in the ocean, beings in the ocean of samsara
are suffering from all kinds of bizarre conflicting negative emotions. Lord
Chenrezig shows them the doctrine of the inherently nonexisting nature of
phenomena, thereby liberating them from the extremes of samsara.
Praises to the body, speech, and mind of Chenrezig are inclusive of
praises to the qualities and activities as well.

Benefits of the Praise

,$%-8A$-g$-+-,R-<%?-=%-/?-$?-0-;A?,
gang sh’ig

tag tu

whoever

always

t’o rang
dawn

lang ne
rise

gu pa yi

with respect

Whoever will rise with respect at dawn,

,,/-<?-$9A$?-GA-.2%-0R-;A.-=-?J3?-LJ.-&A%-,
chen re zig
Chenrezig

kyi wang po

one with power

yie la

sem je ching

in mind

act of thinking

Thinking in their mind of powerful Chenrezig,

,2!R.-0:A-3(R$-:.A?-.$-&A%-$?=-2<-2!R.-LJ.-/,
toe pei
praise

ch’og
supreme

di
this

dag ching
purely

sal war

clearly

toe je na

act of praising

To purely and clearly extol this supreme praise,
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,.J-/A-*J?-0-:3-/A-2.-3J.-;A/-G%-<%-,
de ni

kye pa am ni bue me yin kyang rung
that is male or is female either or

Whether they are male or female,

,:)A$-gJ/-:.A-:3-3-:R%?-*J-2-,3?-&.-.,
jig ten
world

di am

ma ong

this or

kye wa

future birth

t’am che du

in all of them

In this life and all future lives,

,:)A$-gJ/-:)A$-gJ/-=?-:.?-.$R?-0-!/-:P2->R$,
jig ten
this world

jig ten le de

world beyond

go pa

purpose

kun
all

drub shok

become accomplished

In this world and the world beyond, all their purposes will be accomplished.
These concluding six lines express the benefits of the homage prayer. Whoever sincerely rises early in the morning, washes thoroughly and wears
clean clothing, physically prostrates to Chenrezig with folded hands,
recites the prayer with flawless speech and a full voice, repeating it seven
or twenty-one times, and mentally recollects the qualities of Chenrezig’s
body, speech, mind, qualities, and activities, whoever praises sincerely in
this manner, whether they are male or female, will benefit in this world
and in all future lives. They will attain a higher birth of the human and god
realms in this world, and enjoy longevity, freedom from sickness, wealth,
happiness, and so on. In the world beyond, they will achieve all the great
realizations of the eleven bhumis, complete buddhahood. In summary, all
their relative and ultimate wishes will come true.

Benefits of the Prostrations
We recite the “Po Homage Prayer” seven times while performing prostrations to Thousand-Armed Chenrezig. Prostration is a skillful means which
has profound symbolic meaning and benefit. First of all, it is a remedy for
pride and ego, which are the source of many shortcomings. Where there is
a great deal of pride and ego, there is a lack of many wonderful qualities.
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Where there is humility and modesty, all kinds of spiritual qualities will
follow. Therefore, the practice of prostration has its true place in spiritual
growth.
When one touches the top of the head, throat, and heart with folded
hands, it is a demonstration of complete respect and homage to the body,
speech, and mind of all the buddhas. Through it we have the opportunity to receive the blessings of the body, speech, and mind of the buddhas,
as well as to overcome the negativities of body, speech, and mind, and to
purify the three poisons. And then we have the opportunity to overcome
the sufferings of the three realms and to perfect the three paths, the paths
of seeing, meditating, and no more learning. Ultimately we are able to
attain the three kayas of the buddhas.
There is profound symbolic benefit with respect to touching five points
to the ground as well. Five points is a symbol of homage to the body,
speech, mind, activity, and qualities of all the buddhas, and an opportunity to receive the blessings of all these five. It is also an opportunity to
purify our body, speech, mind, and a combination of these three together,
and to purify negativities associated with latent conditioning, as well as
an opportunity to overcome sufferings of the five migrations.46 It further
establishes the potential to go through the five paths, the paths of accumulation, preparation, seeing, meditation, and no more learning. Finally,
it establishes the possibility of attaining the body, speech, mind, qualities,
and activities of all the buddhas.
So whether you do a bowing prostration or a full body prostration, in
order to receive the maximum benefit of this precious spiritual act you
must prostrate with all these understandings clearly in your mind.

46 “Five migrations” refers to the six realms, with the demi-god realm included in the god
realm.

Ending Prayers
and Offerings

11

The Special Wish Prayer and Torma Offerings
Following the “Po Prayer,” the main wish we are making in the
“Special Wish Prayer” is that the buddhadharma will last for a long time,
and that the dharma holders, the spiritual teachers, will live for a long
time. Additionally, we pray that all beings develop bodhichitta, shamatha
and special insight meditation, and that we all realize the omniscient wisdom of the buddhas. After sincerely praying, Gelongma Palmo, who is on
top of our head, dissolves into us and once again we become Chenrezig.
Then we continue with torma offerings.
In general torma can represent several different things. Here it refers to
the actual representation of a visualized substance in the form of torma
to be used for an offering. It is a skillful means, and there seems to be a
definite need for this. As long as we need some enlightened activity to be
provided, torma offerings will skillfully make it possible for us to receive
benefit. In light of all phenomena having no substantial existence, ultimately speaking, it might not seem necessary; but as long as we are unenlightened beings, such skillful means have their true place, because they
provide a basis for receiving enlightened activity.
To offer torma to Chenrezig, we bless the torma with mantra and then
imagine that the torma becomes an incredible offering substance, which
we then offer to Chenrezig. We do it with the thought, “Please accept this
offering on my behalf.” And then we say, “Please help me and all sentient
beings to develop bodhichitta.” The blessings, mantra, and so on are pretty
much the same for the torma offering to the nagas. But when we request
their help, we are mainly asking them to protect buddhadharma in general
and the Nyungne teaching and we practitioners in particular.
It is also a tradition to do additional torma offering prayers during the
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last session of the day. The first offering is to Mahakala, which is mainly
to protect the lineage and practitioners. After that we make torma offering prayers known as the “Three-Torma Offering Ceremony.” The first of
the three torma offerings is for the guardians of the ten directions. The second one is for gods, nagas, gandharvas, and so on. The last is for obstructing spirits. If you are doing Nyungne practice by yourself, and you have
received all the proper instruction and authority to do so but you do not
know how to perform these additional torma offerings, then they can be
omitted.
Right after torma offering, there is an offering of bathing water to Chenrezig, which has a similar purpose as the torma offering in the sense that it
ultimately becomes the cause for our own purification. As one uses water
for cleaning the unclean, so can we skillfully apply the same principle by
using water for spiritual purposes, the cleansing of negativities. It works
perfectly because the nature of phenomena is dependent-arising, and if
and when you sincerely make an offering of bathing water to the buddhas,
you benefit by it becoming the cause of your own purification.
Next comes the final offering and homage prayer called the “Conclusion
of the Ceremony Offering.” This offering is done by offering mudras and
mantras, and then a short homage prayer. Right after that we receive blessing water while chanting OM MANI PEME HUNG.

Receiving Blessing Water at the End
of the Ceremony: Final Purifying Symbol
The teacher who presides over the ceremony will give the purification
water, during which time you should visualize three emanations of Chenrezig coming from frontal-visualization Chenrezig’s heart center. They are
called the Triad of Shadakshari Deities or, in Tibetan, the Six-Syllable Chenrezig Triple Manifestation (Fig. 6). These manifestations are also referred to
as father, mother, and son manifestations. The father manifestation, who
appears right in the center, is actually Four-Armed Chenrezig and is called
Liberator of Beings. He looks exactly the same as Four-Armed Chenrezig
except he holds a pearl rosary. The mother manifestation, called Holder of
the Mantra Family, also looks exactly like Four-Armed Chenrezig. She sits
on father Chenrezig’s left side, (which is our right side as we look toward
them), and looks up at him with a smile. Her position is called the queen
posture; she is sitting on her side with her legs drawn up. The son manifestation is called Holder of the Jewel, and he sits to the right side of father
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Chenrezig (which is our left side). He is yellow in color with two arms, the
right hand holds a jewel in the heart area and the left hand holds a lotus.
He sits in the bodhisattva posture with his right foot extended.
You visualize the Triple Manifestation of Chenrezig right in front of you,
giving you the purification water three times. When you receive the nectar the first time, you should think that your veils and obscurations of
conflicting emotions are purified. When you receive the nectar the second time, you should think your veils and obscurations to omniscience
are removed. When you receive the nectar for the third time, you should
think you achieve the realization of unborn dharmakaya nature. During
this time you symbolically wash yourself three times with the water and
drink the water three times. This is done by sprinkling your face three
times with the ring finger and thumb, then sipping the water cupped in
your palm three times. Although you are supposed to symbolically drink
the water for the purpose of purification, during the fasting day you just
wash three times, you don’t drink the water.
After receiving the purification water, you should think that Triple
Manifestation has dissolved into you, and your body, speech, and mind
become vajra body, speech, and mind. In that state, one should meditate
on the transcendent wisdom nature of the mind.
If this entire visualization of Triple Manifestation is too complicated,
then you can simply visualize Two-Armed Chenrezig standing with his
right hand in the mudra of supreme giving and his left hand holding a
lotus flower. From Chenrezig’s right hand nectar flows three times and
you are purified on three levels.

Ending the Fast
On the morning of the third day of practice, the fast is broken with the
acceptance of the blessing water. If you are doing multiple Nyungne practices, in the extensive version of the practice text, just prior to taking the
vow, there is a mandala offering during which you are supposed to think
that you offer your Nyungne vow back to the Supreme Deity. Then your
fast is over. Since the “Mandala Offering Prayer” does not exist in our brief
text, if you can, right after the “Thirty-five Buddhas Confession Prayer,”
imagine that you are offering the Nyungne vow back to the Supreme Deity
and break the fast with a special drink, which is referred to as “feeding our
body’s bacteria.” On the last day of the last practice, the fast is broken by
accepting the blessing water.
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Concluding the Practice
Final Confession
This confession prayer is for any shortcomings committed during the practice such as not being able to concentrate, recite, and maintain our visualizations properly. We purify our shortcomings with the recitation of the
One-Hundred-Syllable Mantra three times.

Completion Phase
We conclude the ceremony by dissolving the frontal and self-visualized
deity into emptiness. First we make a request to the wisdom deity, jnanasattva, to remain in the mandala of the shrine. This is accomplished by
saying the following prayer: “Please remain in this very place, within the
mandala. Grant us longevity and power, spare us from illness, and grant
us the sublime accomplishment in the most excellent way.” Then we recite
the mantra OM SUTRA TIKTA BENZRAYE SOHA (<-?-T-+AN-2#-;J-J-@,).47
If we have a sand mandala, our request to the wisdom deity, jnanasattva, is to remain in the mandala until the end of the final practice. In this
case we say a prayer in place of the above mantra as follows: “You perform
activity for the benefit of sentient beings, please bestow siddhis accordingly upon us. You may depart for the pure land, but please return to us
here. BENZRA MU (2#-3:).”

The Actual Self-Dissolution
Here are the complete steps of the dissolution, or completion, and the
postmeditation phases. The commitment deity of the frontal visualization
(samayasattva), along with his palace and retinue of buddhas, dissolves
into one’s self-visualization of Chenrezig. The self-visualization dissolves
into a visualization of Two-Armed Chenrezig. Two-Armed Chenrezig dissolves into the thumb-sized Chenrezig at the heart center, and the thumbsized Chenrezig dissolves into the seed syllable HRIH ( ZA:) at his own heart
center. The letter HRIH ( ZA:) becomes a small sphere of light, which in turn
becomes smaller and smaller until it dissolves into emptiness. One should

47 Wisdom deity, or jnanasattva, refers to the real Chenrezig. Commitment deity, or samayasattva, is the image which we create by means of our visualization. In this case, the commitment deity is the Thousand-Armed Chenrezig visualized in front of us.
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remain in this pure state of mind, a nonconceptual mind free of fabrications and elaborations.
When one arises from meditation, one enters into the next stage, the postmeditative state. In the postmeditative state one instantaneously imagines
that one is in the form of Two-Armed Chenrezig. This image of Chenrezig
is in the standing position, with the right hand in the gesture of supreme
giving and the left hand holding a golden lotus (Fig. 7).

Section Four

Preparation for
the Actual Ceremony

12

Preparing Oneself
As I mentioned in the introduction, if one is a Buddhist and on the
path of the Great Vehicle in general and the vajrayana path in particular,
the basic requirements for preparation are already met. If not, one must
be prepared to take the refuge and bodhisattva vows, and the empowerment to do the practice, and be willing to abide by the Nyungne commitments. Actually, the most important factor is faith and confidence in
the practice itself. This is more important than being completely familiar with the teaching and text, because complete devotion is the source of
true benefit.
If you are going to do a two-day Nyungne practice, it might be necessary to take time off from work. To do eight sets of Nyungne, preparations
might have to begin up to a year in advance. Depending on your responsibilities and the nature of your work, you may need to find out the exact
dates far in advance and prepare accordingly, so that you really do have
the time for this important practice.
A traditionally recommended preparation for eight-session Nyungne
practice is to maintain a vegetarian diet for at least one week in advance.
This preparation is for the purpose of cleansing, and takes one spiritually
in the right direction. Additionally, according to kriya tantra, a substance
made out of a newly delivered cow’s dung mixed with purified water
is put in the bath water, and it is said to have the power to cleanse. One
drinks this water for purification as well.
Nyungne practice accomplishes the activity of pacification,48 and the
48 Nyungne is primarily a practice of first-level tantra, or pacification activity. One can
achieve that activity the most, and that should be the main focus.
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color of pacification is white. Therefore, one’s clothing, or at least one article of clothing, should be white. Clothing should not be too fancy, nor
should it be too degrading. Here “too fancy” is from the point of view of
attachment and ego. “Too degrading” is from the point of view of being
disrespectful to this precious practice.
To do the practice you will need the Nyungne practice text, a small bowl
of rice which is used as a symbol of flower offering, or actual flower petals
for the same purpose, a cushion and table, a bell and dorje, and a mala. In
the tradition of the kriya tantra Lotus Family, it is best to use a mala made
of lotus seeds; if not lotus seeds, then a mala made of bodhi seeds, crystal,
or sandalwood. The mala should not be made out of bone. Tradition specifies that these beads should be strung by a virgin girl who has also spun
the thread.
A teacher should bless the mala by mantra, unless one is a good practitioner. If blessing the mala oneself, the mantra is:

/-3R-<_-Q-;-;,
namo ratna tra yaya

2R-6A-?<-;,

bodhi sato ya

/-3R-A<-;-A-2-=R-!A-+J-I-<-;,
namo arya awalo kite shwa ra ya

<-A-3A-+J-$-3J,
om ami te ga me

XA-;J-XA-;-/A-=A-I-@,
shri ye shri ya ni li so ha

One recites this mantra seven times, holding the mala between folded
hands, and then blows on it. Traditionally the mala is placed in a little
white mala pouch, and one recites the mantra secretly while putting one’s
hand into the pouch to make sure nobody sees it. This is done as a way
to protect the blessing power of the mantra recitation. One then keeps the
mala hidden in that pouch for the remainder of the practice. In addition,
after finishing the recitation of each of the mantras during Nyungne practice, one can continuously bless one’s mala by blowing on it, and then
imagine that the blessings from the mala are continuously dissolving into
you.
Although these practices are in the tradition of kriya tantra, in Tibet
they are not generally done. The reason they are not done is because the
influence of highest yoga tantra is so strong that they are not considered
very important. Also the people who do Nyungne are not necessarily well
informed about the tradition. If anybody wants to do the practice as close
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to the tradition as possible, then I think they should try to perform all of
these practices as correctly as they can.

Empowerment and Instruction
It is essential to receive the Chenrezig empowerment before doing the
practice. If you have not taken refuge, then you should receive the refuge
vows as well. The eight vows of the Restoring and Purifying Ordination
are given during the Nyungne practice. You should also receive detailed
instructions on visualization from the teacher.

Preparing the Shrine
Here again, if we were to strictly follow kriya tantra tradition, there are all
kinds of detailed preparations for the shrine. In most cases, people will not
be able to carry out all these details.
The basic requirement is, first and foremost, the mandala (Fig. 10). While
a sand mandala is highly recommended in kriya tantra, complete ceremonial knowledge is needed to create one. For anyone not well versed in
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ceremonies, this will probably not be possible; therefore, a painted mandala (Tib. thangka [painting]) can also be used. During the practice, the
sand or the painted mandala is a symbol upon which the frontal visualization is done. If you cannot produce a sand mandala or a painted mandala, a third possibility is to make a symbolic representation with rice
on a mandala offering plate. To do this, make a circle in the center of the
plate and eight petals around the circle. Then place small piles of rice in
the center of the petals in the four directions and in the center of the circle (Fig. 9).
The other most important preparation, according to the text and commentaries, is a statue of Chenrezig. The best statue is one made out of
white sandalwood and filled with relics. The statue is placed on a tripod
on top of the mandala, surrounded by offerings in the four directions. If a
statue is not possible, then a thangka painting hung right behind the mandala would be the second choice (Fig. 2). If a thangka is also not available,
then at minimum you must have a beautiful picture of Chenrezig, which
can be placed behind the mandala.
The mandala is surrounded by eight offerings. The offerings are water,
flowers, incense, lamps, perfumed water, food, and music, and they should
be placed in a clockwise direction. If possible, arrange all eight offerings in
each of the four cardinal directions. If not, make as many offerings as you
can. In front of these offerings are two different kinds of bumpas. The first
is the main bumpa, or victory vase as it is called. The other is the action
bumpa. The main bumpa should be tied with a white scarf and placed on
the right side of the mandala. The action bumpa should be tied with a red
scarf and placed on the left side. (Here, right and left are from the mandala’s point of view, which is the opposite of ours.)
In front of the bumpas, a Chenrezig torma is placed in the center, a torma
for buddhas and bodhisattvas is placed on the right side, and a torma for
the protectors on the left side. The Chenrezig torma is exactly the same as
the Green Tara practice torma, which has four lotus flower shapes on the
bottom and five ornaments on it. On the top are the sun, moon, and precious gem (Fig. 8).
The Mahakala torma varies, depending on whether it is for Six-Armed
or Two-Armed Mahakala, so use the torma for the ceremony to be performed. Only the Chenrezig torma is absolutely necessary. If you do not
have the torma for the buddhas and bodhisattvas or the Mahakala torma,
these can be omitted.
One complete stacked offering mandala is placed in front of the tormas, and you place an additional set of eight offerings in front of that. The
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text mentions that one should also put another set of offerings in a counterclockwise direction. Again, this will depend on whatever offerings are
available to you. If possible, it is good to add the eight auspicious signs
and substances to the shrine as well, and as many offerings as you can
in the form of fruit, flowers, etc. White flowers are recommended for the
flower offering. On the side, you should have a conch shell with water
from the action bumpa. This water is the blessing water one receives during the ceremony, as well as the water used for all of the other purification purposes.
Keep in mind that, in general, a shrine is a representation of Buddha’s
body, speech, and mind, therefore the basis of the shrine should be any
representation of body, speech, and mind. Examples of such representations are statues, texts, and stupas. For Nyungne practice, ThousandArmed Chenrezig sutras and written mantras should be included in the
shrine to represent Chenrezig’s speech.
Right in front of all these shrine objects, you should place offering tormas on a lower level. These are offering tormas for the local gods and
protectors, and one for the harmful spirits. Most of the time, when participating in Eight Nyungne practices, lamas and monks will prepare these. If
you are doing the practice alone, you will need to ask someone to help; or,
if you cannot find any help, then cookies and candies can be used for offering. For naga torma, milk should be included because nagas like milk. In
addition, you need materials for the bath offering. Bathing water, a pot, a
mirror, and a white towel are kept at the side for this purpose.
Offering tormas should not be eaten. They should be taken outside at
the end of the practice and put in a high place. They should not be given
to four-legged animals such as pigs, which are considered lower forms of
animals. Rather they should be given to the birds, which are considered
part of the Dakini Family as they are able to fly.

Location of the Practice
The text mentions that it is very auspicious to do Nyungne practice in an
area where there is a pond with a lotus flower in it, and that this is a sign
that your practice will bear fruit. In other words, such a setting provides
the cause for one to be successful in the practice. If you do not have a pond
with a lotus flower, then you should do the practice in the presence of a
stupa with relics. That is also for the purpose of overcoming obstacles and
achieving siddhis quickly. In addition to all these preparations, cleaning
the shrine and the shrine room is also very important.
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Auspicious Days to Do the Practice
We follow the Tibetan lunar calendar,49 according to which the half moon
always falls on the eighth day, the full moon always falls on the fifteenth
day, and the new moon always falls on the thirtieth day. It has been a Buddhist belief that some days are naturally auspicious in general, such as the
full and new moon days, and some are particularly auspicious because
they are related to special activities of Lord Buddha.
The first month of the lunar calendar year50 is called the month of great
miracles, because from the first day until the fifteenth day Lord Buddha
performed all kinds of extraordinary miracles each day. In addition to it
being the month of extraordinary miracles, the fourteenth and fifteenth are
especially auspicious for the Kagyu lineage because the fourteenth is the
anniversary of Milarepa’s parinirvana, and the fifteenth is the anniversary
of Marpa’s parinirvana.
The fourth month of the lunar calendar is a special month during which
three different important events took place. On the eighth day, Lord Buddha was born, and on the fifteenth day he became enlightened under the
bodhi tree. Some say Lord Buddha passed away into mahaparinirvana on
the eighth day as well. This month is particularly significant for Nyungne
practitioners because this is the month when Gelongma Palmo became
enlightened, and it is also the month all the lineage holders became
enlightened.
On the fourth day of the sixth month, Lord Buddha first turned the
wheel of dharma. In the ninth month, on the twenty-second day, Lord
Buddha descended from the thirty-three gods realm. These four months,
the first, the fourth, the sixth, and the ninth, are called the Four Great Auspicious Times.
On these auspicious days whatever deeds you do, virtuous or nonvirtuous, are multiplied one hundred thousand times, and some say they are
multiplied one hundred million times.
The point of mentioning these days is that these are the most auspicious
days to do the Nyungne practice. One of our annual Eight Nyungne practices is done during the fourth month because it is the most important
month of the year.
49 The Tibetan lunar calendar is different from the regular calendar. All the dates and
months that we mention here are according to the lunar calendar; therefore, those who
want to pay attention to the dates need to use a lunar calendar.
50 The first month usually falls somewhere around February or March of the Western
calendar.
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It has been further said that the best time to do the practice is when the
moon is waxing, from the first to the fifteenth, and it is not auspicious to
practice when the moon is waning. However, if you are continually doing
the practice for many days, then it doesn’t matter as long as you begin
in the earlier part of the month. It has also been said that the second, the
fourth, the sixth, the ninth, and the twelfth are inauspicious days to start
the practice. All of the other ten days are good days, but doing Chenrezig
ceremonial practice on the fifth, the seventh, and on full moon days is particularly auspicious.
Inauspicious days derive from a belief that if you do practice on those
days, you will be likely to have spiritual obstacles and achieving any siddhis will be difficult. On the other hand, if you do the practice on auspicious days, there will be no obstacles and you will achieve siddhis quickly.
This concludes preparation for the actual ceremony.

Actual Practice

13

Three Components of Perfection
To be ultimately correct and pure, every tantric spiritual practice
must have three components of perfection: a proper beginning, a proper
middle, and a proper end. This means one must begin with proper preparation, and then perform the main body of the practice one-pointedly,
and conclude the practice with dedication of merit. So we begin the practice by reaffirming our sincere wish to take refuge in the Three Jewels and
Three Roots, since that is the only place one can ultimately take refuge.
Then, with correct motivation, we reaffirm our wish to perform the practice by engendering the enlightened attitude, meaning we truly wish to
do the practice for the benefit of all sentient beings, not for any selfish reason, since enlightenment is only possible through devotion to the benefit
of others, and since there is no example of attaining complete enlightenment by being selfish or self-centered.
To think about everybody else is absolutely the correct and reasonable
thing to do, because in reality every single sentient being has been our
mother and father in former lives according to Lord Buddha, not just once
but countless numbers of times. We know this to be true because Lord
Buddha would not falsely make such a statement. Actually, I think this
alone is sufficient reason to devote ourselves to doing that which benefits
all these beings. This is not just spiritually correct conduct, but it is decent
human behavior towards those who have been so kind and generous to us
countless numbers of times. If we start the practice with this motivation
and a pure mind, it is a perfect beginning.
In the middle, we must engage in the practice with sincerity and with
focused attention on the practice by observing the vows correctly, to the
best of our ability, and then by saying the prayers, doing the visualizations,
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reciting the mantras, and meditating, etc. If the visualizations and meditation become a little too difficult, we must do our prayers and prostrations and recitation of mantras correctly and sincerely as much as we can.
When we practice in this manner, we perform the middle part of the practice perfectly.
Finally, the conclusion is done by sincerely dedicating the merit and virtue of the practice for the benefit of all beings. The idea of dedication is
sometimes explained in terms of sharing the merit with all sentient beings.
But actually this is not correct, because the idea of sharing comes from one
still wanting to keep some of the merit for oneself, whereas the idea of
dedication is to completely give all merit away, with no thought of one’s
own benefit. One’s own benefit is natural and automatic, and an individual spiritual person who wishes to follow in the path of the Great Vehicle is
not concerned with himself, because when one does something that is ultimately correct, its result is naturally correct. So, there is no need to think,
“What’s in it for me?” This dedication not only makes the spiritual practice perfect, but it also makes the merit inexhaustible.
Ordinarily, as much as we would like to, we may not know how to correctly do the dedication. For this reason, the most skillful thing to do is just
think and say that we wish to follow in the footsteps of the buddhas of the
past, present, and future. The “Dedication Prayer” expresses the correct
meaning of dedication perfectly, therefore we need only think that we sincerely wish to dedicate the merit exactly as the prayer states. In this way
the end of the practice becomes perfect. These three components of perfection are very important, key points to remember because they are important when doing any spiritual practice, not just Nyungne practice.

Nyungne Practice
In the context of the Nyungne practice text, the three components of perfection are as follows. The early morning session starts with praises to
Lord Buddha and to Chenrezig, the “Thirty-five Buddhas Confession
Prayer,” and the taking of the eight-precepts vow. These are all preludes
to the actual practice. We then recite the “Lineage Prayer,” the “Refuge
Prayer,” and “Generation of Bodhichitta.” Taken together, these constitute
a proper beginning.
The main body of the practice begins with accumulation of merit through
the recitation of the “Seven-Branch Offering Prayer” and the “Four Immeasurables.” This is followed by self-generation of the deity and recitation of
the mantra, then frontal generation of the deity and recitation of the mantra.
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Next we recite the “Seven-Branch Offering Prayer,” the “Mandala Offering
Prayer,” the “General Confession Prayer,” and the “Po Homage Prayer.”
After that we have a “Specific Request Prayer,” then the torma offering, the
bathing water offering, the conclusion ceremony offering, and the specific
confession of shortcomings in doing the practice. Finally, we perform dissolution of the deity and conclude the main body of the practice.
We end the practice by dedicating the merit, and this dedication is beautifully done by reciting the “Resolve to Practice Excellence,”51 followed by
auspicious omen prayers. In this way we have perfected our practice of
Nyungne.

Cleanliness
The idea of cleansing plays a central role in Nyungne practice, because this
practice derives mainly from the kriya tantra tradition, although charya
tantra is also part of it. In kriya tantra, spiritual development is based primarily on physical actions of cleanliness and, while very important, mental visualization and so on are only supporting factors; whereas in charya
tantra, physical cleanliness and visualization are both equally important.
So this practice of Nyungne is a combination of these two levels of tantra.
According to the kriya tantra tradition, washing and taking showers are
very important. One is to engage in the conduct of ritual purification three
times a day, which means purification of the physical body by bathing, and
then purification of downfalls with confession prayers, and purification of
thoughts by being mindful of thoughts and generating bodhichitta.
Next is changing the three types of clothing: outer, inner, and secret.
Changing one’s outer clothing means to put on clean clothes each day, and
changing one’s inner clothing means to guard one’s vow. Changing one’s
secret clothing means to visualize the deity. In addition to white clothing, a
white shawl might be worn as a dharma robe and as a symbol of purification. The scriptures mention that one should not wear leather of any kind,
including on one’s mala, one’s watch band, leather shoes, etc. They also
mention three types of white food one should eat during Nyungne. They
are yogurt, milk, and butter.
The strict tradition is to wash one’s five limbs, meaning the face, two
hands, and two feet, before entering the shrine room. While washing, one
is to recite a purification mantra such as the One-Hundred-Syllable Mantra. The most popular One-Hundred-Syllable Mantra is with Vajrasattva,
51 There are other translations of the title such as “Aspiration of Noble Conduct.”
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but in the tradition of Nyungne the Padmasattva mantra must be used. In
addition to this, upon entering the shrine room everyone is given purification water for rinsing the mouth, which one then spits out. This same
water is also used for purifying wrong actions done during Nyungne, such
as falling asleep, reciting the mantras incorrectly, farting, even yawning,
and so on. Traditionally, if one makes any of these mistakes, they are supposed to get up and bow three times, purify themselves by rinsing their
mouth and reciting the one-hundred-syllable purification mantra, and
then sit down. It is also important to keep everything very clean in the
shrine room area.
Although all of these conventions of conduct are in the tradition of
Nyungne practice, honestly speaking Tibetan Buddhists are not very good
examples of following them. One of the main reasons for this is that truly
great, enlightened masters have no need for these cleansing practices.
Furthermore, the emphasis in highest yoga tantra is on how to transcend
everything, including conceptual notions of what is clean and not clean.
As Tibetan Buddhism is predominantly a practicing tradition of highest
tantra, the lower tantras are seldom a major focus.
The way my completely enlightened guru, Dorje Chang Kalu Rinpoche,
used to teach and behave is a perfect example of this. Since he dwelled in
none other than a completely perfect state of mind, in his authentic way
of living he neither rejected nor accepted any arising phenomena. Even
though he was all for this wonderful tradition if sincere spiritual practitioners were able to carry it out, he himself didn’t care one way or the other.
And this is the sign of dwelling in a perfectly liberated state of mind, a
mind which is free from any kind of bondage. For that reason, it was obvious that he had no attachment to any phenomena whatsoever, including
traditions of buddhadharma. At the same time, when asked about certain
fine points of traditional practice, he knew them all in precise detail.

Power of Breaking the Vows
We take vows to strengthen our spiritual deeds, and the power of the vow
is based on our sincere commitment to not engage in specific activities.
Therefore, abstention from those activities has great power. It has been
said that such power could be compared to an increase in benefit of one
hundred thousand times. By the same token, having made a commitment
to not engage in wrong deeds and not being able to abide by that commitment, thereby breaking the vow, means wrong deeds increase one hundred thousand times in power as well. Before taking a vow, this point is
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very important to keep in mind. When and if we cannot keep the vow, the
best thing to do is not take it.
To mention something about the power of wrong deeds in general, the
karma of killing causes one to be born in the lower realms and, in particular, the hell realm called Reviving Hell (Tib.Yang So, Skt. Samjiva), where
people kill each other over and over, thousands of times. Even if one is
born as a human, one will have a short life and an ugly body, and one’s
sanity will be affected. One will experience a great deal of fear, anger, and
illness, and suffer a lot. It has been further said that one will have more or
less severe negative karma depending on who was killed. One will have
to pay with one’s own life anywhere from three hundred to 990 times for
each killing.
The karma of stealing is cause to be born in the hell realm called Crying
and Howling Hell (Tib. Ngu Bo, Skt. Raurava). Even if born as a human,
one will experience lack of wealth and prosperity. If one does obtain
wealth, it cannot be held on to and it will be very difficult to obtain new
wealth. One will be disliked and hated by others.
The karma of sexual misconduct is cause to be born in the hell realm
called Loud Crying and Howling Hell (Tib. Ngu Bo Chen Po, Skt. Maharaurava). Even if born as a human, one will be born five hundred times as
a woman with a dreadful disease such as leprosy, or as a transsexual, or
as the wife of a terrible person. One will experience lots of problems and
be hated by others.
The karma of lying is cause to be born in the hell realm of Black Thread
Hell (Tib. Thig Nag, Skt. Kalautra). Even if born as a human, one will have
speech impediments such as muteness, stuttering, lisping, and so on. One
will have very little compassion, be very jealous, and have severe halitosis. In all future lives, one will not comprehend dharma.
The karma of intoxication is cause to be born in the hell realm called
Heating Hell (Tib. Tsa Wa, Skt. Tapana). Even if born as a human, one will
be very attached to sleeping and will be forgetful and not very bright. One
will lack the qualities of shame and humility, and one will be a very jealous
and stingy person. One’s virtuous spiritual deeds will diminish. One will
be born as a harmful spirit, a dog, or mad for five hundred lifetimes.
Whether or not you take a vow, there are severe negative consequences
if you engage in these misdeeds. As I mentioned, with a vow the negative
karmic consequences multiply one hundred thousand times. On the other
hand, the virtuous deed of abstaining from wrong action is truly beneficial and, in particular, the merit of deeds done with a vow and a commitment is multiplied one hundred thousand times. So it is very important to
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remember the power of taking the vow, as well as the absolute importance
of sincerely preserving it.

Pure Physical Action
Since the practice of Nyungne belongs to the category of tantric doctrine
known as kriya tantra, or action tantra, completely pure physical action is
taught as skillful means. In addition to the fasting and the silence, any food
or drink on the nonfasting day must be absolutely pure vegetarian. In this
case, the Buddhist idea of pure vegetarianism means completely pure vegetarianism. I stress complete and pure, because people have all kinds of
ideas about vegetarianism. Some people consider themselves vegetarian
yet still eat fish or certain other types of meat; and there are those who say,
“I’m vegetarian,” but for health reasons, not for moral reasons. Spiritually
speaking it is in the right direction, but this attitude is not completely correct either. If one is willing to be vegetarian, it is better to do it for the right
reasons because there is virtue in doing so. Otherwise, there is no benefit
beyond the limited health benefits in this life. Here vegetarianism means a
completely pure karmic act.
It has been said that during our practice of Nyungne only three white
foods should be eaten. Actually this is scriptural terminology referring
to pure vegetarianism, although literally the three white foods are dairy
products (milk, yogurt, and butter) which are included in the vegetarian diet. Lord Atisha is credited with making a vegetarian diet part of the
eight-precepts vow, since it is not formally one of the eight precepts. I presume that in former times people who lived closer to the time of the Buddha automatically adopted correct action; then, possibly they began to fall
a little short in this regard. Therefore, Atisha probably felt the need to spell
out the correct action clearly by making a vegetarian diet formally part of
the eight precepts.
Pure vegetarian action also means that one will not even eat garlic and
onions or turnips and mustard seeds. These foods are supposed to contain chemical substances that excite neurosis, and therefore one is not supposed to eat them. There is an ancient story which relates to garlic being an
impure substance. The story has to do with the gods and demi-gods (jealous gods). Among the demi-gods, there was one who was always especially jealous of the gods. According to the story, a special vase filled with
precious nectar, amrita, was in the gods’ palace, and somehow that jealous god managed to break into the palace and grab the vase and run away
with it. The gods saw him stealing the vase and they chased after him. The
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demi-god was unable to outrun the gods, and he knew they were going to
get him. But he wasn’t going to give back the precious nectar, so instead he
drank the whole thing. When the gods finally caught him and realized that
he had already drunk the nectar, they got very angry and chopped him
into pieces. Pieces of the jealous god’s dead body fell down from the sky
and eventually hit the earth. From these pieces a very special substance
started to grow, and that was garlic.
Today when you eat garlic, modern medicine will tell you that it does
very good things for your body. Garlic acts as an antibiotic and as an antioxidant. Large amounts of garlic are supposed to make you look young, as
it purifies the blood. Because garlic has so many beneficial properties, you
can even purchase garlic pills. All these benefits are due to the amrita. But,
spiritually speaking, we also know that garlic is not that good, because
it can stir up your emotions. It’s good for the body but bad for the mind,
and that’s because the jealous god’s intention was really bad. It’s a double-edged sword.
Therefore, substances such as garlic and onions are not to be taken while
you do your spiritual practice of Nyungne. Lord Buddha mentions many
times that his disciples should not eat meat, garlic, and onions. In addition
to stimulating neurosis, it is also understood that those who eat garlic and
onions will offend the gods52 and frighten the poor spirits.
Actually, in strict vegetarianism, one is not supposed to eat anything
that grows under the ground. That means excluding potatoes and so forth,
but traditionally this is not taken too seriously. Although I have not personally read any reference to such a restriction, I believe the reason for
not eating anything that grows underground has to do with the digging
and plowing, in the process of which you may kill many insects and other
small creatures.
The nineteenth-century teacher Patrul Rinpoche spoke about the karma
of people who thought they were very good human beings and didn’t do
anything wrong. People who live in modern society, with their limited
success and education, would very much like to think, egotistically, that
they are at the very least “good human beings.” Patrul Rinpoche would
point out that actually, when you think about it, morally and ethically you
are far from being a really good human being when you are eating meat
every day.
Patrul Rinpoche went on to talk about the Tibetan diet in which the
52 There is the understanding that godlike beings surround and protect virtuous beings
and spiritual practitioners.
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main foods are tea and tsampa (roasted barley). He spoke about the bad
karma associated with tsampa. He started with what happens when they
plow the ground to plant the seeds for the tsampa. All the insects underground are brought to the surface, and those on the surface are forced
underground, and many of them die. He also pointed out that the birds are
very busy eating these little insects. Then during the harvesting time, all
kinds of unfortunate karmic deeds occur. Finally you get to eat the tsampa,
and if you think tsampa is a pure substance, well, it’s not. That’s the point
Patrul Rinpoche was trying to make. It’s the same thing with the tea, when
we consider the hardships the tea growers have to undergo, and so forth.
So, in connection with our discussion of diet, anything that’s agriculturally
grown has a great deal of karma involved with it. Unless one lives a very
simple life in caves like Milarepa, and eats only nettles that grow naturally,
nothing else other than that, there really is no completely pure way.
Having said all of that, obviously eating vegetables has less severe karmic consequences than eating meat. Therefore, besides the meat, the only
vegetables that are prohibited during the practice of Nyungne are garlic
and onions, turnips and mustard seeds, etc. However, garlic and onions
are strictly prohibited, while the others are traditionally less restricted and
therefore I don’t restrict them during our practice.
Obviously, the main reason for vegetarianism is to refrain from eating
all forms of meat; that includes seafood, red meat, and poultry. In terms of
correct and incorrect action, eating meat is incorrect, and it is karmically
impure action because of the killing. All these sentient beings are beings
with feelings. Just as we like to live, they like to live, and their lives are cut
short solely because we want to eat them. From the point of view of action
tantra, correct action means absolutely no eating of meat. If you want to
be correct, karmically and spiritually, meat eating is not a choice. We only
have to think about the animals’ pain and suffering to know that this has
to be true. The moment they’re born, they’re only going to die. So many
animals are bred under terrible conditions for the purpose of being slaughtered under terrible conditions. People who have seen this are unable to
deny the reality that animals are sentient beings, beings with feelings.

Additional Rules
Food and Drink
In addition to a strict vegetarian diet, one doesn’t eat one’s own leftover
food, nor should one eat the offering food for the shrine. In Tibet, there
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was a type of food that enhanced people’s ability to travel long distances,
climb mountains, and so forth; these specially prepared foods are also
not allowed. Peas and the legume family, as well as the salt family, are
included in the list of restricted foods; however, these seem less important
and less clearly defined.
Although scripture mentions that on the nonfasting day we can drink
from morning to evening, Jamgon Kongtrul the Great writes that in Tibet,
where tea is customarily drunk, tea drinking is fine, but the tea should be
less strong than usual. Similarly, in our time, drinking fruit juice is most
probably okay, but like the tea, it should be diluted. In addition, to be completely correct, all the beverages should be blessed with blessing water
before being taken.
The correct way of eating the one meal is to begin with a proper offering
prayer (page 270). Traditionally Buddhists chant a sutra called Remembering the Three Jewels. If you do not know how to do this, then at minimum
one should bless the food with the mantra OM AH HUNG and then accept
the food while imagining that you are offering it to Lord Chenrezig. We
end the meal by blessing and giving away the leftover food to those less
fortunate spirit beings who can only receive blessed and dedicated food
offerings.
The meal is referred to as a “single sitting,” which means one does not
get up until the meal is finished. The timing of the meal is also prescribed
as noontime. Traditionally, people serve the practitioners so there is no
need to get up and sit down again. If possible, we should have this kind
of arrangement; however, since this is often difficult to manage, I give my
students permission to self-serve even if it means getting up and returning
to the table. However, the meal must be taken within the prescribed time
frame, which in this case is approximately 12:00-1:00 pm.
Proper eating utensils are also mentioned in the text. Cups and plates
should not be made out of precious metals, copper, or brass, nor should
they be skull cups or leaves (which were commonly used in India). Bare
hands should also not be used.
One should not eat with one’s mouth wide open or too much closed, or
with noise, and one should not eat while talking or laughing. One should
only eat mindfully and with restraint. One should not overeat, nor should
one undereat with pretense, meaning putting on the appearance of being
able to get along with less food when in fact you are still hungry. In other
words, during Nyungne you should eat enough and no more. Of course,
these are all among the things that are done during the nonfasting day.
On the fasting day, obviously you do not eat, nor do you drink even a
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drop of water. There is a tradition of not even swallowing your own saliva;
however, in our tradition, Jamgon Kongtrul the Great mentions that either
swallowing or not swallowing saliva is fine. People sometimes ask me
about brushing their teeth. I think it is okay to brush your teeth because the
tradition is, when rules are broken you are supposed to rinse your mouth
and purify with purification water along with a confession prayer.53 Therefore, as long as you don’t swallow any water, I think it is okay to brush
your teeth as well.

Bending the Rules
The rules are mainly physical and it’s not difficult to identify when one is
breaking them, such as eating or drinking at times when it’s not allowed,
talking on a silent day, farting or belching, and falling asleep during practice. Reciting the wrong mantra during practice is also breaking the rules,
and one is not supposed to get up even to go to the bathroom. If one does
leave the shrine room, one must bow down three times at the door, recite
the purification mantra, and cleanse one’s mouth with purification water
upon returning. This same purification process is necessary for all the
other wrongdoings as well.
Perhaps more common is bending the rules. For example, while writing
many notes to one another on the silent day is not verbally talking, I think
it is bending the rules. The same is true for loud laughter, or grunting at
each other as a way of communicating. Some people ask to take medicine.
If the medicine is truly necessary, then it can be permitted. But in some
cases there is no important health need, for example when someone wants
to continue to take vitamins just because they normally take them. This
would be bending the rules, because it is not really a life-threatening situation; therefore, it is not permitted.
Another way to bend the rules is to read completely samsaric material
like a magazine, whereas reading a dharma book would be okay. Watching TV or listening to the radio is bending the rules. Surfing the internet,
sending unnecessary e-mail messages, or making unnecessary phone calls
is also bending the rules.
On the other hand, if you simply could not participate in the practice
without a means of communication through e-mail or telephones calls,
in that case it would still be beneficial to join the practice with the option
53 If it’s not possible to recite the entire confession prayer, then reciting the One-HundredSyllable Mantra and rinsing your mouth will do.
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of sending and receiving messages. The important point here is that you
must present your situation and receive permission from a teacher for this
to be acceptable. In general, the teacher has to make an assessment based
on an individual person’s needs. Given the situation, what would be the
best thing to do? Priority will always be placed on what will make it possible for someone to participate in and benefit from the precious practice.

Samaya Commitments of Nyungne
The samaya commitment (Tib. dam sig) consists of the vows made to a
teacher and teaching in the vajrayana path. It is the source of all siddhis
in the secret mantrayana, or tantric path. Nyungne is part of kriya tantra,
and it has been said that in order to receive the ultimate siddhi, the root of
the teaching lies in the samaya commitment. Since samaya is the primary
factor in spiritual achievement, you must try to keep it to the best of your
ability.
The general samaya commitments are:
•
•
•

Taking refuge in the Three Jewels
Engendering bodhichitta
Not discriminating between the deities of the higher tantra and lower
tantra, and the male and female deities; rather, with complete sincerity, respecting and honoring them all with delight in your heart.

These three are general commitments and in addition to those there are
thirteen specific commitments. They are:
1. Being devoted to the practice deity.
2. Respecting with body, speech, and mind those who have taken
tantric vows and entered into the tantric path.
3. Respecting all sangha members, all those who are on the path of
buddhadharma, and not finding fault with even the smallest
shortcoming.
4. Respecting the guru and absolutely not finding fault with anything
they do or say.
5. Not developing any wrong views, even if you practice a lot but don’t
experience signs of accomplishment through the deity.
6. On auspicious days,54 making a great deal of offerings to the deity
and the Three Jewels.

54 The auspicious days are the full moon, new moon, and half moon days, and Saka Dawa.
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7. Not worshipping samsaric gods and ordinary spirits.
8. Not refusing food or lodging to someone who comes to you in
need.
9. Abandoning even momentary harmful thoughts and actions, and
developing beneficial thoughts and actions toward all beings, from
humans all the way to tiny insects.
10. Engaging in skillful means to increase the merit by diligently reciting the mantras and keeping the vows.
11. Reciting the mantras properly with correct actions as they have been
taught.
12. Not giving up other samaya vows of the secret mantrayana.
13. Keeping the deity and mantra secret from those who did not receive
the empowerment and from those who broke the samaya.
If one breaks any of these samaya commitments, the way to purify the
broken vow is by confession prayer; and that can be done by reciting the
“Thirty-five Buddhas Confession Prayer,” the “General Confession,” or
the One-Hundred-Syllable Mantra. The moment you break the vow and,
through mindful awareness, you regret your action, if you don’t know the
confession prayers, most probably you do know how to recite the OneHundred-Syllable Mantra and just do that. One very important point to
remember is to not let a day go by without purifying your violation.
Furthermore, there is a specific samaya commitment related to Lord
Chenrezig. The commitment is: Even if one is not at fault and others, for
no reason, do any of the following four things:
•
•
•
•

Provoke you,
Scold you,
Physically abuse you,
Proclaim your hidden faults,

even then one still practices patience and does not retaliate. One who practices in this way is considered a true practitioner with the four qualities.
In other words, no matter what others do to you, such as abuse you
physically, steal your belongings, speak harsh and ill words, or mentally
harbor ill and harmful thoughts towards you, you, as a practitioner, think
that these are none other than the blessings of the body, speech, and mind
of Lord Chenrezig. These are blessings, because this is how you can overcome defilements and negativities. The bottom line is, no matter what happens, in happiness or in suffering, a practitioner will have nothing but
complete faith in Chenrezig.
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Further, one will try to develop sacred and pure outlook by thinking
that one's dwelling place is the land of Great Bliss, or the Potala Pure Land,
and that everyone in it is a manifestation of Chenrezig; that sounds are
the supreme Six-Syllable Mantra, and that all thoughts are the vastness of
great jnana, the wisdom awareness of the union of compassion and emptiness. One should further develop one's outlook towards others so that
you only want to treat them with none other than compassion and kindness in return for all the wrongs that they do to you. Otherwise, it has been
said that you will be disappointing Lord Chenrezig. Until you can do these
things, your ability to receive true blessing remains a little difficult.
Occasionally, one must try to practice taking and sending and, as a daily
prayer, one must recite the long dharani 108 times, or twenty-one times, or
a minimum of fifteen times a day. If one recites the supreme Six-Syllable
Mantra every day instead of the long dharani, that will be all right too.
If one keeps all of these samaya commitments, the power and benefit of
the teaching will infallibly be there. Accordingly, if one does not violate the
samaya commitments and engages in this precious practice of Nyungne,
one becomes a member of the Vidyadhara Family and has the opportunity
to become enlightened in one, three, or a maximum of sixteen lifetimes.
Considering the entire situation of samsara, one cannot ask for anything
more than what this practice and teaching provide.

Section Five

Benefits of Vegetarian
Diet and Fasting

14

Since fasting and vegetarianism are a big part of the practice of
Nyungne, I think it is important to mention the benefits of fasting as well
as the importance of vegetarianism from a Buddhist point of view. There
are many benefits to taking the vow of fasting as part of the eight mahayana precepts. The main benefits are that, even if you remain in the samsaric world, in your future lives you will never experience famine, you will
never experience wartime, and you will never experience plague: plague,
famine, and war. Experiencing war means that you are born in a place
where there is war and you are killed by weapons. Experiencing plague
means being born in a place where you contract a disease like bubonic
plague and die. Experiencing famine means you are born in a place where
there are droughts and crops die, and as a result you die of starvation.
Fasting for twenty-four hours may sound a little extreme if you have
never done it. This practice is not difficult and fasting has long been recognized as a way to cleanse and heal the body. Now there is growing evidence that fasting every other day contributes to longevity and resistance
to serious disease. Recent studies support the health benefits of intermittent fasting in terms of better insulin sensitivity, resistance to a neurotoxin
that stimulates Alzheimer’s disease, better adaptability to stress, lower
heart rates and blood pressure, slowed aging and increased longevity in
lab animals and humans. Fasting may make cells less prone to becoming
cancerous as well. These benefits are present even when the overall calorie
consumption remains the same.
When actually practicing fasting, for those of us who practice regularly,
the discomforts of hunger and thirst are quite minor; however it definitely
gives us an opportunity to reflect on the sufferings of the lower realms in
general and particularly the suffering of the hungry ghost realm. It gives
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us the opportunity to generate true love and compassion, which is the
most important spiritual quality that one can develop. Without a real experience of personal discomfort, it is hard to relate to the suffering of other
sentient beings. And if one cannot relate to others’ suffering, it is very difficult to generate a genuine compassion. Without a true compassion, becoming a pure enlightened being is out of the question.

Vegetarian Diet
While vegetarian diet is an integral part of the Nyungne practice, we generally assume that, as Buddhists, we don’t necessarily have to adopt a vegetarian lifestyle. Here I think it is very important to know exactly what
Lord Buddha said on the subject.
During the time of Lord Buddha, all his fellow monks and nuns had
renounced everything and they lived a simple and pure life of begging for
food. Whatever offering they received, they accepted. In the vinaya teaching of the hinayana tradition one can find Lord Buddha giving permission
for his fellow monks to eat meat if it is offered, but only if the offering is
free from three conditions. The three conditions are: 1) you saw the animal
being purposely killed for you; 2) you didn’t see it, but you heard about it;
and 3) you have a doubt about it, and you think it might have been killed
for you. If you know for sure that the meat offering is free from these three
conditions, Buddha gave permission to eat it.
The teaching on “free from three conditions” has to do with the degree
of karma associated with the eating of meat. Speaking of karma, Lord Buddha’s teaching on the various degrees of karma from the butcher to the
wholesaler to the retailer and finally to you, as the customer, can all be
found in the sutras.
There is a statement by Lord Buddha which says, “Those who eat meat
are not my followers.” These are seemingly contradictory statements, but
in fact Buddhist teachers understand that the former is intended for disciples in the initial stages and the latter is for fully mature followers. So
here one has to conclude that the latter is the ultimate statement of the
Buddha, while the former is a relative statement. There are other instances
when Lord Buddha was trying to correct those who advocated that vegetarianism is the only correct spiritual way of life. In order to balance this
extreme view, Lord Buddha said, “That’s not the only way, there are other
ways.” Unfortunately some people took liberty to eat meat based on such
statements.
As I understand it, in the mahayana tradition, which is based purely
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on the teaching of bodhichitta, you cannot find one single reference to
Lord Buddha giving any permission to eat meat. Not only that but he
taught a great deal about mother sentient beings and how one should not
eat meat. He elaborated on that a lot: it was like eating your own children’s flesh, and so on. There is definitely no permission for meat eating,
since the teaching is primarily on true loving-kindness and compassion.
As Chinese Buddhists are all followers of the mahayana tradition, they
have correctly adopted the vegetarian diet, although my understanding
is that it came about through the decree of a Chinese Buddhist emperor.
He ordered by decree that they not eat meat, and ever since that time this
wonderful tradition has been followed. I am so glad the emperor gave
such a tall order.
Tibetan Buddhists are predominantly tantric Buddhists, and they are
generally nonvegetarian. If you ask Tibetan Buddhist scholars about meat
eating, they will usually quote from the vinaya teaching of Lord Buddha
giving permission with the three conditions. Then there are those who,
without proper understanding, think that tantric Buddhism is very profound and the highest level of teaching, and since they are the followers
of this tradition, everything and anything is okay, including meat eating.
This is a complete misunderstanding of the true doctrine. In reality, the
greater the understanding of everything there is, the greater the lovingkindness, compassion, and perfect action there should be, and not the
other way around. Some will sarcastically quote a popular saying, “He
who is truly compassionate should eat meat,” meaning that if one is truly
compassionate, one will not eat the meat irresponsibly, rather with complete compassion and prayer for the animal, and therefore the animal
benefits from it. In my opinion such conditions only apply to a completely
enlightened being like my own Lord Guru, Dorje Chang Kalu Rinpoche,
and to others like him. Other than that, I think it is an excuse for justifying wrong action.
Having said that, let me explain a little about why everyone eats meat
in the country of Tibet, including spiritual beings. I think there are several reasons for this. First of all, Tibet was known as the land of darkness,
and people there were almost like the yakshas, flesh-eating beings. I guess
even buddhadharma coming to the land of darkness could not stop people from eating meat, which was a habit of the locals for many thousands
of years. The other thing is that, being at such a high altitude, vegetables
didn’t grow in Tibet and people didn’t know how to plant them. And then,
also, the tantric path being the path of transformation, people took liberty
because of that as well. It was all right for truly great practitioners because
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they really could transform, but for ordinary beings I’m afraid the karma
of eating meat is hard to escape.
Although such is the case in Tibetan life, Tibetan people do have some
noble habits as well. Most Tibetans would not eat all kinds of little seafood
and small animals. They would feel more comfortable sharing one animal that will feed many people than killing many animals to feed a few.
I hope I don’t sound like I am justifying Tibetans’ meat eating. Actually,
my point is that if you can be vegetarian, of course that’s the best thing to
do. But if you cannot, as a Buddhist you must at least try to be responsible. This means eating as little meat as possible and as few sentient beings
as possible.
When I was a kid I used to help my enlightened guru collect the bones
that were left after a meal. Usually what he did was bless them, and then
he crushed them and mixed them with clay and made tsa tsas, miniature
clay stupas. From his own point of view, he dwelt in a perfect state of mind
that was not affected by any karma, but his actions of collecting bones and
saying prayers were to further make sure that the animals that came into
contact with him were completely liberated.
In general, Buddhist tantra has four levels and in the first three levels you cannot find any reference to the inclusion of meat. Not only that,
meat eating is absolutely forbidden. Perhaps in the highest yoga tantra
one will see a reference such as, when engaging in a postmeditative action,
one is to neither accept nor reject anything and everything. One simply
dwells in the state of mind which is free from attachment and aversion.
The only reference point of engaging in meat eating is perhaps during the
feast offering ceremony. The feast offerings are a substance representing
skillful means and a nectar representing wisdom; meat is supposed to be
supreme among substances and the supreme nectar is alcohol. This meat,
the supreme substance of skillful means, should be from an animal that
died of natural causes. Through ceremonial practices these substances are
transformed into a supreme substance that the individual, devoted practitioner in the tradition is to enjoy without hesitation. In other words, if
there is such a thing called “okay to eat meat,” it has to be in the context of
an individual spiritual practitioner’s ability to transform and benefit other
sentient beings.
Additionally, there are Tibetan lamas who are vegetarian but who will
eat the meat of animals that died of natural causes. In a modern society
you cannot find such meat, but in Tibet, since a major part of the society is
nomadic, there are always animals who have died of natural causes.
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Spiritual Benefits
While a vegetarian diet may produce many good results, such as reduced
risk of disease and increased longevity, these benefits are only from the
point of view of this life. More important are the benefits that affect us
in the long term, our endless future lives, and these benefits only come
from right action. Avoiding meat eating, which is the result of the killing
of animals, and following a vegetarian diet are definitely steps in the right
direction as far as ultimate goodness is concerned, which leads to higher
birth. In the Buddhist tradition achieving a higher birth means a human
birth and birth in the god realms, and so on. Of course if the vegetarianism is practiced for an enlightened reason, then the ultimate result will be
enlightenment, freedom from the cycle of rebirth.
The main issue here is what will bring the ultimate benefit? The answer is
the practice of Nyungne associated with vegetarian diet and fasting. From
this point of view, even if all the research showing the benefits of a vegetarian diet were actually false, it would still be morally and ethically correct to
be vegetarian because of the future-life benefits and the ultimate enlightened benefits that follow. In this case it is worth sacrificing a little protein
in the body, for example, for the profound benefits that follow. As Buddhists we view wrong action as a complete disregard for one’s own future
well-being. It’s like throwing away your whole life savings in one night on
a good party. Doing whatever pleases you in this life, with no regard for
your real well-being, is actually disregarding your greater future.
There is a general belief that you won’t get enough protein in your diet
if you don’t eat meat. As I understand it, in the late 1800s doctors conducted research that indicated meat eating was essential to good health.
Now, some one hundred years later, scientists and doctors are proving
that, in fact, a meatless diet is better for health. There are hundreds of articles based on extensive scientific research demonstrating that the vegetarian diet is not only good, but in fact superior in terms of health benefits
and disease prevention. A vegetarian diet is shown to lower the fat/lipids,
lower cholesterol levels, slow tumor growth, lower the incidence of cancer,
and have many other benefits. In general, a vegetarian diet has fewer calories, increases longevity, is less expensive, and is ecologically sounder and
better for the planet and populations of the world at large.55
55 The American Dietetic Association and the Dietitians of Canada recently published
a comprehensive position paper endorsing a vegetarian diet for people of all ages that
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My understanding of the scientific explanation of longevity is that it has
to do with consuming fewer calories. People who eat more calories tend to
age faster and also tend to have higher cholesterol, increased heart disease,
and other illnesses. People who eat fewer calories age more slowly and are
healthier, so they live longer. According to true dharma and the laws of
karma, longevity is primarily a result of your past-life deeds. If you have
respected and cherished life in your past lives, then you will enjoy longevity in this one. Even if you didn’t have the virtuous deed of cherishing life
in your past lives but you do in this one, and instead of taking life you save
lives, and if your virtuous deeds in this life are more powerful than those
of your past life, then you will have longevity due to these correct actions.
A scientific explanation would be that those who eat a vegetarian diet and
consume fewer calories will therefore have a longer life, less disease, and
so forth. From the point of view of dharma, what is really going on here is
correct karmic action. When you are engaging in actions that are all karmically correct, it clicks!
I wish to clarify one point: obviously it will not be correct karmic action
if you are a vegetarian for all the wrong reasons. For example, some people
look down on animals and reject meat with the unkind attitude that it is
dirty and not fit to eat. I have also heard that some extreme vegetarians eat
only organic food, and they will not eat anything grown with pesticides
and chemical fertilizers. Instead of chemicals, their pesticides and fertilizers are made of dead insects and fish and other animal parts, and that is
what they use on their food and consider natural and call “organic.” That
is completely wrong and not correct action at all. I’ve heard that some of
these people actually kill the insects themselves to make their own pesticides. As a spiritual teacher I’m saddened to hear stories like that, because
it’s as though these people were almost in the right place and then took a
180 degree turn. I would like to think that cases like this are rare.
Even with all the scientific evidence, you may still not be convinced.
You may be skeptical and still think a vegetarian diet might not be good

contains 256 references to support their position that such diets are healthy, complete, and
beneficial in the prevention and treatment of certain diseases. The paper includes acknowledgment of the “growing appreciation” of the benefits of plant-based diets with minimal if
any meat, as evidenced by recommendations by the American Institute for Cancer Research,
the World Cancer Research Fund, the American Cancer Society, the American Heart Association, the Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada, and the Unified Dietary Guidelines
developed by the American Cancer Society, the American Heart Association, the National
Institutes of Health, and the American Academy of Pediatrics. Such statements from traditional medical organizations were unheard of even twenty years ago.
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for you. I thought about some of the things you might worry about, such
as low energy, too few calories, or weight loss; you might find it inconvenient to be living among all the meat-eaters, people might ridicule you,
you might develop an attitude problem (self-righteousness).56 Aside from
these problems, I don’t see that eliminating animal food from your diet
would actually jeopardize your longevity, your health, your relationships,
or your prosperity. Of course even if you were to suffer them, these are
minor concerns when the real issue is the long-term benefit of right action.
From the point of view of right and wrong, there can be no question that
eating a vegetarian diet is the right thing to do.

56 If you do develop any minor health problems, it’s not because you’re vegetarian; it may
be because you are not following a healthy diet or you may have a condition completely
unrelated to your diet.

The Suffering
of Sentient Beings

15

Animals Are Sentient Beings
Lots of people in the world have no clue that animals really are sentient beings. Instead, many believe that animals are here for us to eat and
that they were created by God for that purpose. I remember a story about
Catholic missionaries in South America who were experiencing a shortage of food in an area where a particular animal called a capybara lived in
the swamp. The capybara is a giant rodent that spends most of its time in
the water. The missionaries asked the Vatican to declare that these animals
were fish so that they would have permission to eat them. At first I thought
that was strange because I knew the missionaries were not vegetarian, and
I wondered why they needed to ask that this animal be declared a fish.
Later on I found out that Catholics eat only fish during Lent,57 and the permission must have been for that reason. I understood that they did get
written permission from the Vatican; those rodents were declared to be fish
and it was okay to eat them as fish.
Another story I remember, again from watching television, concerns an
evangelist who was preaching to thousands of people. All of a sudden he
said something about India being very poor, where many people were
starving, yet they would not eat the cows because the cows were considered holy. He specifically said, “It’s stupid for them not to eat them. If
they would eat them, people wouldn’t have to be so hungry.” The Indian
belief in the cow being holy may not be ultimately accurate, philosophically speaking; however, morally and ethically they are on the right track,
whereas advocating the killing of these cows and the eating of the meat
57 In the Catholic tradition, Lent is a period of forty days from Ash Wednesday to Holy Saturday during which time certain restrictions apply for the purpose of purification.
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definitely is not. To eat meat is one thing, but to think that it is absolutely
the correct thing to do is completely another thing. That is actually putting
one wrong action on top of another. I don’t mean to attack and disrespect
particular beliefs; however, since some of these ideas are so strongly held
by so many people, perhaps mentioning them and showing another perspective will shed some light as far as reality is concerned.
Many years ago I went to the University of Southern California to learn
something about the philosophical background of most Americans and
Europeans. Since I am a Buddhist teacher here in the United States, I wanted
to better understand the background of many of my students. One of the
classes I went to was comparative religion, and it was taught by an excellent professor in the Philosophy Department. In my opinion, he exhibited
all the good, decent American qualities, and I later found out that he was
a lay Christian minister as well. On one occasion I talked to him privately
about religion and philosophy, and during our conversation I asked what
he thought about animals. I asked this question because I was interested in
knowing his views as a Christian minister. To my surprise he looked at me,
tapped me on the shoulder, and said, “Wangchen, I don’t think animals are
spirit beings.” These were his exact words. I was shocked. That’s when I
realized that the power of dogma was enormous. Prior to this I believed
that Christians who thought that animals were here for us to eat had to be
those who lacked education; I really thought that intelligent and educated
Christians could not believe that God put animals here for that reason. But
you have people like this professor, a reasonably intelligent and highly
educated man, who demonstrated very good common sense during his
lectures, still ready to deny that animals are sentient beings.
It would be one thing if this were merely an incorrect belief; as long as it
is harmless, it doesn’t matter. It is entirely another thing to believe in something that is incorrect and also harmful. As much as I like the professor, I
am afraid in this case his belief is not only wrong but is harmful as well.
Then there was another professor who told me that those who say animals don’t have feelings obviously haven’t looked into the eyes of a cat.
What she was trying to say is that she had a cat and when she looked into
the cat’s eyes, she could see there was a mind inside that body. But the
interesting thing is that she was ready to deny sentient-beinghood to fleas.
She made comments like, “I don’t think fleas are sentient beings.” I think
the point here is that most human opinions are based on this kind of limited judgment. Another example is the person who said to me, “It’s absolutely okay to kill bulls in the bullring, because prior to that they have a
very good life and receive good care.” This is an example of how people
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jump to conclusions and, without thinking about the moral and ethical
implications, are ready to make decisive statements. It is possible that this
person was comparing the treatment of bulls to the treatment of other animals prior to being killed, however making such a conclusive statement
is wrong.
Another important point to mention with respect to animals being sentient beings is that whenever there is a documentary story about animals,
the narrator always describes their behavior in terms of human feelings
and perceptions. Naturally this is because they can relate to the animals’
behavior with their own feelings, and it is very obvious that the animals
have all the same emotions that they have. The only thing that is different
is the form. We’re bipedal and most animals are quadrupedal. Humans
who own pets can readily tell you that animals have feelings and that
without a doubt they experience pain and suffering.
There are many people who think that the actions of animals are all
based on instinct, not emotion. One story I heard about animals with
human emotions is the story of a tiger in a Singapore zoo who lost her
cubs after a complicated birth. The tiger became very sick and lethargic.
The zookeeper seemed to be an intelligent person. He did research trying
to find cubs in another zoo who had no mother. He was unable to find any,
and he came up with the solution of dressing little piglets in tiger cloth and
the mother tiger adopted them as her own. She also became better. This
story definitely shows that animals have similar emotions of loss and grief.
If you watch the animal programs on television, you can see the whole
range of emotions such as greed, hate, jealousy, and so on as well.
As much as some would like to think that animals are merely food
for us humans to eat, one obvious way of understanding that they are
not just food but sentient beings is through an interesting tradition that
takes place here in the United States. Every year just before Thanksgiving
there is the tradition of the president pardoning a turkey. If the traditional
Thanksgiving meal were simply sweet potatoes and corn, obviously there
would be no such thing as the president pardoning a sweet potato or
corn. I remember the year that President George W. Bush pardoned two
turkeys rather than just one on Thanksgiving. As I understand it, every
year some seventy or eighty million turkeys are slaughtered for that one
day. As conscientious human beings we really have to think about these
things.
Another story was told to me by one of my students, a wonderful person and a Gnostic priest. Once we were discussing something about animals and how the hyena is a very strange-looking and ferocious beast. My
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student said he read somewhere that a spiritual mentor of Prince Charles,
a highly educated man whose name I don’t recall, was in Africa and he
described the appearance of a hyena as one who looked like a being condemned by God. I thought, That says it all as far as an animal being sentient is concerned.
There is a Tibetan story as well that concerns a butcher who killed many
sheep. One day one of his sheep buried his butcher knife and lay on top
of it. When the butcher came back to kill more sheep, he could not find his
knife. He looked all around and finally he kicked the sheep who was lying
on the ground and he found the knife. Then he realized how much they
understood and suffered, and after that he couldn’t kill any more.

Karmic Habits
Other fascinating stories describe humans and animals behaving exactly
the same with regard to their past-life karmic habits. A woman who
adopted a boy from North Africa was on the Oprah Winfrey show a few
years ago. I think the country was Algeria. A war or famine was going on
there, and this boy was in some kind of refugee camp. He was thirteen or
fourteen years old and spoke little English. He was interviewed by a journalist and through the journalist’s story the adopting mother saw him. She
took one look at him and she knew that this was her son and she was determined to go and get him and bring him back. Despite many obstacles, she
did. By the time that Oprah told this woman’s story the boy had grown up
and was graduating from college. When Oprah showed the original piece
that was filmed when the boy was young, the mother, who was in the audience, was stunned and cried, “Oh, my son, my son,” because he appeared
in a very poor condition. Then the son came out in his graduation robe and
the mother, in tears, gave him a big hug.
If you look into this whole story from the point of view of karma, it had
to have come about from some kind of past-life karmic bond, an unusually powerful one. Even though the lives had changed, and they were born
on two different continents, the emotions and feelings were strongly there.
The moment one sees the other, they feel related. I don’t think there is any
other possible explanation.
A similar story is that of a lioness adopting a baby antelope. This didn’t
take place in a zoo. This was a wild lion filmed by a documentary filmmaker in Africa. Initially the story was on the news all over the world. The
lioness and the antelope were together for many days, and they behaved
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just like a mother and her baby. Both of them had had no food to eat and
somehow they stayed together. With each passing day, you weren’t sure if
the mother lioness was going to eat the little one or not. But it became obvious that no matter how hungry she was, she was not going to eat the baby
antelope; this was her child. Then one day, unfortunately, a big male lion
came in and killed and ate the baby antelope. The mother lioness looked
on helplessly, and afterward she went over to where the killing had taken
place. The narrator said she sniffed the blood and the remains as if her own
child had been killed.
The human story and the animal story, in my opinion, are identical as
far as the emotions and the unique and powerful karma are concerned,
even when physical forms have been completely changed in their subsequent lives. This is particularly true with the animals, because ordinarily
the lioness would kill the baby antelope.
According to Lord Buddha, all sentient beings are our own mothers and
fathers. If you are a Buddhist and you believe in karma and the theory of
reincarnation, you must believe in mother sentient beings. This understanding is essential for the development of compassion and devotion
to others, and the development of such genuine qualities is the only way
one can grow spiritually and achieve enlightenment and understand the
truth. One very great Tibetan teacher wrote to encourage every Tibetan
to be vegetarian, and he asked them not to cause animals pain and suffering. He said that those animals which are born in the land of Tibet are
all our ancestors, they’re karmically drawn to us; they couldn’t get out of
samsara and were born here in Tibet with us. He begged everybody not
to treat them badly and then kill them. I believe him when he says they
are our ancestors. Maybe all the animals are not the direct ancestors of
Tibetans, with their limited history, but the majority of them are karmically tied to that part of the world. And they are certainly all our mothers and fathers. For some of them it’s just a matter of how long ago. This
is true because we have been living forever, from time without beginning.
Therefore we have been living for more than long enough to have circled
through all these numerous lives. Our problem is that we humans are so
limited in our understanding that we are unable to look beyond this present life to the past or future. Lord Buddha said that sentient beings have
been our mother and father not just once or twice, but countless numbers
of times.
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Animal Cruelty
There is an abundance of literature documenting animal cruelty for the
purpose of human consumption. I wish I could include many of the things
that I’ve been reading about animal cruelty in slaughter houses. They are
too painful to read and therefore, at this point, I will only include the following example regarding the treatment of chickens. However, if you
wish, one source for information is the Vegetarian Society, the oldest vegetarian organization in England, accessible at http://www.vegsoc.org. Of
course, among all forms of cruelty, the worst is animal sacrifice, which still
goes on in some areas of the world.

Battery Cages
Approximately three hundred million chickens kept for egg
production in the U.S. are confined in “battery cages,” where
four hens are typically crowded into a wire cage measuring just
sixteen inches wide. The cages are stacked in tiers and lined up in
rows in huge factory warehouses. The hens are crowded so tightly
that they cannot even stretch their wings or legs, and they cannot
fulfill normal behavioral patterns or social needs. Constantly
rubbing against the wire cages, they suffer from severe feather
loss, and their bodies are covered with bruises and abrasions.
Practically all laying hens are “debeaked” in order to reduce
injuries resulting from excessive pecking, an aberrant behavior
which occurs when the confined birds are bored and frustrated
and driven to aggression. Debeaking is a painful procedure
which involves cutting through bone, cartilage, and soft tissue to
remove part of the beak.
Laying more than 250 eggs per year, laying hens’ bodies
are severely taxed, and they commonly suffer from diseases
like “fatty liver syndrome” and “cage layer fatigue.” Calcium
deficiency and osteoporosis are rampant among hens in egg
factories—caused by intensive egg production and inadequate
exercise. The birds lose an exorbitant amount of calcium as one
industry journal (Lancaster Farming) explains: “. . . a hen will use a
quantity of calcium for yearly egg production that is greater than
her entire skeleton by thirtyfold or more.” Inadequate calcium
results in broken bones, paralysis, and even death.
After one year in egg production, the birds are classified as
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“spent hens,” at which time they are either “force molted” or
slaughtered. Force molting involves starving the hens for up
to eighteen days, keeping them in the dark, and denying them
water to shock their bodies into another egg laying cycle. This
process causes hens to lose more than 25% of their body weight,
and it is common for between 5% and 10% to die. When they are
sent to slaughter, spent hens usually end up in soups, pot pies, or
similar low grade chicken meat products where their bruised and
battered bodies can be shredded and the blemishes hidden from
consumers. Spent hens’ brittle, calcium-depleted bones typically
shatter during handling and/or at the slaughterhouse.58
There is no nice way to put it; the bottom line is that meat eating is obviously bad karma no matter how you look at it. It is wrong, it is being careless, it is abusing our power, it is selfish, and it is evil; it makes us like
monsters. Slavery in the past is a perfect example of how we humans are
capable of abusing power. In those days I’m sure those who were abusing
their power justified their behavior. Today nay-sayers of animals being
sentient are behaving in the same pattern as those in the past who justified
slavery, nothing more than that: no science, no intelligence, no logical reasoning, no common sense. The bottom line is that there is nothing to support this kind of behavior.
A very important point to keep in mind is that most of us humans draw
conclusions with respect to everything, including the status of animals,
based on what we like to believe. For instance, people will say, “Well I
believe in this, and I don’t believe in that,” regardless of whether something is objectively true or not. Academically speaking, if you are not being
objective, it is not considered valid reasoning.
For those who are still not convinced that animals are sentient beings
like us, perhaps looking honestly at monkeys and chimpanzees might provide a clue that, as far as fundamental nature is concerned, their existence
as beings is the same as ours. My understanding is that chimps have a
great deal in common with us such as their DNA, which is over 90% identical to humans. As I recall, from the time the fetus of a chimpanzee first
develops until seven months or so you cannot distinguish it from the fetus
of a human.
With all the overwhelming evidence of the suffering of animals, if someone still refuses to accept the reality then I would say, with all due respect,
58 www.freefarmanimals.org
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that there is something really wrong with that individual’s common sense.
It is a little bit insane to maintain a belief that is so far from reality.
As Buddhists, we have no problem accepting animals as sentient beings.
However, practicing completely correct karmic action is another thing
altogether. We must try not to be hypocritical, and we must try to practice
what we understand as much as we can; first and foremost, that means
giving up hurting and harming other sentient beings. Without that, there
is no basis for any spiritual growth. In addition, we must practice genuine loving-kindness and compassion for all sentient beings and demonstrate our spiritual sincerity by helping to alleviate the pain and suffering
of others as much as we can. This means becoming vegetarian, if possible,
and also saving the lives of other animals. Saving lives means buying fish
and birds and cattle and chickens and whatever animals would otherwise
be put to death for food and releasing them along with saying the mantra
oM MANI PEME HUNG, which will plant an enlightened seed as well as
give them an opportunity to live. By the way, saying the mantra to all sentient beings, including tiny little ants and other insects, whenever you can
is also very beneficial.
Giving life to others is not only a correct action, but such action will
result in receiving longevity. Ananda once saw a king in hell undergoing
enormous suffering. He asked Lord Buddha for the reason, and Buddha
said that it was mainly a karma of eating freshly killed meat all the time.
Then Ananda asked Dharmaraja, the Lord of Hell, what could be done to
get him out. Dharmaraja said, “There is nothing you can do here. In the
human realm, if you give life to others on his behalf, that will make it possible for him to come out of that hell.” Ananda did that and the king was
able to get out of hell. It has been said that if someone who had only three
days to live were to release thirteen animals who are otherwise going to be
slaughtered, it would prolong the life of that person for three years. Giving life to thirteen animals equals a virtuous deed that purifies the sinful
deeds of ten thousand eons. It has also been said that killing one of those
released animals would be equal to killing one hundred times.
According to the karmic laws of nature, giving is receiving, and giving life is receiving life. Who doesn’t want longevity? I’m sure everybody
would agree that life is more important than fame, fortune, more important than any material possession. Protecting life is obviously one of the
greatest virtuous actions, therefore people should make an effort to save
lives. In tantric doctrine, within the Five Buddha Family samaya, protecting life is part of the Ratna Family samaya. Nobody needs to doubt or
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question the correctness of engaging in the action of saving lives. I can give
you an example of how anyone and everyone can understand this. When
we were doing a fish release a few years ago at Fisherman’s Village in Los
Angeles, the assistant to the owner of the bait company, a young AfricanAmerican, was helping us release fish into the water. While doing so, he
was talking to himself and saying, “Why doesn’t everybody do it?” I distinctly remember that he was very serious. And I thought at the time that
he must have had the experience of other human beings not even respecting human life.
Protecting life is naturally engaging in respecting animal rights, human
rights, protecting the environment, and so on. If everyone were to respect
all lives and were to protect them, there would be no famine, no outbreak
of animal plague and bird flu; there would be peace, health, longevity,
prosperity, and happiness in the world. These days vegetarianism is gaining in popularity and I’m happy for that. I personally think it is a sign of
some kind of positive trend in the world for greater peace, happiness, and
spiritual understanding.
I wish that those who cannot give up eating meat and killing animals
would consider minimizing the pain and suffering of the animals by any
means possible. My own thought is to legislate the manner in which the
killing is allowed to take place. Perhaps the method of killing should be
putting them to sleep with tranquilizers or anesthetics.
There is a karma for eating meat and it is obviously an unfortunate one.
It varies depending on the amount of meat you eat, the number of sentient beings you eat, and how closely you are involved in the killing of
the animal. The larger the amount or the greater the number of beings or
the closer you are to the killing, the more severe the karmic consequences.
Since this is the situation, I encourage everyone to become vegetarian. If
you can’t become completely vegetarian, at least eat as little meat as possible and as few sentient beings as possible, and avoid eating all small creatures like shrimp and so forth. When eating, one must at the very least say
the prayer and mantra OM MANI PEME HUNG for the animals.
One thing to remember is that we human beings really do have a choice.
We can choose to eat anything except meat and still have plenty of choices,
whereas if we are born as animals, particularly meat-eating animals, then
we have no choices. The only choice we would have would be to kill in
order to survive. This is really something to think about. At this point we
are at a juncture where we can make conscious decisions that will affect
our futures.
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Lunar Feast
It has always been my wish to tell others about the pain and suffering
we inflict on animals for our own minute pleasure; however, I was reluctant to do it because I was not a pure vegetarian myself. Although I was
a vegetarian as a child, as an adult I was a vegetarian on and off. With
the death of my mother I decided to become a complete vegetarian in
the name of my kind and compassionate mother and all mother sentient
beings. It has given me tremendous joy and happiness to be able to make
such a commitment. Now that I am a pure vegetarian I feel privileged to
be able to write something about vegetarianism. I hope and wish from the
bottom of my heart that those who wish to follow a pure spiritual path
will embrace a vegetarian diet. It is my dream to promote vegetarianism
with the slogan of “Lunar Feast.” Lots of Buddhists eat vegetarian meals
on the full moon day and that’s where my idea comes from. I am hoping
at the very least that all Buddhists will eat vegetarian meals on the full
moon, half moon, and new moon days, if they can’t give up meat eating
altogether.
Those who think that it’s very difficult to give up the habit of eating meat
should remember what Shantideva said: “With practice, there is nothing
that does not grow easier.”

Conclusion
It is clear that the practice of kriya tantra pure action, the vegetarian diet
and fasting with enlightened motivation and intention, will bring endless
benefit to all of us. There are those who would like to think and say that
Nyungne is a lower tantra practice, and that they are only interested in the
highest teaching and practice. To them I say that you cannot make such
a statement without being one of those with the highest faculties. In fact,
those who really belong to this category would never make such a statement and would take a great deal of joy in seeing others do practices such
as Nyungne. Nyungne may not be a highest yoga tantra practice, but one
may not have the mental stability to practice a highest tantra either, in
which case there is no benefit. With Nyungne you take the vow, observe
the precepts, engage in the practice, and there is immediate benefit.
By the blessings of my enlightened guru, it is my wish and prayer that
many people will cherish this practice of Nyungne. It is also my hope and
dream that some day every Buddhist on planet Earth will, at a minimum,
observe the eight precepts on each full moon day and eat vegetarian meals
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on all full and new moon days. Then, during the auspicious fourth month
of the lunar calendar, which is the month of Buddha’s birth, enlightenment, and parinirvana, all combined, I hope and pray that all Buddhists
will observe the eight precepts and eat a vegetarian meal as well, at least
from the first to the fifteenth day, which is from the new moon to the full
moon day. May this precious spiritual practice bring happy omens to all
beings forever.

Questions and Answers

16

1. Question: How does shamatha practice fit in with Nyungne?
Rinpoche: The idea of shamatha meditation is concentration. Whether
you are doing Nyungne or any other practice doesn’t matter, as long
as you can focus one-pointedly on the practice or on the visualization
or on the recitation, whatever; if you can focus your mind without distraction, there you have shamatha meditation.
2. Question: Are you saying that tranquility would arise automatically
once we have established concentration?
Rinpoche: Yes, because one-pointed mind is free from neurotic distractions and it is tranquil.
3. Question: How does one then cultivate insight or awareness to learn
about the nature of one’s mind during this practice?
Rinpoche: During deity visualization, in addition to being able to visualize the deity clearly, knowing that the form is appearing yet empty in
its nature is insight meditation. The completion aspect of meditation,
which is dissolving everything into emptiness at the end of the practice, is insight meditation as well.
4. Question: How does one deal with the realm of extreme experiences
(feelings, impulses, ideas) that arise during the Nyungne retreat?
Rinpoche: One must try to practice according to this tradition, and
that is to transform all emotions into Chenrezig’s body, speech, and
mind. In general, one’s state of mind can only function one moment at
a time, meaning at the very moment you are experiencing an emotion,
at that moment you are unable to experience anything else. The key is
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to be mindful of your emotions and to remember to focus your mind
on the deity’s body, speech, and mind. The moment you can think of
that, all other emotions will subside. Basically that is how our mind
works. Then there are other forms of remedies, for example practicing
compassion if anger is the problem.
For a good meditator there is a much more direct way of dealing
with these thoughts and emotions, and that is to see where all those
thoughts and emotions come from by looking directly into the nature
of mind. By doing so, one will find that they have no real existence.
5. Question: Do we cultivate equanimity from learning how to work
with these experiences?
Rinpoche: Cultivating equanimity is not the first solution. According
to tantra, and Nyungne is a tantric practice, as I already said you have
to transform everything into the deity body. The moment you think of
the deity body, the emotions are automatically transformed into pure
body, speech, and mind. Even on a general level, what you have to cultivate is the remedy for whatever the discursive thought is. Equanimity is only the last resort; if you can’t transform, if you can’t generate
the remedy, then at least practice equanimity.
6. Question: What is the benefit of fasting during the Nyungne practice?
Rinpoche: A combination of the vow of fasting with deity visualization, prayer, mantra recitation, etc. has enormous benefit according to
Nyungne teaching. Unlike ordinary fasting, Nyungne fasting is done
with true enlightened motivation, and therefore the power of pure
spiritual intention and action creates correct causes and conditions,
which in turn will lead to correct results; that is, purification of negativity and accumulation of merit. The results will be temporary and
ultimate benefits. Temporarily the benefits will be freedom from sickness, longevity, and a range of other benefits; ultimately there would
be complete freedom from samsara and enlightenment.
7. Question: In most spiritual practices, silence is observed to enhance
one’s internal and external experiences. How would you describe its
function in the Nyungne practice?
Rinpoche: The silence is for the purpose of enhancing one’s internal and external experiences, and it is a way of minimizing unvirtuous deeds of speech as well as maximizing the power of speech. For
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example, when one is silent there is natural restraint from negativities
of speech. Most of us don’t even know how much negativity comes
out of our speech. Speech, which is the by-product of our unenlightened mind, generates only expressions of the three poisons. Ordinarily there is no pure speech unless you are reciting prayers and mantras.
In addition to that, when one is silent, prayers and mantra recitations have more power, because they are not interrupted by ordinary
speech.
8. Question: How does the guru interact with the disciple during practice, during silence; what is the nature of the interaction?
Rinpoche: Actually, I think the correct question should be, how does
the disciple interact with the guru? Anyway, during Nyungne practice or during any other practice, the guru kindly and compassionately
provides teaching and gives guidance and leads others, and the guru
sets an example. The disciple’s job is to be devoted, follow the instruction, and practice sincerely and diligently, whether being silent or not.
If the question is how to interact with the guru when you’re observing silence, if you have something important to ask, then you can do
it through writing.
9. Question: Claim: One has buddha nature, engages in practice in a
cave for many years, and can have transformation; in spite of the claim
that Nyungne practice is a lower tantra (action meditation), is transformation and ultimately enlightenment possible through the Nyungne
practice?
Rinpoche: Nyungne is one of the true spiritual practices and therefore, if one’s ambition is to become a buddha in this very lifetime, the
practice of Nyungne meditation will definitely deliver the result. The
perfect example is the history of the lineage holders of the Nyungne
practice.
10. Question: How does one cultivate love and compassion for others
through the Nyungne practice?
Rinpoche: Generally, the defining characteristics of spiritual development are devotion to the enlightened ones and compassion for those
who are unenlightened. Devotion and compassion are principally the
same thing. They are two sides of the same coin. Meditating on Lord
Chenrezig, who is the embodiment of loving-kindness and compassion, and reciting the mantra OM MANI PEME HUNG are the ways to
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cultivate love and compassion for others through Nyungne practice.
11. Question: Why do we say prayers and mantras out loud during the
silent day?
Rinpoche: Actually, according to the real tradition, practitioners
should be completely silent; meditation and recitation of prayers and
mantras all should be done mentally. However, since ordinary practitioners are incapable of doing this properly and end up wasting time,
it is better for them to recite prayers and mantras out loud. But, it has
been said that you should recite them with a soft voice on the silent
day.
12. Question: If a Nyungne practice presents difficulties physically and
mentally, what would be the correct attitude to have?
Rinpoche: Just think about those who are willing to work so hard in
this world for minute benefits. I know a guy who works many hours
and three different jobs just for monetary reward and not even a very
big reward at that. Then there are those who are willing to make huge
physical sacrifices for potential fame and fortune, like the Olympic
athletes. The correct attitude during our Nyungne practice should be
nothing but gratitude for the opportunity to do this precious practice which has so much benefit. Even just one set of Nyungne practice
closes the door forever to the lower realms. Eight sets of Nyungne is
the ticket to Dewachen, Amitabha Buddha’s pure land of Great Bliss.
13. Question: What if you cannot visualize the deity very well?
Rinpoche: Even if you have difficulty in visualizing the deity, you
must continually try your best and not give up. Despite your best
effort, if you are unable to visualize the complex body of ThousandArmed Chenrezig, you can visualize Four-Armed or Two-Armed
Chenrezig. If you still have difficulty, you can simply think that you
are Chenrezig and recite the mantra, concentrating on the sound. At
the very least, if you recite the prayers and mantras very sincerely and
observe the vows, you will still receive all the benefits of the practice.

Section Six
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!, ,,2-0:A-.2%-0R-=-36.-0-2&-$*A?-GA-|R-/?-2!R.-0-28$?-?R,,
Praises to the Buddha, The Twelve Deeds

!,

,,2?-3#?-,$?-eJ->G:A-<A$?-?-:O%?,

,$8/-IA?-3A-,2-2..-GA-.0%-:)R3?-0,

t’ab k’e t’uk je sha kyei rik su tr’ung

sh’en gyi mi t’ub due kyi pung jom pa

,$?J<-IA-z/-0R-v-2<-2eA.-0:A-{,

,>G:A-o=-0R:A-82?-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,$%-$A?-.%-0R-L%-(2-

ser gyi lhun po ta bur jie pei ku

sha kyei gyal poi sh’ab la ch’ag ts’al lo

gang gi dang po jang
ch’ub

,$?-2*J.-/?,

,2?R.-/3?-;JJ->J?-5S$?-$*A?-mR$?-36.-&A%-,

,.?-:.A<-36.-0-o-(J/-:PR-2-;A,

t’uk kye ne

soe nam ye she ts’ok nyi dzok dze ching

du dir dze pa gya ch’en dro wa yi

,3$R/-I<-HR.-=-2.$-$A?-2!R.-0<-2IA,

,z-i3?-.R/-36.-:.=-2:A-.?-3HJ/-/?,

,z-=?-22?-

gon gyur k’oe la dag gi toe par gyi

lha nam don dze dul wei du k’yen ne

lha le bab

/?-\%-(J/-v<-$>J$?->A%-,

,<A$?-=-$9A$?-/?-z-3R-+-:U=-IA,

,z3?-?-8$?-0<-36.-=-

ne lang ch’en tar shek shing

rik la zik ne lha mo gyu tr’ul gyi

lhum su sh’uk par dze la

K$-:5=-=R,

,^-2-2&-mR$?->G:A-Y?-0R-/A,

,2N->A?-=aA/A-5=-.-2v3?-0:A-5K,

,5%?-.%-

ch’ag ts’al lo

da wa chu dzok sha kyei se po ni

tra shi lum bi ni ts’al du tam
pei ts’e

ts’ang dang

o-LA/-IA?-2!R.-35/-3(R$-/A,

,L%-(2-<A$?-?-%J?-36.-K$-:5=-=R,

,$8R/-/-!R2?-w/-3A-;A-

gya jin gyi toe ts’en ch’og ni

jang ch’ub rik su nge dze ch’ag ts’al lo

sh'on nu tob den mi yi

?J;J-.J?,
seng ge de

,A;-3-$-K<-/A-+-l=-2!/,

ang ga ma ga dhar ni gyu tsal ten

,*J-2R-SJ$?-0-&/-i3?-5<-2&.-/?,

,:P/-^-3J.-

kye wo drek pa chen nam ch’ar chen ne

dren da me

0<-36.-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,:)A$-gJ/-(R?-.%-3,/-0<-L-2-.%-,

,#-/-3-,R-%%-KA<-24/-3R-;A,

par dze la ch’ag ts’al lo

jig ten ch’o dang t’un par ja wa dang

k’a na ma t’o pang ch’ir tsun mo yi

,:#R<-.%-w/-36.-,2?-=-3#?-0-;A?, ,o=-YA.-*R%-2<-36.-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,:#R<-2:A-L-2-

k’or dang den dze t’ab la k’e pa yi

k’or wei ja wa

gyal sie kyong war dze la ch’ag ts’al lo

~A%-0R-3J.-$9A$?-/?,

,HA3-/?-L%-!J-3#:-=-$>J$?-/?-G%-,

,3(R.-gJ/-i3-.$-S%-.-*A.-

nying po me jik ne

k’yim ne jung te k’a la shek ne kyang

ch’oe ten nam dag drung du nyie

=-*A.,

,<2-+-L%-2<-36.-=-K$-:5=-=R,

la nyie

rab tu jung war dze la ch’ag ts’al lo

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t

Praises to the Buddha, The Twelve Deeds
He who is skillful, compassionate, born in the lineage of the Shakyas,
Undefeatable by others, destroyer of maras,
And whose body is majestic like golden Mt. Sumeru:
King of the Shakyas, at his feet I prostrate.
He who first developed the mind of enlightenment,
Then perfected the dual accumulations of merit and wisdom,
And in this age performed vast enlightened deeds
And became the protector of beings: to him I offer praise.
Having fulfilled the needs of gods and having known the time
To tame (the human realm), he descended from the god realm,
Came in the form of an elephant, and seeing the lineage of Shakyas,
Entered the womb of Mayadevi: to him I prostrate.
At the completion of ten months, the son of the Shakyas
Was born in the auspicious garden of Lumbini.
At that time, Brahma and Indra praised him and his excellent signs,
Ascertained him to be in the lineage of enlightenment: to him I prostrate.
The powerful youth, the lion of men,
Exhibiting athletic skills at Anga and Magadhar,
Defeated the arrogant competitors
And became unchallengeable: to him I prostrate.
In accordance with the worldly customs and to avoid calumny,
He was accompanied by the retinue of queens.
With skillful means he served the kingdom:
To him I prostrate.
By seeing that mundane activities have no essence,
He left home and, traveling through the sky near Namdag Stupa,
He took the ordination of renunciation from himself:
To him I prostrate.
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,2lR/-0?-L%-(2-212-0<-.$R%?-/?-/A,

,/N-<Q-/:A-:P3-.-=R-S$-+,

,.!:-2-,.-

tson pe jang ch’ub drub par gong ne ni

ne ranya dza nei dram du lo drug tu

ka wa che

36.-2lR/-:P?-3,<-KA/-0?,

,2?3-$+/-3(R$-2fJ?-36.-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,,R$-3-3J.-/?-

dze tson dru t’ar ch’in pe

sam ten ch’og nye dze la ch’ag ts’al lo

t'og ma me ne

:2.-0-.R/-;R.-KA<,

,3-$-K-;A-L%-(2->A%-S%-.,

be pa don yoe ch’ir

,*A=-N%-3A-$;R-3%R/-0<-?%?-o?-/?,

ma ga dha yi jang ch’ub shing drung du

kyil trung mi yo ngon par sang gye ne

,L%-(2-mR$?-0<-36.-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,,$?-eJ?-:PR-=-M<-.-$9A$?-/?-/A,

,7-<-E-?A-=-?R$?-

jang ch’ub dzok par dze la ch’ag ts’al lo

t’uk je dro la nyur du zik ne ni

wa ra na si la sok

$/?-3(R$-+,

,(R?-GA-:#R<-=R-2{R<-/?-$.=-L-i3?,

,,J$-0-$?3-=-:$R.-36.-K$-:5=-=R,

ne ch’og tu

ch’o kyi k’or lo kor ne dul ja nam

t’eg pa sum la goe dze ch’ag ts’al lo

,$8/-IA-cR=-2-%/-0-5<-$&.-KA<,

,3-!J$?-!R/-0-S$-.%-z?-LA/-?R$?,

,:#R<-3R-:)A$-$A-

sh’en gyi gol wa ngen pa ts’ar che ch’ir

mu tek ton pa drug dang lhe jin sok

k’or mo jig gi

;=-.-2..-i3?-2+=,

,,2-0-$;=-=?-o=-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,YA.-0-$?3-/-.0J-3J.-;R/-+/-IA?,

yul du due nam tul

t’ub pa yul le gyal la ch’ag ts’al lo

sie pa sum na pe me yon ten gyi

,$*/-.-;R.-0<-(R-:U=-(J/-0R-2!/,

,z-3A-:PR-2-!/-IA?-<2-3(R.-0,

,2!/-0-o?-0<-36.-=-

nyen du yoe par ch’o tr’ul ch’en po ten

lha mi dro wa kun gyi rab ch’oe pa

ten pa gye par dze la

K$-:5=-=R,

,=J-=R-&/-i3?-M<-.-2{=-L:A-KA<,

,l-3(R$-PR%-$A-?-$8A-$4%-3-<,

ch’ag ts’al lo

le lo chen nam nyur du kul jei ch’ir

tsa ch’og drong gi sa sh’i tsang ma ru

,:(A-3J.-hR-eJ-v-2:A-{-$>J$?-/?,

,M-%/-:.:-2<-36.-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,;%-.$-*A.-.-:)A$?-

ch’i me dor je ta bui ku shek ne

nya ngen da war dze la ch’ag ts’al lo

yang dag nyie du jik

0-3J.-KA<-.%-,

,3-:R%-?J3?-&/-2?R.-/3?-,R2-L:A-KA<,

,.J-*A.-.-/A-<A%-YJ=-3%-3=-/?,

pa me ch’ir dang

ma ong sem chen soe nam t’ob jei ch’ir

de nyie du ni ring sel mang trul ne

,{-$.%-(-2o.-36.-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,$%-5K-b%-$*A?-$4S-2R-HR.-2v3?-5K,

,?-(J/-:.A-=-$R3-

ku dung ch'a gye dze la ch'ag ts'al lo

gang ts'e kang nyi tso wo k'yoe tam ts'e

sa ch'en di la gom

0-2./-2R<-/?,

,%-/A-:)A$-gJ/-:.A-/-3(R$-&J?-$?%?,

,.J-5K-3#?-0-HR.-=-K$-:5=-=R,

pa dun bor ne

nga ni jig ten di na ch’og che sung

de ts’e k’e pa k’yoe la ch’ag ts’al lo

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
Intending to attain enlightenment by efforts,
At the bank of Neranjana for six years he practiced asceticism.
By perfecting perseverance, he attained supreme absorption:
To him I prostrate.
In order to perfect his efforts since beginningless time,
At the foot of the bodhi tree in Magadha
With unmoving cross-legged posture, by attaining the fully enlightened state,
He perfected his enlightenment: to him I prostrate.
Swiftly watching the beings with compassion
In the supreme places such as Varanasi,
By turning the wheel of dharma
He led beings into the three yanas: to him I prostrate.
In order to defeat the others’ evil opposition he tamed the six heretical teachers,
Devadatta, and Mara in the country of Khormojig.
To the sage who conquered war I prostrate.
With virtues unequalled in the three worlds he exhibited miracles in Sarasvati,
And was worshipped by all the gods and human beings.
He caused the doctrine to develop: to him I prostrate.
In order to inspire lazy people to practice dharma,
In the clean land of Kushinagar,
His vajralike immortal body passed away and attained nirvana:
To him I prostrate.
Since perfection is indestructible,
And as the object for future beings to accumulate merit,
He manifested his remains with many ringsels
And left them as eight types of reliquaries: to him I prostrate.
When he, the chief of men, was born
He took seven steps on this great earth and proclaimed,
“I am supreme among beings in this world.”
To him, the great wise one of that time, I prostrate.
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,.%-0R-.$:-w/-z-;A-;=-/?-LR/,

,o=-0R:A-#2-+-;3-IA-z3?-?-8$?,

,=aA-/A-;A-5=-

dang po dag den lha yi yul ne jon

gyal poi k’ab tu yum gyi lhum su sh’uk

lum bi ni yi ts’al

.-,2-0-2v3?,

,2&R3-w/-z-;A-z-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,$8=-;?-#%-.-3-3-2o.-GA?-3(R.,

du t’ub pa tam

chom den lha yi lha la ch’ag ts’al lo

sh’al ye k’ang du ma ma gye kyi ch’oe

,>G:A-S%-.-$8R/-/-<R=-lJ.-36.,

,?J<-*:A-$/?-?-?-:5-S#2-+-28J?,

,YA.-$?3-

sha kyai drung du sh’on nu rol tse dze

ser kyei ne su sa ts’o k’ab tu sh’e

sie sum

35%?-3J.-{-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,PR%-HJ<-|R-28A<-*R-2:A-5=-2!/-/?,

,3(R.-gJ/-i3-.$-

ts’ung me ku la ch’ag ts’al lo

drong k’yer go sh’ir kyo wei ts’ul ten ne

ch’oe ten nam dag

S%-.-.2-0-2?A=,

,/N-<Q-/:A-:P3-.-.!:-,2-36.,

,1A2-$*A?-*R/-.%-V=-=-K$-

drung du u tra sil

ne ryan dza nei dram du dak t’ub dze

drib nyi kyon dang dral la ch’ag

:5=-=R,

,o=-0R:A-#2-+-\%-(J/-/R/-0-2+=,

,;%-?-0-&/-.-3J:?-4%-lA-:2=,

ts'al lo

gyal poi k'ab tu lang ch'en nyon pa tul

yang sa pa chen du tre-u drang tsi bul

,3-$-K-<-,2-0-3%R/-?%?-o?,

ma ga dha ru t’ub pa ngon sang gye

,3HJ/-0:A-;J->J?-:2<-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,7-<-E-?A<-(R?-

k’yen pei ye she bar la ch’ag ts’al lo

wa ra na sir ch’o

GA-:#R<-=R-2{R<,

,6K-+:A-5=-.-(R-:U=-(J/-0R-2!/,

,l-3(R$-PR%-.-.$R%?-0-M-

kyi k’or lo kor

dze tei ts’al du ch’o tr’ul ch’en po ten

tsa ch’og drong du gong pa nya

%/-:.?,

,,$?-/A-/3-3#:-:S-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,:.A-v<-2!/-0:A-2.$-0R-2&R3-w/-IA,

ngen de

t’uk ni nam k’a dra la ch’ag ts’al lo

di tar ten pei dag po chom den gyi

,36.-0:A-5=-=-3.R-43-2!R.-0-;A,

,.$J-2?-:PR-2-!/-IA-,R.-0-;%-,

,2.J-$>J$?-HR.-GA-

dze pei ts’ul la do tsam toe pa yi

ge we dro wa kun gyi choe pa yang

de shek k’yoe kyi

36.-.%-35%?-0<->R$,

,.J-28A/-$>J$?-0-HJ.-{-&A-:S-.%-,

,:#R<-.%-{-5K:A-5.-.%-

dze dang ts’ung par shok

de sh’in shek pa k’ye ku chi dra dang

k’or dang ku ts’ei ts’e dang

8A%-#3?-.%-,

,HJ.-GA-35/-3(R$-29%-0R-&A-:S-2,

,.J-:S-#R-/<-2.$-?R$?-:I<-2<-

sh’ing k’am dang

k’ye kyi ts’en ch’og zang po chi dra wa

de dra k’o nar dag sok gyur war

>R$,

,HR.-=-2!R.-&A%-$?R=-2-2+2-0:A-3,?,

,2.$-?R$?-$%-.-$/?-0:A-?-KR$?-?,

shok

k’yoe la toe ching sol wa tab pei t’u

dag sok gang du ne pei sa ch’ok su

,/.-.%-.2=-:1R%-:,2-lR.-8A-2-.%-,

,(R?-.%-2N->A?-:1J=-2<-36.-.-$?R=,

ne dang ul p’ong t’ab tsoe sh’i wa dang

ch’o dang tra shi p’el war dze du sol

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
He who first descended from the Tushita Gods' realm,
Entered his mother's womb in the royal state,
And was born as the sage in the Lumbini garden;
The blessed one, god of the gods: to him I prostrate.
In the royal mansion, he who was worshipped by eight nurses
Demonstrated his athletic skill among the Shakya youths,
And in Kapilavastu he accepted Gopa in marriage;
The unequalled body in the three worldly existences: to him I prostrate.
He who showed sadness at the four gates of the city,
Cut off his hair at Namdag Stupa,
And practiced asceticism at the bank of Neranjana,
To him who is free from obscurations I prostrate.
In Rajgrha the sage subdued a mad elephant,
In Vaishali a monkey offered him honey,
And in Magadha he attained enlightenment,
To him who is shining with wisdom I prostrate.
At Varanasi he turned the wheel of dharma,
At the garden of Jeta he exhibited great miracles,
At Kushinagar he passed away into nirvana,
To him whose mind is like space I prostrate.
Thus by the merit of praising the deeds of you,
The Blessed One, the master of the doctrine,
May the activities of all the beings also become equal to your deeds.
May we all become very like the body of the Such Gone Buddha,
And may we have retinues, life extent, buddhafield,
And excellent signs similar to his.
By the power of praying and offering praise to you,
In the area where we are residing,
May the sickness, poverty, and wars be pacified,
And may dharma and auspiciousness increase.
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,!R/-0-:)A$-gJ/-#3?-?-LR/-0-.%-,

,2!/-0-*A-:R.-28A/-.-$?=-2-.%-,

ton pa jig ten k’am su jon pa dang

ten pa nyi oe sh’in du sal wa dang

,2!/-:6B/-2-aR2-.<-8A%-o?-0-;A,

,2!/-0-;/-<A%-$/?-0:A-2N->A?->R$, ,,

ten dzin bu lob dar sh’ing gye pa yi

ten pa yun ring ne pei tra shi shok

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
May there be the auspiciousness of the longevity of the doctrine
With buddhas appearing in the world,
The doctrine shining like sunlight, and the development and
Prosperity of the doctrine holders: teachers and disciples.
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,:1$?-3(R$-,/-<?-$9A$?-.2%-K$-=-5J-%$-$A?-2!R.-0-o=-.2%-3A-*R.-

82?-GA?-36.-0-28$?-?R,,

Heartfelt Praise to Lord Chenrezig
by Glorious Karmapa Mikyo Dorje

!,

,GJ-=$?-:1$?-0-:)A$-gJ/-.2%-K$-.$R%?,

,,R$-3J.-.?-/?-%/-?R%-$/?-?-2#.,

kye lek

p'ak pa jig ten wang ch'ug gong

t'og me du ne ngen song ne su de

,3A-.$J-2&-=-%R3?-0-3J.-0<-,.,

,;A.-.-3A-:R%-:V?-2-#R-/-MR%-,

,2lA-2?-$9A$?-G%-2.$-=-

mi ge chu la ngom pa me par che

yi du mi ong dre bu k'o na nyong

tsi we zik kyang dag la

UA/-=?-d$?,

,L3?-3$R/-2&R?-3J.-2.$-0?-$8/-:$:-3%-,

,,$?-eJ:A-/?-0-!R/-&A$-,/-

t’rin le nguk

jam gon ch’o me dag pe sh’en ga mang

t’uk jei nu pa ton chig chen

<?-$9A$?, ,.-=/-3A-=?-43-0R-,R2-.?-:.A<,

,<%-28A/-]/-0?-5K-<2?-KA-3-=,

,2.J/-~3-

re zig

rang sh’in lun pe ts’e rab ch’i ma la

den nyam

da len mi lu tsam po t’ob du dir

3A-2IA.-$+A-3$-:,$-0R?-21A2?,

,=?-:V?-2a-2-3J.-0:A-.R/-&/-=,

,)A-28A/-]%-.R<-3->J?-

mi gyi ti mug t’ug po drib

le dre lu wa me pei don chen la

ji sh’in lang dor ma she

#A$-0-:1J=,

,$+/-.-,<-.?-3J.-0:A-=?-%/-2?$?,

,|R-$?3-,R.-0-=J$?-,.-_R3-!/-G%-,

dig pa p’el

ten du t’ar du me pei le ngen sak

go sum choe pa lek che lom kun kyang

,3/-/%-3.:-v<-.P-$*J/-$%-=-1R$,

,(-3-:5=-2?-*J?-0<-?R%-YA.-0?,

,:1$?-3(R$-2lJ-

mun nang da tar dra nyen gang la p’og

cha ma ts’al we nye par song si pe

pa’k chog tse

2?-3A-29R.-S%-.-2>$?,

,2.$-/A-LA?-0:A-<%-28A/-$+R=-3J.-0?,

,8A%-3(R$-$*J/-0R-i3?-=-#A$-

we mi zoe drung du shak

dag ni ji pei rang sh’in tol me pe

sh’ing chog nyen po nam la dig

0:A-=?,

,$%-2?$?-:V?-2-)A-~J.-3(A?-0-!/,

,3,R%-2:A-(R?-=-.<-S$-<2-(A/-/?,

pei le

gang sak dre bu ji nye ch’i pa kun

t’ong wei ch’o la dar drag rab min ne

,:V?-2-M<-.-K%-2<-LA/-IA?-_R2?,

,z$-0<-3#:-3*3-:PR-2-,3?-&.-GA?,

,%$-$A-|R-/?-

dre bu nyur du ch’ung war jin gyi lob

lheg par k’a nyam dro wa t’am che kyi

ngag gi go ne

*J?-0-&A-2?$?-0:A,

,:V?-2-,3?-&.-2.$-=-(A/-0<->R$,

,2.$-$A-%$-=-3A-29.-#A$-0:A-=?,

nye pa chi sak pei

dre bu t’am che dag la min par shok

dag gi ngag la mi ze dig pei le

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t

Heartfelt Praise to Lord Chenrezig
by Glorious Karmapa Mikyo Dorje

Oh, noble and exalted Chenrezig, please keep me in mind
From beginningless time until now I have dwelled in the lower realms;
Caught up in the endless entanglement of the ten unvirtuous actions,
I have experienced only the negative results.
Because of this, although you look on me with love,
It doesn’t reach me.
Kind Protector, others suffer more than I do.
Chenrezig, please show the power of your compassion.
At this time, having obtained human birth,
Because of our ignorant nature, doubting the truth of future lives,
Clouded by thick obscurations, we do not practice virtue.
Not knowing the infallibility of karmic effect, as it is,
Not knowing right from wrong views,
Our negativities increase,
Trapping us in our accumulation of negative karma.
Even our positive actions are tainted with pride.
Like shooting an arrow in the dark,
Not knowing if it would hit enemy or friend,
Due to not understanding, our actions have been improper.
Great exalted one of limitless love,
In front of you I confess.
As a helpless child, I request to the great field of the remedy
That whatever results from all accumulated negative actions,
However much, you grant your blessings
So they may ripen immediately, in front of my very eyes,
And that I may abandon these actions from this moment onward.
In particular, may all the results of the accumulated negative speech
Of sentient beings as vast as the sky ripen in me.
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,:V?-2-3A-29.-MR%-2?-;A.-L%-!J,

,3-c/-%$-$A-#$-2}=-3A-29.-0,

,<%-$A-%$-=?-:23-:I<-

dre bu mi ze nyong we yie jung te

ma gen ngag gi dug ngal mi ze pa

rang gi ngag le bum gyur

$&J?-:6B/-0:A,

,2&R?-3A/-?J3?-&/-!/-IA-?J3?-O=-!/,

,2.$-$A-o.-=-=J$?-0<-:(<-2-/?,

che dzin pei

cho min sem chen kun gyi sem tr’al kun

dag gi gyue la lek par ch’ar wa ne

,2.$-$A-1/-?J3?-29%-0R:A-2.J/-!R2?-GA?,

,2.$-$A-%$-$A?-3#:-H2-?J3?-&/-IA,

,1A2-!/-

dag gi p’en sem zang poi den tob kyi

dag gi ngag gi k’a ky’ab sem chen gyi

drib kun

2?=-2:A-(R?-:#R<-,R$?-3J.- .,

,2{R<-=-/?-0-,R2-0<-,$?-eJ?-29%-,

,2.$-$A-%$-=-%$-$A-

sal wei ch’o k’or t’ok me du

kor la nu pa t’ob par t’uk je zung

dag gi ngag la ngag gi

.2%-K$->R$,

,2.$-$A-%$-$A?-{=-w/-<J-{R%->R$,

,&A?-G%-:1$?-0:A-,$?-eJ:A-!R2?-GA?->R$,

wang ch’ug shok

dag gi ngag gi kal den re kong shok

chi kyang p’ak pei t’uk jei tob kyi shok

,.0=-w/-]-3-.3-0:A-hR-eJ:A-$?%-,

,1A2-V=-$/?-2o.-.$-0:A-1-.L%?-&/,

,$.=-L:A-]R-=-

pal den la ma dam pei dor jei sung

drib dral ne gye dag pei dra jang chen

dul jei lo la

$?=-0R<-:(<-2-;A?,

,(A/-&A%-PR=-2:A-<R-3(R$-MR%-I<-&A$,

sal por ch’ar wa yi

min ching drol wei ro ch’og nyong gyur chig

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
With the thought of experiencing the unending results
Of my own countless verbal negativities,
And with the wish for all the worries of all sentient beings,
My mothers whose endless suffering from unvirtuous speech
Is one hundred thousand times more disturbing than my own,
To be taken into my own mind stream, may I,
By the power of the truth of my sincere good intentions,
Obtain the verbal power in my own speech,
Through Chenrezig’s compassion,
And continuously turn the wheel of the dharma
Which removes all obscurations of sentient beings pervading space.
Through my speech, may the hopes of the fortunate ones be fulfilled.
With the vajra speech of the glorious holy guru,
Having the eight pure qualities of sound,
Emerging clearly and unobscured in the minds of those to be tamed,
May they experience the sublime taste of full ripening of liberation.
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Thirty-five Buddhas Confession Prayer

!,

,1%-0R-$?3-0:A-3.R-28$?-?R,

Sutra of Three Heaps

!,

,?J3?-&/-,3?-&.-g$-0<-]-3-=-*2?-?-3(A:R,

,?%?-o?-=-*2?-?-3(A:R,

,(R?-=-

sem chen t’am che tag par la ma la kyab su ch’i-o

sang gye la kyab su ch’i-o

ch’o la

*2?-?-3(A:R,

,.$J-:./-=-*2?-?-3(A:R,

,2&R3-w/-:.?-.J-28A/-$>J$?-0-.P-2&R3-0-;%-.$-

kyab su ch’i-o

ge dun la kyab su ch’i-o

chom den de de sh’in shek pa dra chom pa yang dag

0<-mR$?-0:A-?%?-o?->G-,2-0-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,hR-eJ-~A%-0R?-<2-+-:)R3?-0-=-K$-:5=-=R,

par dzok pei sang gye sha kya t’ub pa la ch’ag ts’al lo

dor je nying po rab tu jom pa la ch’ag ts’al lo

,<A/-(J/-:R.-:UR-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,[-.2%-$A-o=-0R-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,.0:-2R:A-#J-=-K$-:5=-=R,

rin ch’en oe tro la ch’ag ts’al lo

lu wang gi gyal po la ch’ag ts’al lo

pa woi de la ch’ag ts’al lo

,.0:-.IJ?-=-K$-:5=-=R, ,<A/-(J/-3J-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,<A/-(J/-^-:R.-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,3,R%-2-

pa gye la ch’ag ts’al lo

rin ch’en da oe la ch’ag ts’al lo

t’ong wa

rin ch’en me la ch’ag ts’al lo

.R/-;R.-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,<A/-(J/-^-2-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,SA-3-3J.-0-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,.0?-LA/-=-

don yoe la ch’ag ts’al lo

rin ch’en da wa la ch’ag ts’al lo

dri me pa la ch’ag ts’al lo

pe jin la

K$-:5=-=R,

,5%?-0-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,5%?-0?-LA/-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,(-z-=-K$-:5=-=R,

ch’ag ts’al lo

ts’ang pa la ch’ag ts’al lo

ts’ang pe jin la ch’ag ts’al lo

ch’u lha la ch’ag ts’al lo

,(-z:A-z-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,.0=-29%-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,4/-./-.0=-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,$9A-2eA.-

ch’u lhei lha la ch’ag ts’al lo

pal zang la ch’ag ts’al lo

tsen den pal la ch’ag ts’al lo

zi jie

3,:-;?-=-K$-:5=-=R, ,:R.-.0=-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,M-%/-3J.-0:A-.0=-=-K$-:5=-=R,

t’a ye la ch’ag ts’al lo

nya ngen me pei pal la ch’ag ts’al lo

oe pal la ch’ag ts’al lo

,YJ.-3J.-GA-2-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,3J-+R$-.0=-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,.J-28A/-$>J$?-0-5%?-0:A-:R.-9J<-

se me kyi bu la ch’ag ts’al lo

me tog pal la ch’ag ts’al lo

de sh’in shek pa ts’ang pei oe zer

i3-0<-<R=-0?-3%R/-0<-3HJ/-0-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,.J-28A/-$>J$?-0-0E:A-:R.-9J<-i3-0<-<R=-0?-

nam par rol pe ngon par k’yen pa la ch’ag ts’al lo

de sh’in shek pa pe mei oe zer nam par rol pe

3%R/-0<-3HJ/-0-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,/R<-.0=-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,S/-0:A-.0=-=-K$-:5=-=R,

ngon par k’yen pa la ch’ag ts’al lo

nor pal la ch’ag ts’al lo

drin pei pal la ch’ag ts’al lo

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
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Thirty-five Buddhas Confession Prayer

Sutra of Three Heaps1
Throughout all times I take refuge in the Gurus, I take refuge in the Buddhas,
I take refuge in the Dharma, I take refuge in the Sangha.
To the Founder, the Transcendent Destroyer, the One Thus Gone, the Foe Destroyer,
The Fully Enlightened One, the Glorious Conqueror from the Shakyas, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Great Destroyer, Destroying with Vajra Essence, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Jewel Radiating Light, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the King with Power over the Nagas, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Leader of the Warriors, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Glorious Blissful One, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Jewel Fire, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Jewel Moonlight, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, Whose Pure Vision Brings Accomplishments, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Jewel Moon, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Stainless One, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Glorious Giver, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Pure One, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Bestower of Purity, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Celestial Waters, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Deity of the Celestial Waters, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Glorious Good, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Glorious Sandalwood, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the One of Unlimited Splendor, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Glorious Light, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Glorious One Without Sorrow, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Son of the Desireless One, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Glorious Flower, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, Who Understands Reality Enjoying the Radiant Light of Purity,

1 English translation reprinted from Pearl of Wisdom, Book One, with permission from
the editor.
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,35/-.0=->A/-+-;R%?-P$?-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,.2%-0R-+R$-$A-o=-35/-IA-o=-0R-=-K$-:5=-=R,

ts’en pal shin tu yong drak la ch’ag ts’al lo

wang po tog gi gyal ts’en gyi gyal po la ch’ag ts’al l o

,>A/-+-i3-0<-$/R/-0:A-.0=-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,$;=-=?->A/-+-i3-0<-o=-2-=-K$-:5=-=R,

shin tu nam par non pei pal la ch’ag ts’al lo

yul le shin tu nam par gyal wa la ch’ag ts’al lo

,i3-0<-$/R/-0?-$>J$?-0:A-.0=-=-K$-:5=-=R, ,!/-/?-$%-2-2!R.-0:A-.0=-=-K$-:5=-=R,
nam par non pe shek pei pal la ch’ag ts’al lo

kun ne nang wa koe pei pal la ch’ag ts’al lo

,<A/-(J/-0E?-i3-0<-$/R/-0-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,.J-28A/-$>J$?-0-.P-2&R3-0-;%-.$-0<-mR$?-

rin ch’en pe me nam par non pa la ch’ag ts’al lo

de sh’in shek pa dra chom pa yang dag par dzok

0:A-?%?-o?-<A/-0R-(J:A-0E-=-<2-+-28$?-0-<A-.2%-$A-o=-0R-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,.J-.$-=-?R$?-

pei sang gye rin po ch'ei pe ma la rab tu sh'uk pa ri wang gi gyal po la ch'ag ts'al lo

de dag la sok

0-KR$?-2&:A-:)A$-gJ/-IA-#3?-,3?-&.-/-.J-28A/-$>J$?-0-.P-2&R3-0-;%-.$-0<-mR$?-0:A-?%?pa ch’ok chui jig ten gyi k’am t’am che na de sh’in shek pa dra chom pa yang dag par dzok pei sang

o?-2&R3-w/-:.?-$%-)A-~J.-&A$-28$?-+J-:5S-8A%-$8J?-0:A-?%?-o?-2&R3-w/-:.?-.J-.$-,3?-&.gye chom den de gang ji nye chig sh’uk te ts’o sh’ing sh’e pei sang gye chom den de de dag t’am che

2.$-=-.$R%?-?-$?R=, ,2.$-$A-*J-2-:.A-.%-, ,*J-2-,R$-3-.%-,

,3,:-3-3-3(A?-0-/?, ,:#R<-

dag la gong su sol

t’a ma ma ch’i pa ne

dag gi kye wa di dang

kye wa t’og ma dang

2-/-:#R<-2:A-*J-$/?-,3?-&.-.-#A$-0:A-=?-2IA?-0-.%-,
wa na k'or wei kye ne t'am che du dig pei le gyi pa dang

k’or

,2IA.-.-)=-2-.%-,

,2IA.-0-=-eJ?-?-

gyi du tsal wa dang

gyi pa la je su

;A-<%-2:3,

,3A-.$J-2-2&:A-=?-GA-=3-;%-.$-0<-]%?-0-=-8$?-0-.%-,

,:)$-+-)=-2-.%-,

yi rang wa am

mi ge wa chui le kyi lam yang dag par lang pa la sh’uk pa dang

jug tu tsal wa dang

,:)$-0-=-eJ?-?-;A-<%-2:3,

,=?-GA-1A2-0-$%-$A?-21A2?-/?,

,2.$-?J3?-&/-.M=-2<-3(A-2:3,

jug pa la je su yi rang wa am

le kyi drib pa gang gi drib ne

dag sem chen nyal war ch’i wa am

,..-:PR:A-*J-$/?-?-3(A-2:3,

,;A-?$?-GA-;=-.-3(A-2:3,

,;=-3,:-:#R2-+-*J-2:3,

due droi kye ne su ch’i wa am

yi dog kyi yul du ch’i wa am

yul t’a k’ob tu kye wa am

,[-[R<-*J-2:3,

,z-5K-<A%-0R-i3?-?-*J-2:3,

,.2%-0R-3-5%-2<-:I<-2:3,

la lor kye wa am

lha ts’e ring po nam su kye wa am

wang po ma ts’ang war gyur wa am

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
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I bow down. To the One Thus Gone, Who Understands Reality
Enjoying the Radiant Light of the Lotus, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Glorious Gem, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Glorious One Who Is Mindful, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Glorious One
Whose Name is Extremely Renowned, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the King Holding the Banner
Of Victory over the Senses, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Glorious One
Who Subdues Everything Completely, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Victorious One in All Battles, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Glorious One Gone to Perfect Self-Control, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Glorious One Who
Enhances and Illuminates Completely, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Jewel Lotus Who Subdues All, I bow down.
To the One Thus Gone, the Fully Enlightened One, the King with Power
Over Mount Meru, always remaining in the Jewel and the Lotus, I bow down.
All you thirty-five buddhas, and all the others, those thus gone, foe destroyers,
Fully enlightened ones and transcendent destroyers who are existing,
Sustaining and living throughout the ten directions of sentient beings’ worlds—
All you buddhas, please give me your attention.
In this life and throughout beginningless lives in all the realms of samsara,
I have created, caused others to create, and rejoiced at the creation of negative karmas
Such as misusing offerings to holy objects, misusing offerings to the Sangha,
Stealing the possessions of the Sangha of the ten directions;
I have caused others to create these negative actions and rejoiced at their creation.
I have created the five heinous actions, caused others to create them,
And rejoiced at their creation.
I have committed the ten nonvirtuous actions,
Involved others in them, and rejoiced at their involvement.
Being obscured by all this karma, I have created the cause
For myself and other sentient beings to be reborn in the hells
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,v-2-=R$-0<-:6B/-0<-:I<-2:3,

,?%?-o?-:L%-2-=-3*J?-0<-3A-2IA.-0<-:I<-2:A-=?-GA-

ta wa log par dzin par gyur wa am

sang gye jung wa la nye par mi gyi par gyur wei le kyi

1A2-0-$%-=$?-0-.J-.$-,3?-&.-?%?-o?-2&R3-w/-:.?-;J->J?-?-I<-0,

,,/-.-I<-0,

drib pa gang lag pa de dag t’am che sang gye chom den de ye she su gyur pa

chen du gyur pa

,.0%-.-I<-0,

,5.-3<-I<-0,

,3HJ/-0,

,$9A$?-0,

,.J-.$-$A-,/-}<-3,R=-=R-:($?-?R,

pang du gyur pa

ts’e mar gyur pa

k’yen pa

zik pa

de dag gi chen ngar t’ol lo ch’ak so

,3A-:(2-2R,

,3A-&J.-.R,

,a/-(.-G%-$&R.-&A%-#R3-0<-2IA.-=$?-?R,

,?%?-o?-2&R3-w/-:.?-.J-

mi ch’ab bo

mi be do

len ch’e kyang choe ching dom par gyi lak so

sang gye chom den de de

.$-,3?-&.-2.$-=-.$R%?-?-$?R=,

,2.$-$A?-*J-2-:.A-.%-,

,*J-2-,R$-3-.%-,

,3,:-3-

dag t’am che dag la gong su sol

dag gi kye wa di dang

kye wa t’og ma dang

t’a ma

3-3(A?-0-/?-:#R<-2-/-:#R<-2:A-*J-2-$8/-.$-+-.A/-0-,-/-..-:PR:A-*J-$/?-?-*J?-0-=-9?-#3ma ch’i pa ne k’or wa na k’or wei kye wa sh’en dag tu jin pa t’a na du droi kye ne su kye pa la ze k’am

$&A$-43-2)=-2:A-.$J-2:A-l-2-$%-=$?-0-.%-,

,2.$-$A?-5=-OA3?-2Y%?-0:A-.$J-2:A-l-2-$%-

chig tsam tsal wei ge wei tsa wa gang lak pa dang

dag gi ts’ul tr’im sung pei ge wei tsa wa gang

=$?-0-.%-,

,2.$-$A?-5%?-0<-,R.-0-=-$/?-0:A-.$J-2:A-l-2-$%-=$?-0-.%-,

,2.$-$A?-

lak pa dang

dag gi ts'ang par choe pa la ne pei ge wei tsa wa gang lak pa dang

dag gi

?J3?-&/-;R%?-?-(A/-0<-2IA?-0:A-.$J-2:A-l-2-$%-=$?-0-.%-,

,2.$-$A?-L%-(2-3(R$-+-?J3?-

sem chen yong su min par gyi pei ge wei tsa wa gang lak pa dang

dag gi jang ch’ub ch’og tu sem

2*J.-0:A-.$J-2:A-l-2-$%-=$?-0-.%-,

,2.$-$A-]-/-3J.-0:A-;J->J?-GA-.$J-2:A-l-2-$%-=$?-0-.J-

kye pei ge wei tsa wa gang lak pa dang

dag gi la na me pei ye she kyi ge wei tsa wa gang lak pa de

.$-,3?-&.-$&A$-+-2#?->A%-2^3?-+J,

,2#R3?-/?-]-/-3-3(A?-0-.%-,

,$R%-/-3-3(A?-0-.%-,

dag t’am che chig tu du shing dum te

dom ne la na ma ch’i pa dang

gong na ma ch’i pa dang

,$R%-3:A-;%-$R%-3,

,]-3:A-;%-]-3<-;R%?-?-2}R-2?,

,]-/-3J.-0-;%-.$-0<-mR$?-0:A-L%-

gong mei yang gong ma

la mei yang la mar yong su ngo we

la na me pa yang dag par dzok pei jang

(2-+-;R%?-?-2}R-2<-2IA:R,

,)A-v<-:.?-0:A-?%?-o?-2&R3-w/-:.?-i3?-GA?-;R%?-?-2}R?-0-.%-,

ch’ub tu yong su ngo war gyi-o

ji tar de pei sang gye chom den de nam kyi yong su ngo pa dang

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
As animals, as hungry ghosts, in irreligious places,
Amongst barbarians, as long-lived gods, with imperfect senses,
Holding wrong views, and being displeased
With the presence of a buddha.
Now before these buddhas, transcendent destroyers
Who have become transcendental wisdom,
Who have become the compassionate eye,
Who have become witnesses,
Who have become valid and see with their omniscient minds,
I am confessing and accepting all these actions as negative.
I will not conceal or hide them, and from now on
I will refrain from committing these negative actions.
Buddhas and transcendent destroyers,
Please give me your attention:
In this life and throughout beginningless lives
In all the realms of samsara, whatever root of virtue I have created
Through even the smallest acts of charity
Such as giving one mouthful of food to a being born as an animal,
Whatever root of virtue I have created
By abiding in pure conduct,
Whatever root of virtue I have created
By fully ripening sentient beings' minds,
Whatever root of virtue I have created
Of the highest transcendent wisdom,
Bringing together all these merits of both myself and others,
I now dedicate them to the highest of which there is no higher,
To that even above the highest,
To the highest of the high,
To the higher of the high.
Thus I dedicate them completely to the highest,
Fully accomplished enlightenment.
Just as the buddhas and transcendent destroyers
Of the past have dedicated,
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,)A-v<-3-LR/-0:A-?%?-o?-2&R3-w/-:.?-i3?-GA?-;R%?-?-2}R-2<-:I<-2-.%-,

,)A-v<-.-v<-L%-

ji tar ma jon pei sang gye chom den de nam kyi yong su ngo war gyur wa dang

ji tar da tar jung

2:A-?%?-o?-2&R3-w/-:.?-i3?-GA?-;R%?-?-2}R-2<-36.-0-.J-28A/-.-2.$-$A?-G%-;R%?-?-2}Rwei sang gye chom den de nam kyi yong su ngo war dze pa de sh’in du dag gi kyang yong su ngo

2<-2IA:R,

,#A$-0-,3?-&.-/A-?R-?R<-$>$?-?R,

,2?R.-/3?-,3?-&.-=-eJ?-?-;A-<%-%R-,

,?%?-

war gyi-o

dig pa t’am che ni so sor shak so

soe nam t’am che la je su yi rang ngo

sang

o?-,3?-&.-=-2{=-8A%-$?R=-2-:.J2?-?R,

,2.$-$A?-]-/-3J.-0-;J->J?-GA-3(R$-.3-0-,R2- 0<-I<-

gye t’am che la kul sh’ing sol wa dep so

dag gi la na me pa ye she kyi ch’og dam pa t’ob par gyur

&A$, ,3A-3(R$-o=-2-$%-.$-.-v<-28$?-0-.%-,

,$%-.$-:.?-0-.$-.%-.J-28A/-$%-3-LR/,

chig

gang dag de pa dag dang de sh’in gang ma jon

mi ch’og gyal wa gang dag da tar sh’uk pa dang

,;R/-+/-2}$?-0-3,:-;?-o-35S-:S-!/-=,

,,=-3R-.<-2<-2IA?-+J-*2?-?-*J-2<-3(A:R,

yon ten ngag pa t’a ye gya ts’o dra kun la

t’al mo jar war gyi te kyab su nye war ch’i-o

,=?-GA-=?-/A-i3-0-$?3,

,%$-$A-i3-0-28A-.$-.%-,

,$%-;%-;A.-GA-i3-$?3-0R,

,3A-.$J-

lu kyi le ni nam pa sum

ngag gi nam pa sh'i dag dang

gang yang yie kyi nam sum po

mi ge

2&-0R-?R-?R<-2>$?,

,,R$-3-3J.-/?-.-v:A-2<,

,3A-.$J-2&-.%-353?-3J.-s,

,?J3?-/A-*R/-

chu po so sor shak

t’og ma me ne da tei bar

mi ge chu dang ts’am me nga

sem ni nyon

3R%?-.2%-I<-0:A,

,#A$-0-,3?-&.-2>$?-0<-2IA,

,:.R.-($?-8J-#%-$+A-3$-.2%-$A?-/A,

mong wang gyur pei

dig pa t’am che shak par gyi

doe ch’ak sh’e dang ti mug wang gi ni

,=?-.%-%$-.%-.J-28A/-;A.-GA?-G%-,

,#A$-0-2.$-$A?-2IA?-0-&A-3(A?-0,

,.J-.$-,3?-&.-

lu dang ngag dang de sh’in yi kyi kyang

dig pa dag gi gyi pa chi ch’i pa

de dag t’am che

$A?-?R-?R<-2>$?,

,353?-3J.-s-0R-.$-$A-#A$-0-i3?,

,$%-$A?-3A->J?-.2%-$A?-L?-0-.$,

gi so sor shak

ts’am me nga po dag gi dig pa nam

gang gi mi she wang gi je pa dag

,.J-;A?-v%-2-2>$?-0-:.A-2+R/-0?,

,.J-.$-3-=?-;R%?-?-L%-2<-:I<,

,2.$-.%-?J3?-&/-

de yi tung wa shak pa di ton pe

de dag ma lu yong su jang war gyur

dag dang sem chen

!/-IA-#A$-0:A-=?, ,*J?-0<-I<-$%-3,R=-8A%-2>$?-0<-2IA,

,a/-(.-/3-;%-2IA.-0<-3-I<-&A$,

kun gyi dig pei le

len ch’e nam yang gyi par ma gyur chig

nye par gyur gang t’ol sh’ing shak par gyi

,=?-GA-1A2-0:%-$+/-.-9.-LJ.->R$,

,K$-:5=-2-.%-3(R.-&A%-2>$?-0-.%-,

,eJ?-?-;A-<%-

le kyi drib pang ten du ze je shog

ch’ag ts’al wa dang ch’e ching shak pa dang

je su yi rang

2{=-8A%-$?R=-2-;A,

,.$J-2-&%-9.-2.$-$A?-&A-2?$?-0,

,,3?-&.-2.$-$A?-L%-(2-KA<-2}R:R,,

kul sh’ing sol wa yi

ge wa chung ze dag gi chi sak pa

t’am che dag gi jang chub ch’ir ngo-o

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
Just as the buddhas and transcendent destroyers
Of the future will dedicate,
And just as the buddhas and transcendent destroyers
Of the present are dedicating,
In the same way I make this dedication.
I confess all my negative actions separately
And rejoice in all merits.
I implore the buddhas to grant my request that I may realize
The ultimate, sublime, highest transcendental wisdom.
To the sublime kings of the human beings living now,
To those of the past and to those who have yet to appear,
To all those whose knowledge is as vast as the infinite ocean,
With my hands folded in respect, I go for refuge.
I confess each of the ten unskillful actions I have done,
Be they the three physical, four oral, or three mental ones.
I confess the ten unskillful actions
And the five sins of limitless consequence,
And all the sins I have ever committed
While my mind has been overpowered with ignorance
From time without beginning until this moment.
I confess each and every sin I have committed
With my body, speech, and mind while overpowered
With desire, hatred, and mental dullness.
By means of this presentation of the Confession of Faults,
May the five sins of limitless consequence,
And whatever other sins I have done while overpowered with ignorance,
Be completely purified.
All the faults of all we sentient beings from our bad karma
Being repented, may they never be done again.
May all the veils of karma be completely exhausted.
By prostrations, offerings, repentance, rejoicing in good deeds,
By the calling for the turning of the dharma wheel
And praying for the teachers to remain;
Whatever be the portion of positive karma I accumulate thereby,
I dedicate it all to enlightenment.
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,:1$?-0-2&-$&A$-8=-IA-/%-(R$-2N->A?-!/-H2-&J?-L-2-28$?-?R,

,

The Fasting Ritual of the Noble Eleven-Faced Chenrezig,
Called the Omnipresent Happy Omen

!,

,/-3R-$-<-=R-!J-I-<-;J, ,o=-!/-,$?-eJ:A-^-2-/A, ,$%?-<A:A-uR%?-GA-.0=-:2<-2, ,]-3-,/<?-$9A$?-3$R/-=, ,2+.-/?-.J-12-*%-$?=-VA, ,.J-=-30=-SA-29%-L$?-0:A-!J%-0E-:.2-2o.KR$?-35S/-/3, ,:V-5S3-.$-2!R.-0:A-3,<-3(R.-0?-2{R<, ,$+R<-3$&A$-2>3, 23-0-$9%?-<A%-$A?-2$J$?-20.-0-28$, ,]-3:3gJ/-IA-S%-/?-$?R-.R%-$A-#R3-0-=J/-0-=, , ,K$-$?3-:5=,

Sojong Vow

,KR$?-2&-/-28$?-0:A-?%?-o?-.%-L%-(2-?J3?-.0:-,3?-&.-2.$-=-.$R%?-?-$?R=,
ch’ok chu na sh’uk pei sang gye dang jang ch’ub sem pa t’am che dag la gong su sol

,)A-v<-}R/-IA-.J-28A/-$>J$?-0-.P-2&R3-0-;%-.$-0<-mR$?-0:A-?%?-o?-g-&%->J?-v-2ji tar ngon gyi de sh’in shek pa dra chom pa yang dag par dzok pei sang gye ta chang she ta bu

\%-0R-(J/-0R,

,L-2-L?->A%,

,LJ.-0-L?-0,

,#<-2R<-2,

,<%-$A-.R/-eJ?-?-,R2-0,

lang po ch’en po

ja wa je sh’ing

je pa je pa

k’ur bor wa

rang gi don je su t’ob pa

,YA.-0-!/-+-.R<-2-;R%?-?-9.-0,

,;%-.$-0:A-2!:,

,=J$?-0<-i3-0<-PR=-2:A-,$?,

si pa kun tu jor wa yong su ze pa

yang dag pei ka

lek par nam par drol wei t’uk

,=J$?-0<-i3-0<-PR=-2:A->J?-<2-&/-.J-i3?-GA?,

,?J3?-&/-,3?-&.-GA-.R/-IA-KA<-.%-,

lek par nam par drol wei she rab chen de nam kyi

sem chen t’am che kyi don gyi ch’ir dang

,1/-0<-L-2:A-KA<-.%-,

,PR=-2<-L-2:A-KA<-.%-,

,/.-3J.-0<-L-2:A-KA<-.%-,

,3-$J-

p’en par ja wei ch’ir dang

drol war ja wei ch’ir dang

ne me par ja wei ch’ir dang

mu ge

3J.-0<-L-2:A-KA<-.%-,

,L%-(2-GA-KR$?-GA-(R?-i3?-;R%?-?-mR$?-0<-L-2:A-KA<-.%-,

me par ja wei ch’ir dang

jang ch’ub kyi ch’ok kyi ch’o nam yong su dzok par ja wei ch’ir dang

,]-/-3J.-0-;%-.$-0<-mR$?-0:A-L%-(2-gR$?-0<-L-2:A-KA<,

,$?R-.R%-%J?-0<-]%?-0-

la na me pa yang dag par dzok pei jang ch’ub tok par ja wei ch’ir

so jong nge par lang pa

.J-28A/-+,

,2.$-3A%---:.A-8J?-2IA- 2?-G%-,

,.?-:.A-/?-29%-!J,

de sh’in tu

da ming … di sh’e gyi we kyang

du di ne zung te

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
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The Fasting Ritual of the Noble Eleven-Faced Chenrezig,
Called the Omnipresent Happy Omen
Namo Guru Lokesharaye! Having bowed respectfully in front of Chenrezig,
who protects with the compassion of the Victorious Ones like the moon shining
in a glorious blaze on the snowy mountain valley, briefly and clearly I have
composed this practice. On a mandala sprinkled with perfumed water, draw an
eight-petaled lotus or arrange nine piles of grain indicating the eight directions
(in the center), place the offerings (in the bowls), hold a torma, and while
reciting the long mantra of the vase, push away obstructions. Then to take the
Sojong vow, we prostrate three times in front of the lama, altar, or any other
such support.

Sojong Vow
Prostrate three times, then kneel on the right knee with
the left knee raised and repeat three times:
All the buddhas and bodhisattvas residing in the ten directions,
Please be gracious to me. Just as the previous tathagatas, arhats,
Perfectly pure and accomplished buddhas,
Who are like the Heavenly Steed and the Great Elephant,
Accomplished in the past what had to be done,
Just as they laid down the burden,
Subsequently attained their own welfare,
And completely relinquished all bonds
To the possibilities of existence;
Their speech is completely pure,
Their minds are completely liberated,
Possessing the completely liberated
Transcendental knowledge;
Just as, for the sake of all beings,
To benefit them, to liberate them,
To spare them from illness, to spare them from famine,
To perfect the aspects of the dharma directed towards awakening,
And to realize the unsurpassable, perfect,
And complete enlightenment,
In the same way, I [ say your name],
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,)A-YA.-?%-*A-3-3-><-IA-2<-.-$?R-.R%-%J?-0<-]%-2<-2IA:R,

,=/-$?3,

ji si sang nyi ma ma shar gyi bar du so jong nge par lang war gyi-o

,.J%-/?-YR$-$&R.-3A-L-8A%-,

,$8/-IA-/R<-;%-]%-3A-L,

,:OA$-0:A-(R?-G%-3A-,.-&A%-,

deng ne sog choe mi ja sh’ing

sh’en gyi nor yang lang mi ja

tr’ig pei ch’o kyang mi che ching

,m/-IA-5B$-G%-3A-5:R,

,*R/-/A-3%-0R-*J<-2gJ/-0:A,

,(%-/A-;R%?-?-%%-2<-L,

dzun gyi ts’ig kyang mi ma-o

kyon ni mang po nyer ten pei

ch’ang ni yong su pang war ja

,OA-!/-(J-3,R-3A-L-8A%,

,.J-28A/-.?-3-;A/-0:A-9?,

,SA-.%-UJ%-2-.%-/A-o/,

tr'i ten ch'e t'o mi ja sh'ing

de sh'in du ma yin pei ze

dri dang tr'eng wa dang ni gyen

,$<-.%-\-?R$?-%%-2<-L,

,)A-v<-.P-2&R3-g$-+-/A,

,YR$-$&R.-=-?R$?-3A-LJ.-v<,

gar dang lu sok pang war ja

ji tar dra chom tag tu ni

sog choe la sok mi je tar

,.J-v<-YR$-$&R.-=-?R$?-%%-,

,]-3J.-L%-(2-M<-,R2->R$,

de tar sog choe la sok pang

la me jang ch’ub nyur t’ob shok

gJ/-:.A,

,YA.-0:A-35S-=?-1R=-2<->R$,

ten di

si pei ts’o le drol war shok

,K$-$?3,

,#$-2}=-3%-.N$?-:)A$dug ngal mang drug jig

,.J-/?-5=-OA3?-i3-.$-$A-$9%?-2^-2-/A,

Mantra for Purifying Morals

,.J-28A/-$>J$?-0-,3?-&.-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,L%-(2-?J3?-.0:-?J3?-.0:-(J/-0R-:1$?-0-

de sh'in shek pa t'am che la ch'ag ts'al lo

jang ch'ub sem pa sem pa ch'en po p'ak pa

,/-<?-$9A$?-.2%-K$-=-K$-:5=-=R,
chen re zig wang ch’ug la ch’ag ts’al lo

<-A-3R-,->A-=,

?d-<-?d-<,

S-<-S-<,

3-@->:-?-<,

om a mo gha shi la

sam bha ra sam bha ra

bha ra bha ra

ma ha shud dha sa to

0E-2A-S-FA-+-S-6,
pe ma bi bhu ki ta bhu dza

K-<-K-<,

dha ra dha ra

?-3_,

A-7-=R-!A-+J->-1B-J-@,

sa men ta

a wa lo ki te hung pe so ha

,=/-2./,

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
From this moment until sunrise tomorrow,
Shall definitely undertake the Sojong vow.
Repeat three times.
From now on I will not kill,
I will not take the belongings of others,
I will avoid all sexual activities,
I will not lie,
I will completely abandon intoxicants,
Which quickly lead to numerous shortcomings,
I will not use high and luxurious seats,
I will not eat at wrong times,
I will use neither perfume nor ornaments,
And I will neither sing nor dance.
Just as the foe destroyers constantly abstain from taking life
And from doing these other actions, in the same way,
Having abandoned all these actions,
May I quickly obtain Unsurpassable Awakening.
May we be freed from the ocean of existence,
The world of destruction, shaken by so many sufferings.
Repeat three times. Recite the mantra for purifying morals
which helps one to preserve the vow:

Mantra for Purifying Morals
I bow to all the buddhas,
and I bow to Bodhisattva Mahasattva Noble Avalokiteshvara.

OM A MO GA SHI LA SAM BHA RA SAM BHA RA
BHA RA BHA RA MA HA SHUD DHA SA TO
PE MA BI BU KI TA BU DZA DHA RA DHA RA
SA MEN TA A WA LO KI TE HUNG PE SO HA
Repeat seven times
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,2.$-?R$?-?J3?-&/-,3?-&.-GA-o.-=-5=-OA3?-GA-1-<R=-+-KA/-0:A-(R?-i3?-;R%?-?-mR$?-0<dag sok sem chen t'am che kyi gyue la ts'ul tr'im kyi p'a rol tu ch'in pei ch'o nam yong su dzok par

I<-&A$,

,*R/-3R%?-0?-5=-OA3?-:(=-2-=?-L%-2:A-#A$-0-.%-1A2-0-,3?-&.-L%-8A%-.$-

gyur chig

nyon mong pe ts'ul tr'im ch'al wa le jung wei dig pa dang drib pa t'am che jang sh'ing dag

0<-I<-&A$,

,:1$?-0-.IJ?-0:A-5=-OA3?-GA-{=-0-.%-w/-0<-I<-&A$,

,*R/-3R%?-0?-3A-mA-

par gyur chig

p'ak pa gye pei ts'ul tr'im kyi kal pa dang den par gyur chig

nyon mong pe mi dzi

2<-i3-0<- PR=-2:A-2.J-2-=-$/?-0<-I<-&A$,

,OA3?-GA?-5=-OA3?-*R/-3J.-&A%-,

bar nam par drol wei de wa la ne par gyur chig

tr’im kyi ts’ul tr’im kyon me ching

,5=-OA3?-i3-0<-.$-.%-w/,

,_R3-?J3?-3J.-0:A-5=-OA3?-GA?, ,5=-OA3?-1-<R=-KA/-mR$?->R$,

ts’ul tr’im nam par dag dang den

lom sem me pei ts’ul tr’im kyi

ts’ul tr’im p’a rol ch’in dzok shok

,o=-2-!/-IA-eJ?-?-aR2-I<-+J,

,29%-0R-,R.-0-;R%?-?-mR$?-LJ.-&A%-,

,5=-OA3?- ,R.-0-SA-3J.-

gyal wa kun gyi je su lob gyur te

zang po choe pa yong su dzok je ching

ts’ul tr’im choe pa tri me

;R%?-.$-0<, ,g$-+-3-*3?-*R/-3J.-,R.-0<->R$,
yong dag par

,&J?-?R$?-(R/-=3-;%-$.2-0<-L:R,

teg tu ma nyam kyon me choe par shok

,2o.-<A3-IA-$?R=-:.J2?-L-:.R.-/,
Prayer to the Transmission Lineage

,,/-<?-$9A$?-.2%-.$J-aR%-.0=-3R-.%-,

,;J->J?-29%-0R-^-2-$8R/-/-.%-,

chen re zig wang ge long pal mo dang

ye she zang po da wa sh’on nu dang

,0J-*-2-.%- L%-?J3?-^-o=-82?,

,*A-1$-0-.%-Y-!R/-hR-eJ-o=,

pe nya wa dang jang sem da gyal sh’ab

nyi p’ug pa dang su ton dor je gyal

,8%-!R/-.P:)A$?-3#/-0R-lA-:.=-2,

,2.J-2-&/-0-3#?-0-(-29%-0,

sh’ang ton dra jik k’en po tsi dul wa

de wa chen pa k’e pa ch’u zang pa

,>J?-<2-:23-0-o=-Y?-<A/-0R-(J,

,.!R/-3(R$-29%-0R-]-3-%$-.2%-0,

she rab bum pa gyal se rin po ch’e

kon ch’og zang po la ma ngag wang pa

,L%-(2-?J%-$J-3#/-(J/-~$-1-0,

,2?R.-/3?-.<-.%-:)3-.0=-29%-0R-.%-,

jang ch’ub seng ge k’en ch’en nyag p’u pa

soe nam dar dang jam pal zang po dang

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
May I and all sentient beings be able to completely perfect
The perfection of the doctrine of morality.
May all the moral failings, which come from affliction
And cause negativities and obscurations, be completely purified.
May we have the good fortune to have the morality
which pleases all noble beings.
May we enjoy liberation, which is free from all affliction.
With faultless morality, perfectly pure moral conduct,
Behavior free from vanity, may I take this path
To its transcendental perfection.
Emulating the training of all the victors
And completing my practice of excellence,
May I, with purest motivation,
Engage in stainless moral conduct,
Never weakening and free from fault.

This may be followed by additional prayers.

Prayer to the Transmission Lineage
If we wish, we can say the following prayer
to the Transmission Lineage of this practice:
Powerful Chenrezig, Gelongma Palmo
and Yeshe Zangpo, Dawa Shonnu and
Penyawa, and Chang Sem Dagyal Shab,
Nyipukpa and Suton Dorje Gyal,
Shangton Drajik, Kenpo Tsidulwa,
Dewachenpa, Kepa Chuzangpa,
Sherab Bumpa, Gyalse Rinpoche,
Konchok Zangpo, Lama Ngakwangpa,
Changchub Senge, Kenchen Nyakpupa,
Sonam Dar and Jampal Zangpo and
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,?%?-o?-3*/-0-3A-2*R.-hR-eJ:A-82?,

,.!R/-3(R$-;/-=$-.2%-K$-hR-eJ-.%,

sang gye nyen pa mi kyoe dor jei sh’ab

kon ch’og yen lag wang ch’ug dor je dang

,(R?-GA-.2%-K$-%$-$A-.2%-K$-.%-,

,3=-{-12-2o.-2!/-0-i3-o=-.%-,

ch’o kyi wang ch’ug ngag gi wang ch’ug dang

trul ku drub gyue ten pa nam gyal dang

,!k-%J?-.R/-2!/-0-<2-o?-.%-,

,3#?-3(R$-P2-.2%-2!/-:6B/-:I<-3J.-?R$?,

kar ma nge don ten pa rab gye dang

k’e ch’og drub wang ten dzin gyur me sok

,l-2o.-.0=-w/-]-3-3(R$-i3?-=,

,$?R=-2-:.J2?-?R-LA/-IA?-2_2-+-$?R=,

dza gyu pal den la ma ch’og nam la

sol wa deb so jin gyi lab tu sol

,(R-$-.%R?-=-.%-0R-*2?-?J3?-/A,
Refuge and the Generation of the Thought of Enlightenment

,?%?-o?-(R?-.%-5S$?-GA-3(R$-i3?-=,

,L%-(2-2<-.-2.$-/A-*2?-?-3(A,

sang gye ch’o dang ts’ok kyi ch’og nam la

jang ch’ub bar du dag ni kyab su ch’i

,2.$-$A?-.A/-?R$?-2IA?-0:A-2?R.-/3?-GA?,

,:PR-=-1/-KA<-?%?-o?-:P2-0<->R$,

dag gi jin sok gyi pei soe nam kyi

dro la p’en ch’ir sang gye drub par shok

,=/-$?3,

,5S$?- 2?$?- /A,
Accumulation of Beneficial Activity

,2.$-*A.-,/-<?-$9A$?-$?=-2:A,

,,$?-!:A-ZA:=?-:R.-:UR?-0?,

,]-3-,$?-eJ-(J/-0R-=,

dag nyi chen re zig sal wei

t’uk kei hrih le oe tro pe

la ma t’uk je ch’en po la

,?%?-o?-L%-?J3?-GA?-2{R<-2,

,3./-3#<-,/-S%?-28$?-0<-I<,

sang gye jang sem kyi kor wa

dun k’ar chen drang sh’uk par gyur

,KR$?-2&-.?-$?3-28$?-0-;A,

,o=-2-Y?-2&?-,3?-&.-=,

,!/-/?-?%?-2?-K$-:5=-=R,

ch’ok chu du sum sh’uk pa yi

gyal wa se che t’am che la

kun ne dong we ch’ag ts’al lo

,3J-+R$-2.$-%R?-3<-3J-SA,

,8=-9?-<R=-3R-=-?R$?-0,

,.%R?-:LR<-;A.-GA?- 3=-/?-:2=,

me tog dug po mar me dri

sh’al ze rol mo la sok pa

ngo jor yie kyi trul ne bul

,:1$?-0:A-5S$?-GA?-28J?-?-$?R=, ,,R$-3-3J.-/?-.-v:A-2<,
p’ak pei ts’ok kyi sh’e su sol

t’og ma me ne da tei bar

,3A-.$J-2&-.%-353?-3J.-s,
mi ge chu dang ts’am me nga

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
Sangye Nyenpa, Mikyo Dorje Shab,
Konchok Yenlak, Wangchuk Dorje,
and Chokyi Wangchuk, Ngakgi Wangchuk
and Tulku Drubgyu, Tenpa Namgyal
and Karma Ngedon, Tenpa Rabgye
and Kechok Drubwang, Tenzin Gyurme and all the others,
Glorious and Sublime Root Lamas and Lamas of the Lineage,
I beseech you, please grant me your grace.

The rite itself starts with:

Refuge and the Generation of the Thought of Enlightenment
In the Buddhas, Dharma, and Supreme Assembly,
I take refuge until enlightenment.
By the merit of generosity and other virtues,
May I accomplish buddhahood for the benefit of all beings.
Repeat three times.

Accumulation of Beneficial Activity
In order to increase the accumulation of beneficial activity, recite:
I appear clearly as Thousand-Armed Chenrezig.
From the HRIH in my heart light radiates, inviting the Lama,
The Great Compassionate One, who appears in the sky in front of me,
Surrounded by the buddhas and bodhisattvas.
To all the buddhas and their sons, who reside in the ten directions
And the three times, with complete sincerity I pay homage.
I offer flowers, incense, butter lamps, perfume, food, music,
And other real and imaginary offerings,
And beseech the noble assembly to accept them.
I confess all the unskillful actions caused by
The power of conflicting emotions,
The ten unvirtuous deeds, and the five sins of limitless consequence
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,?J3?-/A-*R/-3R%?-.2%-I<-0:A,

,#A$-0-,3?-&.-2>$?-0<-2IA, ,*/-,R?-<%-o=-L%-

sem ni nyon mong wang gyur pei

dig pa t’am che shak par gyi

nyen t’o rang gyal jang

(2-?J3?,

,?R-?R-*J-2R-=-?R$?-0,

,.?-$?3-.$J-2-&A-2?$?-0:A,

,2?R.-/3?-=-/A-2.$-;A-<%-,

ch’ub sem

so so kye wo la sok pa

du sum ge wa chi sak pei

soe nam la ni dag yi rang

,?J3?-&/-i3?-GA-2?3-0-.%-,

,]R-;A-LJ-V$-)A-v-2<,

,(J-(%-,/-3R%-,J$-0-;A,

,(R?-GA-

sem chen nam kyi sam pa dang

lo yi je drag ji ta war

ch’e ch’ung t’un mong t’eg pa yi

ch’o kyi

:#R<-=R-2{R<-.-$?R=, ,:#R<-2-)A-YA.-3-!R%-2<,

,M-%/-3A-:.:-,$?-eJ-;A?,

,#$-2}=-

k’or lo kor du sol

nya ngen mi da t’uk je yi

dug ngal

k’or wa ji si ma tong bar

o-35S<-LA%-2-;A,

,?J3?-&/-i3?-=-$9A$?-?-$?R=,

,2.$-$A?-2?R.-/3?-&A-2?$?-0,

gya ts’or jing wa yi

sem chen nam la zik su sol

dag gi soe nam chi sak pa

,,3?-&.-L%-(2-o<-I<-/?,

,<A%-0R<-3A-,R$?-:PR-2-;A,

,:SJ/-0:A-.0=-.-2.$-I<-&A$,

t’am che jang chub gyur gyur ne

ring bor mi t’ok dro wa yi

dren pei pal du dag gyur chig

,?J3?-&/-2.J-w/-#$-2}=-V=,

,2.J-=?-3A-*3?-2+%-~R3?->R$,

sem chen de den dug ngal dral

de le mi nyam tang nyom shok

Generation of Oneself as the Deity

<-J-S-7->::?j-Kk:

J-S-7->:R@-@),

om sva bha wa shud dha sar va dhar ma

sva bha wa shud dho ham

,$9%-:6B/-(R?-i3?-!R%-0<-I<,

,.J-;A-%%-=?-0.-^:A-!J%,

,<%-?J3?-ZA:;A$-.!<-0R-=?,

zung dzin ch’o nam tong par gyur

de yi ngang le pe dei teng

rang sem hrih yig kar po le

,:R.-:UR?-?J3?-&/-.R/-L?-/?,

,5<-:.?-ZA:;A$-0E-/A,

,$?J<-3.R$-:2<-2-ZA:35/-I<,

oe tro sem chen don je ne

ts’ur due hrih yig pe ma ni

ser dog bar wa hrih ts’en gyur

,a<-;%-.J-=?-t$?-G-.%-,

,8$?-0-v-2:A-:R.-:UR?-0?,

,KR$?-2&:A-?%?-o?-L%-?J3?-

lar yang de le chak kyu dang

sh’ak pa ta bui oe tr’o pe

ch’ok chui sang gye jang sem

i3?,

,,/-S%?-.J-=-,A3-0-;A?,

,{.-&A$-*A.-=-0E-/A,

,ZA:.%-2&?-0-;R%?-I<-=?,

nam

chen drang de la t’im pa yi

ke chig nyie la pe ma ni

hrih dang che pa yong gyur le

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
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Done from beginningless time until now.
I rejoice in the spiritual merit of whatever virtue
Shravakas, pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattvas,
And ordinary beings gather throughout the three times.
I pray that the dharma wheel of the mahayana,
Hinayana, and teaching common to both
Be turned in accordance with the wishes and aptitudes of beings.
I beseech the buddhas not to pass into nirvana
As long as samsara is not emptied,
But to look with compassion upon sentient beings
Who wallow in the ocean of suffering.
May whatever merit I have accumulated
Be the cause for the enlightenment of beings,
And may I quickly become a splendid leader of beings.
May all beings be endowed with joy; may they be separated from suffering.
May they never be separated from joy; may they remain in equanimity.

Generation of Oneself as the Deity
OM SVA BHA WA SHUD DHA

SAR VA DHAR MA

SVA BHA WA

All aspects of dualistic grasping become emptiness.
From this emptiness, standing on a lotus and moon disk,
My own mind appears in the form of the letter HRIH .
It radiates light beneficial to all beings
And is then absorbed back into the HRIH .
The lotus adorned with the letter HRIH blazes with the color of gold.
Again from the HRIH light radiates in the form of lassos and hooks,
Inviting all the buddhas and bodhisattvas of the ten directions.
They are absorbed into the HRIH and in an instant,
From the complete transformation of the HRIH ,

SHUD DHO HAM
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,2.$-*A.-:1$?-0-,/-<?-$9A$?,

,{-3.R$-.!<-0R-=%-5S-&/,

,2&-$&A$-8=-IA-l-8=-.!<,

dag nyie p’ak pa chen re zig

ku dog kar po lang t’so chen

chu chig sh’al gyi tsa sh’al kar

,$;?-u%-$;R/-.3<-.J-;A-!J%-,

,.2?-u%-$;?-.3<-$;R/-.!<-2,

,.J-!J%-.2?-.3<-$;?-.!<-

ye jang yon mar de yi teng

ue jang ye mar yon kar wa

de teng ue mar ye kar

8A%-,

,$;R/-u%-2-i3?-8A-*3?-&/,

,.J-!J%-OR-8=-/$-0R-/A,

,,/-$?3-3(J-$4B$?-OR-$*J<-

sh’ing

yon jang wa nam sh’i nyam chen

de teng tro sh’al nag po ni

chen sum ch’e tsik tro nyer

&/,

,.J-;A-!J%-/-8A-8=-/A,

,.3<-0R-$4$-+R<-w/-0-*A.,

,o/-%%?-3$=-2&?-i3-0<-$?=,

chen

de yi teng na sh’i sh’al ni

mar po ts’uk tor den pa nyie

gyen pang gul che nam par sal

,l-2:A-K$-2o.-.%-0R-$*A?,

,,$?-!<-,=-.<-$;?-$*A?-0?,

,2P%-UJ%-$?3-0-3(R$-.A/-

tsa wei chag gye dang po nyi

t’uk kar t’al jar ye nyi pei

drang treng sum pa ch’og jin

36., ,28A-0?-:#R<-=R-:6B/-0-!J,

,$;R/-IA-$*A?-0?-0E-.%-,

,$?3-0?-,A-]$?-28A-0-;A?,

dze

yon gyi nyi pe pe ma dang

sum pe chi luk sh’i pa yi

sh’i pe k’or lo dzin pa te

,3.:-$8-;R%?-?-:6B/-0:R,

,.J-z$-K$-/A-.$-2o-.%-,

,.$-2&-l-$*A?-3(R$-.A/-36.,

da sh’u yong su dzin pa-o

de lheg ch’ag ni gu gya dang

gu chu tsa nyi ch’og jin dze

,.J-v<-!R%-U$-K$-i3?-GA,

,3,A=-.-./-<J-w/-0:R,

,/R<-2-<A/-(J/-o/-:K%-8A%-,

de tar tong tr’ag ch’ag nam kyi

t’il du jen re den pa-o

nor bu rin ch’en gyen ch’ang sh’ing

,{-!R.-/-3-$;R/-0-/A,

,<A-?$?-0$?-0?-;R%?-2!2-0,

,!->A:A-<?-GA->3-,2?-&/,

ku toe nu ma yon pa ni

ri dok pak pe yong kab pa

ka sh’ii re kyi sham t’ab chen

,;A.-:R%-.<-IA-&R.-0/-:6B/,

,:R.-9J<-.!<-0R-:UR-2<-I<,

,.J-;A-,$?-!<-^-2:A-!J%-,

yie ong dar gyi choe pen dzin

0e zer kar po tr’o war gyur

de yi t’uk kar da wei teng

,ZA:;A$-.!<-0R:A-:R.-9J<-IA?,

0R-+-=-/?-,/-<?-$9A$?,

:#R<-.%-2&?-0-,/-S%?-I<,

hrih yig kar poi oe zer gyi

po ta la ne chen re zig

k’or dang che pa chen drang gyur

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
I clearly appear in the aspect of the Noble Chenrezig,
With a white and youthful body and eleven faces.
The main face is white, the right green, and the left red.
Of the three faces immediately above,
The middle face is green, the right red, the left white.
Above these, the central face is red, the right white,
And the left green. These nine faces are peaceful.
Above them is a black and wrathful three-eyed face
Showing teeth and a gnarled brow.
On top is a peaceful red face, which has a protrusion
Upon the crown and whose neck is unadorned.
Of the eight main hands, the first two are joined at the heart,
The second right hand holds a rosary, the third is in the gesture
Of Supreme Giving, and the fourth holds a wheel.
The second left hand holds a lotus, the third a golden vase,
And the fourth a bow and arrow.
The remaining nine hundred ninety-two hands
Are in the gesture of Supreme Giving with an eye in each palm.
He is adorned with precious jewels,
His left breast is completely covered by a deerskin,
And his robe is made from the cotton of Benares.
He wears a diadem adorned with ribbons.
Rays of white light spring from his body.
In the heart, upon a moon disk, is the white letter HRIH .
From the HRIH , light radiates to the Potala,
Inviting the Noble Chenrezig and his following.
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<-2#-A;)-A:>,

<-2#-0H)-=>,

<-2#-0PJ-=>,

om ben zra ar gham ah hung

om ben zra pad yam ah hung

om ben zra pupe ah hung

<-2#-K-0J-=>,

<-2#-A-=R-!J-=>,

<-2#-$kJ-=>,

om ben zra dhu pe ah hung

om ben zra a lo ke ah hung

om ben zra gen dhe ah hung

<-2#-/N-7A-H-=>,

<-2#->K-=>,

om ben zra ne wi dya ah hung

om ben zra shap ta ah hung

,*R/-IA?-3-$R?-{-3.R$-.!<,

,mR$?-?%?-o?-GA?-.2-=-2o/,

kyon gyi ma go ku dog kar

dzok sang gye kyi u la gyen

,,$?-eJ:A-,/-IA?-:PR-=-$9A$?,

,,/-<?-$9A$?-=-K$-:5=-=R,

t’uk jei chen gyi dro la zik

chen re zig la ch’ag ts’al lo

,6:>-2)-@R-$*A?-3J.-I<,

,$/?-$?3-<-=>-$A?-35/,

,a<-;%-ZA:=?-:R.-:UR?-0?,

dza hung bam ho nyi me gyur

ne sum om ah hung gi ts’en

lar yang hrih le oe tr’o pe

,.2%-z-<A$?-s-:#R<-2&?-LR/,

,.J-.$-i3?-GA-,$?-!-/?,

,;J->J?-2..-lA-:6B/-0-;A,

wang lha rik nga k’or che jon

de dag nam kyi t’uk ka ne

ye she due tsi dzin pa yi

,;3-s-:UR?-/?-2.$-*A.-=,

,3%R/-0<-.2%-2{<-(-;A-z$,

yum nga tr’o ne dag nyie la

ngon par wang kur ch’u yi lhag

,!J%-.-=.-0?-,A-$4$-+,
teng du lue pe chi tsug tu

,]-3:A-%R-2R-:R.-.0$-3J.,

,.T=-2<-3A-2*R.-i-$;?-?,

,<A/-:L%-i-$;R/-.R/-P2-*A.,

la mei ngo wo oe pag me

tral war mi kyoe na ye su

rin jung na yon don drub nyie

,v$-0<-i3-0<-$%-36.-.J,

,<A$?-2.$-i3?-GA?-.2-2o/-I<,

,<%-$A-,$?-!<-0.-^:A-

teg par nam par nang dze de

rik dag nam kyi u gen gyur

rang gi t’uk kar pe dei

!J%-,

,;J->J?-?J3?-.0:A-%R-2R-*A.,

,,$?-eJ-(J/-0R-5S/-$%-2,

,.J-;A-,$?-!<-+A%-%J-:6B/,

teng

ye she sem pei ngo wo nyie

t’uk je ch’en po ts’on gang wa

de yi t’uk kar ting nge dzin

,?J3?-.0:-ZA:;A$-.!<-0R-=?,

,:R.-:UR?-:PR-2:A-1A2-.%?- /?,

,,$?-eJ-(J/-0R:A-{<-I<-0,

sem pa hrih yig kar po le

oe tr’o dro wei drib jang ne

t’uk je ch’en poi kur gyur pa

,5<-:.?-ZA:=-,A3-0<-I<,
ts’ur du hrih la t’im par gyur

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
OM BEN ZRA AR GHAM AH HUNG
OM BEN ZRA PUPE AH HUNG

OM BEN ZRA PAD YAM AH HUNG

OM BEN ZRA DHU PE AH HUNG

OM BEN ZRA A LO KE AH HUNG

OM BEN ZRA GEN DHE AH HUNG

OM BEN ZRA NE WI DYA AH HUNG

OM BEN ZRA SHAP TA AH HUNG

Lord with white body, not veiled by fault,
Whose head is adorned by a perfect buddha,
Who looks upon all beings with the eyes of compassion,
To you, Chenrezig, I pay homage.
We become undifferentiated.
At the three places are the syllables

OM AH HUNG .

Again light radiates from the HRIH ,
Causing the empowerment deities to come,
The Five Victorious Ones and their following.
From their hearts emanate the Five Feminine Aspects
Who possess the supreme nectar of knowledge,
Which they pour forth bestowing their power upon me.
The nectar overflows upon my head
And it becomes Amitabha, the essence of the Lama.
Above my forehead it becomes Akshobhya (blue); above the right ear,
Ratnasambhava (yellow); above the left ear, Amoghasiddhi (green);
And above the back of my head, Vairochana (white).
Thus I am crowned by the masters of the five lineages.
At the heart level, upon a lotus and moon disk,
The very essence of the deities of supreme knowledge appears,
The Great Compassionate One, the size of a thumb.
In his heart is the white letter HRIH ,
Which is the entity of the state of absorption of the deity.
From it springs white light which purifies the obscurations of all beings,
And they become the Great Compassionate One.
They melt into light, which is absorbed back into the HRIH .
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/-3R-<_-Q-;-;,

/-3-A<-;-x-/-?-$-<-2N-<R-4-/-L-@-<-6-;,

na mo rat na tra ya ya

na ma ar ya jnya na sa ga ra be ro tsa na ba yu ha ra dza ya

+-,-$-+-;,

An-+J-?Mn)-2:-;,

/-3:?j-+-,-$-+J-U:

An-+J-U:

ta tha ga ta ya

ar ha te sam yak sam bud dha ya

na ma sar va ta tha ga te bhe

ar ha te bhe

?Mn)-2:J-U:

/-3:A<-;-A-7-=R-!A-+J-I-<-;,

sam yak sam bud dhe bhe

na ma ar ya a wa lo ki te shva ra ya

3-@-!-<-EA-!-;,

+H,,

ma ha ka ru ni ka ya

ta ya ta

<-K-<-K-<,

om dha ra dha ra

2R-KA-?-<-;,

3-@-?-<-;,

bo dhi sa to ya

KA-<A-KA-<A,

dhi ri dhi ri

ma ha sa to ya

K-<-K-<,

AAyJ-7AyJ,

dhu ru dhu ru

it te wit te

4-=J-4-=J,

T-4-=J-T-4-=J,

!-?-3J-!-?-3-7-<J,

AA-=A-3A-=A-4B-+A-~-=-3-0-/-;-J-@,

tsa le tsa le

tra tsa le tra tsa le

ku su me ku su ma wa re

i li mi li tsi ti dzo la ma pa na ya so ha

,$9%?-<A%-5<-$&A$-$A?-S%?-0:A-$9%?-,%-2o-l-2o.,

<-3-EA-0EJ->,
om mani peme hung

,;A$-S$-&A-/?-2^,

,.J-/?-3./-2*J.-/A,

Generating the Deity, Frontal Visualization

<-q-PF-7->-1B,

<-J-S-7->::

om ha ya gri wa hung pe

om sva bha wa shud dha

J-S-7->:R@@),

?j-Kk:

sar va dhar ma

sva bha wa shud dho ham

,(R?-i3?-,3?-&.-!R%-0<-I<,

,.J-;A-%%-=?-<%-*A.-GA,

,,$?-!:A-ZA:=?-W&-;A$-/A,

ch’o nam t’am che tong par gyur

de yi ngang le rang nyie kyi

t’uk kei hrih le drum yig ni

,3./-.-:UR?-/?-8-2-=?,

,<A/-(J/-=?-P2-$8=-;?-#%-,

,P-28A-|R-28A-w/-0:A-.2?,

dun du tr'o ne sh'u wa le

rin ch'en le drub sh'al ye k'ang

dru sh'i go sh'i den pei ue

,<A/-(J/-OA-.%-^-2:A-!J%-,

,$-5S$?-0E-:.2-2o.-GA,

,vJ-2<-ZA:=?-<%-:S-2:A,

rin ch’en tr’i dang da wei teng

na ts’ok pe ma dab gye kyi

te war hrih le rang dra wei

,,$?-eJ-(J/-0R:A-i3-0<-$?=,

,><-.->-=?-3A-2*R.-0,

,}R/-0R-?-$/R/-K$-o-&/,

t’uk je ch’en poi nam par sal

shar du hung le mi kyo pa

ngon po sa non ch’ag gya chen

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
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I bow to the Three Jewels.
I bow to the ocean of the Arya’s exalted wisdom,
the king of marvelous manifestations of Vairochana,
the thus gone, foe destroyer, perfectly completed Buddha.
I bow to all the thus gone, foe destroyer, perfectly completed buddhas.
I bow to Arya Avalokiteshvara, the bodhisattva,
the great heroic being endowed with great perfection.
It is thus: OM , (you) will hold, will hold; do hold, do hold; hold, hold!
(I) request power; move, move! Thoroughly move, thoroughly move!
(You) hold a flower, hold an offering flower; method and wisdom, supreme guru;
Burned with mind, may it be removed; arrange it! 2
Recite the entire long mantra once, then from TAYATA 108 times.
(Should be recited in Sanskrit.)
Recite the six-syllable mantra as many times as you can: OM MANI PEME HUNG

Generating the Deity, Frontal Visualization
OM HA YA GRI WA HUNG PE OM SVA BHA WA SHUD DHA
SAR VA DHAR MA SVA BHA WA SHUD DHO HAM
All appearance becomes emptiness.
Within that state, from the HRIH in one’s heart
The letter DRUM emanates and melts into light
And becomes a superb jeweled palace in front of us.
It is square and has four doors. In the center stands a jeweled throne
With a multicolored, eight-petaled lotus and moon disk upon it.
From the HRIH in the center of the moon disk
The Great Compassionate One appears,
Completely bright and clear and resembling oneself.
In the east, from the syllable HUNG Akshobhya appears,
Who is blue in color, in the earth-touching gesture.

2 Long dharani translated by Lama Zopa Rinpoche, Nyung Nä, www.fpmt.org.
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,zR-<-Q&-=?-<A/-:L%-/A,

,?J<-0R-3(R$-.A/-K$-o-&/,

,/2-+-<-=?-i3-$%-36.,

lho ru tram le rin jung ni

ser po ch’og jin ch’ag gya chen

nub tu om le nam nang dze

,.!<-0R-L%-(2-3(R$-$A-5=,

,L%-.-==?-.R/-P2-/A,

,u%-$-*2?-.A/-K$-o-&/,

kar po jang ch'ub ch'og gi ts'ul

jang du ah le don drub ni

jang gu kyab chin ch'ag gya chen

,?%?-o?-3(R$-$A-3=-{:A-5=,

,$/?-$?3-<-=>-*A.-=?,

,;J->J?-?J3?-.0:-,/-S%?-,A3,

sang gye ch’og gi trul kui ts’ul

ne sum om ah hung nyie le

ye she sem pa chen drang t’im

,6:>-2&-@R:$*A?-3J.-I<,

,a<-;%-ZA:=?-:R.-:UR?-0?,

,.2%-z-,/-S%?-.2%-2{<-+J,

dza hung bam ho nyi me gyur lar yang hrih le oe tr’o pe

wang lha chen drang wang kur te

,(-82?-;<-=.-$4S-2R-=,

,:R.-.0$-3J.-.%-<A$?-28A-0R<,

,?R-?R:A-<A$?-GA-.2-2o/-I<,

ch’u sh’ab yar lue tso wo la

oe pag me dang rik sh’i por

so soi rik kyi u gyen gyur

,2.$-.%-3./-.-28$?-0-;A,

,,$?-eJ-(J/-0R:A-K$-?R<-=?,

,;J->J?-2..-lA:A-o/-22?-0?,

dag dang dun du sh’uk pa yi

t’uk je ch’en poi ch’ag sor le

ye she due tsii gyun bab pe

,23-$%-;A-?$?-!/-5B3-I<,

,/-3R-<_-Q-;-;,

/-3-A<-;-x-/-

bum gang yi dak kun ts’im gyur

na mo rat na tra ya ya

na ma ar ya jnya na

?-$-<-2N-<R- 4-/-L-@-<-6-;,

+-,-$-+-;,

An-+J-?Mn)-2:-;,

sa ga ra be ro tsa na ba yu ha ra dza ya

ta tha ga ta ya

ar ha te sam yak sam bud dha ya

/-3:?j-+-,-$-+J-U:

An-+J-U:

?Mn)-2:J-U:

/-3:A<-;-A-7-=R-!A-+J-

na ma sar va ta tha ga te bhe

ar ha te bhe

sam yak sam bud dhe bhe

na ma ar ya a wa lo ki te

I-<-;,

3-@-?-<-;,

3-@-!-<-EA-!-;,

ma ha sa to ya

ma ha ka ru ni ka ya

shva ra ya

KA-<A-KA-<A,

2R-KA-?-<-;,

bod hi sa to ya

K-<-K-<,

dhi ri dhi ri dhu ru dhu ru

AA-=A-3A-=A-4B-+A-~-=-3-0-/-;-J-@,

ta ya ta

<-K-<-K-<,

om dha ra dha ra

AAyA-7AyA,

4-=J-4-=J,

T-4-=J-T-4-=J,

!-?-3J-!-?-3-7-<J,

it ti wit te

tsa le tsa le

tra tsa le tra tsa le

ku su me ku su ma wa re

,&J?-$9%?-<A%-2o-2o.-.%-;A$-S$-&A-/?-2^,

i li mi li tsi ti dzo la ma pa na ya so ha

,.J-/?-2.$-$A-;J->J?-0, ,3./-IA-$4S-2R<-,A3-0<-I<,
de ne dag gi ye she pa

+H,,

dun gyi tso wor t’im par gyur

<-3-EA-0EJ->,
om mani peme hung

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t

S
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In the south, from the syllable TRAM Ratnasambhava appears,
Who is yellow in color and in the gesture of supreme giving.
In the west, from the syllable OM Vairochana appears,
Who is white in color and in the gesture of sublime awakening.
In the north, from the syllable AH Amoghasiddhi appears,
Who is green in color and in the gesture of giving refuge.
All of them have the aspect of Buddha’s sublime emanation.
From the syllables OM

AH HUNG

in their respective places

The deities of supreme knowledge are invoked.

DZA HUNG BAM HO .

Again from the HRIH light radiates, inviting the deities of empowerment,
Who bestow their powers with the vase of nectar.
The nectar overflows forming the diadem
Adorning the heads of the main deity, Amitabha Buddha, and
The four other victorious ones, placed according to their lineages.
From my fingers and those of the Great Compassionate One in front of me
The nectar of supreme knowledge flows.
It fills the vase and, by flowing towards the hungry ghosts, it satisfies them
Recite the long mantra 108 times:
NA MO RAT NA TRA YA YA NA MA AR YA JNYA NA SA GA RA BE RO TSA NA
BA YU HA RA DZA YA TA THA GA TA YA AR HA TE SAM YAK SAM BUD DHA YA
NA MA SARVA TA THA GA TE BHE AR HA TE BHE SAM YAK SAM BUD DHE BHE
NA MA AR YA A WA LO KI TE SHVA RA YA BO DHI SA TO YA MA HA SA TO YA
MA HA KA RU NI KA YA TA YA TA OM DHA RA DHA RA DHI RI DHI RI
DHU RU DHU RU IT TE WIT TE TSA LE TSA LE TRA TSA LE TRA TSA LE
KU SU ME KU SU MA WA RE I LI MI LI TSI TI DZO LA MA PA NA YA SO HA
Recite the six-syllable mantra as many times as possible: OM MANI PEME HUNG
Then the deity, entity of Supreme Knowledge at the level of my heart,
dissolves into the central Chenrezig in front of me.
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Seven-Branch Prayer

,.J-/?-;/-=$-2./-0-:2=-2-/A-K$-:5=-2:A-$9%?-2&?, ,.!R/-3(R$-$?3-=-K$-:5=-=R,
kon ch’og sum la ch’ag ts’al lo

/-3R-3Q-XA-;J,

/-3R:?-XA-;J,

/-3R-AX-3-XA-;J-J-@,

,?%?-o?-,3?-&.-:.?-0:A-{,

namo manjushriye

namo su shriye

namo uttama shriye soha

sang gye t'am che du pei ku

,hR-eJ-:6B/-0:A-%R-2R-*A.,

,.!R/-3(R$-$?3-IA-l-2-!J,

,]-3-i3?-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,.?-$?3-

dor je dzin pei ngo wo nyie

kon ch’og sum gyi tsa wa te

la ma nam la ch’ag ts’al lo

du sum

2.J-2<-$>J$?-0-(R?-GA-{,

,:PR-S$-?J3?-&/-i3?-=-,/-<?-$9A$?,

,/3-3#:-v-2<-H2-

de war shek pa ch’o kyi ku

dro drug sem chen nam la chen re zig

nam k’a ta bur ky’ab

0:A-2&-$&A$-8=,

,$9A-2eA.-:R.-.0$-3J.-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,K$-!R%-:#R<-=R?-+<-2:A-o=-0R-

pei chu chig sh’al

zi jie oe pag me la ch’ag ts’al lo

ch’ag tong k’or lo gyur wei gyal po

!R%-,

,,/-!R%-2{=-0-29%-0R:A-?%?-o?-!R%-,

,$%-=-$%-:.=-.J-=-.J<-!R/-0:A,

,24/-0-

tong

chen tong kal pa zang poi sang gye tong

gang la gang dul de la der ton pei

tsun pa

,/-<?-$9A$?-=-K$-:5=-=R,
chen re zig la ch'ag ts'al lo

,(R?-{-/3-3#:-28A/-.-.LJ<-3J.-G%-,

,$9$?-{-:):-5S/-28A/-

ch'o ku nam k'a sh'in du jer me kyang

zuk ku ja ts'on sh'in

.-?R-?R<-$?=,

,,2?-.%->J?-<2-3(R$-=-3%:-2fJ?-0,

,<A$?-s-2.J-2<-$>J$?-=-K$-:5=-=R,

du so sor sal

t’ab dang she rab ch’og la nga nye pa

rik nga de war shek la ch’ag ts’al lo

,3#:-v<-H2-0:A-o=-2-Y?-2&?-=,

,2.$-.%-3#:-3*3-:PR-2-3-=?-0?,

,=?-:.A-8A%-h=-

k’a tar ky’ab pei gyal wa se che la

dag dang k’a nyam dro wa ma lu pe

lu di sh’ing dul

3*3-0<-<2-3=-/?,

,g$-+-$?-0:A-;A.-GA?-K$-:5=-=R,

nyam par rab trul ne

tag tu gu pei yie kyi ch’ag ts’al lo

,2.$-$A-~A%-#:A-?-2R/-=?,

,:UR?-0:A-3J-+R$-2.$-%R?-.%-,

,3<-3J-SA-(2-8=-9?-?R$?,

dag gi nying k’ei sa bon le

tr’o pei me tog dug po dang

mar me dri ch’ab sh’al ze sok

,:6B/-0:A-z-3R-i3?-GA?-3(R.,
dzin pei lha mo nam kyi ch’oe

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t

S

Seven-Branch Prayer
We offer the Seven-Branch Prayer and make prostrations while reciting
the mantra, which causes the prostrations to be one hundred times more
powerful.
I prostrate in front of the Three Rare and Sublime Ones.
NAMO MANJUSHRIYE NAMO SU SHRIYE NAMO UTTAMA SHRIYE SOHA
I prostrate in front of the Lama,
Who is the root of the Three Rare and Sublime Ones,
The essence of Dorje Chang, the united body of all the buddhas.
I prostrate before Amitabha, the Buddha of Infinite Light,
The body of emptiness of all those who have gone to bliss in the three times.
For the benefit of all beings in the three worlds
He appears as the Eleven-Faced Chenrezig, omnipresent as space.
I prostrate in front of the Venerable Chenrezig,
Whose thousand eyes are the thousand buddhas of the virtuous eons,
Whose thousand arms are the thousand great kings, holders of the wheel;
Who shows the appropriate means to tame each and every being.
I prostrate before the victorious ones of the five lineages,
They who have gone to bliss.
I prostrate before the masters of sublime transcendental knowledge
And liberating means, who even though indivisible,
The body of voidness similar to space,
Manifest distinctly in the two formal bodies,
As rainbow colors are differentiated from the sky.
I and all beings whose number is as limitless as space
Give praise to all the buddhas and their sons,
Whose assembly is as vast as space,
By mentally prostrating with a mind continually full of respect,
And with as many emanations as there are particles in all the worlds.
From the syllable in my heart, goddesses emanate carrying flowers,
Incense, light, perfumes, food, and music, and they make offerings.
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<-2#-0PJ -A:>,

<-2#-K-0J-A:>,

<-2#-A-=R-!J-A->,

om ben zra pupe ah hung

om ben zra dhu pe ah hung

om ben zra a lo ke ah hung

<-2#-$kJ-A:>,
om ben zra gen dhe ah hung

<-2#-/N-7A-H-A:>,

<-2#->K-A:>,

om ben zra ne wi dya ah hung

om ben zra shap ta ah hung

,)A-~J.-?-.$-KR$?-2&-:)A$-gJ/-/,

,.?-$?3-$>J$?-0-3A-;A-?J;J-!/,

,2.$-$A?-3-=?-.J-

ji nye su dag ch'ok chu jig ten na

du sum shek pa mi yi seng ge kun

dag gie ma lu de

.$-,3?-&.-=,

,=?-.%-%$-;A.-.%-2?-K$-2IA:R,

,29%-0R-,R.-0:A-(R/-=3-!R2?-.$-$A?,

dag t’am che la

lu dang ngag yie dang we ch’ag gyi-o

zang po choe pei mon lam tob dag gi

,o=-2-,3?-&.-;A.-GA?-3%R/-?3-.,

,8A%-$A-h=-~J.-=?-<2-2+.-0-;A?,

,o=-2-!/-=-

gyal wa t’am che yie kyi ngon sum du

sh’ing gi dul nye lu rab tue pa yi

gyal wa kun la

<2-+-K$-:5=-=R,

,h=-$&A$-!J%-/-h=-~J.-?%?-o?-i3?,

,?%?-o?-Y?-GA-.2?-/-

rab tu ch’ag ts’al lo

dul chig teng na dul nye sang gye nam

sang gye se kyi ue na

28$?-0-.$,

,.J-v<-(R?-GA-.LA%?-i3?-3-=?-0<,

,,3?-&.-o=-2-.$-$A?-$%-2<-3R?,

sh’uk pa dag

de tar ch’o kyi jing nam ma lu par

t’am che gyal wa dag gi gang war mo

,.J-.$-2}$?-0-3A-9.-o-35S-i3?,

,.L%?-GA-;/-=$-o-35S:A-1-!/-IA?,

,o=-2-!/-IA-;R/-

de dag ngak pa mi ze gya ts’o nam

jang kyi yen lag gya ts’oi dra kun gyi

gyal wa kun gyi yon

+/-<2-2eR.-&A%-,

,2.J-2<-$>J$?-0-,3?-&.-2.$-$A?-2!R.,

,3J-+R$-.3-0-UJ%-2-.3-0-

ten rab joe ching

de war shek pa t’am che dag gi toe

me tog dam pa t’reng wa dam pa

.%-,

,?A=-~/-i3?-.%-L$-0:A-$.$?-3(R$-.%-,

,3<-3J-3(R$-.%-2.$-%R?-.3-0-;A?,

dang

sil nyen nam dang jug pei duk ch’og dang

mar me ch’og dang dug po dam pa yi

,o=-2-.J-.$-=-/A-3(R.-0<-2IA,

,/-29:-.3-0-i3?-.%-SA-3(R$-.%-,

,KJ-3:A-1<-3-<A-

gyal wa de dag la ni ch’oe par gyi

na za dam pa nam dang dri ch’og dang

ch’e mei p’ur ma ri

<2-3*3-0-.%-,

,2!R.-0-H.-0<-:1$?-0:A-3(R$-!/-IA?,

,o=-2-.J-.$-=-;%-3(R.-

rab nyam pa dang

koe pa ky’e par p’ak pei ch’og kun gyi

gyal wa de dag la yang ch’oe

0<-2IA,

,3(R.-0-$%-i3?-]-3J.-o-(J-2,

,.J-.$-o=-2-,3?-&.-=-;%-3R?,

,29%-0R-

par gyi

ch’oe pa gang nam la me gya ch’e wa

de dag gyal wa t’am che la yang mo

zang po

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
OM BEN ZRA PUPE AH HUNG OM BEN ZRA DHU PE AH HUNG
OM BEN ZRA A LO KE AH HUNG OM BEN ZRA GEN DHE AH HUNG
OM BEN ZRA NE WI DYA AH HUNG OM BEN ZRA SHAP TA AH HUNG

With my voice and body and sincere heart,
I pay homage to all the lions of humanity
Present throughout all time and in all world systems
In every direction with none excepted,
However great their number.
The force of my resolve to practice excellence
Brings all victors clearly to mind;
Emanations of my body,
Numerous as the atoms of all universes,
Bow down in perfect obeisance before them.
All buddhas, numerous as the atoms of all buddha realms,
Stand in a single atom, surrounded by their children.
Similarly, this host of victors stands in every single atom
Throughout the realm of totality.
To them I direct my devotion and faith.
Sounds from an ocean of instruments of melodious speech
Sing of the qualities of all the victors;
The ocean of their qualities is never depleted.
In this way, I praise all the well-gone ones.
To all the victors I present and offer
Perfect flowers and holy garlands, sweet music,
Balms and parasols, oil lamps, and fragrant incense.
Moreover, I offer to all the victors elegant garments
And the finest of scents, powders piled high as Mt. Meru,
All displayed in exceptional splendor.
Vast and unsurpassable offerings
I create and present to all the victors.
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,R.-=-..-0:A-!R2?-.$-$A?, ,o=-2-!/-=-K$-:5=-3(R.-0<-2IA,

,:.R.-($?-8J-#%-$+A-3$-

choe la dad pei tob dag gi

doe ch'ak sh'e dang ti mug

gyal wa kun la ch'ag ts'al ch'oe par gyi

.2%-$A?-/A, ,=?-.%-%$-.%-.J-28A/-;A.-GA?-G%-,

,#A$-0-2.$-$A?-2IA?-0-&A-3(A?-0, ,.J-.$-

wang gi ni

dig pa dag gi gyi pa chi ch’i pa

lu dang ngag dang de sh’in yie kyi kyang

de dag

,3?-&.-2.$-$A?-?R-?R<-2>$?, ,KR$?-2&:A-o=-2-!/-.%-?%?-o?-Y?,

,<%-o=-i3?-.%-

t’am che dag gi so sor shak

rang gyal nam dang

ch’ok chui gyal wa kun dang sang gye se

aR2-.%-3A-aR2-.%-,

,:PR-2-!/-IA-2?R.-/3?-$%-=-;%-,

,.J-.$-!/-IA-eJ?-?-2.$-;A-<%-,

lob dang mi lob dang

dro wa kun gyi soe nam gang la yang

de dad kun gyi je su dag yi rang

,$%-i3?-KR$?-2&:A-:)A$-gJ/-1R/-3-.$,

,L%-(2-<A3-0<-?%?-o?-3-($?-2fJ?,

,3$R/-0R-.J-

gang nam ch’ok chui jig ten dron ma dag

jang chub rim par sang gye ma ch’ak nye

gon po de

.$-2.$-$A-,3?-&.-=,

,:#R<-=R-]-/-3J.-0<-2{R<-2<-2{=,

,M-%/-:.:-!R/-$%-28J.-.J-.$-=,

dag dag gi t’am che la

k’or lo la na me par kor war kul

nya ngen da ton gang sh’e de dag la

,:PR-2-!/-=-1/-8A%-2.J-2:A-KA<,

,2{=-0-8A%-$A-h=-~J.-28$?-0<-;%-,

,2.$-$A?-,=-3R-<2-

dro wa kun la p’en sh’ing de wei ch’ir

kal pa sh’ing gi dul nye sh’uk par yang

dag gi t’al mo rab

.<-$?R=-2<-2IA,

,K$-:5=-2-.%-3(R.- &A%-2>$?-0-.%-,

,eJ?-?-;A-<%-2{=-8A%-$?R=-2-;A,

jar sol war gyi

ch’ag ts’al wa dang ch’oe ching shak pa dang

je su yi rang kul sh’ing sol wa yi

,.$J-2-&%-9.-2.$-$A?-&A-2?$?-0,

,,3?-&.-2.$-$A?-L%-(2-KA<-2}R:R,

ge wa chung ze dag gi chi sak pa

t’am che dag gi jang ch’ub ch’ir ngo-o

,30=-/A,
Mandala Offering

<2#-?-<-?-3-;,

3-/-0-=-;,

om ben zra sa to sa ma ya

ma nu pa la ya

2#-?-<-<J-/R-0-+AN-SA-[R- 3J-S-7,

ben zra sa to te no pa ti ta dri do me ba wa

?-+R-XR-3J-S-7,

?-0R-XR-3J-S-7,

A-/-<RR-3J-S-7,

su to koy yo me ba wa

su po koy yo me ba wa

ah nu rak to me ba wa

?j-!k-?-4-3J-4BX)-XA-;:

!-<- >-@-@-@-@-@R:

sar wa kar ma su tsa me tsi tang shiri ya

ku ru hung ha ha ha ha ho

?j-?A:A-gJ-T-;o,

sar wa sid dhi me tra ya tsa

S-$-7/,
ban ga wen

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
With a firm appreciation of the practice of excellence,
I render homage and offerings to all the victors.
Overpowered by lust, hatred, and stupidity,
I have perpetrated much evil through my actions, words,
And also in my thoughts; all such evils I confess completely.
With great joy I think of all the merit
Gathered by the victors in all directions, the Buddha’s children,
And by the self-realized and partly and thoroughly trained ones.
I rejoice in the merit of all sentient beings.
I urge that the unsurpassable dharma wheel be set in motion
By all the lords, the lights of all worlds in all directions,
Who have traversed the stages of enlightenment
And attained buddhahood,
The state of nonattachment and pure awareness.
With my hands folded in prayer,
I beseech those who have transcended misery,
Whatever be their concern,
To abide for as many eons as there are atoms in all realms,
For the benefit and happiness of beings.
I dedicate to perfect enlightenment all virtue, however slight,
Which I have gathered through homage, offerings,
Confession, rejoicing, entreaty, and supplications.

Mandala Offering
OM BEN ZRA SA TO SA MA YA

MA NU PA LA YA

BEN ZRA SA TO TE NO PA

TI TA DRI DO ME BA WA

SU TO KOY YO ME BA WA

SU PO KOY YO ME BA WA

AH NU RAK TO ME BA WA
SAR WA KAR MA SU TSA ME

SAR WA SID DHI ME TRA YA TSA
TSI TANG SHIRI YA

KU RU HUNG HA HA HA HA HO

BAN GA WEN

S
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?j-+-,-$-+,

2#-3-3J-3O-

2#B-S-7

3-@-?-3-;-?-<-=

sar wa ta ta ga ta

ben zra ma me mun tsa

ben zra ba wa

ma ha sa ma ya sa to ah

<-2#-S-3A-A:>,

$8A-i3-0<-.$-0-.2%-(J/-$?J<-IA-?-$8A,

<-2#-<J-#J-A:>,

om ben zra bhu mi ah hung

sh’i nam par dag pa wang ch’en ser gyi sa sh’i

om ben zra reke ah hung

,KA-t$?-<A:A-:#R<-;$-$A-<-2?-;R%?-?-2{R<-2:A-.2?-?-<A:A-o=-0R-<A-2R-3(R$-<2,

,><-=?-:1$?-

ch’i chak rii k’or yug gi ra we yong su kor wei ue su rii gyal po ri wo ch’og rab

shar lu p’ak

0R, ,zR-6a-\A%,

,/2-2-=%-,R.,

,L%-1-3A-~/,

,=?-.%-=?-:1$?, ,d-;2-.%-

po

nub ba lang choe

jang dra mi nyen

lu dang lu p’ak

lho dzam bu ling

nga yab dang

d-;2-$8/,

,$;R-w/-.%-=3-3(R$-:PR,

,1-3A-~/-.%-1-3A-~/-IA-^,

,<A/-0R-(J:A-<A-2R,

nga yab sh’en

yo den dang lam ch’og dro

dra mi nyen dang dra mi nyen gyi da

rin po ch’ei ri wo

,.0$-2?3-IA->A%, ,:.R.-:)R:A-2, ,3-kR?-0:A-=R-+R$, ,:#R<-=R-<A/-0R-(J,

,/R<-2-<A/-0R-(J,

pag sam gyi shing

nor bu rin po ch'e

,24/-3R-<A/-0R-(J,

doe joi ba

,]R/-0R-<A/-0R-(J,

ma mo pei lo tog

k'or lo rin po ch'e

,\%-0R-<A/-0R-(J,

,g-3(R$-<A/-0R-(J,

tsun mo rin po ch’e lon po rin po ch’e lang po rin po ch’e

,.3$-.0R/-<A/-0R-(J,

ta ch’og rin po ch’e mag pon rin po ch’e

,$+J<-(J/-0R:A-23-0,

,|J$-3R-3, ,UJ%-2-3,

,\-3, ,$<-3, ,3J-+R$-3, ,2.$-%R?-3,

ter ch’en poi bum pa

geg mo ma t’r’eng wa ma

lu ma

,$%-$?=-3, ,SA-(2-3,
nang sal ma

gar ma

me tog ma

dug po ma

,*A-3, ,^-2, ,<A/-0R-(J:A-$.$?, ,KR$?-=?-i3-0<-o=-2:A-o=-35/,

dri ch’ab ma nyi ma

da wa

rin po ch’ei duk

ch’ok le nam par gyal wei gyal ts’en

,.2?-?-z-.%-3A:A-.0=-:LR<-1/-?3-5S$?-0-3-5%-2-3J.-0,

,<2-:L3?-o-35S:A-h=-IA-P%?-=?-

ue su lha dang mii pal jor p’un sum ts’ok pa ma ts’ang wa me pa

rab jam gya ts’oi dul gyi drang le

:.?-0-3%R/-0<-2!R.-.J, ,]-3-;A-.3-?%?-o?-L%-(2-?J3?-.0:-.0:-2R-3#:-:PR-(R?- *R%-Y%de pa ngon par koe de

lama yi dam sang gye jang ch’ub sem pa pa wo k’a dro ch’o kyong sung

3:A-5S$?-.%-2&?-0-i3?-=-:2=-2<-2IA:R,

,,$?-eJ?-:PR-2:A-.R/-.-28J?-?-$?R=,

mei ts’ok dang che pa nam la bul war gyi-o

t’uk je dro wei don du sh’e su sol

,28J?-/?-LA/-IA?-2_2-+-$?R=,
sh’e ne jin gyi lab tu sol

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
SAR WA TA TA GA TA
YA SA TO AH

BEN ZRA MA ME MUN TSA BEN ZRA BA WA
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MA HA SA MA

OM BEN ZRA BHU MI AH HUNG

The completely pure foundation is the powerful
golden ground.

OM BEN ZRA REKE AH HUNG

On the outer rim, completely surrounding it,
is the circular iron-mountain wall; in the center is
the king of all mountains, Mount Meru.

East Lupakpo.

South Dzambuling.

West Balangcho.

North Draminyen.

Lu and Lupak.

Ngayab and Ngayabshen.

Yoden and Lamchokdro.

Draminyen and Draminyengida.

The jewel mountain.

The wish-fulfilling trees.

The wish-fulfilling cows.

The grain that needs no toil.

The precious wheel.

The precious gem.

The precious queen.

The precious minister.

The precious elephant.

The precious horse.

The precious general.

The vase of great treasure.

Goddess of grace.

Goddess of garlands.

Goddess of song.

Goddess of dance.

Goddess of flowers.

Goddess of incense.

Goddess of light.

Goddess of perfume.

The Sun. The moon.

The precious umbrella.

The royal banner victorious in all directions.
In the center, all the wealth of gods and humans, with nothing lacking.
All this clearly set out and transcending in number
All the atoms in overflowing oceans of galaxies.
To the assembly of lamas, yidams, buddhas, bodhisattvas,
Dakas, dakinis, dharmapalas, and protectors, I offer.
Out of compassion and for the benefit of beings,
Please accept these offerings, we pray.
Having accepted, please grant your blessing.
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,?-$8A-%R?-(?-L$?->A%-3J-+R$-2N3,

,<A-<2-\A%-28A-*A-^?-2o/-0-:.A,

sa sh’i po ch’ue juk shing me tog tram

ri rab ling sh’i nyi de gyen pa di

,?%?-o?-8A%-.-.3A$?-+J-1=-2-;A?,

,:PR-!/-i3-.$-8A%-=-,R.-0<->R$,

sang gye sh’ing du mik te p’ul wa yi

dro kun nam dag sh’ing la choe par shok

<-30=-0-6-3J-,-?-3-S-c-<-E-?-3-;J-A:>,

,8J?-.%-,

om man dal pu dza me gha sa mu dra sa pha ra na sa ma ye ah hung

,#A$-0-2>$?-0-/A,
Confession of Faults

,]-3-hR-eJ-:6B/-0-(J/-0R-=-?R$?-0-KR$?-2&-/-28$?-0:A-?%?-o?-.%-L%-(2-?J3?-.0:-,3?-&.la ma dor je dzin pa ch’en po la sok pa ch’ok chu na sh’uk pei sang gye dang jang ch’ub sem pa t’am che

.%-,

,:1$?-0-,$?-eJ-(J/-0R-2.$-=-.$R%?-?-$?R=,

,2.$- 3A%----:.A-8J?-2IA-2?-5K-:#R<-2-

dang

p'ak pa t'uk je ch'en po dag la gong su sol

dag ming … di sh’e gyi we ts’e k’or wa

,R$-3-3J.-0-/?-,-3-.-v-=-,$-$A-2<-.-*R/-3R%?-0-:.R.-($?-.%-,

,8J-#%-.%-,

,$+A-3$-

t’og ma me pa ne t’a ma da ta la t’ug gi bar du nyon mong pa do ch’ak dang

sh’e dang dang

ti mug

$A-.2%-$A?-=?-.%-%$-.%-;A.-GA-|R-/?,

,#A$-0-3A-.$J-2-2&-2IA?-0-.%-,

,353?-3-3(A?-0-s-

gi wang gi lu dang ngag dang yi kyi go ne

dig pa mi ge wa chu gyi pa dang

ts’am ma ch’i pa nga

2IA?-0-.%-,

,.J-.%-*J-2-s-2IA?-0-.%-,

,?R-?R<-,<-0:A-#R3-0-.%-:$=-2-2IA?-0-.%-,

gyi pa dang

de dang nye wa nga gyi pa dang

so sor t’ar pei dom pa dang gal wa gyi pa dang

,L%-(2-?J3?-.0:A-2a2-0-.%-:$=-2-2IA?-0-.%-,

,$?%-}$?-GA-.3-5B$-.%-:$=-2-2IA?-0-.%-

jang ch’ub sem pei lab pa dang gal wa gyi pa dang

sang ngak kyi dam ts’ig dang gal wa gyi pa dang

,.!R/-3(R$-$?3-=-$/R.-0-2IA?-0-.%-,

,.3-0:A-(R?-%%?-0-.%-,

,:1$?-0:A-.$J-:./-=-

kon ch’og sum la noe pa gyi pa dang

dam pei ch’o pang pa dang

p’ak pei ge dun la

{<-0-2+2-0-.%-, ,1-.%-3-=-3-$?-0-2IA?- 0-.%-,

,3#/-0R-.%-aR2-.0R/-=-3-$?-0-2IA?-0-.%-,

kur pa tab pa dang

k’en po dang lob pon la ma gu pa gyi pa dang

p’a dang ma la ma gu pa gyi pa dang

,PR$?-5%?-0-35%?-0<-,R.-0-i3?-=-3-$?-0-2IA?-0-=-?R$?-0-3.R<-/-3,R-<A?-.%-,<-0:A-$J$?drok ts’ang pa ts’ung par choe pa nam la ma gu pa gyi pa la sok pa dor na t’o ri dang t’ar pei gek

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t

S

This golden ground, sprinkled with scented water and strewn with flowers,
Adorned with Mount Meru, the four continents, the sun and the moon,
By visualizing it all as the buddha realm and offering it,
May all beings enjoy the pure realms.
Then:
OM MAN DAL PU DZA ME GHA SA MU DRA SA PHA RA NA SA MA YE AH HUNG

Confession of Faults
Guru, Great Vajra Holder, and other teachers,
All buddhas and bodhisattvas who abide in the ten directions,
And the Great Exalted Compassionate One,
Please consider me. I [say your name],
From time without beginning up to the present moment,
Have committed the ten nonvirtuous actions
In body, speech, and mind,
Because of the power of the defilements—
Passion, aggression, and stupidity.
I have committed the five acts which ripen immediately,
The five which ripen almost immediately,
Violated the vows of individual liberation,
Violated the vows of bodhichitta,
Violated the commitments of the secret mantra,
Injured the Three Jewels,
Abandoned the dharma,
Insulted the sangha,
Been disrespectful to my parents,
Been disrespectful to my teachers and instructors,
And been disrespectful to companions
Who observe pure morals.
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?-I<-&A%-,

,:#R<-2-.%-%/-?R%-$A-o<-I<-0-*J?-0-.%-v%-2:A-5S$?-&A-3(A?-0-.J-.$-

su gyur ching

k’or wa dang ngen song gi gyur gyur pa nye pa dang tung wei ts’ok chi ch’i pa de dag

,3?-&., ,]-3-hR-eJ-:6B/-0-(J/-0R-=-?R$?-0-KR$?-2&-/-28$?-0:A-?%?-o?-.%-,

,L%-(2-

t’am che

jang ch’ub

la ma dor je dzin pa ch’en po la sok pa ch’ok chu na sh’uk pei sang gye dang

?J3?-.0:-,3?-&.-.%-,

,:1$?-0-,$?-eJ-(J/-0R:A-,/-}<-3,R=-=R-2>$?-?R,

,3A-:(2-2R,

sem pa t’am che dang

p’ak pa t’uk je ch’en poi chen ngar t’ol lo shak so

mi ch’ab bo

,3A-&J.-.R,

,.J-v<-3,R=-8A%-2>$?-/-2.$-2.J-2-=-<J$-0<-$/?-0<-:I<-IA?,

,3-3,R=-3-

mi be do

de tar t’ol sh’ing shak na dag de wa la reg par ne par gyur gyi

ma t’ol ma

2>$?-/-.J-v<-3A-:I<-2-=$?-?R,
shak na de tar mi gyur wa lak so

,$%-;%-2.$-$A?-.?-!/-+,

,#A$-0-2IA?-0-$%-I<-0,

,0$-0?-kA-:S<-2>$?-2IA.-&A%-,

gang yang dag gi due kun tu

dig pa gyi pa gang gyur pa

trag pe mi drar shak gyi ching

,.J%-/?-2l3?-+J-:L%-3A-2IA.,

,.$J-2-i3?-=-eJ?-;A-<%?,

,:#R<-=R-2{R<-8A%-$?R=-2-:.J2?,

deng ne tsam te jung mi gyie

ge wa nam la je yi rang

k’or lo kor sh’ing sol wa deb

,?%?-o?-L%-(2-;A.-GA?-29%-,

,,3?-&.-L%-(2-3(R$-+-2}R,

sang gye jang ch’ub yie kyi zung

t’am che jang ch’ub ch’og tu ngo

,<%-$A-,A-2R<-.$J-aR%-3,

,.0=-3R-28$?-/?-%R-(J/-36.,

rang gi chi wor ge long ma

pal mo sh’uk ne ngo ch’en dze

Po Homage Prayer

/-3R-3Q-XA-;J,

/-3R:?-XA-;J,

/-3R-AX-3-XA-;J-J-@,

na mo man ju shri ye

na mo su shri ye

na mo ut ta ma shri ye so ha

<-:)A$-gJ/-3$R/-0R-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,:)A$-gJ/-]-3-YA.-0-$?3-IA?-2!R.-0-0R,

om jig ten gon po la ch’ag ts’al lo

jig ten la ma sie pa sum gyi toe pa po

,z-;A-$4S-2R-2..-.%-5%?-0?-2!R.-0-0R,

,,2-0:A-o=-3(R$-2!R.-0?-P2-0<-36.-0-0R,

lha yi tso wo due dang ts’ang pe toe pa po

t’ub pei gyal ch’og toe pe drub par dze pa po

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
In summary, whatever moral failings or faults I have committed,
Which are obstacles to the higher realms and to freedom,
Or the seeds of samsara and the lower realms,
I acknowledge and confess in the presence of the Guru,
Great Vajra Holder, and other teachers,
All buddhas and bodhisattvas who reside in the ten directions,
And the Great Exalted Compassionate One.
I hide nothing, I conceal nothing, and I vow
To terminate these actions. If I make this sort of confession,
I will remain in the proximity of happiness;
If not, that will not come about.
Whatever errors have been made at any time by me or others,
Looking at them fearfully as if they were a nightmare,
I confess them all. From now on I shall not engage in such actions.
I rejoice in all virtue.
I request the buddhas to turn the wheel of dharma.
Keeping in mind the awakening of the buddhas,
I dedicate all these beneficial actions to Supreme Awakening.
On the top of my head Gelongma Palmo appears,
Who intercedes in my favor.

Po Homage Prayer
NA MO MAN JU SHRI YE NA MO SU SHRI YE
NA MO UT TA MA SHRI YE SO HA
I bow to the Protector of the world.
Everyone in the three worlds praises and celebrates the Lama.
Even the gods and Brahma celebrate and praise Lord Chenrezig.
One who wishes to attain buddhahood praises the Lord
Who delivers such accomplishment.
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,:)A$-gJ/-$?3-IA-3$R/-0R-3(R$-=-K$-:5=-=R,

,2.J-$>J$?-.0$-3J.-{-!J-{-29%-:6B/-0-0R,

jig ten sum gyi gon po ch’og la ch’ag ts’al lo

de shek pag me ku te ku zang dzin pa po

,2.J-$>J$?-$%-2-3,:-;?-.2-o/-:6B/-0-0R,

,K$-$;?-3(R$-.A/-;A-?$?-2NJ?-{R3-?J=-2-0R,

de shek nang wa t’a ye u gyen dzin pa po

ch’ag ye ch’og jin yi dok tre kom sel wa po

,K$-$;R/-$?J<-IA-0E?-i3-0<-2o/-0-0R,

,SA-8A3-<=-0:A-UJ%-2-.3<-?J<-:H$-0-0R,

ch’ag yon ser gyi pe me nam par gyen pa po

dri sh’im ral pei tr’eng wa mar ser k’yug pa po

,8=-<?-o?-0-^-2-v-2<-36K?-0-0R,

,,/-IA-0E-3(R$-+-29%-8A%-;%?-0-0R,

sh’al re gye pa da wa ta bur dze pa po

chen gyi pe ma ch’og tu zang sh’ing yang pa po

,#-2-.%-v<-i3-.!<-SA-%.-w/-0-0R,

,SA-3J.-:R.-($?-3-+A$-5S3-2-:6B/-0-0R,

k’a wa dung tar nam kar dri nge den pa po

dri me oe ch’ag mu tig ts’om bu dzin pa po

,36K?-0:A-:R.-9J<-*-<J%?-.3<-0R?-2o/-0-0R,

,0E:A-35S-v<-K$-/A-3%<-2<-L?-0-0R,

dze pei oe zer kya reng mar po gyen pa po

pe mei ts’o tar ch’ag ni ngar war je pa po

,!R/-!:A-3A/-IA-3.R$-.%-w/-8A%-$8R/-0-0R,

,<A/-(J/-3%-0R?-.0%-0-$*A?-/A-2o/-0-0R,

ton kei trin gyi dog dang den sh’ing sh’on pa po

rin ch’en mang po pung pa nyi ni gyen pa po

,=R-3:A-3(R$-v<-K$-3,A=-$8R/-8A%-:)3-0-0R,

,<A-?$?-0$?-0?-/-3-$;R/-0-2!2-0-0R,

lo mei ch’og tar ch’ag t’il sh’on sh’ing jam pa po

ri dok pak pe nu ma yon pa kab pa po

,~/-(-$.-2?-|J$-&A%-o/-i3?-:(%-2-0R,

,SA-3-3J.-0:A-0E:A-3(R$-=-$/?-0-0R,

nyen ch’a du bu geg ching gyen nam ch’ang wa po

dri ma me pei pe mei ch’og la ne pa po

,vJ-2:A-%R?-/A-0E:A-:.2?-v<-:)3-0-0R,

,$?J<-IA-{-<$?-3(R$-=-/R<-2?-3?-0-0R,

te wei ngo ni pe mei dab tar jam pa po

ser gyi ka rak ch’og la nor bu tre pa po

,!-9<-.NA?-0:A-<?-29%->3-,2?-:6B/-0-0R,

,,2-0:A-3HJ/-3(R$-35S-(J/-1-<R=-KA/-0-0R,

ta zur tri pei re zang sham t’ab dzin pa po

t’ub pei k’yen ch’og t’so ch’en p’a rol ch’in pa po

,3(R$-2fJ?-2?R.-/3?-3%-0R?-*J-2<-2?$?-0-0R,

,g$-+-2.J-2:A-:L%-$/?-c-/.-?J=-2-0R,

ch’og nye soe nam mang po nye war sak pa po

tag tu de wei jung ne ga ne sel wa po

,$?3-3,<-36.-&A%-3#:-,R.-,R.-0-!R/-0-0R,

,=?-&/-3(R$-!J-2..-.0%-:O$?-=?-o=-2-0R,

sum t’ar dze ching k’a choe choe pa ton pa po

lu chen ch’og te due pung tr’uk le gyal wa po

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
I bow to the supreme protector of the three worlds.
Holder of a noble form body, filled with infinite tathagatas,
You are crowned by Buddha Amitabha.
Your supremely bountiful right hand dispels
The suffering of the hungry ghosts;
Your left hand holds a golden lotus.
Your sweetly scented red and yellow hair sparkles like necklaces.
The expanse of your face is as lovely as a full moon.
Like the sublimely supreme lotus, your eyes are beautifully wide.
Your sweet-smelling form is like a snow-white conch shell.
You hold a mala of stainless, glowing pearls,
And radiate stunning beams of light, red as dawn.
Your body is like a lake; from it hands, like lotuses, are perfectly arranged.
They are youthful and like autumn clouds,
White and bright and clear.
Both shoulders are adorned with many precious jewels.
Your youthful palms are soft like the most supreme leaves.
Your left breast is covered with a tenasera skin.
Precious earrings and other ornaments gracefully adorn you.
You dwell upon a supreme and unblemished lotus.
Your navel’s surface is as soft as a lotus petal.
Your belt is of the finest jewel-encrusted gold.
Your lower robe wraps your hips in the noblest cloth.
Gone to the other shore of the great ocean,
You have supreme knowledge and capability.
You, who properly gathered so much virtue,
Received the supreme state of being.
Dispeller of the misery of old age and illness,
You are the permanent source of joy.
You act to liberate beings from the three lower realms,
And show and perform equally for space dwellers.
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,$?J<-IA-b%-$.2-1-;A?-82?-;A.-:R%-2-0R,

,5%?-0:A-$/?-0-28A-;A?-.2J/-0<-36.-0-0R, ,%%-0:A-

ser gyi kang dub dra yi sh’ab yie ong wa po

ts’ang pei ne pa sh’i yi wen par dze pa po

ngang pei

:PR?-:S-\%-(J/-SJ$?-v<-$>J$?-0-0R,

,5S$?-!/-*J-2<-2?$?->A%-2!/-0-$*J<-2-0R,

,:R-3:A-

dro dra lang ch’en drek tar shek pa po

ts’ok kun nye war sak shing ten pa nyer wa po

o mei

35S-.%-(-;A-35S-=?-1R=-2-0R,

,$%-8A$-g$-+-,R-<%?-=%-/?-$?-0-;A?,

,,/-<?-$9A$?-GA-

ts’o dang ch’u yi ts’o le drol wa po

gang sh’ig tag tu t’o rang lang ne gu pa yi

chen re zig kyi

.2%-0R-;A.-=-?J3?-LJ.-&A%-,

,2!R.-0:A-3(R$-:.A?-.$-&A%-$?=-2<-2!R.-LJ.-/,

,.J-/A-*J?-0:3-

wang po yie la sem je ching

toe pei ch’og di dag ching sal war toe je na

de ni kye pa am

/A-2.-3J.-;A/-G%-<%-,

,:)A$-gJ/-:.A:3-3-:R%?-*J-2-,3?-&.-.,

,:)A$-gJ/-:)A$-gJ/-=?-:.?-

ni bue me yin kyang rung

jig ten di am ma ong kye wa t'am che du

jig ten jig ten le de

.$R?-0-!/-:P2->R$, ,?R$?-5<-*J<-$&A$-$3-2./-2eR.,
go pa kun drub shog

Special Wish Prayer

,2!/-0-2!/-:6A/-;/-<A%-$/?-0-.%-,

,2.$-?R$?-:PR-i3?-L%-(2-?J3?-:LR%?->A%-,

ten pa ten dzin yun ring ne pa dang

dag sok dro nam jang ch’ub sem jong shing

,8A-z$-9%-:VJ=-+A%-:6B/-<2-,R2-/?,

,!/-3HJ/->J?-<2-gR$?-0<-LA/-IA?-_R2?,

sh’i lhag zung drel ting dzin rab t’ob ne

kun k’yen she rab tok par jin gyi lob

,.J-/?-:.?-$+R<-2?%-.%?,
Purifying the Torma

<-@-;-PF-7->-1B,
om ha ya gri wa hung pe

<-A:>,

<-J-S-7->::?j-Kk:J-S-7->:R@@),

om sva bha wa shud dha sar va dhar ma sva bha wa shud dho ham

,=/-$?3,

om ah hung

,#-.R$-SA-<R-/?-0-i3?,

,1/-5S$?-w/-0:A-$+R<-3-:.A,

k’a dog dri ro nu pa nam

p’un ts’ok den pei tor ma di

,:1$?-0-,/-<?-$9A$?-.2%-.%-,

,o=-2-Y?-.%-2&?-=-:2=,

p’ak pa chen re zig wang dang

gyal wa se dang che la bul

<-3-EA-0EJ->,

om mani peme hung

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
Supreme among beings, you are victorious in battle over hosts of demons.
Your feet tinkle with the pleasing sound of golden anklets;
And you create the four silences, which are the cause of Brahmahood.
You walk with the grace of a swan and the dignity of an elephant.
Provider of the doctrine, who has completely and properly accumulated,
You liberate from the ocean of milk and the ocean of water.
Whoever will rise with respect at dawn,
Thinking in their mind of powerful Chenrezig,
To purely and clearly extol this supreme praise,
Whether they are male or female,
In this life and all future lives,
In this world and the world beyond,
All their purposes will be accomplished.
Recite this prayer seven or twenty-one times.

Special Wish Prayer
Please grant us your grace that the doctrine and its holders remain long,
That I and all beings practice the thought of enlightenment,
And, having obtained the perfect state of absorption,
The inseparability of calm and insight,
That we may realize transcendental knowledge, omniscience.

Purifying the Torma
OM HA YA GRI WA HUNG PE OM SVA BHA WA SHUD DHA SAR VA
DHAR MA SVA BHA WA SHUD DHO HAM
OM AH HUNG

Repeat three times.

This torma, perfect in shape, perfume, and qualities,
I offer to the noble, powerful Chenrezig,
And to the victorious ones and their sons.
OM MANI PEME HUNG

Recite three times.
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<-A-!-<R-3-#)-?j-Kk-E)-AH-/a-o-<+-<-A:>-1B-J-@,

,=/-$?3,

om a ka ro mu kam sar va dhar ma nam a dya nut pan na to ta om ah hung pe so ha

,L%-(2-?J3?-/A-<A/-0R-(J,

,3-*J?-0-i3?-*J-I<-&A$,

,*J?-0-*3?-0-3J.-0-.%-,

jang ch’ub sem ni rin po ch’e

ma che pa nam kye gyur chig

kye pa nyam pa me pa dang

,$R%-/?-$R%-.-:1J=-2<-36S.,

,[-$+R<-?R$?-2?%-.%?,

gong ne gong du p’el war dzoe

<-@-;-PF-7->-1B,
om ha ya gri wa hung pe

<-J-S-7->::?j-Kk:J-S-7->:R@@),

<-A:>,

om sva bha va shud dha sar va dhar ma sva bha va shud dho ham

,=/-$?3,

om ah hung

<-.->-.A!-=R-!-0-=-/-$-<-6-7-<-E-S-3A-0-+A-?-0-<A-7-<-AA-.)-2-=Dom da sha dik lo ka pa la na ga ra dza wa ru na bhu mi pa ti sa pari wa ra i dam pa ling

+-#-#-#-@A-#-@A,

,=/-$?3,

ta kha kha kha hi kha hi

<-2#-A;),
om ben zra ar gam

0H),

pad yam

0PJ,

K-0J,

A-=R-!J,

$kJ,

pu pe

dhu pe

a lo ke

gen dhe

/N-7A-H,

ne wi dya

>K-A:>,
shap ta ah hung

,?%?-o?-2!/-Y%-:)A$-gJ/-*R%,

,:1$?-0:A-2!:-#R.-[-;A-o=,

,$8/-;%-:L%-0R-2$J$?-

sang gye ten sung jig ten kyong

p’ak pei ka doe lu yi gyal

sh’en yang jung po gek

<A$?-.%-,

,;=-$8A:A-$/?-2.$-PR%-2.$-i3?,

,3(R.-2!R.-$+R<-3-:.A-28J?-=,

rik dang

yul sh’ii ne dag drong dag nam

ch’oe toe tor ma di sh’e la

,L%-(2-?J3?-GA-$8A-29%-!J,

,2!/-:PR<-1/-2.J:A-z$-2?3-IA?,

,;A.-=-:.R.-0-!/- 12?-36S.,

jang ch’ub sem kyi sh’i zung te

ten dror p’en dei lhag sam gyi

yi la doe pa kun drub dzoe

,z-O?-$?R=-2,
Prayer of Bath Offering to the Deity

,:PR-2:A-1R/-3J-,/-<?-$9A$?-3$R/-=,

,SA-8A3-2..-lA:A-o/-IA?-O?-$?R=-2?,

dro wei dron me chen re zig gon la

dri sh’im due tsii gyun gyi tr’u sol we

,:PR-2:A-1A2-$*A?-SA-3-!/-2?=-/?,

,SA-V=-{-$?3-2fJ?-0:A-2N->A?->R$,

dro wei drib nyi dri ma kun sal ne

dri dral ku sum nye pei tra shi shok

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
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OM A KA RO MU KAM SAR VA DHAR MA NAM A DYA NUT PAN NA TO TA
OM AH HUNG PE SO HA
Repeat three times.
May the precious thought of enlightenment,
Which has not arisen in us, arise.
Wherever it has arisen, may it not be destroyed,
But increase more and more!
Then, to purify the torma offering to the nagas:
OM HA YA GRI WA HUNG PE OM SVA BHA VA SHUD DHA SAR VA
DHAR MA SVA BHA VA SHUD DHO HAM OM AH HUNG Repeat three times.
OM DA SHA DIK LO KA PA LA NA GA RA DZA WA RU NA BHU MI PA TI SA PARI WA
RA I DAM PA LING TA KHA KHA KHA HI KHA HI Repeat three times.

OM BEN ZRA AR GAM PAD YAM
NE WI DYA SHAP TA AH HUNG

PU PE

DHU PE

A LO KE

GEN DHE

King of the nagas, who observes the rules of the noble Chenrezig,
Please protect the universe and preserve the Buddha’s teachings.
Obstructing spirits, genii of the lands and the towns,
Having accepted this torma, these offerings and praises,
Keeping the foundation of the thought of enlightenment,
And with the sublime vow to bring happiness and comfort to all beings,
Grant the realization of all our wishes.

Prayer of Bath Offering to the Deity
I beseech you, Protector Chenrezig, the light for all beings,
To bathe in the continuous flow of perfect nectar.
May this be the happy omen
To the achievement of the three immaculate bodies,
All stains and the two veils having been purified.
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,eJ?-3(R.-0-LA/-_2?,
Blessing of the Offering

<-?j-2A.-0-<-0-<-?-<-?-<-A-2?J-U:J-@,

/-3-?j-2:-2R-KA-?-<R-U:

na ma sar va bud dha bod hi sa to bhe

om sar va pi pu ra pu ra su ra su ra ah wat te bhe so ha

<-2#-c-<-E-#),
om ben zra sa pa ra na kam

<-A<-;-=R-!J-I-<-?-0-<A-7-<-A;)-T-+A-o-J-@,
om ar ya lo ke shva ra sa pa ri wa ra ar gham tra ti tsa so ha

<-A<-;-=R-!J-I-<-?-0-<A-7-<-0H)-T-+A-o-J-@,
om ar ya lo ke shva ra sa pa ri wa ra pad yam tra ti tsa so ha

<-A<-;-=R-!J-I-<-?-0-<A-7-<-0PJ-T-+A-o-J-@,
om ar ya lo ke shva ra sa pa ri wa ra pu pe tra ti tsa so ha

<-A<-;-=R-!J-I-<-?-0-<A-7-<-K-0J-T-+A-o-J-@,
om ar ya lo ke shva ra sa pa ri wa ra dhu pe tra ti tsa so ha

<-A<-;-=R-!J-I-<-?-0-<A-7-<-A-=R-!J-T-+A-o-J-@,
om ar ya lo ke shva ra sa pa ri wa ra a lo ke tra ti tsa so ha

<-A<-;-=R-!J-I-<-?-0-<A-7-<-$kJ-T-+A-o-J-@,
om ar ya lo ke shva ra sa pa ri wa ra gen dhe tra ti tsa so ha

<-A<-;-=R-!J-I-<-?-0-<A-7-<-/N-7A-H-T-+A-o-J-@,

om ar ya lo ke shva ra sa pa ri wa ra ne wi dya tra ti tsa so ha

<-A<-;-=R-!J-I-<-?-0-<A-7-<->K-T-+A-o-J-@,
om ar ya lo ke shva ra sa pa ri wa ra shap ta tra ti tsa so ha

,*R/-IA?-3-$R?-{-3.R$-.!<,

,mR$?-?%?-o?-GA?-.2-=-2o/,

kyon gyi ma go ku dog kar

dzok sang gye kyi u la gyen

,,$?-eJ:A-,/-IA?-:PR-=-$9A$?,

,,/-<?-$9A$?-=-K$-:5=-=R,

t’uk jei chen gyi dro la zig

chen re zig la ch’ag ts’al lo

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t

Blessing of the Offering
NA MA SAR VA BUD DHA BOD HI SA TO BHE
OM SAR VA PI PU RA PU RA SU RA SU RA AH WAT TE BHE SO HA
OM BEN ZRA SA PA RA NA KAM
OM AR YA LO KE SHVA RA SA PA RI WA RA
AR GHAM TRA TI TSA SO HA
OM AR YA LO KE SHVA RA SA PA RI WA RA
PAD YAM TRA TI TSA SO HA
OM AR YA LO KE SHVA RA SA PA RI WA RA
PU PE TRA TI TSA SO HA
OM AR YA LO KE SHVA RA SA PA RI WA RA
DHU PE TRA TI TSA SO HA
OM AR YA LO KE SHVA RA SA PA RI WA RA
A LO KE TRA TI TSA SO HA
OM AR YA LO KE SHVA RA SA PA RI WA RA
GEN DHE TRA TI TSA SO HA
OM AR YA LO KE SHVA RA SA PA RI WA RA
NE WI DYA TRA TI TSA SO HA
OM AR YA LO KE SHVA RA SA PA RI WA RA
SHAP TA TRA TI TSA SO HA

Lord with white body, not affected by fault,
Whose head is adorned by a perfect buddha,
Who looks upon all beings with the eyes of compassion,
To you, Chenrezig, I pay homage.
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,2!R.-0<-:R?-0-,3?-&.-=,

,8A%-h=-!/-IA?-P%?-~J.-GA?,

,=?-2+.-0?-/A-i3-!/-+,

toe par oe pa t’am che la

sh’ing dul kun gyi drang nye kyi

lu tue pe ni nam kun tu

,3(R$-+-..-0?-2!R.-0<-2IA,

<-3-EA-0EJ->,

ch’og tu de pe toe par gyi

om mani peme hung

,3./-3#<-:1$?-0-;A-$J-S$,

,LR/-0:A-K$-$;?-2..-lA-;A?,

,O?-L?-1A2-$?3-.$-I<-+J,

dun k’ar p’ak pa yi ge drug

jon pei ch’ag ye due tsi yi

t’ru je drib sum dag gyur te

,z-;%-,A-2R<-,A3-0<-I<,

,2&R3-w/-2.$-=-.$R%?-?-$?R=,

,2.$-&$-LA%-cR.-.2%-

lha yang chi wor t’im par gyur

chom den dag la gong su sol

dag chag jing goe wang

I<-0?,

,+A%-:6B/-3A-$?=-}$?-3-.$,

,$4%-4-(%-?R$?-29R.-0<-$?R=,

gyur pe

ting dzin mi sal ngak ma dag

tsang dra ch’ung sok zoe par sol

<-0E-?-<-?-3-;,

3-/-0-=-;,

0E-?-<

om pe ma sa to sa ma ya

ma nu pa la ya

pe ma sa to

+J-/R-0-+AN-SF-[R-3J-S-7,

te no pa ti ta dri do me ba wa

?-+R-XR-3J-S-7,

?-0R-XR-3J-S-7,

A-/-<RR-3J-S-7,

su to koy yo me ba wa

su po koy yo me ba wa

ah nu rak to me ba wa

?j-?A:A-gJ-T-;o,

sar va sid dhi me tra ya tsa

?j-!k-?-4-3J-4BX)-XA-;:

!-<->-@-@-@-@-@R:

S-$-7/,

sar va kar ma su tsa me tsi tang shi ri ya

ku ru hung ha ha ha ha ho

ban ga wen

?j-+-,-$-+,

0E-3-3J-3O,

0E-S-7,

3-@-?-3-;-?-<-=

sar va ta ta ga ta

pe ma ma me mun tsa

pe ma ba wa

ma ha sa ma ya sa to ah

,gJ/-;R.-/,

<,
om

,:.A<-/A-gJ/-.%-z/-&A$-+,

,:#R<-2-YA.-.-28$?-/?-G%-,

,/.-3J.-5K-.%-

dir ni ten dang lhen chig tu

k’or wa sie du sh’uk ne kyang

ne me t’se dang

.2%-K$-.%-,

,3(R$-i3?-=J$?-0<-)=-.-$?R=,

<-?-T-+AN-2#-;J-J-@,

wang ch’ug dang

ch’og nam lek par tsal du sol

om su tra tik ta ben zra ye so ha

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
With bodies as numerous as the particles in all the universes,
I bow before all those worthy of praise.
I pay homage with complete confidence
Entirely, with body, speech, and mind.
Repeat: OM MANI PEME HUNG
In the sky before me appears the Noble One of the Six Syllables.
He bathes me in the nectar that flows from his right hand;
The three veils of the mind vanish;
He is absorbed through the top of my head.
Please grant me your attention.
Under the power of agitation and stupor,
Our state of absorption lacks clarity,
And our recitation of mantras is imperfect.
Please look with benevolence upon this lack of clarity.
OM PE MA SA TO SA MA YA MA NU PA LA YA
PE MA SA TO TE NO PA TI TA DRI DO ME BA WA
SU TO KOY YO ME BA WA SU PO KOY YO ME BA WA
AH NU RAK TO ME BA WA SAR VA SID DHI ME TRA YA TSA
SAR VA KAR MA SU TSA ME TSI TANG SHI RI YA
KU RU HUNG HA HA HA HA HO BAN GA WEN
SAR VA TA TA GA TA PE MA MA ME MUN TSA
PE MA BA WA MA HA SA MA YA SA TO AH
If we have a representation of the deity:
OM

By staying in this very place,

United to this representation,
Spare us illness and grant us long life and power.
Grant us the sublime accomplishment
In the most excellent way.
OM SU TRA TIK TA BEN ZRA YE SO HA
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<,

,HJ.-GA-?J3?-&/-.R/-!/-36.,

,eJ?-?-3,/-0:A-.%R?-P2-)R=,

om

k’ye kyi sem chen don kun dze

je su t’un pei ngo drub tsol

,?%?-o?-;=-.-$>J$?-/?-G%-, ,a<-;%-:LR/-0<-36.-.-$?R=,

2#-3:

sang gye yul du shek ne kyang

ben zra mu

lar yang jon par dze du sol

,3./-gJ/-;R.-3J.-.%-2!/-0:A-$>J$?-2gJ/-$%-:$2-L,

,2.$-z-,$?-!:A-ZA:=-,A3,

,.J-;%-]R-:.?-:R.-$?=-.%-,

,a<-;%-8=-$&A$-K$-$*A?-0:A,

dag lha t’uk kei hrih la t’im

de yang lo de oe sal dang

lar yang sh’al chig ch’ag nyi pei

,,$?-eJ-(J/-0R<-$?=-2<-I<,

,.$J-2-:.A-;A?-M<-.-2.$,

,,/-<?-$9A$?-.2%-:P2-I<-/?,

t’uk je ch’en por sal war gyur

ge wa di yi nyur du dag

chen re zig wang drub gyur ne

,:PR-2-$&A$-G%-3-=?-0,

,.J-;A-?-=-:$R.-0<->R$,,

,,

dro wa chig kyang ma lu pa

de yi sa la goe par shok//

,,29%-,R.-(R/-=3-.%-2N->A?-$%-22-2eR.-0<-L:R,,

.J-v<-?-$?-*-2:A-^-2-?R$?-o=-2:A-.?-(J/-28A-:3,

.J-3A/-^-2-$%-;A/-IA-*-2o.-$/3-!R%-*A/-.%R?-$8A-#J=-2<-.R<-.%R?-$*A?-=-(R-$-5<-$?3-<J-.%-, eJ?-$?R-.R%-3-$+R$?-5<$&A$-LJ.-0:A-/%-$/?-i3-.$-=/-$&A$-$A?-%/-:PR:A-o/-=3-2&.-0-?R$?-1/-;R/-2}$?-0-3,:-;?-0:A-5=-o-(J<-$8/-=?gR$?-0<-LR?->A$,

:.A-/A-HA3-0-1R-3R-?R$?-/%-(R$-o?-0-)A-28A/-*3?-?-3A-=R/-0<-1/-KA<-(R-$-$8%-5.-,2-=?-.3-2<-

2&.-3,.-*%-$?=-5=-.-A-OA<-3J-I-<:A-/%-$/?-{2?-2N->A?-:R.-9J<-&/-/?-.<-2-:VJ=-5.-:.A-$+/-!/-+-2N->A?-0:A-o<I<-&A$,,

,,

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t
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If we have no representation of the deity:
OM

You who realize the wishes of all beings,

Please grant us that same accomplishment.
Even though you have gone to the Buddha’s country,
We implore you to return.

BEN ZRA MU

(Recite only one of the two preceding prayers.)
I as the deity melt into light, which is absorbed into the HRIH in the heart.
This vanishes into the domain of clear light beyond all intellectualization.
Then I clearly appear as the Great Compassionate One, with one face and two arms.
Through this virtue, may I quickly achieve the realization of Mighty Chenrezig,
And may I bring every single being to that same state.

Thus one further concludes by saying the “Resolve to Practice Excellence”
and then some good-omen prayers. The best time to practice is on the full
moon of the fourth month of the lunar calendar, and on the four special
anniversary days of the Buddha or on the eighth day of the lunar calendar,
or on the full and new moon days. Make sure that the fasting day will be on
an auspicious day.
Do the actual practice from beginning to end three times a day on both
days. On the third day, except for the eight-precepts vow, do the entire
practice once. In this way, one perfect Nyungne practice could shut the door
to the three lower realms once and for all. In addition to that, many great
benefits have been described. One should learn about those benefits from
other sources.
This text is written for those ordinary beings who are not capable of
practicing an extensive form of Nyungne practice and for this reason, from
the main practice texts, I have included all the important aspects of the
practice and have made this brief and clear text. At the time of Atir May Sho
Ree Nyungne practice, I, Tashi Ozer, composed this text.
May it benefit all beings and bring auspiciousness to everyone.
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Additional Prayers

,2#R-2-(R/-=3-/A,
Dedication of Merit

,2?R.-/3?-:.A-;A?-,3?-&.-$9A$?-0-*A.,

,,R2-/?-*J?-0:A-.P-i3?-13-L?-/?,

soe nam di yi t’am che zig pa nyie

t’ob ne nye pei dra nam p’am je ne

By this merit may I attain omniscience.

May the enemy, wrong action, be overcome.

,+J-c-/-:(A-j-_2?-:O$?-0-;A,

,YA.-0:A-35S-=?-:PR-2-1R=-2<->R$,

kye ga na ch’i ba lab tr’uk pa yi

sie pei ts’o le dro wa drol war shok

From the stormy waves of birth,
old age, illness, and death,

this ocean of existence, may all
beings be freed.

,:)3-.0=-.0:-2R?-)A-v<-3HJ/-0-.%-,

,!/-+-29%-0R-.J-;%-.J-28A/-+J,

jam pal pa wo ji tar k’yen pa dang

kun tu zang po de yang de sh’in te

Manjushri, the hero, knows how to
dedicate virtue,

as does Samantabhadra, too.

,.J-.$-!/-IA-eJ?-?-2.$-aR2-&A%-,

,.$J-2-:.A-.$-,3?-&.-<2-+-2}R,

de dag kun kyi je su dag lob ching

ge wa di dag t’am che rab tu ngo

Following the training of all
bodhisattvas,

I dedicate completely all this virtue.

,.$J-2-:.A-;A?-*J-2R-!/,

,2?R.-/3?-;J->J?-5S$?-mR$?-/?,

ge wa di yi kye wo kun

soe nam ye she ts’ok dzok ne

By this virtue, may all beings

complete the accumulation of merit
and wisdom.

,2?R.-/3?-;J->J?-=?-L%-2,

,.3-0-{-$*A?-,R2-0<->R$,

soe nam ye she le jung wa

dam pa ku nyi t’ob par shok

May they obtain the two sacred forms

which arise from merit and wisdom.

ny u ngne p ract i ce t e x t

,?%?-o?-{-$?3-2fJ?-0:A-LA/-_2?-.%-,

,(R?-*A.-3A-:I<-2.J/-0:A-LA/-_2?-.%-,

sang gye ku sum nye pei jin lab dang

ch’o nyie mi gyur den pei jin lab dang

By the blessings of having obtained the
three bodies of Buddha,

by the blessings of the truth of
unchanging dharmata,

,.$J-:./-3A-KJ.-:./-0:A-LA/-_2?-GA?,

,)A-v<-2}R-2-(R/-=3-:P2-0<->R$,

ge dun mi ch’e dun pei jin lab kyi

ji tar ngo wa mon lam drub par shok//

By the blessings of the indestructible
intentions of the sangha,

may this dedication and aspiration
be accomplished.
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Offering Prayer (before a meal)

!,

!R/-0-]-3J.-?%?-o?-<A/-0R-(J-

ton pa la me sang gye rin po ch’e

The Supreme Director is the precious Buddha.

*R2-0-]-3J.-.3-(R?-<A/-0R-(J,
kyob pa la me dam ch’o rin po ch’e

The Supreme Protector is the precious Dharma.

:SJ/-0-]-3J.-.$J-:./-<A/-0R-(J,
den pa la me ge dun rin po ch’e

The Supreme Leader is the precious Sangha.

*2?-$/?-.!R/-3(R$-$?3-=-3(R.-0-:2=,
kyab ne kon ch’og sum la ch’oe pa bul

To the Three Rare Precious Jewels, I make this offering.

)R-2R-*R/-IA-3-$R?-{-3.R$-.!<,
jo wo kyon gyi ma go ku dog kar

Lord with white body not veiled by fault,

mR$?-?%?-o?-GA-.2-=-o/,
dzok sang gye kyi u la gyen

Whose head is adorned by a perfect buddha,

,$?-eJ-&/-IA-:PR-=-$9A$?,
t’uk je chen gyi dro la zig

Who looks upon all beings with the Eyes of Compassion,

,/-<?-$9A$?-=-3(R.-0-:2=,
chen re zig la ch’oe pa bul

To you, Chenrezig, I make this offering.

1. Thirty-five Buddhas, thangka painting by disciples
of master painter Gega Lama, Nepal

2. Thousand-Armed Chenrezig, thangka painting by disciples
of master painter Gega Lama, Nepal

3. Thousand-Armed Chenrezig, legend

4. Five Dhyani Buddhas, thangka painting by disciples
of master painter Gega Lama, Nepal

5. Five Female Buddhas, thangka painting by disciples
of master painter Gega Lama, Nepal

6. Shadakshari Triad and Other Deities (Triple Manifestation of the Six-Syllable
Mantra), photograph courtesy of The Walters Art Museum, Baltimore

7. Padmapani (Two-Armed Chenrezig): Pieced silk thangka made by
Leslie Rinchen-Wongmo, California, www.silkthangka.com

8. Chenrezig Torma

9. Rice Mandala

10. Thousand-Armed Chenrezig Sand Mandala,
photograph by Janet Lowry, Austin College, Texas

